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Dear Participants,  

Distinguished Members of the Scientific Committee, 

Distinguished Professors, Research Advisors, PhD Students,  

Dear Ladies and Gentleman,  

 

We are delighted to have you here to participate and share in the 3rdInternational 

Scientific Conference Geobalcanica 2017.  

Thank you for yours coming. That many of you, travel long distances, serves to remind 

us all, just how important our work is. 

These 2 days, the Republic of Macedonia will become a geographical heart of the 

Southeast Europe and the City of Skopje a place where new connections will be made 

from various fields of geography. This will be a special occasion to meet, listen, discuss 

and share information, in order to improve our geographical work.  

We are pleased to say, that this yearwe are hosting almost 100 participants from 18 

countries worldwide. I would like to thank each and every one of them: Algeria, Austria, 

Bulgaria, Canada, Germany, Israel, Italy, Macedonia, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, 

Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland, Thailand, and Turkey. 

Our goal has been achieved, since we have almost 100 accepted abstracts from 28 

countries. Most of them submitted full papers, which cover scientific work from physical 

and socio-economic geographical topics and also applicative geographical disciplines 

such as Cartography, GIS and Spatial Planning. 

Furthermore, I want to thankthe Members of the Organizing committee and the 20 

Scientific Committee members which have been chosen from reputable scientific 

institutions from 19 European Countries.  

I would also like to acknowledge our conference supporters: EUROGEO-European 

Association of Geographers, Faculty for Natural Sciences and Mathematics from Skopje, 

Macedonian Geographical Society and Here. 

For the past year we have gained priceless experience which has resulted in the initiation 

of the international scientific journal Acta Geobalcanica with 2 years and 4 published 

issues until now. 

Now, I would like to officially open the International Scientific Conference Geobalcanica 

2017. We wish this conference to provide you with a forum to exchange scientific ideas, 

inspire new research and result in new contacts for closer co-operation in the field of 

geography.  

And before I handover to Svemir Gorin, Conference opening Moderator,  

I would like to say once more on the behalf of the Geobalcanica organizing committee, 

Welcome. It’s a pleasure to see so many of you here. 

 

Thank you, 

 
Ivan Radevski, Phd 

Assistant Professor 

President of the Organizing Committee  

Institute of Geography 



 

 

 

Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

Ss. Cyril and Methodius University 

Skopje, Republic of Macedonia 

 

 

Dear Colleagues, Ladies and Gentleman, 

The tradition of geography development in Republic of Macedonia is almost 100 years. 

But on the University, level the high education besides the St Clement University in Ohrid 

(the First Slavic University) is performed after 2nd Word War in the frame of Ss Cyril and 

Methodius University in Skopje, exactly the Institute of Geography at Faculty of Natural 

Sciences and Mathematics.  Bachelors in geography from the first generations are 

organized in the Macedonian Geographical Society. The Institute of geography is host of 

the Master and Doctoral studies in geographical sciences almost 70 years. As is usual, the 

Macedonian geographers are occupied with different research problems, scientific and 

applicative projects. Every two or three years they organize some scientific meeting 

(usually international) and publishing of papers in the Proceedings. In the frame of their 

possibility they are also active in foreign conferences with own presentations in the field 

in geography and similar scientific disciplines.  

We are Publishers of 5 scientific journals: Geographical Reviews, Annual Proceedings 

(both with tradition of more than 50 years), Bulletin of physical geography, Bulletin of 

socioeconomic geography, and International Scientific journal Acta Geobalcanica, 

published by Geobalcanica Society.  

In the context of the geographical development is also organization of this International 

Scientific Conference by my younger colleagues Dr. Svemir Gorin and Dr. Ivan Radevski 

with several and their organizing team. That’s why I’m really satisfied of whole 

organization and starting the 3rd International Scientific Conference Geobalcanica 2017, 

which will contribute for forced development in the field of geography on national and 

international scale. 

I wish you a fruitful and successful work and for our Guests I wish a pleasant stay in our 

country and interesting fieldtrip in Ohrid (called Balkan Jerusalem also). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blagoja Markoski, Phd 

Full Professor 

Institute of Geography,  

Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics,  

Ss. Cyril and Methodius University 

Skopje, Republic of Macedonia 



 

 

Dear Colleagues, Distinguished Guests! 

On behalf of the Anton Melik Geographical Institute of the Research Centre of the 

Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, I would like to express my sincere thanks for 

this invitation. I convey warm greetings to you from the director of our Research Centre, 

dr. Oto Luthar, and the director of the Anton Melik Geographical Institute, dr. Drago 

Perko. 

Numerous participants from almost 30 countries are solid proof that Geobalcanica 

conference is gaining a lot of attention and builds strong pillars for development of 

geographical world in Southeast Europe and beyond. Sharing knowledge, exchanging 

ideas, and starting new collaborations are just a few of many things that make this 

conference worth visiting. 

Following the tradition of two previous years the conference is well organized and I 

would like to thank the organizing committee on all the efforts they put into organization 

of the event. 

There is no doubt that the conference (as written in a slogan of the conference) will bring 

a lot of connections among geographers. Therefore I wish all the participants a memorable 

conference and an establishment of plenty of new connections! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rok Ciglič, Ph. D. 

Head of the Department of GIS 

Anton Melik Geographical Institute 

Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts 

Republic of Slovenia 



 

 

 

Dear organizers and participants of Geobalcanica conference, 

Probably you will agree we are all fascinated by the world and geography. Geography as 

a scientific discipline gives us an excellent possibility to study our world in its immanent 

diversity. And our differentiated knowledge and understanding of individual parts of the 

world represent our mental, imperfect “feedback” on this diversity.   

We, physical, human and regional geographers together with cartographers, are meeting 

in one small multiethnic and multicultural European country – Macedonia. What we know 

about this county? Or better to say, what I know about this country? I must admit, in spite 

of my geographical education and 6 days of active field study of landscape and people of 

this nice country, my knowledge is very limited. Probably, I am not alone. The image of 

foreign country is very often created through selective information produced by media – 

TV, radio, newspaper. As we know scope and scale of information selection is under the 

great influence of power and interests of political representatives, multinational 

corporations and media owners, and therefore speaking about objectivity of presented 

image (especially image of society) is more than questionable. Also the quality and spread 

of diffusion of information (innovation) is, from the time of Swedish geographer 

Hägerstrand, depending on the distance from the source of information and hierarchical 

level of its acceptors.  Maybe, you, from Turkey, Poland, Russia, Canada or from other 

parts of the world, are feeling: to authentically know Macedonia it is not possible without 

its “direct touch on own body”, without personal experience.  

We are in Skopje, in the capital of Macedonia, in the specific occasion of scientific 

conference. Our meeting is a great challenge for everybody from us to feel “Macedonian 

touch” on our bodies and in our souls.  Please, use this chance.  

My thanks go with pleasure to organizers from hometown of Saint Mother Theresa - 

Vladimir, Svemir, Ivan, and their colleagues - who were able to attract people from all 

over the world. In spite of the fact that their organizing work has not finished yet, the 

cardinal tasks are mainly in front of us - the active participants of Geobalcanica 

conference. Not only the presentation of our research outcomes, but also the building of 

social contacts by personal networking together with the exchange of our individual 

perception of geography with its problems, Skopje and Macedonia, and also countries of 

our permanent stay. Allow me to wish to all of us a very successful work during next two 

days especially in this field - the field of mutual human understanding.  

Thank you very much for your attention. 

 

 

 

 

 

Vladimír Székely, PhD 

Research Scientist, Institute of Geography 

Slovak Academy of sciences 

Slovak Republic 



 

 

Dear participants of 3rd Geobalcanica Conference, 

 

This is great pleasure for me to welcome all of you. With the starting of 3rd meeting our 

conference becomes regular event, and it is first anniversary for Geobalcanica society.  It 

gives reason to claim that Geobalcanica became succeed and really working platform for 

sharing of geographic knowledge between different domain specialists, different 

universities and different countries. And this is extremely important in current times, 

when science and knowledge become more and more international and multidisciplinary. 

Let me appreciate efforts of organizing committee which were made to prepare our 

meeting and provide it in friendly and comfortable atmosphere in sunny Macedonia. I 

appreciate also all participants whose presentations make the meeting so interesting. I 

wish all of you effective work and interesting discussions during these days, and possibly 

productive collaborations in a result of contacting at the Conference. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evgeny Panidi, PhD 

Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics 

Saint Petersburg State University 

Russia 



 

 

 

Dear all, 

I truly consider a privilege and honor to be here for sharing with you the opening of the 

3rd International Scientific Conference Geobalcanica 2017. It's my pleasure to extend a 

warm welcome to you all. 

Geobalcanica is more than a network of geographers in the Balkan area. Two previous 

editions have contributed to built-up bridges between countries of the Balkan peninsula 

and a wider European context; between geographers and a wider community of scientists 

from different disciplines. I’m really convinced this is the direction that Geobalcanica 

must continue to follow and strengthen because interdisciplinarity definitely leads to 

higher levels of scientific research with more opportunities for real application of the 

results.  

Global warming and climate change, with their related effects and risks, call for a 

interdisciplinary and comprehensive approach aimed at identifying mitigation and 

adaptation strategies. Geography can provide answers to these challenges and improve 

the ‘actionability’ of spatial planning practices. For this reasons a stronger involvement 

of geographers in decision-making, and implementation of policies and strategies, even 

at local level, is needed. 

Let me say thanks to Svemir Gorin, Ivan Radevski, and all the staff of the Organizing 

Committee for the outstanding work along the last two editions of the Conference and 

especially for this really promising Geobalcanica 2017. I wish you all a stimulating, 

fruitful and rewarding experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Riccardo Privitera, PhD 

Scientific Committee of Geobalcanica Conference 

Researcher in Spatial Planning at University of Catania  
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ABSTRACT 

Tuzgölü Basin located at the Central Anatolia is an inner enclosed basin and is bounded 

by Ankara uplift in the north, the Kırşehir massif from in the east and the Sivrihisar-

Bozdağ massif from the west. The Salt Lake is bordered by Tuzgölü, Akşehir and Niğde 

fault zones in NE-GW direction. Typical mechanical and sedimentary structures in the 

evaporitic sediments are observed in especially gypsum and anhydrite, partially 

glauberite and halite deposits. The most prominent structures observed in the investigated 

cores are usually sequential sedimentation or stratification, other primary structures are 

slump structures, sub-strata traces, mud cracks and flat conglomeratic gravel sediments. 

Stratification in the evaporites showed changes in the mineralogical and textural 

properties from the bed to the bed. There are also settlement/load structures, ripple cross 

lamination and cross stratification were determined. As a result of sedimentation, 

sedimentation-grade bedding and intercalation of clay or carbonate mud and salted 

mineral mud have been observed.  The lacustrine sediments in the inner zones of the basin 

consist of Ca-Na-sulphate, Mg-sulphate sediments, claystone, carbonate  alternation and 

partly laminated. Repeating the evaporitic sediments in mm and cm thickness provides a 

seasonal sedimentation view. 

 

Keywords: Evaporite, halite, glauberite, Tuzgölü, Turkey  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Tuz Gölü Basin is located in the south-eastern part of Central Anatolia (Figure 1). 

Evaporitic deposits are generally formed from Na, Ca, Mg, Cl, CO3, and SO4 in different 

contents and most of them were precipitated inner continental basin, tectonically active 

and arid lacustrine environments which effected time to time intake of seawater ([1], [2], 

[3]). In this study area, more thicknesses of salt and soda than a few hundred meters were 

deposited during Miocene period.  

Taurus Mountains on the north and Salt Lake on the southwest boundaries to the study 

area which is an important inner basin located in the Central Anatolian (Figure 1). The 

basin is the Turkey's most important in terms of salt and soda deposits which have been 

mined more than five hundred years. Hence, a number of studies have been carried out in 

the study area for various purposes ([4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10]). 
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The aim of the study is to a) interpret origin of the evaporates, b) explain active processes 

in the basin by determining of structural and textural properties of the evaporates. 

 
Figure 1. Simplified geology map (after [11] location map of study. 

 

GEOLOGY 

The study area is located in the southern part of the Tuz Gölü. Bedrocks of the study area 

consist of Paleozoic metamorphic (metaschist, metacarbonate, quartzite, schist, etc.) and 

Upper Cretaceous ultrabasic rocks. Andesitic and basaltic volcanoes, of various ages 

since from Miocene have been activated in the Basin (Figure 1). The most important 

tectonic lines in the region are right lateral Salt Lake fault extending in N–NW direction 

and the S-SW trending Ecemiş fault along the eastern boundary of the Lake Tuzgölü that 

borders of the inner basin. The basement of the basin is represented by Paleozoic aged 

rocks which consists of gneiss, quartzite, calc-schists and coarse crystalline white 

marbles. The basement unit is overlain unconformably by the Paleocene-Eocene-aged 

units consists of basaltic pillow lava, graded, bedded detrital sediments and 

volcanoclastics. The basin was an inner shallow marine character in the Paleocene-

Eocene period while it was a closed lake in the Miocene-Pliocene.  

 

RESULTS 

Halite, Na-Ca-sulfate minerals (anhydrite, gypsum, glauberite, eugasterite and 

thenardite), Mg-sulfate minerals (bloedite, epsomite, loweite), dolomite, magnesite and 

calcite minerals were determined in the basin as evaporite minerals. Typical mechanical 

and sedimentary structures in the evaporitic sediments are observed in especially gypsum 

and anhydrite, partially glauberite and halite deposits. The most prominent structures 

observed in the investigated cores are usually sequential sedimentation or stratification, 

other primary structures are slump structures, sub-strata traces, mud cracks and flat 

conglomeratic gravel sediments. Stratification in the evaporites showed changes in the 

mineralogical and textural properties from the bed to the bed. There are also 

settlement/load structures, ripple cross lamination and cross stratification were 

determined. As a result of sedimentation, sedimentation-grade bedding and intercalation 

of clay or carbonate mud and salted mineral mud have been observed (Figure 1). 
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Figure 2. mechanical and sedimentary structures in the evaporitic sediments  

a) Slump and breccia structures (471 m), b) Slump structure (700.2 m), c) tectonic deformation (466 m), 

d) slump structure (712.5 m), e) sequential sedimentation (543 m), f) ripple cross lamination (272 m),  

g) step-shaped micro fracture and/or crack (758 m). 

 

The lacustrine siliceous limestone, which represents the center of the basin, is composed 

of claystone siltstone and partly sandstone and rarely matured alternation of polygenic 

conglomerates. The thickness of the clastic sediments decreases towards the basin edge. 

The presence of large clastic, conglomeratic deposits is sometimes associated with basin 

energy uptake. In addition, almost all the wells are reddish and greenish mudstones 
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predominantly on the surface. At these levels, there are lenticular gypsum bands ranging 

in thickness from a few centimetres. Carbonate (dolomitic), clay lamination, greenish 

sandstone, siltstone, and again fibrous gypsum bands and gypsum / anhydrite nodules 

were observed at the middle levels of the drillings. Fibrous gypsum veins (satin spar) are 

usually parallel or semi-parallel to bedding. In dolomitic sediments, anhydrite nodules 

are mostly secondary and rarely primarily in the marginal and central parts of the basin. 

The lacustrine sediments in the inner zones of the basin consist of Ca-Na-sulphate 

(gypsum, anhydrite, glauberite, thenardite, mirabilite), Mg-sulphate (epsomite, bloedite) 

sediments, claystone, carbonate (dolomite and magnesite) alternation and partly 

laminated. Repeating the evaporitic sediments in mm and cm thickness provides a 

seasonal sedimentation view. Among the halite deposits (10-50 cm), thin clay laminae 

and other sulphate minerals, especially glauberite massive or small-coarse crystalline 

deposits, were found to be massive anhydrite. 

Based on the petrographic data obtained from drilling cores and correlations of ten 

drillings it is concluded that the precipitation of halite increases in the northern part of the 

basin while it decreases in the south may be indicating that there is a flowing of 

groundwater from the south to the basin. Depending on the detrital formation, the 

observation of erosional traces on the edges of individual selenitic gypsum crystals and 

the observation of lenticular gypsums parallel to bedding showed the presence of 

sedimentation alongside the basin in some areas. During the evaporation and afterwards, 

many deformations occurred in evaporation sediments that collapsed into the basin as a 

result of many tectonic activities in and around the basin. With the effect of tectonics, 

many micro-macroscopically (with log-to-log correlation) faults, conjugate cracks and 

fracture systems developed in the rocks. These fractures and cracks are mostly filled with 

halite, gypsum and clay-like material, which are usually observed in a massive and fibrous 

structure. In the layer and lamina in which the less consolidated gypsum, halite and 

anhydrite minerals are present, mostly limestone structures and accretion are observed 

while the clay and carbonate rocks are found in the laminates and strata. However, the 

fluidized salt formed flames between the other units to form the diapir and dome 

structures, while in some places formed the flowing slump structures on the surface of 

the layers. The cracks that formed in the evaporation of the water in the evaporitic mud 

flats were filled in the gypsum minerals that could be settled more easily in the next stage. 

Selenitic gypsum beds are usually observed in massive layers of several centimeters to 

several tens of meters thick, grey-brown laminated with shale/mudstones, and usually 

seen in the vertical direction, or in a resemblance to a lump of cauliflower. 

Microcrystalline gypsum is a type of alabaster gypsum formed by the combination of 

gypsum crystals in microscopic size. Microcrystalline gypsum was observed in the form 

of massive nodules, with sizes ranging from a few centimeters to decimeters and 

elongated or spheroidal shapes in the vertical / horizontal direction. Gypsum nodules 

sometimes showed cementing with more transparent gypsum and / or satin spar gypsum. 

It was also observed that the nodules were adjacent to each other. Sometimes, inter 

nodular spaces showed irregular / mildly folded laminae. 

Anhydrite is also show nodules morphologies like to gypsum, the nodules are 2-5 cm in 

size and filled with dark-colored materials like clay and marl. Chicken wire or mosaic 

texture was observed in the cores where the sizes of the nodules were smaller. The nodular 

anhydrides were formed in semi-aqueous conditions. However, the nodular anhydrides 

can also form secondary crystal growths in overly salty water. Anhydrite laminae are 

interlaced with thick halite layers, giving occasionally the appearance of laminated halite 
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formation. Sometimes it has been found especially at shallow depths where the laminated 

anhydrite nodules grow together and show a somewhat intestinal resemblance. Massive-

looking anhydrite laminates, alternating with dolomite and sometimes with halite, are 

mostly observed in the deep sections of the basin. The rhythmic anhydrite, dolomite and 

shale alternation where the halite mineral does not precipitate and may indicate that the 

evaporation is weakened relatively and stagnant in the basin and the basin gains a more 

dilute character in sedimentation conditions.  

Glauberite is the second most common evaporitic mineral in the basin after the halite 

mineral. Massive glauberitic layers are observed macroscopically with halite, locally 

anhydrite / gypsum and partly dolomite. Towards the bottom of the sequence, it is 

observed that the shale bands with thin shale bands are mostly rich in organic matter. 

Laminated glauberites were seen as alternating layers with anhydrite and magnesite-

containing beds. Visible glauberites are self-shaped, partially discoidal, parallel to the 

deposition surface. The most common occurrences of glauberites are: 1- thin (20-30 cm 

thick) nodular, intestinal bands, alternating with laminal-gypsum; 2- thick (1-4 m) beds 

with distinctive band are massive, banded and nodular. 3-halite and massive or euhedral 

crystals (pyramidal, rhombohedral, and zoned) developed, 4- organic material was also 

observed in the rich shales and on the surface of the shales as secondary fibrous and 

acicular glauberites. 

Halite show a rhythmic alternation, usually a few mm and somewhere in meter dimension. 

There are differences in the thickness and morphological shape of halite alternations 

between drillings. Major halite morphologies have been observed in the following forms: 

a) large crystals, transparent, self-shaped, growing parallel to the bottom stratification, b) 

shapes with a euhedral-shaped shear structure and hopper structure, c) light-dark greyish 

halite or amorphous-euhedral shaped, or in massive form, d) microcrystalline halite, in 

the cement state between the glauberite crystals. 
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ABSTRACT 

Densification GPS Networks must provide the precision and reliability requirements. At 

the same time, these networks should be able to detect the possible earth crust movements. 

If the total weight of observation at a point raises, the sensitivity capacity of the point 

increases with the same rate. However, controllability of these observations weakens 

relative to neighboring observations. This paradox is a fundamental design problem that 

it must be resolved in the evaluation phase of geodetic networks. In this study, an 

improvement strategy has been recommended as a solution to the design problem. 

 

Keywords: External Reliability, Sensitivity, Optimization, Crustal Movements, 

Densification GPS Networks. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Densification GPS Networks evaluated in different epochs allow monitoring of crustal 

movement in the region, updating of velocity fields and determining displacements in the 

network’s points. Therefore, the Permanent or the Fundamental Densification GPS/GNSS 

Networks must provide the precision and reliability requirements. At the same time, these 

networks should be able to detect crustal movements with sufficient accuracy. In other 

words, the External Reliability and the Sensitivity criteria should have a good distribution. 

External reliability can be described as effects on the coordinate unknowns of the 

undetectable gross errors by using hypothesis testing. The minimum value of undetectable 

gross errors in the adjusted coordinate differences between epochs is named sensitivity 

level for the geodetic network. If the total weights of observations at a GPS point raises, 

the sensitivity capacity of this point increases with the same rate. However, reliabilities 

of these observations get quite weak. The reliability and the sensitivity criteria are two 

basic criteria which complete each other. However, due to the obtained GPS observations 

with different accuracy in the different epochs, these criteria affect each other in through 

the opposite direction. For this reason, both the external reliability values and the 

sensitivity levels should be obtained in good level. This paradox is an important design 

matter for the geodetic networks. The solution of the matter is the main idea of the study. 

For this purpose, an optimization strategy is recommended in this study. This strategy is 

applied to a real densification test network called IZDOGAP GPS Network (Fig. 1).  

 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.02
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OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY 
The location of any measurement in the observation plan and its precision directly affect 

the controllability of the observation. Therefore, it is necessary that an observation must 

control with neighboring observations on an equal level. Nevertheless, in the 

Densification GPS Networks, the total weight of observations at a station point is not 

always obtained on an equal level for each epoch [1]. If total weight of observations at a 

station point is higher, sensitivity level of the point also gets better. However, 

controllability and external reliability values of mentioned observations get weak. In other 

words, the good sensitivity level does not guarantee the appropriate reliability distribution 

in every time [2]. This situation is an important design matter. The optimization strategy 

is recommended to resolve the basic design problem. The main purpose of this study is 

to obtain an optimal sensitivity and external reliability distribution in networks for 

monitoring crustal movements. 

a. The Creation of the Design Matrix: An appropriate observation plan is designed. The 

Delaunay triangulation, expert opinion, simulation methods or the second order designed 

process can be used to provide the stable geometric shape or the observation plan [3].  

b. Analysis of the Geometric Shape: At designed observation plan, observation weights 

are accepted equal (P=E) for geometric shape analysis. In each epoch, observations are 

evaluated with the Gauss-Markoff Model using the least squares method: 

 lAxv  ; EP   (1) 

where A is the design matrix, l is the observation vector, x is unknown parameters and v 

is correction vector. The external reliability values ( jδ ) are computed with: 

 
jvv

T

j

jll

T

j

j δδ
PePQe

PePQe ~~
2

0

2
  (2) 

where ),,,( 00

2

0  hFδ  is a limit value of non-centrality parameter, je  is a design 

vector for jth observation, 
ll
~~Q  is the cofactor matrix of adjusted observations and vvQ  is 

the cofactor matrix of residuals [3]. Thus, the strong and weak properties of the geometric 

shape are reviewed.  

In a sufficient level designed Geodetic Network, external reliability levels (
i

δ
0

) remain 

between 6-10 units. To obtain a sufficient network, either the other network designs or 

the optimization methods could be experimented by return to the first step. For this aim, 

an analytical approximation, namely second order design problems, should be proposed 

for the optimal observation plan and optimal dispersion of their reliabilities. However, 

the primary subject of the study is not the development of any second order design [4, 5, 

6]. 

c. A Priori Sensitivity Analysis: According to the observation plan designed, the 

geodetic observations are obtained and the network observations are evaluated for each 

epoch. At the end of the evaluation process, a priori sensitivity values of first two epochs 

of the geodetic network for 2Δt   -unit year are obtained. Adjusted coordinate values 

)ˆ,ˆ(
01

xx  obtained from evaluation results of a geodetic network in any time interval 

depend on randomly distributed errors  ),(
01

lldl  in the observation vector ),(
01

ll .  

The difference vector between the adjusted coordinates obtained from 0t and 1t epochs 

can be described as:  

 PdlANxxd
T01 

  (3) 
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the displacement vector (d) is arranged for 3D GPS Networks as: 
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this equation can be written for a single GPS station (i) as: 

 PdlANd
T

ii
  (5) 

and then according to the law of variance-covariance propagation, the cofactor matrix of 

the displacement vector at any station point is calculated separately with the following 

equations:  

 
T

ii

T

ill

T

idd ii
NNNNPAPQANQ    (6) 

Local sensitivity level (
min

d ) can be obtained separately by examining eigenvalues of 

the weight matrix (
1

ii ddQ ) of each station point. 

 
max

0

min



d  (7) 

The epoch providing sensitivity values with possible good and homogeneous is defined 

as the objective function   )(t;)(tmin
10

xxxx racerace QQΩ   for the other epoch [7, 3]. 

d. The Improvement of External Reliability Distribution: The distributions of external 

reliability obtained for two epochs are reviewed. A Robust Weighting method is used to 

reduce the impact of poor controllability observations. The weights of the observations 

exceeding the threshold value (c) are reduced by using a proper robust weighting process 

and then a controllable external reliability distribution is obtained.  

In each GPS baseline, robust weight function )( jw  is computed for the external reliability 

value )(
m axjδ  passing the threshold value with the following equation.  

 c

cδ

j

j

e *5.0

max


w  (8) 

The cofactor matrix of observations is reweighted as: 

 jllll jj
wQQ *  (9) 

The observation plan, which provides the best sensitivity option from both epochs, is 

confirmed as the objective function for sensitivity improvements and a posteriori 

sensitivity analysis. 

e. The Improvement of the Sensitivity Distribution: After the reliability improvement 

step, the epoch with poor sensitivity distributions is improved according to epoch selected 

as the objective function (  )(t;)(tmin
10

xxxx racerace QQQ  ).The scaling coefficient )( i , 

which minimizes the global approximation criteria   min
T

. dd related to second 

order design, is computed by using cofactor matrices for each station point.   
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During the improvement process, a threshold value ...)10,7,5,3( sΛ  representing the 

network is determined for scale coefficients. The improvement has been applied for the 
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observations only exceeding the threshold value. The observation weights are rescaled 

using with the scaling coefficient. The network option, which provides objective function 

determined, should fulfill precision requests in homogeneous and isotropic structure. 

Thus, in the end of the evaluation processes of the first two epochs, these requests are 

maintained. 

f. A Posteriori Sensitivity Analysis: Improved network results for first two epochs   are 

combined and evaluated as a multivariate network. In this evaluation process, an optimal 

distribution is reached for the posteriori sensitivity values (Fig. 2, Table 2). 

The velocity vector for the multivariate networks is written as: 

  0011
)()(

1
PlANPlANx

T

i

T

ii
Δt

   (11) 

the cofactor matrix of the velocity vector can be obtained with the following equations:  
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and the weight matrix of each station point is computed as: 

 
1


iii xxx  QP  (13) 

The success rates of the results obtained are reviewed and compared with results obtained 

from the original experimental data. Finally, in this improvement strategy, the sensitivity 

values of network option approved as the objective function must be used as the basic 

criterion. 

 

NUMERICAL APLICATION 

In this study, an observation plan designed for a real densification GPS Network is used. 

At the same time this network has supported to a scientific research project. The network 

having 106 GPS stations located at Kocaeli/Turkey was established to monitor crustal 

movement effects and to control gas pipelines. The network called as Kocaeli IZDOGAP 

GPS Network surrounds the Izmit-Sapanca fault which is west part of the North Anatolian 

Fault Zone. The north part of the fault is located in the Eurasian Plate and the south part 

of the fault is located in the Anatolian Plate. In the network area, Kocaeli/Gölcük 

Earthquake having 7.4 magnitudes has occurred in 1999. The south part of the GPS 

network has movement of approximately 1-2 cm per year from east to west direction.  

The network has been measured and evaluated, in 2009 and 2010 respectively. Before the 

improvement process, IZDOGAP Densification GPS Network is reviewed in terms of 

geometric shape and level of a priori sensitivity. When the network observations is 

evaluated under the P=E condition, it is seen that both epochs are controlled on equivalent 

levels according to priori sensitivity and geometric shape. It is proved that the observation 

plan and the geometrical shape determined with optimization process are quite strong. 

When the a priori sensitivity and the external reliability distributions are analyzed, it is 

observed that the sensitivity difference between two epochs in 73 point and the external 

reliability differences between two epochs in 43-47, 41-105 and 60-40 base lines are 

much. Similar behaviors can be seen in other parts of the network too (Fig. 2a and 2b). A 

selected area which is restricted with only around 47 and 73 points will be sufficient to 

present the contributions of recommended strategy (Fig. 1). 
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Table 1. The external reliability and sensitivity optimization results 

P. Num. 

Epoch 2009.370 Epoch 2010.496 

Robust Model 
For 

Common 

252 Base 

Line 

dmin (cm) 

Robust Model 
For 

Common 

252 Base 

Line 

dmin (cm) 

Λ  Norm  (

10sΛ ) 

maxδ  
dmin 

(cm) maxδ  
dmin 

(cm) 

dmin 

(cm) maxδ  
 

41 (204) 5.51 0.33 0.34 7.99 *0.55 0.60 0.57 8.95 x 

43 5.06 0.32 0.33 7.89 *0.58 0.58 0.58 9.57 x 

46 4.40 0.35 0.37 3.74   0.56 0.61 0.57 3.76 + 

47 4.46 0.38 0.39 7.89 *0.70 0.68 0.67 9.57 x 

52 5.83 0.39 0.40 5.44   0.54 0.55 0.54 5.72 + 

65 5.51 0.37 0.37 5.49   0.56 0.60 0.56 5.57 + 

70 2.85 0.38 0.44 5.50   0.55 0.67 0.63 6.36 + 

71 (203) 5.53 0.42 0.43 5.50   0.61 0.79 0.66 6.36 + 

75 4.06 0.34 0.35 5.10   0.57 0.61 0.57 5.06 + 

76 5.06 0.32 0.33 5.10   0.64 0.63 0.64 5.06 + 

77 4.49 0.35 0.35 4.13   0.66 0.71 0.66 4.16 + 

105 5.36 0.32 0.33 7.99 *0.53 0.60 0.56 8.95 x 

59 5.35 0.41 0.41 7.68 *0.60 0.71 0.58 6.45 + 

42 5.35 0.36 0.37 7.68 *0.68 0.68 0.59 6.45 x 

106 4.52 0.43 0.44 5.79   0.57 0.61 0.58 6.13 + 

23 (201) 3.45 0.33 0.34 4.56   0.68 0.69 0.68 4.53 + 

73 4.69 0.34 0.36 4.59   1.01 2.25 0.57 10.83 x 

74 4.69 0.34 0.35 4.59   0.64 0.88 0.57 10.83 x 

60 5.38 0.40 0.42 7.94 *0.68 1.23 0.63 8.81 x 

40 3.59 0.37 0.40 7.94 *0.68 1.70 0.61 8.81 X 

68 4.15 0.40 0.41 4.28   0.65 0.85 0.63 4.26 + 

69 5.04 0.42 0.42 3.65   0.58 0.72 0.60 4.92 + 

63 5.38 0.36 0.36 3.86   0.53 0.61 0.53 3.91 + 

SA (
maxδ ) 5.83   7.99    10.83  

IZDOGAP(
maxδ ) 8.00   8.00    11.42  

*: In Epoch 2010, the GPS stations having the poor 

external reliability values. 

i
}δ,δ,{δ ΔZΔYΔXδ maxmax   

SA: Selected area  

IZDOGAP: Kocaeli IZDOGAP GPS Network 

)80( max  δ  , Successful (+) 

)158( max  δ , Sufficient (X) 

)15( max δ , Poor (?) 

 

 
Figure 1. IZDOGAP GPS network and the selected area (red line: discussable external reliability;  

red point: discussable sensitivity). 
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2a The difference map for the experimantel 

external reliability 

 
2b The difference map for a priori sensitivity 

 
2c The difference map for the external reliability 

with robust model 

 
2d The difference map for a priori sensitivity       

with robust model 
Figure 2. The difference maps of the sensitivity and the external reliability 

 

The weights of the observations exceeding the threshold value (c=8) of the external 

reliability c)> ( max  in epochs 2009 and 2010 are reduced by using the robust weighting 

method. Thus, the external reliability distribution of IZDOGAP GPS Network is 

improved. At the end of the improvement process; weights of 9 GPS observations (60-

40, 47-43, 6-51, 22-18, 31-32, 79-102, 27-24, 29-30, 41-105) in 2010 epoch are improved. 

On the other hand, only one GPS observation (103-38) located out of the selected area is 

improved for epoch 2009. It is observed significant improvements for the external 

reliability values of epoch 2010, but some distortions for the sensitivity distribution are 

determined (Fig. 2c and 2d).  

The observation weights in epoch 2009 are a design representing the homogeneous and 

isotropic network requests. For this reason, both the external reliability and the sensitivity 

distributions are quite homogeneous and consistent. The sensitivity values of epoch 2010 

are approximated to the sensitivity values of 2009 by using the sensitivity improvement 

process. If the threshold value of the scale coefficients ( sΛ ) is selected 10, both the 

sensitivity and the reliability distributions in epoch 2010 are improved in a controllable 
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and stable structure. Therefore, it is recommended that the threshold value is 10 for the 

sensitivity improvement (Table 1). 

 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is expected that each epoch of GPS/GNSS networks has the homogeneous and isotropic 

distributions in terms of both the external reliability and the sensitivity. For this reason, 

the external reliabilities and the sensitivities should be reviewed once more in each epoch 

of these networks. The base lines having divergence from the external reliability 

distributions should be improved in each epoch. Furthermore, if there are any network 

points which disrupt the sensitivity distribution, total precision of the observations in 

these points should be made similar to other network points. According to the results 

obtained from improved İZDOGAP GPS Network; 

 Locations of problematic observations and stations can be estimated in each epoch 

and then the sensitivity distribution can be developed by using the improvement 

strategy.  

 Before the land work is finished in an epoch, an appropriate observing time and 

additional observations can be planned by using the strategy.  

 In most importantly, a posteriori sensitivity values with homogeneous distribution for 

each epoch can be guaranteed.  

 
Table 2. The sensitivity distributions in selected area. 

P. Num 

Experimental Weights Optimal Weights 

A Priori A 

Posteriori 

t  

dmin (cm) 

A Priori A 

Posteriori 

t  

dmin (cm) 

2009.370 

dmin 

(cm) 

2010.496 

dmin 

(cm) 

2009.370 

dmin 

(cm) 

2010.496 

dmin 

(cm) 

* 41 (204) 0.33 0.54 0.58 0.33 0.54 0.58 

* 43 0.32 0.58 0.59 0.32 0.57 0.58 

46 0.35 0.56 0.59 0.35 0.56 0.59 

*47 0.38 0.67 0.69 0.38 0.70 0.71 

52 0.39 0.54 0.59 0.39 0.54 0.59 

65 0.37 0.56 0.60 0.37 0.56 0.60 

70 0.38 0.55 0.60 0.38 0.55 0.60 

71 (203) 0.42 0.61 0.67 0.42 0.61 0.67 

75 0.34 0.56 0.59 0.34 0.56 0.59 

76 0.32 0.64 0.63 0.32 0.63 0.63 

77 0.35 0.65 0.66 0.35 0.65 0.66 

* 105 0.32 0.52 0.55 0.32 0.52 0.55 

* 59 0.41 0.60 0.64 0.41 0.57 0.62 

* 42 0.36 0.68 0.69 0.36 0.58 0.61 

106 0.43 0.57 0.64 0.43 0.56 0.63 

23 (201) 0.33 0.68 0.68 0.33 0.67 0.66 

**73 0.34 1.01 0.96 0.34 0.54 0.58 

74 0.34 0.64 0.65 0.34 0.53 0.57 

* 60 0.40 0.67 0.70 0.40 0.63 0.67 

* 40 0.37 0.68 0.69 0.37 0.60 0.63 

68 0.40 0.65 0.68 0.40 0.62 0.66 

69 0.42 0.58 0.64 0.42 0.56 0.63 

63 0.36 0.53 0.57 0.36 0.50 0.55 

*  : the points passing the threshold value of the external reliability, in epoch 2010. 

**: the point having poor sensitivity value, in epoch 2010. 
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Experimental Results 

 
Optimal Results 

Figure 3. A posteriori sensitivity maps for t  
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ABSTRACT 

For a long time, salt weathering was a dominant process of rock decay in polluted 

atmosphere in Kraków. Weathering zones developed on the Middle Triassic dolomite 

surfaces exposed to direct rain-washing and sheltered from rain were studied in order to 

discuss the influence of exposure conditions on the mechanism of weathering. Optical 

microscopy, scanning electron microscope with energy dispersive spectrometer, and X-

ray diffraction were used. On the walls exposed to rain, fragments exposed to intensive 

washing by rainwater are bright and devoid of secondary minerals. Less intensively 

washed surfaces are covered by a black brittle gypsum-rich crust. On the surface of the 

sheltered walls a dark grey crust has developed. It is composed of loosely packed 

agglomerations of platy gypsum crystals with abundant dust particles. Crystallisation of 

gypsum from rainwater and reactions of sulphur-containing components from the 

rainwater with Ca ion from the rock are important in the formation of black gypsum crust. 

The deposition of dust particles and adsorption of sulphur-containing components are the 

most important factors in the grey crust formation. 

 

Keywords: rock weathering, polluted urban atmosphere, carbonate rocks  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
High concentration of particulate and gaseous atmospheric pollutants in Kraków (South 

Poland) has caused accelerated weathering of building stones and the deterioration of 

numerous historical monuments. For a long period of time, salt weathering was a 

dominant process of rock decay. Crystallisation of salts in pore spaces was the reason for 

the high rate of rock weakening, followed by disintegration. Visual effects of the 

carbonate rocks’ salt weathering were mostly related to their porosity [1]. Recent 

concentration of SO2 is significantly lower than in the last decades of the 20th century, but 

particulate matter concentration is permanently high. 

We compare weathering zones developed on the Middle Triassic dolomite surfaces 

exposed to direct rain-washing and sheltered from rain in order to discuss the influence 

of exposure conditions on weathering mechanisms. Exposure conditions are often 

considered as an important factor determining the importance of various weathering 

processes [2].  
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MATERIAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS 

The Middle Triassic dolomite (so-called Libiąż dolomite) was selected for the study 

because this rock was commonly used as a building material in Kraków at the end of the 

19th and beginning of the 20th centuries; therefore, it is possible to find occurrences 

suitable for comparison. Samples from walls completely sheltered from rain (dry 

deposition environment) and walls exposed to rain-washing (wet and dry deposition 

environment) were studied. Samples from the dry deposition environment were collected 

under a bridge, while samples from the wet and dry deposition environment were 

collected from a wall situated near a street. Surface irregularity of the building blocks is 

the reason for the development of zones exposed to intense rain-washing and those partly 

sheltered and accessible to rainwater flowing down after precipitation. 

Typical mineralogical and chemical methods were used (optical microscopy, scanning 

electron microscope with energy dispersive spectrometer, X-ray diffraction).  

 

RESULTS 

On the walls exposed to rain, two strongly contrasted zones are present. Fragments 

exposed to intensive washing by rainwater are bright, devoid of secondary minerals and 

subject to dissolution. In numerous blocks, in effect of dissolution fossils are visibly 

exposed. Less intensively washed surfaces are covered by a black brittle gypsum-rich 

crust composed of platy gypsum crystals (Fig. 1). Other sulphates occur rarely. It is 

possible to notice newly formed non-stoichiometric ‘protodolomite’ on the surface of the 

black crust. Different dust particles are dispersed between the gypsum crystals (both 

natural and anthropogenic) (Fig. 2). The black colour is related to the dark dust particles 

and organic pigment dispersed between the gypsum crystals.  

 

 
Figure 1. Black gypsum-rich crust. 
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Figure 2. Platy gypsum crystals and dust particles. 

 

On the surface of the sheltered walls a dark grey crust has developed (Fig. 3). It is 

composed of loosely packed agglomerations of platy gypsum crystals with abundant dust 

particles derived from soil or from resuspension from the street (quartz, mica, feldspars) 

and of anthropogenic origin (aluminosilicate spherules, iron-rich spherules or irregular 

grains, soot particles) (Fig. 4). Small amounts of authigenic calcite, halite and whewellite 

occur in this crust. The presence of easily soluble minerals is a typical difference between 

these two environments.  
 

 
Figure 3. Dark grey crust on the surface of sheltered walls. 
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Figure 4. Loosely packed agglomerations of platy gypsum crystals with abundant dust particles. 

 

The concentration of various elements is different in the black crust from rain-washed 

walls in comparison with the grey crust on sheltered walls. Higher concentrations of 

numerous elements in the grey crust from sheltered walls are related to the elevated 

amount of dust. Dust particles are systematically removed from rain-washed surfaces, 

causing the lower concentration of some elements. The isotopic ratios of sulphur and 

oxygen in gypsum from both groups of samples are very similar.  

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Crystallisation of gypsum from rainwater is important in the formation of black gypsum 

crust on rocks exposed to rain-washing [1], [3]. Gypsum formation can also be related to 

reactions of sulphur-containing components from the rainwater with Ca ion from the rock. 

The presence of ‘protodolomite’ is additional evidence of the dissolution of dolomite as 

a source of Mg. The downward movement of solution containing newly crystallised 

gypsum crystals is the reason for the folded surface of the crust. Dust particles deposited 

on the rock surface are removed during subsequent rain-washing. Adsorption of sulphur-

containing components on the dry or moist surfaces of walls during periods between 

precipitation is probably negligible in the black crust formation. 

The deposition of dust particles and adsorption of sulphur-containing components are the 

most important factors in the grey crust formation. The condensation of water vapour on 

sheltered walls causes significant moisture retention on the surface and facilitates both 

the deposition of dust and formation of sulphate anions and gypsum crystallisation. The 

rate of sulphate anions’ formation is increased because of the catalytic role of metal 

contained in the dust particles in sulphur dioxide oxidation. Hyphae filaments and spider 

webs participate in the binding of loose crust components.  
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ABSTRACT 

The study area is located in the southern parts of Tuzgölü basin namely closed Konya 

basin, which is one of the largest inner/closed basin of Neogene age in the Central 

Anatolia (Turkey). The basin was mostly filled with the Late Cretaceous-Quaternary aged 

different types of minerals. The basin, in deep, starts red colored clastic sediments which 

are formed from thick red clastic unit was deposited in shallow-deep-shallow marine 

environments. This study was primarily focused on the textural properties of halite 

mineral in the Miocene units. The textural properties of the halite mineral have been 

investigated mainly for detection of environmental conditions and origin of halites as 

primary and secondary halites. Remnant of chevrons structures are most common primary 

texture preserved in ancient halite deposits. Upward-growing chevrons determined in the 

halite minerals show that these textures contain rich fluid inclusions and have cloudy or 

milky appearance. Halite minerals are interlayered with carbonate, sulfate and clay 

minerals in the studied core samples. The halite layers are generally observed in thick of 

mm-dm, salt deposits in the dm-m in size precipitated when condition are suitable that 

huge thickness of shoal water evaporite can accumulate in very short time frames.  The 

thin laminates of halite indicate the fluid chemistry causing the precipitation and changed 

in a short time interval of the environment condition. The presence of hoper-textures in 

halite minerals indicated that the first precipitated on the shallow hyper saline brine pools 

and when they were undisturbed by wind and waves. The secondary marks were 

commonly observed in the drillings as the nodular structure anhydrite and mosaic texture 

of halite. The ratios of Cl/Br and Na/Br in the studied halite samples have very high values 

that are in relation to dissolution and mixing.  

 

Keywords: Halite, Tuzgölü, hopper texture, evaporation, Cl/Br ratio 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The study area is located in the southern part of closed Konya basin, which is one of the 

largest sedimentary basins of Neogene age in the Central Anatolia, Turkey (Figure 1). In 

this study, evaporite minerals which have been obtained from the drillings made from the 

Miocene aged evaporates, have been investigated. Carbonates, gypsum, anhydrite and 

halite minerals have been identified and they are usually accompanied glauberite and clay 
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minerals. The salts (mostly halite or CaSO4) precipitated by evaporation, in a brine pan 

environment, forms after the precipitation of the alkaline earth carbonates. This study was 

primarily focused on the textural properties of halite mineral. The crystal texture of the 

precipitated salts gives important clues about the chemistry of the brine which caused the 

precipitation, medium, temperature and depth  

Gypsum and anhydrite minerals which have been detected from the drillings show 

different structural and textural differences. Studies have shown that cm or dm size 

aligned bottom-nucleated crystals reflect widely shallow water environments. The first 

crystals formed in the shallow brine environment are halite chevrons and aligned gypsum 

crystals. In deeper brine environment, silt-sized pelagic deposits or as a mass of coarsely 

crystalline monomineralic bottom meshwork can be observed [1].  

The textural properties of the halite mineral have been used mainly for the detection of 

primary and secondary halites. The halite precipitated in the form of chevrons, cubes and 

hopper-shaped on the surface and shallow hypersaline brine pools. Remnant of chevrons 

structures are most place primary texture preserved in ancient halites. Upward-growing 

chevrons determined in the halite minerals show that these textures contain rich fluid 

inclusions and have cloudy or milky appearance. The clear and spar-like crystals are 

secondary and such textures are very important in determining primary and secondary 

halites. The effect of diagenesis usually causes mosaic texture in the halite mineral, and 

ancient bedded halite deposits are dominated by mosaic textures [2]. Hopper and raft 

textures forms air-brine interface, and rafts grow until the crystal mass becomes heavy 

surface tension, and sinks to bottom. Raft and other cumulate crystals textures indicate 

very shallow ephemeral brine pans [3].  

Thick halite (rocksalt) layers detected in the studied drillings may include gypsum, 

anhydrite and glauberite interlayers, and as well carbonate minerals. Na-sulphate-NaCl 

ions are generally used to interpret the evaporitic properties of the basin [4]. Evaporite 

mineral assemblages are among the best clue of paleo-fluid chemistry and an 

understanding of evaporite geochemistry at Tuz Gölü Basin. Also, it is very difficult to 

determine the chemistry of the primary solution in the evaporation environment due to 

the complex physical and chemical nature of the sedimentary rocks at this basin. Chloride 

(Cl) and bromide (Br) ions are unique solutes in all natural water. The major reservoir of 

water (the ocean) has relatively uniform Cl and Br concentrations and their Cl/Br molar 

ratio is around 655 ± 4 [5]. The Cl/Br ratio has been used as a tracer to determine the 

origin and evolution of groundwater, surface water and brines in oil and gas exploration 

[6].  

The aim of this paper is (1) to determine the mineralogical composition of the deposited 

sediments (2) to interpret the paleo-environment, (3) morphological properties of the 

paleo-fluids.  

 

GEOLOGY 

The Tuz gölü Basin is located in western part of the Central Anatolia. The basin was filled 

with the Late Cretaceous-Quaternary sediments with a measurable thickness of 5000 m 

(Figure 1). The basin, in deep, starts red colored clastics which are a terrestrial unit; in 

above this red clastic unit a thick sequence was deposited in shallow-deep-shallow marine 

environments [7]. The Tuz Gölü fault comprise an elevated (>1000 m) low relief (<300 

m) plateau between the Aegean extensional province to the west and the Arabian-

Anatolian continental collision zone to the east. The fault systems are generally 

characterized by normal faults with some strike-slip components in the Central Anatolia 
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[8]. These fault systems have generated numerous fault-controlled basins (horsts and 

grabens), this morphology is typically interrupted by conical volcanic mountains (Figure 

1). The main Plio-Quaternary volcanic eruption centers are strato-volcanoes at the 

southern part of the plateau linked to shallow asthenosphere characterized by low-

velocity band beneath Central Anatolia ([9] and [10].  

 

 
Figure 1. Simplified geology map and location map (After [11] and [8]). 

 

RESULTS 

The primary structures and textures in evaporite sediments were not entirely preserved. 

Recrystallization, replacement and deformation as depositional processes are quite 

effective within the basin.  Many evaporite minerals have been altered by re-

crystallization or re-placement without destruction of the primary macro-micro structures 

under the influence of these process.  During this process, the primary structures of the 

minerals completely altered to secondary textures, or partially altered, and primary 

textures were preserved in part. 

Based on the petrographically and mineralogical data obtained by some investigation 

methods (X-ray diffraction, optic and scanning electron microscopic) and correlations of 

ten drillings it is concluded that the precipitation of halite increases in the northern part 

of the basin while it decreases in the south may be indicating that there is a flowing of 

groundwater from the south to the basin. 

Evaporation minerals e.g., carbonate, sulphate and halite have been identified in the study 

area. These minerals are usually accompanied with autogenetic and/or detrital silicate 

minerals, e.g. quartz, feldspar, mica, clay, and rarely zeolite minerals. The salts (mostly 

halite) and/or sulphates precipitated by evaporation, in a brine pan environment, forms 

after the precipitation of the alkaline earth carbonates (Figure 2). Halite minerals are 

interlayered with carbonate, sulphate and clay minerals in the basin. The halite layers are 

generally observed in thick of mm-dm, salt deposits in the dm-m in size precipitated when 

condition are suitable that huge thickness of shoal water evaporite can accumulate in very 

short time frames. The thin laminates of halite indicate the fluid chemistry causing the 

precipitation and changed in short time intervals of the environment condition.  
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Figure 2. a) Euhedral glauberite, b) intercalation of halite, anhydrite, carbonate  

and aligned halite crystals, c) mosaic halite, d) halite and euhedral glauberite, e) anhydrite nodules 

 

According to the thin sections investigation of core samples, it is detected that cm in size 

aligned nucleated crystals are recognized shoal water textures. Depending on brine 

salinity of the precipitating bottom-nucleated unit was typically composed of halite 

chevrons and aligned gypsum crystals (Figure 3 and 4). The halite precipitated in the form 

of chevrons, cubes and hopper-shaped on the surface and shallow hyper saline brine 

pools. Remnant of chevrons structures are most commonplace primary texture preserved 

in ancient halites. Upward-growing chevrons determined in the halite minerals show that 

these textures are enriched by fluid inclusions and have cloudy or milky appearance. The 

clear and spar-like crystals are secondary and such textures are very important in 

determining primary and secondary halites. The amount of fluid inclusion decreased 

towards the surface to the deep due to diagenesis. In deeper waters, crystals are typically 

silt-sized gypsum and layered halite minerals. The presence of hoper-textures in halite 

minerals indicated that the first precipitated on the shallow hypesaline brine pools and 

when they were undisturbed by wind and waves. Hoppers can raft as raft held at the air-

brine interference. Rafts are sinks when the crystal mass becomes heavy than surface 

tension. In the all depths of the cores, it has been detected that primary textures 

accompanying with secondary textures. Fluid inclusions in halite minerals were 

determined as primary fluid inclusions parallel to the growth traces and as secondary 

inclusions locating perpendicular to the growth traces. Some of the inserts are round and 

ellipsoidal, while others are cubic. These eutectic inclusions in the salt crystals formed in 
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the solution contact with the air, and they are formed by submerging the crystals which 

reach to a certain weight and size in the form of cumulate. 

 

 
Figure 3. a) Euhedral glauberite and halite matrix, b) chevron texture, c) fluid inclusion, d) hopper halite. 

 

The secondary marks were commonly observed in the drilling samples as the nodular 

structure anhydrite and mosaic texture of halite (Figure 2 and 3). The nodules form from 

displacively pore fluids which are concentrated at the capillary and upper of the phreatic 

zone and beneath of the sabkha surface. Diagenetic textures in most halite deposits are 

usually mosaic textures and mosaic halite (spar) which represent early burial period of 

salt deposits.  

The glauberite mineral accompanying the halite mineral generally indicates increased 

periods of evaporation. At the same time, more dilute solution (including Ca ion), which 

input this medium, dissolves the precipitated halite mineral. Then, while the evaporation 

is continued, glauberite minerals precipitate in the newly formed solution. 

Na and Cl content of pure halites varies from 37.0 to 39.5 % and 37.7 to 41.0 %, 

respectively. B, Br and Li content of the mineral range from 11.5 to 28.0 ppm, 7.3 to 11.0 

ppm, and 1.0 to 1.6 ppm, respectively. The ratios of Cl/Br and Na/Br in the halite minerals 

show very high values and the ratios were located on the halite dissolution-precipitation 

line but plotted in the direction of dissolution indicating that the element contents are 

related to dissolution and mixing process.  
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Figure 4. a) Euhedral halite, b) euhedral-subhedral halite, c) halite and radial shaped glauberite, d) 

euhedral glauberite and halite matrix 
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ABSTRACT 

The presence of consolidated limestone inclusions in Mini Maritsa Iztok EAD has great 

influence on the pace of productivity and becomes an issue of primary importance. 

Complex geophysical prospections were performed in order to collect information about 

the presence, location and characteristics of the solid limestone bodies incorporated in the 

mostly clayey medium. The use of selected high-resolution geophysical methods - 

electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and geomagnetic survey proved to be very 

effective in the non-destructive survey of the investigated area. 

 

Keywords: electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), geomagnetic survey,   

electromagnetic field, limestone inclusions. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Mini Maritsa Iztok EAD is the largest coal mining company in the Republic of Bulgaria. 

It works the Maritsa Iztok lignite field. Coal seams in the Maritsa Iztok basin are located 

relatively low at 6-10 m to 110 – 120 m below the surface. The total thickness of the 

coalfield complex is around 35 – 40 m and is divided by clay layers into three seams. The 

medium (second) seam is the main coal carrier with an average thickness of 15 – 25 m. 

The deposit is operated by three opencast mines - Troyanovo-1, Troyanovo-North and 

Troyanovo-3. The present study helps in understanding the geological conditions in 

opencast Troyanovo-3. Troyanovo-3 mine is located in the southern part of the Maritsa 

Iztok Basin and is in the form of a rectangle with west-east orientation, a length of 12 

kilometers and a width of about 2,5-3 km. The payable reserves are calculated at 

336,230,000 tonnes. The coal layer is located at an average depth of 70-80 m. Extraction 

conditions in the opencast Troyanovo-3 become harder because of presence of solid 

limestone inclusions. These solid limestones bodies make extraction operations extremely 

challenging.   

This study is focusing on opencast coal exploration in the area of Mini Maritsa Iztok 

EAD. The usefulness of geophysical methods in mapping the hard rock inclusions in the 

overburden of the lignite mines is outlined.  
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY 

Geophysical methods can assist in solving the problem through the detection of different 

physical properties of the soil, by sending a physical signal and receiving it again (such 

as current, sonic wave, EM wave, etc.). Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) is a 

technique that can detect and characterize layers by exploiting resistivity contrasts 

between different layers using electrical current. The aim of the electrical resistivity 

tomography (ERT) technique is to scan the subsurface along the survey line using a 

selected electrode array [1], [2].  

It is an advanced geophysical method used to determine the subsurface resistivity 

distribution by making measurements on the ground surface. ERT data are rapidly 

collected with an automated multi-electrode resistivity meter – Terrameter SAS 1000.  

The acquisition of resistivity data involves the injection of current into the ground using 

a pair of electrodes and then the resulting potential field is measured by a corresponding 

pair of potential electrodes. The field set-up requires the deployment of an array of 

regularly spaced electrodes, which are connected to a central control unit via multi-core 

cables. Resistivity data are then recorded through complex combinations of current and 

potential electrode pairs to build up a pseudo cross-section of apparent resistivity beneath 

the survey line. The depth of investigation depends on the electrode separation and 

geometry, with greater electrode separations yielding resistivity measurements from 

greater depths. 

For example, Figure 1 shows a possible sequence of measurements for the Wenner 

electrode array for a system with 20 electrodes.  

 

 
Figure 1. The main components and arrangement of electrodes  

for a 2D electrical survey (ERT) Wenner array 

 

In this example, the spacing between adjacent electrodes is “a”. The first measurement is 

made by using two current electrode C1 & C2, and two potential electrodes P1 & P2. 

These are done in the electrode positions 1, 2, 3, 4 the measured point depth is about 20% 

- 25% of the total length (3a). When using electrode positions 2, 3, 4, 5 and so on to the 

final position 17, 18, 19, 20, then it is finished the first depth of measurements at level 

n=1 (Figure 1). The measurements are then repeated but electrode separation is increased 

to increase the depth level. For example if we increased separation between electrodes 

into “2a”, the second row of measurements at n=2 is measured. The process is repeated 

until we get resistivity values for the whole image (pseudosection) and all desired depths 

from depth level n=1 to n=6 [3]. 
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Information about the location, depth, size and extent of buried limestone inclusions may 

be determined by means of geophysical investigation, which is carried out easily and 

quickly on the surface [4]. The geophysical methods can locate them by measuring their 

magnetic susceptibility, electrical resistivity or conductivity [5]. 

The aim of conducted magnetic survey is to investigate subsurface geology on the basis 

of the anomalies in the earth's magnetic field resulting from the magnetic properties of 

the underlying rocks. In general, the magnetic content (susceptibility) of rocks is 

extremely variable depending on the type of rock and the environment it is in. 

Sedimentary rocks generally have a very small magnetic susceptibility compared with 

igneous or metamorphic rocks. Most magnetic surveys are designed to map the geologic 

structure on or inside the basement rocks. Ground magnetic measurements do provide 

more detailed information on sub-surface structures. The magnetic data are collected with 

two magnetometers designed by GEM Systems, Inc., Canada. The first one is 

magnetometer model Proton GSM-19TGW for field measurements in walking 

gradientometer mode and the second one is magnetometer model Overhauser GSM-19 

acting as a base station in order to measure the daily variations of the magnetic field. 

 

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING 

 

In this study ERT is used along with magnetic survey to describe the presence and 

location of the solid limestone inclusions in the field section. The precise location of the 

geophysical surveying lines in the area of Mini Maritsa Iztok EAD is illustrated in Figure 

2. The ERT field measurements were performed along 7 profiles (six of them with a 

length of 92 m, and the ERT -7 with a length of 115 m) having a total length of 667 m. 

 

 
Figure 2. Field measurements situation plan 

 

The geomagnetic field measurements were performed along 32 profiles with a length of 

100 m having a total length of 3200 m. Data acquisition for both surveys involves taking 
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a series of points at regular intervals on a survey grid. The spacing between grid lines for 

ERT sections is 30 m and for magnetic survey it is 5 m. 

Data processing is based on an iterative routine involving determination of a two-

dimensional (2D) model of the subsurface, which is then compared to the observed data 

and revised. ERT data processing and modeling were done using the RES2DINV. This is 

a computer program that automatically determines the 2D resistivity model for the data 

obtained [6]. The program makes inversion by dividing the original data into rectangular 

bocks. The program uses the forward modeling to calculate the apparent resistivity value 

[7]. The results from such surveys are plotted in the form of a pseudosection which gives 

an approximate picture of the subsurface geology. 

Magnetometer data are stored digitally by the survey instrument and downloaded to a 

field computer at the end of the day. The magnetic data are then processed to enhance any 

identifiable anomalies using interactive software (Encom PA) and then presented on 

colour-contoured plots.  

 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

 

The results illustrate the potential of electrical resistivity and geomagnetic methods to 

separate different layers and monitor the subsurface location and size of limestone 

inclusions based on electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility of rocks.  

The true resistivity models are presented as colour contour sections revealing spatial 

variation in subsurface resistivity. The analysis of the ERT lines allows to be made the 

following important conclusions: 

1. Based on the electrical resistivity measured the soil show no homogeneous effects; 

2. Average electrical resistivity of the medium is between 10 – 50 Ωm;  

3. ERT profiles can be separated into four electrical resistivity zones (Figure 3): 

- Under the surface zone, the electrical resistivity values decrease to 10 – 15 Ωm and 

the geoelectrical boundary is well distinguished. This section is defined as first 

electrical resistivity zone and is consider as composed of mostly silty clay and random 

limestone fragments. 

- Second electrical resistivity zone is consider as a zone of relatively higher resistivity 

values (up to about 30 – 35 Ωm). According to the section this zone indicates presence 

of limestone concretions in the clayed medium. 

- Third electrical resistivity zone is composed of silty clay mixed with sand in some 

places and has average resistivity between 35-50 Ωm. This zone shows different 

resistivity values in the left and right parts. This is most probably due to the change in 

soil composition - from silty or clay into more sand component. 

- The fourth electrical resistivity zone shows relatively high resistivity value between 

15-35 Ωm. This is probably due to the presence of limestone inclusions in the clayed 

depositions in the surface zone of the sections. 
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Figure 3. ERT lines from 1 to 6. 

 

Line ERT-7 (Figure 4) is located almost perpendicular to the main measurement profiles, 

east of the study area. The aim of this additional profile is to get additional information 

about the observed area. 
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Figure 4. Line ERT-7. 

 

The results of the magnetic survey are usually presented as total field plots. The total field 

data may be used to observe the general character of the magnetic field across the survey 

area. Various interpretation techniques are applied to the data using interactive software 

(Encom PA) to identify the targeted anomalies. A combination of contouring and colour 

shading is used to highlight anomaly patterns. Survey results are presented as plans tied 

in to site coordinates (Figure 5).  

 

 
Figure 5. Location of geomagnetic data defined anomalous zones imposed  

on a map of local anomalies of the geomagnetic field 

 

The analysis of the magnetic survey results allows to be made the following important 

conclusions: 

 There are several anomaly zones (A1, A2, A3), due to the presence of ferrous elements 

in the research area like wells casings or other objects which tend to have a higher 

magnetic properties; 

 Anomalous zone A4 is linear and it is the boundary between two large sections. North 

of the line of A4 the anomalous areas A1 and A2 are highlighting the increased 

magnetic field of the entire northern half of the area. South of this border, the magnetic 

field strength decreases differentiating a region with relatively low geomagnetic field. 

One possible hypothesis that explains this observation is the increased magnetic 

properties of the soil and the clay layer in the northern part and the shallowing of 
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limestone and carbonate inclusions in the southern parts of the area. This hypothesis 

corresponds to the ERT results where this zone indicates presence of more limestone 

inclusions in the clayed medium. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The use of two high-resolution geophysical methods – electrical resistivity tomography 

and geomagnetic method proved to be very effective in the non-destructive testing and 

survey of solid limestone inclusions in opencast Troyanovo-3 (Mini Maritsa Iztok EAD). 

To increase the level of confidence in the results additional studies are necessary to be 

performed in order to determine whether the results overlap with those of drilling. In case 

of confirming, geophysical methods can be used as preliminary step in carrying out 

studies to determine the location of the zones of solid inclusions. 
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ABSTRACT  

Climate changing is one of the greatest threats towards the survival of mankind on the 

earth. This motivates us to investigate climatic changing effects via fluctuations of the 

temperature, wind patterns and precipitation taking place in a given geoenvironment. 

Following the fact that a minor variation in the average temperature of the earth can render 

potentially harmful changes both in the climate and weather, we offer temperature based 

modeling of the global warming over a given time duration. This provides an interpolating 

atmospheric temperature as a function of the wind velocity and humidity. We further 

estimate the modeling error in prediction of the temperature over infinitesimal variations 

of the origin in the space of wind patterns and precipitation. Our study is well-suited for 

effective managements of natural hazards, natural resources and geographic information 

system planning. 

 

Keywords: Climatology, El Niño & La Niña, SOI, Geo-environment, GIS 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Climatic changes emerge as an alternation caused by various climate effects which are 

maintained over a certain period of time. Such variations could be classified on the basis 

of changes in temperature, wind velocity and humidity which take place over a given geo-

basis [1]. Global warming is commonly referred as the main reason for the climatic 

change. Global warming can be explained as the change in average temperature over the 

earth surface. Namely, the aforementioned changes in atmospheric temperature occur 

largely due to an increase in the concentration of various greenhouse gases, such as 

methane, carbon dioxide, ozone, nitrous oxide and water vapor [2]. In the past century, 

the average temperature of earth is reported to have risen by 1.5°𝐹. It is equally predicated 

that in the next hundred years it could even rise to 8.6°𝐹, see [2]. This increment in the 

average temperature of earth is a serious threat to the climate. As per the above mentioned 

facts [2], it is noteworthy to realize that there are natural occurrences of disasters 

including floods, droughts and heat waves which mostly happen because of abnormal 

rainfalls. In addition, there are also serious effects concerning the rise of water levels of 

oceans and melting of glaciers, as well. It is therefore understood that there would 

likewise be continued rising in the sea level, warming of water in ocean, presence of 

acidity in water, melting of ice caps, etc.. Amongst the aforementioned phenomena, it is 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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worth emphasizing that these factors largely contribute in changing the climate which 

definitely poses a challenge question to us in order to protect our ecological system [2], 

wherefore the survival of mankind on earth. 

By only analyzing, it is well understood that human beings hold the main responsibility 

behind these climate changing issues. Indeed, there are other responsible factors which 

undermine an augmentation in the level of greenhouse gases in our atmosphere [2]. These 

mainly take place due to deforestation, burning of fossil fuels, industrial process and 

agricultural methods that generate emission of gases to atmosphere. The above activities 

of humans lead to the greenhouse effect [3]. The greenhouse gases act like a blanket over 

the earth surface. This cause the atmosphere to get warm by trapping the energy and make 

the essential feature for the survival of life on earth. Following an excessive emission of 

gases to the atmosphere, there exist observations showing various holes in blanket layer 

[3]. This paves path for the UV rays emerging from the sun to directly fall on the earth, 

which eventually leads to the global warming and diverse phenomena. As the result, 

atmospheric changes can definitely affect our physical geography including the health, 

agriculture, natural resources and water supply. It is worth mentioning that high emissions 

of the carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and other harmful gases are largely responsible 

in changing the climate of the earth. Indeed, the carbon dioxide has an ability to exist in 

the atmosphere for more than a century, see [3] for an instance. An apt method to avoid 

such ecological changes is to exercise a reduced emission of the greenhouse gases.  

Hereby, with a particular emphasis on global warming, we focus on El Niño and La Niña 

effects which are events of the natural global climate system. Namely, they occur 

naturally when the Pacific Ocean and the atmosphere above it changes from the normal 

states. This happens because of several reasons. The major reason responsible for the El 

Niño and La Niña effects arise via changes in the temperature profiles in the atmosphere 

and Equatorial Pacific Ocean [4]. Because of these variations in temperature, the effects 

of El Niño and La Niña are widely spread both in human beings and environment. From 

the perspective of the El Niño effects, it is worth mentioning that these are the events that 

are associated with an increasing warming of the central and eastern pacific. As a matter 

of the fact, the acronym El Niño signifies the little boy or the Christ child in Spanish 

which occurs around the December period of the year. Technically, the term El Niño 

refers to the large scale ocean atmosphere climate interactions linked to a periodic 

warming in sea surface temperatures across the central and east central Equatorial Pacific. 

On the other hand, the La Niña episodes represent periods of below average sea surface 

temperature across the east central Equatorial Pacific. This period is sometime called the 

little girl in Spanish in contrast to the El Niño episodes. Concerning the same, Ref. [4] 

offers a prior modeling of climate changing and greenhouse effects.  

El Niño and La Niña effects are the opposite phases of what is jointly known as the El 

Niño southern oscillation (ENSO) cycles [4]. In this concern, El Niño is sometimes 

referred to the warm phase of the ENSO cycle, whilst the La Niña as it’s cold phase. It is 

worth emphasizing the question: what causes terming the ENSO cycles as the El Niño 

and La Niña periods? The reason behind it follows from the fact that the above ENSO 

cycles are called the El Niño for the warm phase and La Niña for the other because of 

their Spanish acronyms. As mentioned before, the term El Niño in Spanish signifying the 

‘boy-child’ which originally appeared around the Christmas corresponds to a warm ocean 

current in the southern coast. It is now used to describe the warming of the central and 

eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, while the La Niña is sometimes referred to as the cold 
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phase of the aforementioned ENSO cycle. From the perspective of the El Niño effects, 

we find that they typically occur almost every five years and in due course what happens 

is that the warming in the ocean as caused by winds leads to diffusion of this warming as 

the temperature waves all over the globe. It non-linearly changes the atmospheric 

temperature, resulting in rainfall, wind patterns and variations in sea surface temperatures. 

Such changes could be both advantageous and harmful to the human beings and geo-

environment. For example, El Niño weakens an instance of hurricanes in the Atlantic and 

greenhouse effect based ecological warming, whereby it governs the atmospheric changes 

in Europe [4]. 

On the other hand, La Niña equally affects the atmospheric pressure, temperature, rainfall 

and the ocean temperature. In Europe, as mentioned above that the El Niño effects reduce 

the chances of autumnal hurricanes. This lead to a milder winter in the Northern part of 

Europe, especially in the United Kingdom, however one finds a colder winter in its other 

parts, viz. the western and southern Europe. Consequently, the above El Niño effects lead 

to snow falls in Mediterranean regions. In this paper, we anticipate that a wilder La Niña 

effect enables us in modelling the following environmental changing predictions: (i) 

stronger winds along the equatorial region, especially in the Pacific, (ii) decreased 

conviction in the Pacific leading to a weaker jet stream, (iii) temperatures are above the 

average in the southeast and below average in the northwest, (iv) conditions are more 

favorable for hurricanes in the Caribbean and central Atlantic area, and (v) greater 

instances of tornadoes in those states of US which are already vulnerable to them, see [4] 

for a review. An investigation concerning the above effects is modelled for infinitesimal 

variations in this paper. The corresponding chaotic cases are left open for a perspective 

research. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we offer a basic review of 

atmospheric phenomena concerning the global warming. In Section 3, we model the 

temperature as a function of the wind velocity and humidity of the atmosphere with 

associated analysis of the truncation error along with its implications via the southern 

oscillation index (SOI) fine tuning. In Section 4, we conclude the paper with remarks for 

future research developments towards the forecasting of ENSO states. 

 

1. REVIEW OF CLIMATOLOGY 

In this section, we offer basics of atmospheric phenomena undermining the global 

warming of the earth. As far as the earth science investigations are concerned, the climate 

changes can largely be linked with the branch of physical geography related to the study 

of the planet earth. Hereby, the climatology falls amongst important topics in the realism 

of geoscience and earth science studies. As a matter of the fact, the climatology affects 

both the interior and exterior parts of the earth including atmosphere, biosphere, 

hydrosphere and others. On the other hand, it follows that physical geography possesses 

drastic effects in exploring various patterns and processes undermining the human 

geography [5]. This follows from the fact that the core objective of the physical geography 

is to analyze the natural phenomena related to the exterior part of the earth, see [5] for a 

detailed treatment. 

Hereby, El Niño and La Niña based temperature modulations impede the study of 

climatology [4], which emerge under fluctuating wind velocity and humidity. Indeed, an 

apt forecasting of the temperature plays an important role in climatology in the light of 

the present study of climate changing. Notice that the climatology emerges as a branch of 

science, which is designed to study atmospheric conditions and associated processes. This 
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in particular includes oceanography and biogeochemistry. In this paper, we discuss the 

modelling of oceanography and leave open the implications concerning biogeochemistry 

for a separate research. Indeed, an apt whether forecasting is achieved via basic 

knowledge in climate with reference to EI Niño-southern oscillation, North Atlantic 

oscillation, Madden-Julian oscillation and Arctic oscillation, see [6] for an evaluation of 

the global atmospheric and land modelling simulations. On the other hand, in the light of 

biogeography, we may view this fact that the planet earth is covered with various species 

of ecosystems. Hereby, the branch of physical geography that includes the study of both 

animals and plants in a geographic space commonly concentrates in exploring the facets 

of the biogeography.    

Furthermore, the geoenvironment studies support in exploring various atmospheric 

phenomena. Namely, an apt exploration of the environment, earth surface and its 

subsurfaces could be examined under the unified category of geoenvironment, see [7] for 

policy makings and their practices. This correspondingly deals with the relation of 

geology to geosynthetic materials. An investigation of these types in particular includes 

the effects of pollutants on earthen materials. Such pollutants amongst the others 

constitute natural hazards in the environment, whereby various threats, which can create 

negative impact on both the mankind and environment. Such phenomena are collectively 

called as natural hazards. In the light of hurricane vulnerability and Caribbean based 

damages in Latin America, the potentially natural causes including cyclonic storms, 

flood, drought and earthquakes are further categorized in terms of geophysical hazards. 

On the same footing, it follows that different diseases and plague fall under a unified 

agenda of the biological hazards.   

Our study does not stop here, but it continues in other domains, as well. In the light of 

natural resources, it is worth mentioning that different resources that are formed without 

any contribution of human beings can be termed as natural resources. Such studies 

constitute a refined examination of various minerals, lands, water sources, atmosphere 

phenomena, sunlight and other ecological occurrences. This also encompasses the effect 

of local electric and magnetic fields present in the atmosphere. Moreover, an apt 

prediction of atmospheric temperature is well suited in various cartography studies 

including Geographic Information Systems (GIS), spatial planning and others, see [8] in 

connection to cartographic modellings. Traditionally, it falls in the branch of geography 

which highlights the role of cartography as a map making process. In nutshell, our 

perspective of cartography encompasses the knowledge in the realism of atmospheric 

science, philosophy of nature and various techniques incorporated to give a clear picture 

of spatial planning.  

From the outset of this paper, it is worth mentioning that the remote sensing emerges 

amongst viable techniques being used for studying the characteristics or phenomena 

undermining an object without any contact with the specimen. Hereby, the remote sensing 

technology utilizes a suitable sensor in order to detect and classify various objects on the 

surface of the earth. This mainly works on the propagation of component signals. The 

source of the foregoing signals can be either from the sun or satellites. In this regard, the 

weather satellites that are used in climatology emerge among the best applications of 

remote sensing. Hitherto, the GIS refers to an information system that performs an action 

of the integration, storing, analyzing, managing and displaying of a particular 

geographical data. Given the longitude, latitude and altitude in a chosen geographic area, 

the GIS can correlate various unrelated information [8], as well. The data representation 

and associated analysis with respect to real objects like the amount of rainfall at a chosen 
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location can indeed be examined with an aid of the GIS. Such issues we leave open for a 

future research exploration. 

Following the above mentioned motivations, we examine polynomial based interpolation 

and extrapolation techniques of the atmospheric temperature in reference to the global 

warming. Thus, it is worth emphasizing that the interpolation analysis of a given function 

is used to predict data within a chosen range. However, the extrapolation techniques are 

used to predict data beyond the range in order for finding an apt behavior of a chosen 

phenomenon.  

2. MODELLING OF  THE ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 

In this section, we concentrate on possible modeling of the temperature governing the 

episodes of the El Niño and La Niña which we equally term as the heat and cold waves. 

Their joint effects are investigated in sequel in Section 3.4 under the agenda of the SOI 

fine tuning relating large scale interactions between the ocean atmosphere and its climate. 

 

2.1 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM  

In order to model the atmospheric temperature, we are interested in investigating the root 

cause of the heat and cold waves undermining the global warming. This question requires 

step by step explanations of the El Niño and La Niña episodes whose joint effects follow 

from the perspective of SOI, see Section 3.4 below. The associated problem concerning 

modelling of the atmospheric temperature under flexible expansion of the wind velocity 

and humidity is formulated as follows: 

Let 𝑤 be the wind velocity, ℎ be the humidity and 𝑇 be the temperature at a given 

geographic location in the atmosphere. Thence, for a given set of data {(𝑇𝑖, 𝑤𝑖, ℎ𝑖) | 𝑖 =
0, 1, 2, … , 𝑁 } as possible values of the atmospheric parameters (𝑇, 𝑤, ℎ), we wish to find 

the Lagrange polynomial representation of the temperature 𝑇 as an interpolating function 

of (𝑤, ℎ). This enables us to determine an approximate behavior of 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) under 

simultaneous fluctuations of {𝑤, ℎ} of the atmosphere.  

 

2.2 ANALYSIS OF THE TEMPERATURE 

As per the above setup, given the wind velocity 𝑤, humidity ℎ and the temperature 𝑇 as 

a function of (𝑤, ℎ), it is well known [9] that we can express 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) around a given 

point (𝑤0, ℎ0) by using its following Taylor series expansion   

 

𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) =  𝑇(𝑤0, ℎ0) + 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑤
⃒(𝑤0, ℎ0)(𝑤 − 𝑤0) + 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕ℎ
⃒(𝑤0, ℎ0)(ℎ − ℎ0) +  

1

2

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑤2 ⃒(𝑤0, ℎ0)(𝑤 −

𝑤0)2 +  
1

2
 
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕ℎ2 ⃒(𝑤0, ℎ0)(ℎ − ℎ0)2 +  
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑤 𝜕ℎ
⃒(𝑤0, ℎ0)(𝑤 − 𝑤0)(ℎ − ℎ0) + ⋯ (1) 

 

In the linear case of the expansion of 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) as depicted above in Eqn. (1) with the initial 

condition (𝑤0, ℎ0) = (0,0), it follows that we have the following temperature 
 

𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) ⋍ 𝑇(0,0) +  
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑤
⃒(0,0)𝑤 +  

𝜕𝑇

𝜕ℎ
⃒(0,0)ℎ (2) 

 

Hereby, whenever the humidity ℎ is fixed, it follows that we have the following 

temperature change 𝛿𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) =  𝑇𝑤(0, 0)𝑤, where 𝑇𝑤(0, 0) is the first partial derivative 

of 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) with respect to 𝑤 at the point of observation (0,0), viz. we have 𝑇𝑤(0, 0) =
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑤
⃒(0,0). On the other hand, it is direct to see that the foregoing change in temperature 

𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) reads as 𝛿𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) = 𝑇ℎ(0, 0) ℎ, whenever the wind parameter 𝑤 is fixed.  
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From the standard single variable Taylor series expansion of 𝑇1(𝑤), it follows that we 

have  
 

𝑇1(𝑤) =  𝑇10𝑙0(𝑤) + 𝑇11𝑙1(𝑤) + 𝑇12𝑙2(𝑤) + ⋯   (3) 

 

Here, the constants {𝑇1𝑗 | 𝑗 = 0, 1, 2, . . 𝑁} as in Eqn. (3) represent the Taylor coefficients 

of 𝑇1(𝑤), viz. its 𝑗𝑡ℎ order derivative and the functions {𝑙𝑖(𝑤) | i =  1, 2, . . . , N} form the 

corresponding basis set of the expansion as the Lagrange coefficients, see [10, 11]. 

Hereby, it is observed that the basis functions 𝑙𝑖(𝑤) are respectively determined as per 

the product  

𝑙𝑖(𝑤) = ∏
𝑤−𝑤𝑗

𝑤𝑖−𝑤𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=0
𝑖≠𝑗

,  (4) 

 
where N is the number of interpolation points. In this case, by setting the initial wind velocity 

𝑤0 = 0 and 𝑁 = 2, it is not difficult to see that we have the following set of basis functions 

𝑙0(𝑤) =  (
𝑤−𝑤1

𝑤0−𝑤1
) (

𝑤−𝑤2

𝑤0−𝑤2
) =  

𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1+𝑤1𝑤2

𝑤1𝑤2
  (5) 

𝑙1(𝑤) =  (
𝑤−𝑤0

𝑤1−𝑤0
) (

𝑤−𝑤2

𝑤1−𝑤2
) =

𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2

𝑤1
2−𝑤1𝑤2

  (6) 

𝑙2(𝑤) =  (
𝑤−𝑤0

𝑤2−𝑤0
) (

𝑤−𝑤1

𝑤2−𝑤1
) =

𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1

𝑤2
2−𝑤1𝑤2

  (7) 

 
Herewith, the Table (1) below enables us in considering an interpolation analysis of 𝑇1(𝑤) as 

SN # of Counts 𝑤 𝑇1(𝑤) 

1 0 𝑤0 = 0 𝑡0 

2 1 𝑤1 𝑡1 

3 2 𝑤2 𝑡2 

4 3 𝑤3 𝑡3 

. . . . 

. . . . 
Table 1: Observations of the temperature 𝑇1(𝑤) as a function of the wind velocity 𝑤 

 

In this case, by substituting the values of the basis functions {𝑙1(𝑤), 𝑙2(𝑤), 𝑙3(𝑤)} from 

Eqns. (4-7) and that of the {𝑇11, 𝑇12, 𝑇13} as in Table (1) into the Eqn. (3), we find that the 

corresponding Lagrange polynomial as the wind velocity dependent temperature 𝑇1(𝑤) 

simplifies as 

𝑇1(𝑤) = 𝑡0
𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1+𝑤1𝑤2

𝑤1𝑤2
+  𝑡1

𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2

𝑤1
2−𝑤1𝑤2

+  𝑡2
𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1

𝑤2
2−𝑤1𝑤2

  (8) 

On the other hand, when 𝑤 is fixed, we have 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ)  =  𝑇2(ℎ). In this case, the Lagrange 

polynomial of the corresponding humidity dependent temperature function 𝑇2(ℎ) reads 

as  

𝑇2(ℎ) = ∑ 𝑇2𝑖𝑙𝑖(ℎ)𝑁
𝑖=0 , (9) 

where the constants {𝑇2𝑗 | 𝑗 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑁} as in Eqn. (9) represent the Taylor 

coefficients of 𝑇2(ℎ), namely, as the 𝑗𝑡ℎ order derivative of 𝑇2(ℎ) with respect to the 

humidity ℎ. The basis functions {𝑙𝑖(ℎ) | i =  1, 2, . . . , N} of the expansion are obtained 

from the corresponding Lagrange coefficients [10, 11], which in parallel to Eqn. (4) 

respectively arise as the product  

𝑙𝑖(ℎ) = ∏
ℎ−ℎ𝑗

ℎ𝑖−ℎ𝑗

𝑁
𝑗=0
𝑖≠𝑗

 (10) 
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 The resulting observations of the humidity function 𝑇2(ℎ) are shown in Table (2) as below  

 

SN # of Counts ℎ 𝑇2(ℎ) 

1 0 ℎ0 = 0 𝑡0
′  

2 1 ℎ1 𝑡1
′  

3 2 ℎ2 𝑡2
′  

4 3 ℎ3 𝑡3
′  

. . . . 

. . . . 
Table 2: Observations of the temperature 𝑇2(ℎ) as a function of the humidity ℎ 

 

Herewith, by following Eqn. (8) with the choice of ℎ0 = 0 and 𝑁 = 2, it follows that we 

have 

 

𝑇2(ℎ) = 𝑡0
′ ℎ2−ℎℎ2−ℎℎ1+ℎ1ℎ2

ℎ1ℎ2
+  𝑡1

′ ℎ2−ℎℎ2

ℎ1
2−ℎ1ℎ2

+  𝑡2
′ ℎ2−ℎℎ1

ℎ2
2−ℎ1ℎ2

 (11) 

 

In the limit of small (𝑤, ℎ), we see from Eqn. (2) that the temperature 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) can be 

estimated as   

 

𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) ⋍ 𝑇(0,0) +  𝑇1𝑤 + 𝑇2ℎ (12) 

 

With the above expansions of 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) as in Eqn. (12) and component temperature profiles 

{𝑇1, 𝑇2} as depicted in Eqns. (8, 11), we find the following effective atmospheric 

temperature 

 

𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) = 𝐶 + ( 𝑡0
𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1+𝑤1𝑤2

𝑤1𝑤2
+ 𝑡1

𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2

𝑤1
2−𝑤1𝑤2

+ 𝑡2
𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1

𝑤2
2−𝑤1𝑤2

) 𝑤 +

(𝑡0
′ ℎ2−ℎℎ2−ℎℎ1+ℎ1ℎ2

ℎ1ℎ2
+  𝑡1

′ ℎ2−ℎℎ2

ℎ1
2−ℎ1ℎ2

+  𝑡2
′ ℎ2−ℎℎ1

ℎ2
2−ℎ1ℎ2

) ℎ    (13) 

 

under variations of the fixed point (𝑤0, ℎ0) in the proximity of the origin (0, 0). In Eqn. 

(13), 𝐶 is a constant corresponding to the initial atmospheric temperature 𝐶 = 𝑇(0,0). 

The cases of large {𝑤, ℎ} temperature fluctuations correspond to turbulent El Niño and 

La Niña episodes, which we leave open for a future research investigation. 

 

2.3 ERROR ESTIMATION 

In the sequel, we offer permissible errors in an estimation of the above temperature 

𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) as depicted in Eqn. (13). Namely, for a given wind dependent temperature 

profile 𝑇1(𝑤) as depicted in Eqn. (8), the remainder term 𝑇1
𝑛+1(𝑡) (𝑤 − 𝑤𝑛)/ (𝑛 + 1)! 

with 𝑡 ∊  [𝑤, 𝑤𝑛] yields the error in its polynomial representation. Refs. [10, 11] offer an 

introduction to the polynomial expansions and associated remainder terms for a given real 

valued function.  

Herewith, for the case of 𝑁 = 2, it follows from Eqn. (8) that 𝑇1(𝑤) can be simplified as 

 

𝑇1(𝑤) = 𝑡0
𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1+𝑤1𝑤2

𝑤1𝑤2
+  𝑡1

𝑤2−𝑤𝑤2

𝑤1
2−𝑤1𝑤2

+  𝑡2
𝑤2−𝑤𝑤1

𝑤2
2−𝑤1𝑤2

+
𝑇1

𝑁+1(𝑡) (𝑤−𝑤𝑛)

(𝑁+1)!
   (14) 
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For 𝑁 = 2, the corresponding error term reads as 𝑇1
3(𝑤) (𝑤 − 𝑤2)/ 3!, where  𝑇1

3(𝑡) is 

the third order partial derivative of the temperature profile 𝑇1(𝑡) with respect to the 

variable 𝑡.  

On the other hand, given the above effective humidity dependent temperature 𝑇2(ℎ) as 

depicted in Eqn. (11), the associated remainder term  𝑇2
𝑛+1(𝑡) (ℎ − ℎ𝑛)/ (𝑛 + 1)! with 

𝑡 ∊  [ℎ, ℎ𝑛] is termed as the error term for its polynomial representation. Thus, with the 

above remainder term and Eqn. (11), the effective humidity dependent temperature profile 

𝑇2(ℎ) simplifies as  

  

𝑇2(ℎ) = 𝑡0
′ ℎ2−ℎℎ2−ℎℎ1+ℎ1ℎ2

ℎ1ℎ2
+  𝑡1

′ ℎ2−ℎℎ2

ℎ1
2−ℎ1ℎ2

+  𝑡2
′ ℎ2−ℎℎ1

ℎ2
2−ℎ1ℎ2

+
 𝑇2

𝑁+1(𝑡) (ℎ−ℎ𝑁)

(𝑁+1)!
  (15) 

 

Hence, the total error ∆𝑇 in estimating the temperature 𝑇(𝑤, ℎ) as above in Eqn. (13) 

reads as 

 

∆𝑇 = max
𝑛

|
𝑇𝑛+1(𝑡1)(𝑤−𝑤𝑛)

(𝑛+1)!
+

𝑇𝑛+1(𝑡2) (ℎ−ℎ𝑛)

(𝑛+1)!
|,     (16) 

 

where the variables (𝑡1, 𝑡2) respectively represent the wind velocity and humidity pair 

existing in the atmosphere in their respective intervals of fluctuations 𝑡1 ∊  [𝑤, 𝑤𝑛] and 

𝑡2 ∊  [ℎ, ℎ𝑛]. 
 

2.4 SOUTHERN OSCILLATION INDEX FINE TUNING   

From the perspective of the above analysis, a joint effect of the El Niño and La Niña 

episodes is studied via the SOI index in the light of global warming. Namely, the El Niño 

and La Niña events correspond to the natural global warming and cooling. They occur 

when the Pacific Ocean and the atmosphere above it changes from the normal states. In 

this concern, the El Niño refers to large scale ocean atmosphere climate interactions 

linked to a periodic warming in sea surface temperatures across the central and east 

central Equatorial Pacific. Further, the El Niño effects change the atmospheric pressure, 

resulting to rain fall, wind pattern and a rise in the sea surface temperatures, wherefore an 

increase in the average earth temperature. This is the root cause of the global warming of 

the earth.  

On the other hand, the La Niña effects correspond to periods of decreasing earth 

temperatures in comparison to its normal state. During the La Niña episodes, places are 

rather colder and there is a large possibility of having much rain falls and sometimes 

hurricanes, as well. As far as weather forecasting is concerned, it is worth stating that the 

La Niña effects are directly opposite to that of the El Niño. However, it is unfortunate that 

the El Niño effects last longer than the corresponding La Niña counterparts, whereby 

there would most likely be an overall increase in the earth’s temperature.   

Finally, the SOI is a standard based on the observed sea level pressure difference between 

the Tahiti minus Darwin SOI, Australia, see [12] for potential data precisions. In short, 

the SOI measures large scale fluctuations in air pressure undermining the western and 

eastern tropical Pacific which respectively occur during the El Niño and La Niña 

episodes. This is the reason that the El Niño survives for a longer period than the La Niña. 

An extensive mathematical modeling of the above mentioned atmospheric phenomena 

we leave open for a future research.   
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3. CONCLUSION 

We provide an interpolating model of the atmospheric temperature under variations of 

the wind patterns and humidity. Namely, we have successfully obtained an interpolating 

temperature in the basis of Lagrange polynomials. This is well suited in designing an apt 

thermometer based on the wind velocity and humidity present in the atmosphere. This 

analysis is performed under moving fixed point in the vicinity of a chosen observation 

center. In this paper, we equally estimate the modeling errors in predicting the 

temperature over simultaneous fluctuations of atmospheric parameters (wind velocity and 

precipitation). This offers an accurate measurement of the oceanic temperature up to a 

desired order of precision under different climatic conditions.   

In this concern, the El Niño and La Niña episodes emerge as complex weather patterns 

resulting from different variations in ocean temperatures in the Equatorial Pacific. 

Namely, our analysis is based on the fact that the El Niño and La Niña effects arise as the 

opposite phases of the same phenomenon, viz. the ENSO cycles [6-8]. It is worth 

emphasizing that the ENSO cycle is a scientific measure that describes fluctuations of the 

atmosphere temperature between the ocean and atmosphere of the east-central Equatorial 

Pacific. La Niña is hereby referred as the cold phase of the ENSO cycles, while the El 

Niño as that of the warm phase. Such deviations in the surface temperatures from the 

corresponding normal states may have adverse impacts on various oceanic processes and 

the weather, whereby a large scale variation in the climate. 

Notice that the El Niño and La Niña episodes typically last 9 to 12 months, but some 

prolonged events may last for years while their frequency of happening can be equally 

quite irregular, as well. Typically, the El Niño occurs more frequently than the La Niña, 

whereby we anticipate an intrinsic relationship between their happenings, affecting both 

the weather and health. Investigations relating forecasting of the ENSO states and Darwin 

pressure [12], we prolong for a future research development.  
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ABSTRACT 

Natural Monument called “Markovi Kuli” is located near the town of Prilep. It is 

composed of a number of striking various meso and micro denudacial relief forms of 

which a group of small rocky forms is noticeable, rock pillars, stone blocks and depression 

in “gneiss” rocks. In the Republic of Macedonia in the category of natural monuments 

the site was first announced in 1967, and reannounced in 2006. The natural monument 

“Markovi Kuli” to be a protected area of internationally recognized status within 

UNESCO, it should fulfill certain criteria of this organization. Due to the outstanding 

natural values and fulfilling some of the conditions and criteria of 24.06.2004, the natural 

monument “Markovi Kuli” is inscribed in the tentative list of UNESCO world natural 

heritage. Almost 12 years ago, but still no concrete answer further about the site what will 

be happening. In this paper the conditions and criteria will be analyzed as to restart the 

idea of the natural monument “Markovi Kuli” to be nominated and placed in the official 

list of UNESCO as a world natural heritage. 

 

Keywords: Natural Monument “Markovi Kuli”, UNESCO, criteria, conditions 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) was 

founded on 16 November, 1945 in London. Since 1958 the headquarters of the 

Organization in Paris. [11] UNESCO on 16 November 1972 adopted the Convention 

concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. The purpose of 

this Convention is to encourage the identification, protection and conservation of cultural 

and natural heritage around the world which is of great importance for all humanity. Also, 

to encourage countries around the world to sign the Convention to monitor activities all 

in purpose to raise public awareness of the protection of sites and nominate sites yet to be 

placed on the list of UNESCO[8]. The World Heritage List has 1,052 properties of which 

814 are considered as cultural heritage, 203 are natural heritage, 35 are mixed heritage, 

55 are in danger, 34 are transboundary and 2 sites are delisted. These sites are 165 States 

Parties of UNESCO [10]. There are currently 193 States Parties, but some of these states 

parties have not yet inscribed sites in the list of World Heritage. 

On 30 April 1997 the Republic of Macedonia became a member state of UNESCO. As a 

“mixed” (natural and cultural) heritage in 1979 on the official list of World Heritage Sites 

the Ohrid region was placed. [10]. On the tentative list the archaeological and 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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astronomical site Kokino was placed in 2009, the cave Slatinski Izvor and the site 

Markovi Kuli in 2004 [9]. In this paper we put emphasis on the progress of the procedure 

the site "Markovi Kuli" to be placed on the official list of World Cultural and Natural 

Heritage. 

 

BASIC FEATURES OF THE NATURAL MONUMENT “MARKOVI KULI” 

The monument of nature called “Markovi Kuli” or granodiorite complex is located in the 

central part of Macedonia along the northeastern edge of the Pelagonija Valley, north of 

the town of Prilep. The north, northeast and east granite complex is surrounded by the 

mountain Babuna (1746 m), while the west and south Prilep Field and magmatic-

metamorphic complex called Selechka Mountain (Studenica, 1664 m) [2]. The granite 

complex tectonic belongs to the Prilep anticline which covers about 65 km2 [1] in the 

territory north of Prilep. The area consists of more impressive heaps connected in two 

parallel rows from north-northwest to south-southeast. Their altitude increases gradually 

from south to north [2]. As such the gromads called Markovi Kuli stand apart (945 m), 

Zelenik (993 m) and Zagradski Steni (1153 m) to the west, Kukul (980 m) to the east 

there are Glavica (1033 m) and Edinak (1303 m). The two rows are separated by the 

valley of Dabnichka River. In the northern parts they are connected to the highest peaks 

Zlatovrv (1422 m) and Lipa (1392 m) [2]. According to the geochronological trials the 

granodiorites near Prilep are considered to be of Hercynian age, i.e. about 300 million 

years ago [2]. The Prilep granodiorites are particularly interesting for scientists because 

of the geomorphological forms of appearance. The denudacial relief forms that are 

represented on the site had been mentioned since 1926 in the literature by J. Cvijic, but 

V.S. Radovanovic (1928) in his capital work thoroughly explained their occurrence in the 

granodiorite rocks. Many of these rocks have been influenced by the processes of physical 

and chemical decomposition which is the most important process to create denudacial 

relief forms of the site. The process of physical decomposition is like a result from large 

temperature fluctuations and freezing of the water in the cracks in the rocks which depend 

on the climatic conditions at the site, and as the most powerful agent of the chemical 

breakdown of the rocks are the surface waters in which dissolved coal acid and oxygen 

from the air can be found [2]. Through the granodiorite massif a certain amount of 

geomorphological forms in the shape of a cuboid, rounded cuboid (balls), layers, tops, 

tips, mushrooms and others stand out [1]. 

Denudacial relief forms can be segmented according to the origin (genetic), shape or look 

they have (morphographic) and the dimensions of the phenomenon (morphometric). The 

micro relief forms of “Markovi Kuli” can be separated into three main groups: a group of 

small rocky blocks, shapes on rock pillars and blocks and depression in “gneiss” rocks 

[6]. The first group of small rocky blocks encountered three different morphological 

types, formations of rock pillars and blocks, flocks of rock pillars and blocks, lone rock 

pillars and blocks [6]. The formations of rock pillars and blocks can be seen on the steep 

sides of the locality, mostly expressed in the area of the highest top called Zlatovrv. The 

groups of rock pillars and blocks occur on the slightly bent slopes, while the lone rock 

pillars and blocks occur in flattened fields and slightly bent valley sides. The second group 

of lone rock pillars and blocks have the form of “dagger” forms, flattened, headed, form 

of a mushroom, a bar, gearing and round [1]. The rock pillars and blocks occur in groups 

or as single solitary forms. The most interesting and most impressive is the rock pillar 

formation looking like an elephant at the foot of “Markovi Kuli” (945 m), and according 

to Radovanovic (1928) this rock pillar formation is called “the Saint” which has the shape 
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of a penguin. The third group are depression in “gneiss” rocks and those under the site of 

an outbreak are divided into micro relief forms built on a horizontal basis and as such 

appear in three transitional forms like “cups”, “footprints”, “boilers” and “troughs” and 

micro relief forms built on the vertical sides of the rock blocks such as “gneiss caves” and 

“gneiss holes”[6]. 
           

  
Figure 1. A rock pillar in a shape of  

an elephant or a bird 

Figure 2. “The gneiss holes” 

Photo: Kolchakovski 

 

       

  
Figure 3. Part of the site “Markovi Kuli”  

with specific denudacial forms 

Photo: Kolchakovski 

Figure 4. Treskavec Monastery on the site 

“Markovi Kuli” 

http://www.wikiwand.com/mk/Трескавец 

 

NOMINATION PROCESS 

If a country wants the site located in its territory to be inscribed on the World Heritage 

list, it must have signed the World Heritage Convention and by that it promises to protect 

their natural and cultural heritage. The first step that the state will take is to make a 

“inventory” of its significant natural and cultural heritage, located within its borders. This 

“inventory” is also known as a tentative list. To prepare the tentative list and choosing the 

sites it is required from the State Party to prepare appropriate documentation and maps 

[8]. For the site to be on the tentative list it should first fill in the form in which will the 

name of the site, its geographic location and a brief description and justification of their 

outstanding universal value. The nomination is submitted to the World Heritage Center 

for examination and then sent to the appropriate advisory bodies for evaluation. The 

nomination for the site is being evaluated by two advisory bodies authorized by the World 
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Heritage Convention as follows: International Council on Museums and sites (ICOMOS) 

for cultural heritage sites and the International Union Conservation of Nature (IUCN) to 

sites of natural heritage. Third advisory body is the International Centre for the Study of 

the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) an intergovernmental 

organization which provides the Committee with expert advice on conservation of 

cultural sites and also for the training activities [8]. The Committee meets once a year, it 

is consisted of 21 member states and has the final decision on which sites are to be 

registered on the list of UNESCO World Heritage [5]. The sites to be included in the 

World Heritage List must have an outstanding universal value and have at least one of 

the ten criteria selected based on 6 criteria for cultural heritage and four criteria for natural 

heritage [8] which are applied together with comprehensive aspects: authenticity and / or 

integrity [5]. By adopting the revised Operational Guidelines for the implementation of 

the World Heritage Convention now there is a set of 10 criteria in total [8]. If a site meets 

the criteria for cultural and natural heritage, it will be classified as a site with "mixed" 

heritage. States parties have an obligation to prepare a report on the state of the site and 

its protection. States parties to the Convention are encouraged to ensure the participation 

of a wide variety of stakeholders, including site managers, local and regional 

governments, local communities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and other 

interested parties and partners in the identification, nomination and protection of World 

Heritage properties [5]. For the site to be nominated in the list of World Heritage should 

fill a form including the following: identification of the site, a description of the site, 

justification for registration, state of conservation, factors affecting the site protection and 

management, monitoring, documentation, contact information of the authorities and 

signed on behalf of the member state. The prepared documentation is submitted to the 

secretariat of UNESCO, and then forwarded to the appropriate advisory bodies for its 

assessment. Later on, the relevant advisory bodies submit their assessments and 

recommendations to the secretariat, i.e. the World Heritage Committee and the States 

Parties. The Committee reviews the nominations and makes decisions on the nominated 

sites to be on the list of UNESCO. Then they inform the member states whether the 

described site was inscribed in the list [5]. The process to become a World Heritage is 

generally a long and winding road since, besides that the site should be considered of 

Universal Value to mankind and meet the requirements set forth in the Convention, there 

are many other requirements to meet [4]. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Because of the natural values of the site “Markovi Kuli” in 1967 a decision was made by 

the Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments for it to be declared and protected in 

the category of monuments of nature. In 2003 UNESCO National Commission of the 

Republic of Macedonia suggested the site to be inscribed in the list of UNESCO World 

Heritage [1]. This proposal was accepted by the Ministry of Environment and Physical 

Planning and on 24 June 2004 the site was inscribed on the tentative list of UNESCO in 

the category of natural heritage according with the criteria VII, VIII, IX [9]. As natural 

heritage it refers to the outstanding physical, biological and geological formations, 

habitats of threatened species of animals and plants and areas with scientific, conservation 

or aesthetic value. [8] 

According to the monumental and natural characteristics of the site not only it represents 

a rare occurrence in the Republic of Macedonia but overcomes the Balkan and European 

spaces. The “Markovi Kuli” site is protected nationally in the category of Natural 
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Monuments on 10 April, 2006. The monument is managed by the Public Scientific 

Institution Institute for Old Slavic Culture, Prilep [3] If we take into account the cultural 

monuments of the site, the monastery St. Archangel Michael, Treskavec monastery and 

the medieval towers that are on the site, it could be an addition in the category of "mixed" 

(cultural and natural) heritage. After the site “Markovi Kuli” etering the tentative list in 

2004, it has passed the first stage of nomination. The further procedure for declaring the 

site is not included. The question is why and what next? In the Republic of Macedonia 

there is a locality that is written on the official list [10] and three sites on the tentative list 

of UNESCO [9]. Serbia has 11 sites on the tentative list [9], 4 sites on the official list and 

an endangered site [10]. Bulgaria has 16 sites on the tentative list [9] and 9 sites on the 

official list [10]. Greece has 14 sites on the tentative list [9] and 18 sites on the official 

list [10]. Albania has 5 sites of the tentative list [9] and two sites on the official list [10]. 

The Republic of Macedonia with its biodiversity and geological diversity and rare 

phenomena does not fall back from its neighbors, but very little has been done for their 

protection and promotion. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The site “Markovi Kuli” with its uniqueness represents an extraordinary natural 

phenomenon that transcends the borders of the Republic of Macedonia. Because of all 

that it attracts a lot of visitors. It has been demonstrated that once sites are placed on the 

list, they experience a significant increase in tourists. While this is welcome for firms 

offering tourist services, hotels and restaurants in particular, there is some concern that 

too many tourists may negatively affect the heritage sites [7]. The World Heritage Centre 

participates in the UNEP World Tourism Organization-UNESCO Tour Operators’ and 

the World Heritage Alliance Initiative, which has attracted an increasing number of 

environmentally sensitive companies [8]. If the site is to be placed on the official list of 

UNESCO it will gain greater recognition, and it will contribute to increasing the 

economic development of the municipality and the state in general. Because of all those 

reasons the procedure should continue and Republic of Macedonia to get another site on 

the official list of UNESCO. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study area is located in the southern part of the Tuz Gölü in Central Anatolia. Many 

evaporate minerals e.g. halite, glauberite, gypsum/anhydrite, dolomite and partially 

calcite, magnesite and bloedite were determined in the Neogene aged evaporitic deposits. 

Many macro and micro structures were observed in ten cores which of depth range from 

655 to 1400 m. Halite mineral is found in three forms in the samples: 1) filling the gaps 

between the sulfate minerals (matrix), 2) in the massive structure, 3) in the large crystal 

structure in the mosaic. In the specimens studied, the glauberite mineral is found in two 

different forms, one being deposited in layers in shallow environments and the other being 

in the form crystallites with other evaporate minerals in deep. Glauberite crystals are 

found in macro and microscopic dimensions, especially in the form of banded and random 

aggregates in the form of spear or partially equilateral quadrangular mosaic and semi-

euhedral crystals intercalated with halite and partially anhydrite minerals. Gypsum 

mineral is found especially in shallow and / or stagnant water as euhedral crystals and can 

be converted into anhydrite mineral in a very short time due to the change of solution 

chemistry and diagenesis. Anhydrite minerals usually exhibit banded structures, while 

single ordered large crystals have also been found. 

 

Keywords: Evaporite, halite, glauberite, Tuzgölü, Turkey 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Bedded ancient evaporates are frequently formed from Na, Ca, Mg, Cl, CO3, and SO4 in 

varied proportions, with most of them having been precipitated in continental, 

tectonically active, arid lacustrine environments. In this study area, huge thicknesses of 

salt and soda were deposited during Miocene period. The Tuz Gölü Basin is located in 

the south-eastern part of Central Anatolia (Figure 1).  

Although the recent evaporites are widespread in the region, all sequence of the Miocene 

evaporites are not observed on the outcrop. Therefore, no information is available on the 

vertical and lateral distribution of evaporites. Additionally, macroscopic and microsocial 

features of the evaporates were not determined in detail nowadays. The investigation area 

is the important inner basins located in the Central Anatolian bordered to the north of the 

Taurus Mountains and Salt Lake on the southwest. The basin is the Turkey's most 
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important salt and soda deposits. Therefore, a number of studies have been carried out in 

the study area for various purposes ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] and [7]). 

 

 
Figure 1. Simplified geology (after [8] and location maps of study area. 

 

GEOLOGY 

The study area is located in the southern part of the Tuz Gölü. The basement rocks of the 

study area consist of Paleozoic metamorphic (metaschist, metacarbonate, quartzite,  calc-

schists and coarse crystalline white marbles etc.) of the Niğde massive and Upper 

Cretaceous ultrabasic rocks. The basement unit is overlain unconformably by the 

Paleocene-Eocene-aged marine volcanoclastic rocks. During the period, the basin 

displayed as inner shallow marine characteristics, whereas during the Miocene-Pliocene 

it was a closed lake. During Upper Miocene-Pliocene-Quaternary volcanism activated in 

the basin, and formed from mainly tuff, andesitic-basaltic volcanic and volcanoclastic 

rocks (Figure 1). The volcanic rocks are generally observed in upper level of the basin 

sediments and intercalated mainly with detrital sediments.  

The most important tectonic lines in the region are right lateral Salt Lake fault extending 

in N-NW direction and the S-SW trending Ecemiş fault along the eastern boundary of the 

Lake Tuzgölü that borders of the inner basin. The basement of the basin is represented by 

Paleozoic aged rocks which consists of gneiss, quartzite, calc-schists and coarse 

crystalline white marbles. The basement unit is overlain unconformably by the Paleocene-

Eocene-aged units consists of basaltic pillow lava, graded, bedded detrital sediments and 

volcanoclastics. The basin was an inner shallow marine character in the Paleocene-

Eocene period while it was a closed lake in the Miocene-Pliocene.  

 

RESULTS 

The evaporite minerals detected in the study area are formed from the sulphate group 

minerals (gypsum, anhydrite, glauberite and partially bloedite, epsomite, loweite), 

carbonate minerals (dolomite and partially magnesite), and chloride group (halite and 

rarely polyhalite). In optical microscopic examinations, distribution of these minerals in 

the formation, their frequency was determined, their textural properties and their 

conversion to each other were evaluated whether they were primary or secondary. 

Halite mineral is found in three forms in the samples: 1) filling the gaps between the 

sulphate minerals (matrix), 2) in the massive structure, 3) in the large crystal structure in 
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the mosaic (Figure 2). The chevron halide texture observed is observed in both macro and 

micro dimensions and indicates that the mineral firstly collapses rapidly in shallow 

environments during the first sedimentation. Growth traces are observed in darker 

coloured halite with increasing amount of liquid inclusion in the growth traces of this 

mineral, while liquid inclusion rate is decreased in light coloured traces. In addition, the 

amount of fluid inclusion towards the surface from the surface decreased due to 

diagenesis. Fluid inclusions observed in halite minerals were observed as i) primary fluid 

inclusions parallel to the growth traces and ii) secondary inclusions locating 

perpendicular to the growth traces. Some of the inserts are round and ellipsoidal, while 

others are cubic. These eutectic inclusions in the salt crystals formed in the solution 

contact with the air, and they are formed by submerging the crystals which reach to a 

certain weight and size in the form of cumulate.  

 

 
Figure 2. a) massive, course crystalline halite (547 m), b) pore filling halite (765.5), c) singular, spear and 

prismatic glauberite intercalated with halite (655.3) (Anh: anhydrite, Hl: halite, Gl: glauberite). 

 

These structures, which develop simultaneously with sedimentation, are primary 

structures and generally exhibit a hopper structure. In some cases, this hopper (funnel) 

structures were also observed in the glauberite crystallites, because the solution on the 

surface during the formation of the glauberite at shallow depths came to the level of halite 

saturation. At the same time in the sedimentation environment, the concentration of the 
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solution at the bottom of the lake is high enough to permit layered salt crystallization, and 

indicates that the salt crystallization develops simultaneously on the surface and on the 

bottom surface. The buried cumulates were deposited with the layered halite formations 

in the corresponding layers. Therefore, the solution in the environment is quite saturated 

in the salt and shows that the formation of salt occurs on the surface and bottom of the 

liquid, and the depth changes about 1-2 m. Bacteria and organic materials found in the 

environment during sedimentation in liquid inclusions were observed as rods in these 

inclusions. The micro or macro cracks in the units are filled with secondary halite mineral. 

The dissolution surfaces observed in the halite minerals indicate that halite saturation 

decreases to such an extent that the salt precipitation can be achieved, and also may be 

indicating that there is fresh water intake in the basin. Growth and intermixing with other 

minerals designates that the environment conditions that cause the halite precipitation 

resulting in the deepening or raising of the environment have come to an end.  

In the specimens studied, the glauberite mineral is found in two different forms, one being 

deposited in layers in shallow environments and the other being in the form crystallites 

with other evaporate minerals in deep. Glauberite crystals are found in macro and 

microscopic dimensions, especially in the form of banded and random aggregates in the 

form of spear or partially equilateral quadrangular mosaic and semi-euhedral crystals 

intercalated with halite and partially anhydrite minerals. In glauberites, which are usually 

observed as singular crystals, spear structure, isometric and prismatic crystals are rarely 

spindle and radial tissues are observed. Glauberite minerals showed different crystal sizes 

at different depths. In some beds, the sizes of the glauberite crystals are varies from 2 to 

3 cm, while only a few mm in size in some depths. This change in crystal size is due to 

the gradual change in the environment (reduction of glauberite saturation) in the hydro-

chemical/hydrological conditions. Dissolution traces were observed in some glauberites 

is related to the change in solution concentration. In addition, the presence of abrasive 

surfaces in relation to the shallowing of the environment, and to the precipitation of the 

crystals on the surface (vadose zone) and partly to their transportation. In the glauberite 

crystals intercalated with the clay units, clayey materials are penetrated in cracks and/or 

cleavages along the growth traces. 

It has been determined that the glauberite mineral is crystallized and/or converted with 

other sulphate minerals (anhydrite, gypsum, bloedite, etc.) in the solution. These sulphate 

minerals have often been observed as inclusions in the same time. When the solubilized 

composition its saturation to which the glauberite could precipitate, the glauberite mineral 

was dissolved and transformed into another mineral (anhydrite). If the solution becomes 

saturated the opposite situation occurs and the existing mineral, especially anhydrite 

mineral, is converted into glauberite. Pseudomorphs of glauberite or anhydrite are formed 

depending on the change of the solution composition. Mineral inclusions detected in 

glauberite crystals indicate that these crystals are formed by rapid growth in shallow 

sections. 

Gypsum mineral is found especially in shallow and / or stagnant water as euhedral crystals 

and can be converted into anhydrite mineral in a very short time due to the change of 

solution chemistry and diagenesis. For this reason, it is possible to see these two minerals 

together in many levels of the sequence and to find anhydrite minerals in gypsum as 

inclusions. Apart from this, when the gypsum mineral develops as cracked and cracked 

fills, it usually presents fibrous structures. In the areas, the gypsum minerals are also 

present in the clayey and carbonated units at the edge of the lake and generally tend to 

form in lenticular and bird beak constructions. Although gypsum mineralization has not 
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been frequently encountered in evaporation environments due to the diagenetic process 

cause to transformation of gypsum to anhydrite minerals. Secondary gypsum formations 

have exhibited different formation shapes and properties. In addition to the diagenetic 

transformation, the supersaturated solution was converted to halite/anhydrite minerals of 

the original gypsum minerals. Anhydrite minerals usually exhibit banded and enterolithic 

structures, while single ordered large crystals have also been found. In the cavities of 

these individual crystals, halite mineral is usually present as cement. The development of 

gypsum crystals, which exhibit a large spear structure in halite-saturated solution, 

indicates shallow and stagnant water environments. 

In the deep sections of the sequence, the crystal size of anhydrite has become smaller and 

fine, and fine, small crystals were observed in the layered level in massive form. Larger 

crystalline gypsum occurrences are generally observed at depths of a few - <2m, while 

thinner crystals are observed in the millimeter-thick laminated sediments. Anhydrite 

nodules are very common occurrences in the studied samples, and the downward filtration 

of highly saturated pore water in the pores and or capillaries may be caused secondary to 

displacement under the upper pelagic zone on the resultant surface. 

 

 
Figure 3. a) Prismatic, singular and spear glauberite in organic matter-rich clay,  

b) enterolithic anhydrite and small prismatic glauberite 
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ABSTRACT 

The study area is located in the southern part of the Tuz Gölü in central Anatolia, Turkey. 

The investigated evaporates were taken from ten drill holes depths ranging from 650 to 

1100 meters in Miocene to Quaternary deposits. The determined evaporite minerals are 

formed from the sulfate group minerals (gypsum, anhydrite, glauberite and partially 

bloedite), carbonate minerals (dolomite and partially magnesite, rarely calcite), and 

chloride group (halite and rarely polyhalite in the study. Detrital and/or non-evaporitic 

mineral are composed of quartz, feldspar, mica, and rarely zeolite minerals.  

The purpose of the study is to determine the mineral types and contents at the basin in 

the lateral and vertical direction. The mineralogical compositions of the samples were 

investigated using X-ray diffraction, optical microscopy, and scanning electron 

microscopy methods.  

In optical microscopic examinations, distribution of these minerals and their frequency 

was determined, their textural properties and their conversion to each other were also 

defined. In particular, the thickness of the halite-bearing sediments can reach several 

hundred meters, partly even if the halite beds intercalated with glauberite and/or 

anhydrite layers. Carbonate-halite and sulphate minerals are usually precipitated with 

each other in succession. Carbonate sedimentation has been reduced or has not occurred 

at the levels of sedimentation of halite precipitated layers. Carbonate minerals are mostly 

accompanied by sulphate group minerals, halite and clay minerals. 

Calcite is usually found in the upper parts of the drillings. Dolomite-magnesite and 

dolomite-calcite mineral couples can be found together in the drillings. While dolomite 

is more common in moderate levels in drillings, magnesite is found in lower levels and 

is less prevalent. Sulphate minerals are the most common mineral group in the basin. The 

most common sulphate minerals are gypsum, anhydrite and glauberite. Along with these 

minerals, bloedite, epsomite, loveite, eugasterite and konyaite have been determined at 

various levels. 

 

Keywords: Evaporite, halite, glauberite, Tuzgölü, Turkey 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tuzgölü Basin located at the Central Anatolia is an inner enclosed basin and is bounded 

by Ankara uplift in the north, the Kırşehir massif from in the east and the Sivrihisar-

Bozdağ massif from the west. There are many recent lakes formed in fault controlled 

depressions in different sizes in closed Konya basin. The largest lake is Tuzgölü and halite 

was precipitated and has been mined from this recent lake while the others are Terakan 

and Bolluk lakes according to their size.  Some soda minerals, e.g., thenardite, mirabilite, 

glauberite, and Mg-salts have been being operated in the Tersakan and Bolluk lakes 

(Figure 1). There are also numerous small lakes where soda or salt minerals were 

precipitated or their water are enriched Na-Ca-Mg-Cl-SO4-HCO3 but any economical 

mineral was not occurred.  

The closed Tuz Gölü Basin is tectonically active and arid lacustrine environments which 

effected time to time intake of seawater in ancient times ([1], [2], [3]). In this study area, 

more than a few hundred meters salt and Ca-Na-sulfate minerals were deposited during 

Miocene period. Many studies have been carried out in the study area mostly about 

geological features of the basin ([4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10]). 

 
Figure 1. Simplified geology map (after [11] location map of study. 

 

GEOLOGY 

The Konya basin is situated in the central part of the Turkey. Basement rocks of the study 

area are composed of metamorphic (metaschist, metacarbonate, gneiss, quartzite, calc-

schists, marbles, etc.) in Paleozoic and ultrabasic rocks Upper Cretaceous in age. 

Intermediary and basic rocks, e.g. andesitic and basaltic volcanites and volcanoclastics of 

various ages since from Miocene to Quaternary have been activated in the Basin (Figure 

1). The main tectonic lines in the closed Konya basin are right lateral Salt Lake fault 

extending in N–NW direction and the S-SW trending Ecemiş fault along the eastern 

boundary of the Lake Tuzgölü. There are also many small tectonic lines which mostly 

parallel to the main lines. The basement rocks are cover unconformably by the Paleocene-

Eocene-aged units formed from basaltic pillow lava, graded, bedded detrital sediments 

and volcanoclastics. The basin was an inner shallow marine character during the 

Paleocene-Eocene period while it was a closed lake in the Miocene-Pliocene.  
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RESULTS 

The mineralogical compositions of the samples were investigated using X-ray 

diffraction, optical microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy with energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) methods.  

Halite, Na-Ca-sulfate minerals (anhydrite, gypsum, glauberite, eugasterite and 

thenardite), Mg-sulfate minerals (bloedite, epsomite, loweite), dolomite, magnesite and 

calcite minerals were found in the basin as evaporite minerals. In optical microscopic 

examinations, distribution of these minerals and their frequency was determined. 

Textural properties and conversion to each other were also investigated. In particular, 

the thickness of the halite-bearing sediments can reach several hundred meters, partly 

even if the halite beds intercalated with glauberite and/or anhydrite layers. Carbonate-

halite and sulphate minerals are usually precipitated with each other in succession. 

Carbonate sedimentation has been reduced or has not occurred at the levels of 

sedimentation of halite precipitated layers. Carbonate minerals are mostly accompanied 

by sulphate group minerals, halite and clay minerals. 

Microcrystalline (alebaster) and especially fibrous (selenitic, satin spar) of gypsum 

minerals have been widely found (Figure 2a). Satin spar gypsum is usually observed as 

intercalated gypsum veins in the evaporites and carbonates. In some of the sections 

gypsum is partially observed as a matrix. In some thin sections, mossy bloedite crystals 

developed in monoclinic system were found in gypsum mineral. In thin section 

observation, gypsum minerals are mostly converted to anhydrite and/or glauberite 

minerals, and in some cases anhydrite and glauberite minerals to gypsum (Figure 2c, d).  

 

 
Figure 2. Microscopical morphologies of gypsum (a, b), glauberite and anhydrite minerals. 

 

In addition, in some of the sections, the anhydrite mineral has been transformed into the 

glauberite pseudomorphs. Fibrous gypsium growths have been developed around of 

these pseudomorphs. The glauberite mineral is observed as usually euhedral to semi 

euhedral in shape or massive and microcrystalline aggregates. Glauberites were partially 

formed as secondary from gypsum and/or anhydrite (Figure 2c, d). The primary 

glauberite crystals was seen as euhedral, lenticular, and hemi-bipyramidal twins 

especially rich in organic matter and sometimes with euhedral halite.  In some sections, 
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it was determined that the crystal growths of the glauberites did not show a parallel 

arrangement to the sedimentation surface, and sometimes they grew in the dissolution 

cavities in the halite. 

Halite is observed as massive or euhedral crystals (Figure 3a). The chevron texture of 

the halite is observed in both macro and micro dimensions, indicating that the mineral 

first collapses and is precipitated in shallow environments during the first sedimentation 

([12]). Fluid inclusions observed in halite minerals two types: i) primary fluid inclusions 

parallel to the growth traces and ii) secondary inclusions locating perpendicular to the 

growth traces (Figure 3b, c). 

 

 
Figure 3. Thin section photograph of euhedral halite crystals (a), fluid inclusions (a), crossed nichols (c).  

 

In general, anhydrite minerals are crystallized as orthomorphic euhedral crystals in 

microscopic and especially in SEM observations whereas gypsum mineral is generally 

brittle and fibrous. In the SEM examinations, the conversion between gypsum and 

anhydrite minerals was observed (Figure 4, 5). Some examples of glauberite minerals 

have also been found in needle and radial morphology like as eugasterite. 

 

 
Figure 3. SEM image of gypsum anhydrite mineral transformation.  

EDS analysis of the anhydrite mineral (upper) and gypsum mineral (bottom). 
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Calcite is usually found in the upper parts of the drillings. Dolomite-magnesite and 

dolomite-calcite mineral couples can be found together in the drillings. While dolomite 

is more common in moderate levels in drillings, magnesite is found in lower levels and 

is less prevalent. Sulphate minerals are the most common mineral group in the basin. 

Frequently found sulphate minerals are gypsum, anhydrite and glauberite. Along with 

these minerals, bloedite, epsomite, loweite, eugasterite and konyaite have been 

determined at various levels. 

Massive magnesite bands of several centimeters thick were observed at these levels. The 

content of these minerals in total rocks can reach up to 100% in some cases. Eugasterite 

has been observed as silky, radial, semi-oily, fine fibers, especially in clayey levels rich 

in organic matter and partly in clayey carbonated lithologies containing massive 

glauberite. 

 

 
Figure 4. SEM images EDS results of anhydrite and gypsum a) micro photo and EDS analysis of 

euhedral anhydrite, b) micro photo and EDS analysis of fibrous structures of gypsum mineral. 

 

Diagenetic transformations of gypsum minerals have been observed along with 

autogenetic occurrences. Particularly diagenetic gypsum occurrences have been 

observed to be transformed from anhydrite to secondary form, with carbonate enrichment 

of later solutions in the form of envelope around the glauberite mineral in some places.  

Gypsum mineral content is higher in the samples representing south-southwest and 

south-east of the study area, whereas is lower in the upper levels of sequence especially 

in the north-east drilling of north-east of the study area. Present of gypsum minerals in 

the upper levels and anhydrite in lower levels are generally related to diagenesis whereas 

dominance of gypsum mineral in the southern part of the is related to the conversion of 

anhydrite minerals to gypsum and/or precipitation primary gypsum. The content of halite 

was decreased in the south and south-eastern part and partially in the south-west of the 

study area. Therefore, the glauberite mineral is rarely present in these boreholes. Halite 
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and glauberite contents were increased especially in the center of the study area. The 

absence or decrease of halite and glauberite minerals in the south of the study area may 

be indicate that there is groundwater entry from the south to the basin.  
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ABSTRACT 

Possibility for development of tourism in certain area is affected by relief characteristics 

as stimulating or limiting factors. Landforms contributions to geodiversity of area by 

increasing its scientific, educational and recreational-touristic potential. Evaluation of 

relief for purposes of recreation and tourism in the example of Ravna Mountain and Pale 

Valley was carried by usage of AHP multi-criteria analysis and rating method. 

The evaluation process of the relief is determined by five criteria: elevation, slope, vertical 

dissection, aspect and morphographic characteristics. In the process of reclassification 

were used criterion maps made in the GIS. Results of the evaluation showed that the relief 

in the studied area has a significant impact on the ability for development and application 

recreational tourism. Relief features of Ravna Mountain have real possibilities for 

improvement of existing and development of new, mass tourism activities, particularly 

during the summer months. Qualitatively most valuable fields, favourable for recreation, 

covers almost one third of the studied area. 

 

Keywords: relief evaluation, applied geomorphology, AHP method, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
On the possibility of tourism development in certain area, relief characteristics acts as 

stimulating or limiting factors. Landforms contribute to geodiversity of area by increasing 

its scientific, educational and recreational tourism potential. Evaluation of the relief is 

one of the most difficult tasks in the context of evaluating physical potential [1]. 

On morphometric and morphographic characteristics of relief depends possibility of using 

area for purpose of different forms of tourism and recreation. Evaluation of morphometric 

and morphographic characteristics of relief is based on appropriate geostatistical and 

cartographic methods and has great significance in the process of evaluating the potential 

of environment. The relief of area as a component of natural environment which is 

changing slowest and least, the basic element of qualitative area characteristics and as 

such is suitable for long-term planning of life and work. Out of it depends other elements: 

air, hydrography, soil and vegetation cover, distribution of settlements, communications, 

agriculture, industry and tourism. In the studied mountain-valley area was developed 

winter tourism, which in recent years records tendency of growth, and that is why this 

work aims to determine the potential of relief, and relief dependent most appropriate 

terrain for development of tourism and recreation especially in summer period of year. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION OF STUDIED AREA 

The studied area is located southeast of Sarajevo (Figure 1), and it covers approx. 117 

km2. It has a dominant mountainous character (the highest point of area is 1640 m, 

amplitude of altitude is 920 m, and the average height is 1064 m). Larger part of Ravna 

Mountain, is karstified elevated plane, which gradually descend to Pale Valley. It is part 

of large Jahorina massif. Pale Valley has polygenetic origin, descent by faults in 

comparison to the surrounding area of positive morphostructures [2]. This area is 

characterized by early development of winter tourism, as a result of favorable relief 

characteristics and the proximity of urban area of Sarajevo, what has contributed to 

organization of XIV Winter Olympic Games in Sarajevo in 1984. 

 

 
Figure 1. Location of Ravna Mountain and Pale Valley in Bosnia and Herzegovina  

 

METHODOLOGY 
Relief evaluation for the purposes of recreation and tourism in the example of Ravna 

Mountain and Pale Valley was carried based on a combination of AHP multi-criteria 

analysis and methods of rating. In process of relief evaluation, was determined five 

criteria: elevation, slope, vertical dissection, aspect and morphographic characteristics 

[2], [3]. This was preceded by phases of data collection and data preparation: 

digitalization, statistical analysis, defining the concept of a database for each criterion, 

classification of data sets, rating and creation of criterion maps based on results of rating 

method [4], [5], [6], [1], (Table 1). 

After determining of criteria, we have performed their quality evaluation. It has been 

formed a scale with nine rating categories, wherein highest relative value has category 9 

and the lowest category 1 (adopted scale of 9 rating categories is not in relation with 

Saaty's scale). Introduced in the eliminatory category. In the process of reclassification 

were used criterion maps made in the GIS, which is respected spatial dimension. 

After it we have established a matrix of comparison, Saaty's evaluation scale (Table 2) 

[7], based on which was obtained dominance ratio of criteria – there have been calculate 

the weights of criteria (w) (Table 4). 
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Table 1. Rating scale 

Rating 

category 

Score 

range 
Qualitative description 

Valuable level of spatial unit 

(regions) 

9 8 – 9 Most suitable Most valuable regions 

8 7 – 8 Very suitable Very valuable regions 

7 6 – 7 Mostly suitable Mostly valuable regions 

6 5 – 6 Relative satisfying Relative satisfying regions 

5 4 – 5 Mostly less suitable Mostly less valuable regions 

4 3 – 4 Relative unsuitable Relative unsuitable regions 

3 2 – 3 Mostly unsuitable Mostly unsuitable regions 

2 1 – 2 Unsuitable Unsuitable regions 

1 0 – 1 Very unsuitable Very unsuitable regions 

elim. elim. Eliminatory Eliminatory regions 

 
Table 2. Saaty's evaluation scale 

Intensity of 

importance 
Definition Explanation 

1 Equal importance Two activities contribute equally to the objective 

2 Weak or slight  

3 

Moderate 

importance of one 

over another 

Experience and judgment strongly favor one activity over another 

4 Moderate plus  

5 Strong importance Experience and judgment strongly favor one activity over another  

6 Strong plus  

7 Very strong 
An activity is strongly favored and its dominance demonstrated in 

practice 

8 
Very strong to 

extreme 
 

9 Extreme importance  
The evidence favoring one activity over another is of the highest 

possible order of affirmation 

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values When compromise is needed 

1/2, 1/3,... 1/9 Reciprocal  

 

Along with this process is calculated degree of matrix consistency (CR), which is 0.06 (if 

CR ≤ 0.10 the result is considered sufficiently accurate and assessment of the relative 

weights are acceptably). By summarizing raster maps we have obtained suitability map. 

This process is done by using GIS tools to summarize the grid, per a formula that includes 

the wi weights of criteria. 

 





n
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Where is: sx,y - value of x,y of suitability map; wi - weight coefficient of i criterion; vi;x,y 

- value of x,y cell of i criterion. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Level of relief suitability for development of various forms of recreational tourism, 

among others, includes the physical and aesthetic suitability and availability. Physical 

suitability is reflected in influence of certain morphometric relief characteristics on higher 

or lower limits which reduce the potential value of relief. This particularly refers to 

destructive gravitational landslide processes, collapsing and crumbling which are 
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expressed on steep ground (important from point of safety, and potential danger to 

tourists). Aesthetic suitability, attractiveness and looks of certain forms of relief, is also 

an important determinant of relief value for defined forms of recreation. Determination 

of aesthetic suitability, or attractiveness have more subjective nature. Some landforms 

may be particularly aesthetically attractive to tourists, but they can also affect to mobility 

(canyons, limestone pavements, etc.). Availability, as an indicator of touristic suitability 

of area, includes outside and inside availability. Outside availability represents the 

distance of a certain tourist areas from urban areas and major roads, while the inside 

includes links within the touristic area. 

 

  

Figure 2: Ravna Mountain -  

peak Zelena Glavica (1640 m) 

Figure 3: Ravna Mountain -  

lake on karst surface  

 

Hypsometric features of relief are reflected through influence of altitude on human health 

and improvement of general psychophysical condition of visitors. The mountains of 

moderate latitudes have therapeutic qualities. Highlighted are an altitude that are 

beneficial to certain types of illnesses, for example altitude up to 1200 m are favorable 

for pulmonary diseases, etc., and altitude up to 2000 m are particularly suited to person 

exhausted from stress of modern life. Higher parts of the Ravna mountain fits with in rank 

of therapeutic components that mountains provide. Slope and vertical dissection of relief 

affecting the accessibility and are important for planning of hiking and biking trails, as 

well as the aesthetic advantage of relief. On the other hand, parts of terrain with dominant 

dissected and steeples relief, showed to be extremely useful for certain extreme forms of 

recreation. In planning of purpose and usage of area for recreation an important role plays 

aspect of the relief, where the terrain with dominated sunny side give greater advantages 

when it comes to locating and arranging tourist and recreational complex. Aspect in some 

extent affect the characteristics of the microclimate of certain parts of the area, which is 

reflected in recreational and therapeutic components. Some morphographic relief features 

are characterized by exceptional attractiveness and wealth of forms. They assist in 

evaluation in precise allocation of touristic attractive relief forms in a certain area. 

Mountain areas located close to urban areas, due to the lower population density and their 

relief and other natural characteristics, are often qualified in the category of regions 

suitable for recreation and certain types of recreational tourism. In evaluation process is 

determined five relief criteria. Received scores, ie. the level of suitability of attributes are 

obtained on basis of examples used in works which treat such and similar issues (Table 

3), [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [6], [1], etc. Attributes and ratings are adjusted to possibilities 

and conditions offered by studied area. 
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Table 3. Quality evaluation of relief for recreation and tourism 

Altitude 

(m) S
co

r.
 

Slope 

(°) S
co

r.
 

Vert. dissec. 

(m/km2) S
co

r.
 

Aspect (°) 

S
co

r.
 

Morphographic 

characteristics S
co

r.
 

< 800 3 0-2 9 0-5 9 flat 9 Canyons, d.i stream 9 

800–900 4 2-5 8 5-30 8 S 9 Upland drainages 5 

900–1000 5 5-12 7 30-100 7 SE, SW 7 U-shaped valleys 7 

1000–
1250 

7 12-32 5 100-300 5 E, W 5 Plains 9 

1250–
1500 

9 32-55 3 300-800 3 NE, NW 3 Open slopes 5 

> 1500 7 > 55 1 > 800 1 N 1 Upper slopes, mesas 6 

        Local ridges, hills 7 

Mt tops, high ridges 9 

 

 
Figure 4. Criterion maps for evaluation in function of tourism: (a) elevation; (b) slope; (c) vertical 

dissection; (d) aspect; (e) Morphographic characteristics 

 

After reclassification, we have obtained five criterion maps (Figure 4), which make link 

between evaluation and spatial data. The comparing matrix of criteria pairs, for better 

overview, are labeled in the order of appearance in the Table 3 (C1 - elevation; C2 - slope; 

C3 - vertical dissection; C4 - aspect and C5 - morphographic characteristics). 

 
Table 4. Tabular view of comparison matrices,  

normalized matrix and weighting factors (w) of reliefs criteria 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5   C1 C2 C3 C4 C5  w 

C1 1 1 3 3 2  C1 0,31 0,30 0,32 0,25 0,34  0,3060 

C2 1 1 2 3 2  C2 0,31 0,30 0,21 0,25 0,34  0,2846 

C3 0,33 0,50 1 3 0,33  C3 0,10 0,15 0,10 0,25 0,05  0,1339 

C4 0,33 0,33 0,33 1 0,50  C4 0,10 0,10 0,03 0,08 0,08  0,0820 

C5 0,50 0,50 3 2 1  C5 0,15 0,15 0,32 0,16 0,17  0,1935 

CR= 0,06 
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Weights on which is made relief evaluation have helped the process of pointing the most 

suitable terrain for the development of recreational tourism. They vary in the range from 

0,0820 to 0.3060. The dominant is impact of elevation w1 = 0.3060 and slope w2 = 0.2846, 

while the other criterions are getting lower value. Morphographic characteristics have the 

most impact after elevation and slope (w5 = 0.1935), followed by vertical dissection (w3 

= 0.1339). The lowest influence has aspect (w4 = 0,0820). Matrix consistency value is 

0.06 and it is within the limits of allowed. 

 

 
Figure 5. Map of reliefs suitability for tourism with a percentage share of evaluated categories 

 

Results of relief evaluation for purposes of recreation and tourism are presented in form 

of map (Figure 5). Percentage of high score indicates that the relief criteria provide good 

opportunities for the development of recreational tourism. The lowest rate given by 

evaluation is 3,267 and the highest 8,732, and the smallest range of ratings in the range 

of 3 to 4, and the greatest range is from 8 to 9. The relief most valuable regions for the 

development of recreation and tourism are represented with a share of 2.75%, a 6.32% of 

the area is rated as very suitable for the development of recreational tourism. About 20% 

goes into the category of predominantly valuable space, so top three most valuable 

categories together cover less than one third of the analyzed area (about 29%). Lands 

categorized as relatively satisfying take more than a third of studied area (34%), and 

mostly less suitable area (35.72%) rated with value of 5. With the lowest percentage are 

represented by areas that were characterized as predominantly unsuitable (1.47%). 

On a map of reliefs suitability are shown border of potentially protected areas that are 

allocated based on study Protected Landscape “Javorina”, according to IUCN 

categorization. This study for the protection of the Jahorina mountain massif in Republika 

Srpska is awaiting confirmation. Three zones are characterized by high geo and 

biodiversity and other natural specifics fundamentals that enhance tourist attractiveness 

of area. 
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CONCLUSION 

Relief potential of an area are often basis for development of certain forms of tourism, 

such as: alpine, winter sport tourism, recreational tourism, etc. The overall picture of the 

relief value of studied area, in terms of land use for the development of recreational 

tourism is quite favorable. Results of the evaluation showed that the relief in the area 

Ravna Mountain provides a very good opportunity for the development and activation of 

recreational tourism. Qualitatively most valuable area affect almost a third of the studied 

area, together with terrains which has been classified as a relatively satisfying this relation 

is growing dramatically (more than half of the studied area). 

Evaluation of relief showed that morphometric and morphographic characteristics of area 

have real possibilities for improvement of existing and the development of mass tourism 

activity, especially during the summer months. Most valuable spatial units are dominant 

and evenly grouped on area of Ravna Mountain and, to a lesser extent, in the flat part of 

Pale Valley. Beside relief, other physical geographical qualities of area undoubtedly have 

a significant impact on the ability of development and activation of tourism and 

recreation, as well as a good touristic-geographical position which is characterized by 

proximity to the emitting area of larger settlements (Sarajevo, East Sarajevo), and good 

transport connections. The development of recreational tourism can serve as a 

complementary activity to already affirmed the winter tourism on Jahorina and Ravna 

Mountain. 
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ABSTRACT 

National park Mavrovo is located in the north-west part of the Republic of Macedonia. 

The protected area, differ the other protected areas in the country by the huge number of 

residential areas, 38 villages in total, with 8494 inhabitants.  

The planned socio-economic development in the protected area, as indirect instigator on 

the nature modification, undoubtedly will initiate changes in the landscape diversity. 

Those changes may create a new values or may become a serious threat to the landscape 

types present in the protected area. Rural landscapes are most exposed to change, as the 

interaction between the man and the nature is greatest. The diversity of the landscapes 

that we have in the protected areas today speaks out the way that man treated the nature 

in the past, as it will speaks out in the future about the way we treat the nature today.  

This paper elaborates landscape types in the National Park Mavrovo, their role in the 

spatial planning approach and propose measures for landscape diversity protection in the 

upcoming period. The proposed measures don’t tend to restrict the future development in 

the protected area, nor to bring back the activities which were present in the past. They 

tend to permit sustainable development in the protected area, by allowing activities, that 

will preserve origin values of the landscape and create a new forms of landscape values 

in the area. This approach, enables control on the activities that may have a negative 

influence on the landscape diversity in future. 

Keywords: landscape diversity, spatial planning, cultural land 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Landscape diversity in spatial planning 

The first formal use of the term “landscape” comes from the german geographer Otto 

Schulter in the late 1890’s. He focused his attention on landscape as the subject matter of 

investigation regarding “Landschaft” as a unit in which perceptible phenomena (natural 

or human), having spatial significance, form a distinct association” (cited in Palka, 1995, 

p.65) [2]. The emphasis on landscape as a basis for geographic inquiry was subsequently 

adopted by French geographers and later by American geographers and British 

geographers [3]. 

According to the influence of anthropogenic factors, landscapes are classified as natural 

and cutural landscapes. The clasic deffinition for cultural landscape derives from a human 

geographer Carl O Sauer “The cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape 

by a cultural group. Culture is the agent, the nature is the medium, the cultural landscape 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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is the result” [1]. The landscapes wich have not been exposed to anthropogen ic influence 

in the past are included in the category of natural landscapes.  

Although an intellectual awareness of the concept of rural landscapes evolved in the 20th 

century, rural landscape planning and management is a relatively new professional field 

of land use and site management. 

Preservation of the rural landscapes and their value is linked to the survival of traditional 

cultural patterns that have left a mark on the morphology of the area. In the past, the 

population behaved far more carefully to the nature and natural resources creating a 

landscapes of high aesthetic values and great environmental importance, which allows to 

the current generations to understand the area in which a culture has existed over the 

years. Landscape values of the areas that are attributed by locals or tourist visitors leave 

a long lasting print on their life and their lasting effect reflects the manner in which they 

experienced the landscape [8]. 

The inclusion of the rural landscapes as an important factor in the spatial planning proces 

in the protected area, means understanding the complexity of the landscape and proposing 

new solutions for improvement or protection of the landscape which allows strengthening 

the sense of belonging to a territory, preserving it’s identity and creating new tourist 

attractions in the future.  

 

Landscape diversity in NP Mavrovo 

The analysis of landscape types in NP Mavrovo indicates the presence of high landscape 

diversity in the framework of natural and anthropogenic components in the protected area. 

According to the anthropogenic activities in the past, the landscapes in the National Park 

are classified as natural, semi-natural and rural landscapes [4].  

The landscapes wich in the past had not been exposed to anthropogenic influence are 

natural landscapes. Natural landscapes are located in the strictly protected zones of the 

park proclaimed with the Spatial Plan of Mavrovo in 1988, gorge areas by the river flows 

and the surrounding scenery and the coastal areas of Gorna Radika and Mala Reka and 

their influents. 

Landscapes which in the past were exposed to human influence, but the presence of the 

anthropogenic factor had not caused changes in the processes of nature and landscape 

values of the area, or reduced the abundance of natural phenomena in the area are included 

in the category of semi-natural landscapes. The forest areas in Dolna Radika and hilly 

mountain pastures on Bistra and Shar Planina are semi-natural landscapes. 

The areas in which man inhabited over the time have grown into rural landscapes. All 

settlements in the park with meadows and farmland around them represent the rural 

landscapes in the park. Rural landscapes testify for the existence of the man in the area 

in the past, it’s activities, lifestyle, customs, beliefs and traditional practices, or in other 

words for the specific interaction between the man and nature.  

 

Zoning in NP Pavrovo 

There are three protection zones in the National Park Mavrovo: 

 Zone of strict protection. It covers areas that are in good preserved or original 

state. This zone includes areas with high concentrations of species populations that are 

under strict protection. The zone of strict protection in National Park Mavrovo covers an 

area of 8 390,5 ha. It represents 11,6% of the total area. According the actual legislation 

in this field on national level, in strict protection zones are allowed research activities, if 

they are not in contradiction with the primary objectives of area protection. In order to 
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maintain the characteristics of the zone, the entity which manages the protected area shall 

provide constant monitoring. It is expected that by application of appropriate protection 

regime, the space within this zone will keep it’s original state.  

 

 
 

Zone of active management. It includes areas with significant components of biodiversity, 

however, populations of important species are less numerous, natural habitats are partly 

degraded. In this zone traditional management practices are still present. The zone of 
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active management covers an area of 23 248,1 ha, representing 32.1% of the total 

protected area. According the actual legislation in this field on national level, in the zone 

of active management are allowed management activities that are related to habitats and 

species manipulation and economical activities, as ecotourism or traditional extensive 

farming, that do not pose negative impact on the protected area. Appropriate management 

interventions for certain natural habitat types in the future, may include some areas from 

the zone of active manageent in the zone of strict protection. 
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Zone of sustainable use. In this zone are located infrastructural facilities, objects of 

cultural heritage and types of forest plantations that are not typical for the protected area. 

It also includes all settlements situated in the Natinal Park, with the surrounding 

agricultural land. The zone od sustainable use does not have high level of protection. It 

covers an area of 40 778,2 ha, representing 56,3% of the total protected area. As a result 

of planned activities for sustainable use, which should be implemented in the next period, 

some areas from this zone may acquire characteristics of the zone of active management, 

which would initiate changes in terms of zoning in the protected area in future. 

 

ANALYSIS OF THE THREATS OVER THE LANDSCAPE DIVERSITY IN THE 

NP MAVROVO 

During the planning proces there had been identified potential threats on the landscape 

diversity in the NP Mavrovo: natural and anthropogenic threats.  

All types of landscapes are exposed to natural threats cosed by the wind, soil erosion, 

climate changes and other natural factors. Constant threat to the landscape diversity in the 

park are the human activities present in the park over the years.Human activities that can 

pose serious consecuences on the landscapes in Mavrovo National Park are: 

 Soil sealing (construction of weekend houses, with a new modern design that does 

not fit into the surrounding environment and cultural and architectural tradition of the 

park and building an infrastructure that does not fit into the surrounding environment); 

 Tendency of development of massive tourism and unorganized visit of tourists in 

the park and 

 Extraction of mineral resources. 

 

LANDSCAPE DIVERSITY PROTECTION MEASURES 

Landscape diversity in the National Park in the future, would be exposed on changes as a 

result of the planned socio-economic development wich should meet the needs of the 

people living in the National Park. Sustainable development and the management of the 

landscape diversity in the earliest stages of the planning process involves creation of 

planned measures to establish control over the activities that can have a negative impact 

on the landscape diversity in the future.  

Planned measures for landscape protection should enable preservation and maintenance 

of the characteristic values of landscapes, wich result from it’s natural configuration and 

/ or the type of anthropogenic activities that are implemented or will be implemented in 

the planning period. Planning measures should not restrict the newly predicted activities 

in the are nor to tend to return to the activities that were prevalent long time ago, but to 

accept the proposed changes in a way that will ensure preservation of the specific 

characteristics of the areas in the park and their landscape values. 

 

Landscapes wich are not exposed to anthropogenic activities - Natural landscapes 

Based on the rich visual and aesthetic features, there are areas of special natural beauty 

or attraction and areas with special sceneries and landscape dominant in the park. Some 

of them are included in the zone of strict protection. In this zone anthropogenic activities 

are very limited so the threats from anthropogenic factor to the natural landscapes in the 

strict zone of the park are put under controll. Other natural landscapes placed in the zone 

of active management or zone of sustainable use, should be protected as enclaves in the 
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national park with special protection regime, higher than the protection regime 

determined for the zone of protection. 

 

Landscapes exposed to anthropogenic activities - Semi-natural and rural landscapes  

The planned socio-economic development in the Natural Park in order to meet the needs 

of local population is indirect driving force as well as potential threat to the landscape 

diversity. Thus, preventive measures for landscape diversity protection should be made 

in the following sectors: 

1) Agriculture  

Agriculture management will have a considerable impact on the structure, composition 

and quality of the landscape that predominate in and around protected areas. The 

simplification and pollution of agro-ecosystems must be avoided or countered by 

adopting chemical-free and diversified agricultural systems to reverse the decline in 

species and habitat diversity in and around protected areas [7].  

2) Forestry 

Forests should develop naturally with minimum intervention in the forest fund generally 

through introduction of indigenous species. 

3) Settlement development 

Housing development at all levels is of great importance for the coherence and quality of 

the scenic ambience or the character and form of settlements. In the past, the position of 

the settlements in the park was linked to the environment and natural features, depending 

on the topography of the area and access to water. The settlements are located mainly in 

the forest areas. In Gorna Radika, they are located on the border between forests and 

alpine pastures. In Dolna Radika settlements are located in the lower forest belt, closer to 

the river terraces. Meadows, orchards and gardens are located besides the settlements. 

This distribution of the settlements gives the appearance of fine mosaic interlinkage of 

natural and rural landscapes, giving a unique and special feature of the Mavrovo National 

Park.  

The settlements have a characteristic, often traditional architecture of buildings for 

housing. Olthough, there are several new buildings for housing that disrupt the traditional 

character because of the modern urban design that does not fit into the surrounding 

environment. A particular challenge in modern planning of settlements is the design of 

the planned contents in the park in harmony with nature, and pre-existing traditional 

values of the area. So, in the planning period, the development of settlements or 

construction of new buildings for housing should be placed on less prominent locations 

due to reduced impact on the surrounding landscape. 

4) Construction 

Planned infrastructure facilities should fit in the surrounding landscape, outside of an 

areas with high environmental values. 

Energetic infrastructure 

The position and alignment of the new housing and their windows in relation to exposure 

to sun direction and prevailing winds can be very important in relation to cooling. Designs 

to maximise natural light without causing increased temperature via direct sunlight will 

contribute to low energy usage. There are many lessons to be learnt from old buildings, 

constructed before modern electric cooling and lighting were available (and links here to 

heritage registers, the need to conserve the built heritage and to design new buildings to 

fit their context). A thatch roof can also provide added insulation and natural cooling [6]. 
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Considering that in the zone of active management in the past have been built power 

infrastructure facilities, which are still in operation, in the planning period should be 

allowed their reconstruction and maintenance, with minor influence on the landscape 

diversity. The new energetic infrastructure should be planned in the zone of sustainable 

development and it should be generally based on renewable resources. 

Integration of road infrastructure  

Routes of new roads in the rural areas should follow the natural line in the space, allowing 

visual experience of the local character of the landscape on both sides of the road. While 

designing the road it is necessary to explore the landscape types through which the route 

passes along the way in order to make efforts to increase the expression of the 

characteristic relief forms and if it is possible to restore the surrounding degraded areas 

in order to maintain the character of landscape along the route of the road. The 

surrounding areas of the route should be carried out with species which visually integrate 

the scenic surroundings and have a protective role of the existing vegetation by increased 

noise levels and increased concentrations of harmful substances, which are expected to 

generate increased intensity of traffic especially in the tourist season. The surrounding 

vegetation should not follow the route of the road. It should match with the existing 

vegetation on the both sides of the road [7]. 

Exploatation of mineral resources 

Mining of mineral resources will undoubtedly cause changes in the visual experience of 

the landscape. Changes may be short term, if there is plenty of land for restoration of the 

landscape and its return to its original form, or long-lasting, causing irreversible 

transformation of the same. The loss of the specific characteristics of the area can give a 

brand new character of the landscape. According to the IRMA (Initiative for responsible 

mining assurance) Standards for Responsible Mining, these activities aro not alowed in 

the National parks1 . 

5) Development of tourism: 

Less populated areas in the National Park Mavrovo are not sufficiently activated as tourist 

destinations and have huge untapped potential, because of the exceptional landscape 

values and landscape dominants in the immediate surroundings. In the planning period 

these areas should be activated and sustainablly managed through creation of a network 

of tourist destinations. In this way the torism offer in the park will be completed and 

diversyfied. 

Creating educational training programs for the local population about the values of the 

cultural heritage, as a motive for linking population with the local environment, but also 

highlighting the potentials of space for economic benefit to the local population (training 

of the locals about the history, geography and nature of the area and their inclusion as an 

accompaniment or engaging as tour guides at introducing visitors to the park with it’s 

values, traditional customs, regional specialities and crafts typical of the area). 

 

CONCLUSION 

Since the environmental preservation has dominant role in protected areas, landscape 

diversity management in the modern spatial planning process should have priority place. 

In general, the primary aim of protecting the values of the National Park Mavrovo and 

the planned socio-economic development of the area supported by the application of 

                                                           

1 http://www.responsiblemining.net/irma-standard/irma-standard-draft-v2.0 
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Sandford principle2 and Silkin Test3 sets a clear framework for the limits within which 

the future development should be driven in the boundaries of the protected area. 

According Sendford principle, in terms of conflict, priority should be given to the primary 

aim of protecting the park and its values. On the other hand, all development projects in 

the future which are expected to be realized within the National Park, should be subject 

to Silkin test. This test determines whether the realization of the planned development 

project is absolutely necessary and is of national importance and is there an alternative 

for getting the service of the development project outside of the borders of the protected 

area. 

Planned measures for landscape diversity conservation should enable preservation of the 

landscapes in wich anthropogenic factor has been major threath over the years and 

minimize human influence on the values in the protected area.   
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ABSTRACT 

In Turkey, the need for housing has increased due to migration from rural to urban areas 

and rapid population growth. Problems such as squatting, environmental degradation and 

inadequacy of infrastructure have emerged as a result of rapid urbanization. In addition, 

after the Marmara earthquake in 1999, the concept of urban transformation has become 

the main topic because of urban renewal and the need for durable housing. Within the 

context of urban transformation projects, reorganization of the land, relations and analysis 

between public improvements and property have gained importance. Geographic 

Information System is one of the most important and necessary methods that enable the 

regeneration process to be better managed. 

In this study, Kocaeli where was the most of the earthquake effects is selected and the 

urban regeneration project applied to Erenler Cedit Settlement of Izmit district is taken as 

a case. An analyzable relational database is composed with GIS then mentioned data is 

compared with property information. As a result of the urban transformation, the changes 

in property are examined. The relationship between the land quantities and the sales or 

exchange tendencies is revealed by using Regression Analysis. Linear, logarithmic and 

quadratic regression models have been tested and it has been decided that the most 

appropriate model is linear regression model. Results are presented and the reasons are 

discussed. 

Keywords: GIS, Property, Urban Regeneration, Regression Analysis, Correlation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Urban areas are complex and dynamic systems. Cities play also a major role in the 

changes and transformation of many such issues in addition to reflecting the effects of 

physical, social, environmental and economic changes [1]. It is inevitable that cities need 

to transform themselves for many reasons such as technological developments and 

changing needs over time, social events and disasters. The idea of urban transformation 

first emerged in the 19th century as a result of the urban growth movements in Europe. 

Some regions were demolished and rebuilt. After the Industrial Revolution, many 

philosopher and planners were affected by the bad conditions of the proletariat in the 

major cities of Europe and accelerated the emergence of the idea of first urban 

transformation [2]. 

Urbanization movements in Turkey accelerated as a result of immigration from villages 

which grew rapidly in the 1950s, and the first steps of unplanned construction has been 

taken in cities which are not ready for this density. While the demand for the industrial 

sector increased, agricultural and farming activities declined in these periods. As a 

consequence of the mechanization of agriculture, decrease in the demand for manpower 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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increased immigration to cities and due to this situation squatters have occurred [2]. For 

these reasons, urban areas need to be transformed and renewed. 

There are many different definitions of urban transformation according to their purposes 

or methods. In general terms, urban transformation is all of the strategies and actions 

which are implemented to improve the social, physical, environmental and economic 

conditions of the collapsed and degraded urban area in a comprehensive and integrated 

manner [3].  The concept of private property is defined in dictionaries as the ownership 

of movable, immovable material or intellectual possessions that real or legal persons may 

use in accordance with legal boundaries. Property is both a means of providing human 

needs and influencing people's social relations with each other and having a key role and 

influence in political system discussions. This situation has made it very complicated to 

reach easy and simple solutions to property issues. [4] [5]. The property rights in Turkish 

Constitution are defined in such a way that the goods and land can be used in a way that 

is useful to social needs and not contradictory to society [4]. In the case of a restriction 

on the use of the property rights, this restriction can be only regulated in the circumstances 

required by public welfare by law. Although the primary purpose of the urban 

transformation projects is the public benefit, the most important thing to pay attention is 

the protection of the property rights of the people [6]. Therefore it is very important to 

negotiate with the participation of the owners during the implementation of the projects 

for the protection of the property rights [7].  

Many data which are related to each other and the land, such as plans, ownership 

information and infrastructure should be collected and analysed in order to make 

appropriate decisions during an urban transformation process. Thus, effective use of 

Geographic Information Systems is important and necessary for urban transformation 

projects. 

Geographic Information Systems are advanced systems which are used for the collection, 

validation, storage of the data of geographical objects, database operations of these, 

queries, transformations, analyses, geographic information transformation and display of 

geographic data information [8]. 

There are many differently designed database management systems, but generally 

relational database systems are the most useful for geographic information systems. In 

this system, the data are stored in the computer memory according to the data obtained 

from the table information. The tables with different data are associated with each other 

by using common columns. This approach is simple but flexible and is used often in 

Geographic Information System projects [9].  

In this study, Kocaeli where housing and urban transformation projects increased after 

Marmara Earthquake (Gölcük, 1999) is selected. A relational database is created by using 

property data of the sample area Erenler Cedit Urban Transformation Project and acreage 

data of the parcels. Trends of the owners to exchange or sale are examined with various 

queries. ArcMap (10.1) is used as the GIS software in the study. The relationship between 

the land quantities and the sales or exchange tendencies is revealed by using Regression 

Analysis. Linear, logarithmic and quadratic regression models are tested and it is decided 

that the most appropriate model is linear regression model.  

 

CASE STUDY AREA 

Kocaeli in which the study area is located lies between 29 ° 22'-30 ° 21 'east and 40 ° 31'-

41 ° 13' north in the Çatalca-Kocaeli section of the Marmara Region. The surface area of 

Kocaeli is 3505 km2. It is located on the crossroad of an important road connecting Asia 
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and Europe. Izmit Gulf which a natural harbor, is a busy sea route. Kocaeli is one of the 

major industrial cities of Turkey with its population of 1.8 million, its important industrial 

facilities and its developed economic structure (http://www.kocaeli.gov.tr/il-brifingi). In 

addition, Kocaeli is located on the North Anatolian Fault and the city suffered severe 

financial and moral losses due to the Marmara Earthquake (1999). The Marmara 

Earthquake is a milestone in terms of construction and urbanization. Many new laws have 

been regulated to accelerate efforts to reduce and prevent disaster damages since then. As 

a result various urban regeneration projects have been achieved and new projects are 

being continued in Turkey, especially in Kocaeli. 

Erenler Cedit Houses, selected as a study area, is located within the First Urban 

Regeneration Area in Kocaeli (Fig.1). Erenler Cedit Houses are built on an area of 44.173 

m² at a distance of 3 km from the city center and project has 17 blocks of 588 apartments. 

There are 4 different types of apartments in the project. The project was completed in 

2009 (http://www.kentkonut.com.tr/tr/icerikdetay/19/10/2009-yili-faaliyet-raporu.aspx). 

 

 
Figure 1. Study area highlighted with yellow line (taken from Google Earth). 

 

The data of before and after Erenler Cedit project area are obtained from Kocaeli 

Metropolitan Municipality and Kent-Konut Inc. The main materials of the study are the 

1/1000 scale pre-regeneration base maps, public improvements and information about the 

proprietors. The size of the area was a total of 45.379,22 m2, consisting of 128 parcels 

before the project. There were a total of 80 owners two of who are Kocaeli Metropolitan 

Municipality and Treasury of Finance. Also, there were a total of 25 buildings. The 

construction permission was limited to three-storey before the urban transformation in 

the area.  

http://www.kentkonut.com.tr/tr/icerikdetay/19/10/2009-yili-faaliyet-raporu.aspx
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GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM OF ERENLER CEDIT URBAN 

REGENERATION AREA 

The base maps, zoning information, parcels and their sizes in the area which are obtained 

from Kocaeli Metropolitan Municipality are edited in CAD software. Thus, information 

of the urban transformation project is made to be usable in ArcGIS without any data loss. 

The parcel numbers, names of the owners, amount of their shares before the project, the 

qualification of the parcels after the regeneration, the worth which were received by 

owners are edited in attribute tables. The tables are transferred to ArcGIS, and related 

with the spatial data to query and analysis. The relational database is designed as many-

to-many (m: n) due to the existence of multiple shareholders in multiple parcels [10]. 

Many-to-many (m: n) relationship enables to query by switching between the tables used 

in the database [11]. It is given an ID number (PID) for each parcel to relate every 

shareholder in the parcels. Also, it is given another ID number (MID) for each shareholder 

to relate them each one or more parcels which are owned.  

The parcel layer and attribute table which include the percent and quantities of the owners 

are combined in order to query in the database. The ID numbers (PID) for each parcel are 

defined as 'the primary key' and the relation between all of the shareholders on one parcel 

or all the parcels which belong to one owner are defined. In addition, another attribute 

table was created by summing the percent of parcel amounts of each of the owners. 

In the other step of the study, the worth which is received by owners for their shares is 

arranged in another attribute table. The table is associated with an attribute table in which 

the share quantities of by selecting the MID as common column. In this table “1” 

represents cash payment; “2”, “3”, “4” and “5” represent types of houses which were 

given to the owners.  

 

QUERIES AND ANALYSIS OF THE SALES AND EXCHANGE TRENDS OF 

OWNERS 

As a result of the first query on "Erenler Cedit Urban Transformation GIS", it is revealed 

that 78 private property owners have 39302.22 m2, and public property including Kocaeli 

Metropolitan Municipality and Treasury of Finance has 6077.00 m2 in the study area. It 

is seen that the smallest total area corresponding to the shares is 10 m2 and the largest 

total area is 2941 m2 when 78 private property owners are sorted. It is grouped in order 

to be able to evaluate the sales and exchange trends of the owners according to their land 

sizes (Fig.2). 

 

 
Figure 2. The distribution of private property owners 
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As a result of query for all of the private property owners, it is observed that 72% of 

owners have preferred to sell their shares while 28% have preferred to receive 

house/houses to exchange for shares. It is interpreted that the owners who prefer to take 

cash payment are defined as "Sale", and the owners who prefer to receive house/ houses 

are defined as "Exchange" in the study.  

The several queries to determine the trend of the sale or exchange for each defined owner 

groups based on land sizes in the geographic information system are shown in Fig.3 [12].  

 

 
Figure 3. An example of a query for "Exchange" 

 

The results of queries are summarized in Table1. 

 
Table 1. Sales and exchange preferences according to the total shares of the owners 

GROUPS 

(m2) 

AVERAGE 

AREA 

(m2) 

SALE 
SALE 

(%) 
EXCHANGE 

EXCHANGE 

(%) 
TOTAL 

0-100 33 8 100 0 0 8 

100-200 132.7 6 86 1 14 7 

200-300 264.5 14 67 7 33 21 

300-400 335 12 60 8 40 20 

400-500 427.2 5 83 1 17 6 

500-900 624.2 6 86 1 14 7 

1300-1600 1444.5 2 67 1 33 3 

2000-3000 2416 3 50 3 50 6 

  56 %72 22 %28 78 
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The relationship between the land quantities and the exchange tendency is revealed by 

using Regression Analysis. Linear (eq.1), Quadratic (eq.2) and Logarithmic (eq.3) 

Regression Models are tested respectively.  

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥        (1) 

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐𝑥2       (2) 

𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥𝑏        (3) 

 

It is observed that the logarithmic regression model is not appropriate for this type set of 

data (eq.3). In the quadratic regression model given above it is been comprehended that 

c parameter is not significant (eq.2). Therefore, it is decided that the most appropriate 

model is Linear Regression Model (eq.1) 

 

 
Figure 4. Linear regression model 

 

The correlation coefficient between the land sizes and exchange preferences is calculated 

as r = 0.68, least mean error m0 = ±0.13 (13%) in the linear regression model.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 Every urban transformation project has its own unique consequences. It is 

important to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each regeneration 

project in order for following projects to be accomplished well. This is usually 

possible with GIS. 

 The data obtained from Geographic Information Systems can be analyzed with 

various methods and models. Some regression models are tried in the study. 

 One of the most important principles in urban transformation is the protection of 

property relations in the region. When all the owners in the project are examined, 

it is seen that 28% of them preferred to exchange. Therefore, it can be referred 

that the example of Erenler Cedit could not protect the private property entirely. 

However, when the linear regression model is examined, it is seen that the owners 

of less than 200 m2 area did not tend to exchange. This is an expected behavior. 

On the other hand, it seems that there is a tendency to exchange for the owners of 

more than 200 m2 area. When the all data set is analyzed by linear regression 

model, a correlation coefficient r = 0.68 is calculated for exchange preferences 
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based on land sizes. Finally, it can be said that correlation coefficient for the 

project is strong and sufficient. However, it is expected that the correlation is 

stronger for urban transformation projects which property can be protected 

efficiently. 

 There could be several reasons why better results could not be got in terms of 

protection of property rights in the project: Erenler Cedit urban transformation 

project is one of the first projects in Kocaeli. Therefore, the fact that the local 

people did not have any idea about urban transformation at that time may have 

increased their sale choices. Rough topography and difficulties of transportation 

before the regeneration also may have reduced the interest to settle down in the 

region. Also, 1999 Marmara Earthquake may have reduced the desire local people 

to live in Kocaeli. Further, living ones in Kocaeli may have not preferred high-

rised buildings.  

Despite all mentioned negative reasons, it can be said that the private property rights were 

protected at a good level in this project.  
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ABSTRACT 

With the transition, spatial planning was supposed to mitigate the negative effects of the 

new player - market to the public interest. But, seems like our planning didn’t find the 

mechanisms to mitigate those effects created by the market inside it. Planning institutions 

in pretransitional period were exclusively in public sector. We now have on one side, 

some big planning institution, partially financed from the state’s budget usually with the 

monopoly over elaboration of one group of plans and on the other side, smaller ones 

which are being privatized. Both are thrown to the market and are trying to acquire as 

much engagements as possible in order to secure enough financing. They are producing 

more plans for less money in a shorter period of time. As a result, these former public 

agents diverted by the new hostile conditions given by undeveloped market and neoliberal 

environment are still presenting traditional rigid planning model, deterministic and 

inflexible, with fixed land use parameters and regulations. Seems like the turbulent times 

in which the most important task is to survive didn’t give them a chance to develop and 

to introduce more innovative and novel models in view of participative, strategic and 

action plan oriented planning. The failure of planning enterprise to achieve at least some 

balance in regional inequity is clearly visible in peripheral, i.e. border areas. The paper 

discuss the main objectives and planning concepts in various overlapping planning 

documents on national, regional and local levels elaborated for Timočka krajina, a border 

region situated in NE Serbia towards a frontier to Bulgaria, and the obvious gap between 

planning optimism and accurate demographic, social and economic decline of the region, 

despite both local and European based, mostly cross border related projects and 

initiatives. 

 

Key words: spatial planning, critical geography, plan evaluation, effectiveness, border 

areas, Serbia. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: SERBIAN PLANNING IN TRANSITION 

In almost three decades that have elapsed since the overthrow of state socialism (or 

communism) in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), substantial changes have occurred in 

the nature, role and functioning of government and other institutions involved in spatial 

development and urban policy [8]. Urban planning and policy responses of localities have 
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been quite diverse, reacting to specific and often dramatic conditions: political 

democratization, reintroduction of market principles, the state’s fiscal crisis, massive 

privatization, commercialization, discontinuation of “welfare state” programs, and 

intensified international financial transactions and investments in urban areas [10]. The 

new circumstances have prompted not only new institutions but also a “new notion of 

planning” that strives to regain its legitimacy, become more flexible, and adapt to the new 

economic and political circumstances [2]). In those dynamics, an idiosyncratic mix of 

old, new and innovative practices interjects into the transforming reality [4] 

The transition of societies and cities from communist to post-communist, therefore, 

involves — among other things — new systems of government (or governance); new 

legal, constitutional and institutional frameworks; new economic order; new rules of 

social integration; and new policy choices for privatization and redistribution of public 

assets [1]. The theory of transition is rooted in the democratization theory that views 

transition as primarily a political process. Transition specifically of urban phenomena and 

processes, too, is viewed as essentially political and economic, and perhaps not 

distinguishable from the transition in general [11]. 

The case of former Yugoslavia and present Serbia illustrates well the changes that a 

planning system undergoes in response to the changing political regime, socio-economic 

system and institutions. While the planning systems in other Central and Eastern 

European countries have been under transition during the post Second World War and 

the more recent post-communist period, the Serbian case is particularly heavy in societal 

dynamics and scope that went beyond what could be considered a typical experience and 

context of a communist or a post-communist CEE country [5]. The more extreme 

variations in how planning profession and practice operated in former Yugoslavia and 

how they responded to the societal circumstances from 1989 on offer a rich set of 

observations that would point to the relationships between planning law and its broader 

context on one hand and planning practice on the other hand. The lingering transition (or 

what Thomas [9] terms “the moment of discontinuity”), which in Serbia seems to have 

been more complex and less predictable than in other post-communist countries in 

Europe, also allows for an extended time period for studying the processes and issues that 

underlie the formation of a new planning system.  

Local (municipal) spatial plans, together with spatial plans for areas of special use, are 

being produced more than ever. Accordingly to the current Law, these plans determine 

the starting point, the spatial development objectives and land use, organization and 

protection rules of the planning area. In theory, the number of municipal spatial plans and 

general plans for municipal centres, both sorts having strategic developmental aspirations 

can climb up to 150 each. For now they are unique wheals that are turning in Serbia’s 

planning and the main source of our planners’ existence. They are accommodating the 

quantitative development of planning in Serbia but most of them are not showing any 

shift in methodology which would enable the planning to respond quickly to changes 

occurring in all societal domains but foremost in the economic sphere. They are backed 

up by poorly assessed economic and social needs development analyses (sometimes even 

badly assessed spatial dimension), so that they come down to the physical/geographic 

definition of the often illusory planning objectives, solutions and propositions. Without 

applying integrative planning method, more ex post and ex continuo instead of prevailing 

ex ante evaluation these plans will hardly contribute to quality improvement or more 

importantly to a prosperous development of the planning area. There lays the chief 

indifference of the authorities and citizens to participate in elaboration of such plans, let 
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alone be guided by them. The current planning practice is therefore, predominantly 

planners´ centred; implying that it is the planner who identifies the problems and seeks 

for planning alternatives. There is little or no room for different interests and ideas, 

intersectoral coordination and synchronization or partnership between public and private 

actors. Consequently, there is hardly any room for various stakeholders and shareholders 

to take part in the planning process and the ensuing implementation phase. Stojkov, 

Subotic and Djordjevic [7] are characterizing such a system of spatial planning  as: 1) 

More or less developed spatial-geographical environmental system of criteria, i.e. a way 

of thinking on the spatial conditions for locating networks and development; Certain 

crucial mistakes of planners, which we encounter from time to time still do not discredit 

this planning dimension; 2) Utterly undeveloped and inadequately established assessment 

and evaluation system of the financial-economic feasibility of planned solutions and an 

even more serious problem of the complete lack of an passable economic development 

strategy, without which the spatial plan is placed in an unreal economic space and time; 

3) Not of lesser significance is the social system development out of which should derive 

the idea on the needs, values and goals of a social community for which we make plans. 

This system, as yet, has been subjected to a mere improvisation in plans (urbanisation, 

housing, renewal, public services, special assets); 

How can we explain this failure of spatial planning and which are the pillars we should 

build to make it more developed and more stable for turbulent times that could come in 

the future? Furthermore, what are the consequences for trans-border cooperation, in this 

case, with Bulgaria? 

 

NATIONAL CASE STUDY: THE BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE SPATIAL 

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING OF THE NORTH-EASTERN BORDER ZONE OF 

SERBIA IN THE DIRECTION TO BULGARIA 

It has been more than twenty years since the latest scientific paper, which was related to 

the spatial planning of the border zone in the direction of Bulgaria was published at the 

Department of Spatial Planning. In spite of the fact that there have been contacts 

meanwhile, as well as the attempts to establish the joint projects and institutionalize the 

cooperation in the domain of spatial development planning, the cooperation has been 

random and temporary until the present moment, and it extended to the very limited areas 

in the spatial sense. In the most cases the cooperation was established indirectly. For 

instance, the Iron Gate project (from 2001 to 2002) was financed by the German 

Government, with the participation of experts from Romania, Bulgaria and Serbia, and it 

was continued under the new name Cultural Paths of the Danube Region, but the echo of 

it among the Serbian professionals and politicians was insignificant.  

The border zone of north-eastern Serbia in the direction to Bulgaria is to the greatest 

extent determined by the natural borders – orohydrographic watershed of the Balkan 

Mountains. The only pass through the mountain barrier (and the best connection between 

Serbia and Bulgaria) is the narrow river valley of Danube, which based on the 

contemporary nomenclature, is the Trans-European Corridor VII. Aside from the above-

mentioned transversal direction East-West, the border zone of Serbia in the direction to 

Bulgaria is economically underdeveloped, with small access to the transport services, 

with the extreme depopulation trends, with all negative indicators regarding the 

demographic structure, and with the high percentage of the forest land in the total land 

area. The cattle breeding is dominant in agriculture, and the greatest part of the industry, 

established in the time of socialism, is either insolvent or in the process of transition, 
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closed due to malpractices and corruption, or in the state of bankruptcy. The 

unemployment rate is growing, as well as the apathy among the population, and there are 

fewer and fewer vehicles on the roads of Timok Region.  

The peripheral location and underdevelopment of the area was reported and de facto 

existed also in socialism. The plans adopted at the time - such as the Regional Spatial 

Plan of Timok Region dated from 1976 – apart from stating agriculture as the main chance 

for the development, emphasized the importance of industrial development (areas of Bor, 

Majdanpek, Negotin, Zaječar, etc.), energy (hydro-power plants Đerdap I and II), and, to 

a smaller extent, the significance of tourism. In the early 1990s the great crisis occurred 

– the collapse of the country, sanctions, civil war in the former Yugoslavia. The measure 

and indicator of the condition regarding the spatial development planning was the Spatial 

Plan of the Republic of Serbia, adopted in 1996. Although it was vitally conceptually 

closed, without solutions such as cross-border cooperation, it emphasized the need of the 

construction of the above-mentioned highway infrastructure, of making the entire 

territory more available, of reversing the above-mentioned negative  trends, of the faster 

development of tourism (given the current natural potentials and historical-cultural 

monuments), as well as the importance of the creation of a wide range of  the regional 

spatial plans, and the plans aimed for the special purpose areas - for infrastructure 

corridors, for the areas where the mines and mineral resources are extracted, for the 

drainage basin of the man-made water retentions, for the national parks and other areas 

of exceptional natural values, for the important historical-cultural monuments, tourism 

areas, etc. Up to the year 2000, almost nothing was done regarding the implementation of 

such an important strategic document. Instead, there was bombing in 1999, and some kind 

of democratic revolution occurred in 2000.  

Since the year 2000, a new, latest phase, regarding the spatial development planning of 

both Serbia and border zone in the direction of Bulgaria, has begun. This phase, let us call 

it transitional, inter alia, is characterised by the complete dominance of the private interest 

over the public one – so-called “urbanism of investments and planning”, and Serbia is not 

a peculiar case of such a practice, as it is to a smaller or greater extent present in all 

countries which have undergone the transition process, or they are still undergoing it. The 

domination of the market in the process of development and small role and importance 

of the spatial planning serve as the mirror of the power and influence of the state 

apparatus, which has done almost nothing to establish the social balance, economic 

prosperity, regional balance, etc., but to sell off at extremely low prices the state/public 

property. There are widening economic and social gaps, the contrasts between the rich 

and poor are becoming greater and greater, and in the regional sense, the differences 

between the more developed North of the Republic of Serbia (in combination with 

Belgrade) and South are more and more striking. The weakened state apparatus, however, 

has not initiated the process of decentralisation due to several reasons (politics, tradition, 

negative historical values and experiences, etc), and the direct result of it is the fact that 

the spatial planning of the border zone of Serbia in the direction to Bulgaria is almost 

entirely in the hands of state apparatus. The lack of money and responsibilities at the local 

level, as well as the fact that the regional level of the management does not exist, has 

resulted in the condition in which there is only one planning instrument - state planning, 

which will be briefly described in the following lines.  

In addition to the above-mentioned spatial plans for the  special purpose areas,  which are 

made for the spatially limited zones for  the protection of the hydro-accumulations, 

natural and historical-cultural monuments, as well as the  local-municipal plans which, to 
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the great extent, based on the principle of hierarchy, rewrite and elaborate on the solutions 

from the plans of the higher rank, two spatial plans of key importance to the spatial 

development of the north-eastern border zone of Serbia in the direction to Bulgaria were 

made. Both of them are of the regional importance and are related to the areas of Serbia 

towards Bulgaria, to the northward of the Nišava River – Regional Spatial Plan of Timok 

Region and spatial plan for the direction of the pass through the oro-hydrographic barrier 

which divides Serbia and Bulgaria: Spatial plan for the spatial purpose areas for the 

corridor VII, which encompasses the Danube Region, the solutions of which are relevant 

for our survey only in the zone around Đerdap, but it should stem from the international 

project (in the sense of the elaboration) entitled “DONAU REGIONEN”. The first two 

plans are made by the Republic of Serbia individually, whereas the fourth one is of the 

international prominence, regarding both the participants and financing. The common 

feature of all three plans is the fact that the Republic Agency for Spatial Planning of the 

Republic of Serbia (closed in 2015) played the main role in the spatial planning in Serbia, 

but it was practically their only real common denominator, in spite of some declarative 

claims in the, let us call them, “Serbian” spatial plans. The first two above-mentioned 

plans, in brief, are characterized by the excessive optimism and reliance on the European 

development funds that are not available yet, which is in stark contrast with: a) 

economical and social situation in the country, b) the total investment environment and 

with c) trends in the close and further vicinity.  

Without going into detail of the spatial plans, it is sufficient to illustrate the above-

mentioned claim with the scenarios of development. Thus, there are three anticipated 

scenarios for Timok Region up to the year 2025, which, consequently, anticipate the 

integration into the European Union in 2015 (with the projected GDP of Timok Region  

per capita equivalent to  4 ,797 euros), the “Balkan Tiger” scenario, which  implies the 

accelerated EU accession (up to the year 2012, with the projected GDP of Timok Region 

per capita equivalent  to  8, 316 euros), and last one, so-called pessimistic scenario, more 

modest, predicting full membership in EU in 2020 and GDP per capita equivalent to 3, 

323 euros. As, by our estimates,  neither by the third projection the satisfactory 

development of Serbia by 2025 will  be reached, the fourth projection, implying the 

annual growth of GDP equivalent to 8.2%, which means the GDP of Timok Region per 

capita equivalent to 15,000 euros, was made. Even the pessimistic scenario or the scenario 

of the low level of growth, from the current 2,000 euros, to  3, 323 euros per capita, which 

would imply reaching of  the current GDP of Serbia per capita, equivalent to  3, 354 euros 

(all of these assumptions are based on: Regional Spatial Plan of Timok Region – Program 

for Creation, Republic Agency  for Spatial Planning of the Republic of Serbia, 2007, p. 

65). The similar ones, although somewhat more realistic planning assumptions can be 

found in the Regional Spatial Plan of the Municipalities of South Morava Region 2006-

2021 [6]. Based on such unrealistic scenarios, the planning solutions which are necessary 

equally unrealistic are defined,  so there is no point in stating them. Such populist spatial 

planning policy is the result of the generally unrealistic policies of state in the current 

period, which is almost entirely based on two premises: that in the very short period of 

time we would get incredibly high quantity of money, which would enable us to solve the 

problems accumulated for years (including the problems regarding the spatial planning), 

and that we would be able, in addition to this gift, to sell off all our natural and other 

resources at very high price to the foreign investors.  

The most methodologically elaborated, the most systematically done and the most 

financed project which refers to the border zone of Serbia in the direction to Serbia is so-
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called DONAU REGIONEN, which is implemented under the auspices of the EU. 

Although it has its faults, due to the shortage of better, and, in the first place, feasible 

projects, it deserves to be presented as the example, and, why not, as the model of the 

way in which the spatial development should be planned under the very unfavorable 

conditions in the early 21st century. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CASE STUDY: DONAUREGIONEN   

The regions located in close vicinity to the Danube recognizing the potential benefits 

which can come out of the elimination of political barriers, liberalization of economic 

relations and opening of the transcontinental water route Rhine-Main-Danube established 

ARGE DONAULÄNDER, the Working Unity of the Danube Region Countries. The aim 

was, and still is, to initiate and synchronize the co-operation among the countries of the 

Danube Region by organizing their development and location throughout the region, with 

a special focus on the development of regions, towns and ports economically lagging 

behind. Within the scope of the Working Unity, in the framework of the Working Group 

for Regional Arrangement and Spatial Planning, the Concept of Co-operation among the 

Regions, Towns and Ports along the Danube River was prepared. The preparation of the 

concept led to the elaboration of a complex methodology of joint analytic and planning 

activities. The concept supposes that the phases of the whole long-term cooperation 

concept are as follows:1) Summary Evaluation of the Development Potential in the 

Danubian Area; 2)Typology and selection of development centers in the Danubian Area; 

3) Danube River Basin spatial arrangement concept; 4) Set of assertion tools for project 

plans implementation in the Danubian Area. 

The project activities supposed specification of the project methodology, an update of the 

meta-information data catalogue system; General Development Schemes focused on 

Natural Conditions, Settlement Structure, Transport and Infrastructure and Economic 

Structure of Danube NUTS3 regions elaborated with participation of all partners, but 

partners from Bulgaria, Hungary, Serbia and Slovakia had the overall responsibilities for 

the final completion of each of these latter. After the all mentioned General Development 

Schemes were elaborated, basic conclusions were made: 1) Danube region has a good 

quality natural potential; 2) Settlement structure is insufficiently developed especially 

concerning centers of regional importance; 3) Accessibility in the Danube area regions is 

poor. Lack of Danube crossings and it is difficult to access transport networks of 

European importance; 4) Danube region has significant sources of energetic and water 

management potential; 5) Regional economic development is highly differentiated, 

serious disparities exist between metropolis and the rest of area, as well as between middle 

Danube area (SK, HU) and lower Danube area (SR, RO, BG); 6) After previous political 

and infrastructure barriers the potential cooperation of crossborder and crossdanube 

regions, towns and ports remains unused.  

In order to specify the internal hierarchy of Cross Danube Regions between those 

representing the metropolitan growth poles and the ones representing the potential growth 

areas of regional importance, the ARGEDONAU Subregions were proposed but both are 

still considered as preliminary. The concept itself as well as the process of the description 

of the ARGEDONAU Subregions, Cross Danube Regions and the strategy will be the 

subject of the Donauregionen+ project, which is currently in the preparatory phase.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

With the transition, planning was supposed to mitigate the negative effects of the new 

player - market to the public interest. But, seems like our planning didn’t find the 

mechanisms to mitigate those effects created by the market inside it. Planning institutions 

in pretransitional period were exclusively in public sector. We now have on one side, 

some big planning institution, partially financed from the state’s budget usually with the 

monopoly over elaboration of one group of plans and on the other side, smaller ones 

which are being privatized. Both are thrown to the market and are trying to acquire as 

much engagements as possible in order to secure enough financing. They are producing 

more plans for less money in a shorter period of time. As a result, these former public 

agents diverted by the new hostile conditions given by undeveloped market and neoliberal 

environment are still presenting traditional rigid planning model, deterministic and 

inflexible, with fixed land use parameters and regulations. The other problem lays in 

insufficient recognition of importance and purpose of planning among politicians and the 

lack of persuading voices and pressure coming from the profession, as well as in the loss 

of its legitimacy. To illustrate the confusion and neglect politicians express when planning 

is concerned we are informing that spatial planning was situated first under the Ministry 

of Capital Investments, than under the Ministry of Infrastructure, and at the present within 

the Ministry of Environment.  

Democratic and economic reforms are not only critical to an overall successful 

transformation in Serbia, but also inextricably linked to achieving successes in each 

reform area which also includes planning. Democratic processes are an essential 

component of Serbia’s economic growth and stability, and economic growth is essential 

to create the conditions for a continuing stable democracy. Reform in the social sector is 

also necessary in order to secure their better performance. When Serbia as a whole ensures 

safer environment it is certain that our planning will be able to redefine its priorities and 

to concentrate on the development of coherent theoretical and methodological framework 

as a main goal. This can give more appropriate meaning and contents to integrative 

approach, sustainability, subsidiarity, efficiency, cooperation, communication, 

coordination and networks which are currently recognized as empty concepts in our 

planning. Hopefully, the system will be strong and stable enough not to collapse again in 

case of another “earthquake” and able to continue due to inertia with the fewest casualties 

possible. As long as the planning system is not stabilized, the weak attempts to correct 

the social, economic and spatial differences by using the state policies will not have a 

wide impact or results, and the typical example of it is the north-eastern border zone of 

Serbia in the direction to Bulgaria. It is logical to strengthen the cross-border cooperation, 

in spite of the future state-social status of Serbia, within or on the edge of the EU, since 

it is dictated by the common sense and professionalism. Owning to the fact that the global 

economic crisis will not last forever, the financial assets, which are the necessary 

prerequisites for each spatial development planning, will be, undoubtedly, greater than 

today, so spending and distribution will be more fair and efficient compared to the present 

situation. Some changes are still to be made in the concept and approach to the planning 

of the spatial development, so that they become feasible, closer to the real needs and 

priorities of the citizens and less stereotype, less prescribed by the “Big Brother”, less 

general, less declarative and more meaningful - such as the Strategy of the Spatial 

Development of Serbia, which is being prepared. However, one factor, which neither 

methodology, the EU, nor money cannot altered remains: the catastrophic demographic 
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situation in the border zone of Serbia in the direction to Bulgaria. This factor will be the 

stumbling stone for all development plans in the future.  
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ABSTRACT 

This position paper formulates the idea of Fog Computing implementation in geospatial 

domain and underlines some research issues basing on the author’s experience in design 

and implementation of geospatial Web services and geoportals. Main issue covered in the 

paper is the need of development of the communication interfaces and data models for 

the geospatial Fog. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Evolution of the Information Technology (IT) impacts on the geospatial domain and leads 

to movements (tectonic movements sometimes) in the theory and practice of geospatial 

data management. Good example is the Cloud Computing paradigm that led to the giant 

improvements in techniques of Spatial Data Infrastructures and formed (in fact) the 

domain of Web GISs. However, the wheel of IT evolution rolls further and a number of 

new paradigms seems to be producing some impact onto the Geographic Information 

Science and Technology. The Fog Computing (FC) is one of such extremely new 

paradigms, which will be demanded quite possibly in near future. 

 

FOG COMPUTING APPROACH 
FC is relatively new paradigm that was proposed in 2012 [1]. Currently this paradigm is 

denoted as extension or a next step in evolution of well known Cloud Computing 

technologies. The essence of the FC in short words can be described as incorporation of 

the client devices into the Cloud and partial transfer of data storage, processing and 

exchange activities out of the Cloud core (data center/processing center) to the client 

devices (Fog nodes), with the save of managing and organizing role of the Cloud core [6], 

[7]. 

FC is similar to another one paradigm called Edge Computing that is focused on design 

and development of client-side (edge) data processing in computer networks. However, 

in comparison to the Cloud Computing and Edge Computing, the FC can be recognized 

as a hybrid approach that produce synergy from common use of server-side (in-the-cloud) 

and client-side computations in distributed computer systems. 

FC is based upon the idea of data stale and necessity of data processing in that time and 

at that place, when and where it is most relevant to do. While some operative data have 

short period of actuality and demanded locally in most cases, for example on mobile 

devices. These data have to be processed on mobile devices to exclude lacks of network 

connection and lag in data transmitting from Cloud core to the mobile device. Some data 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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is collected from a number of mobile devices by so-called aggregation nodes of Fog, and 

is used for comparison and common analysis during medium period. Finally, some data 

produced by the mobile devices and by the aggregation nodes can be demanded for long 

period storage at the Cloud core. This approach is relevant in most thematic domains 

where geospatial data is used. Good example are the meteorological measurements, 

which are produced intraday on weather stations to compute some medium values locally. 

Some measurements can be transmitted to the aggregation center where weather forecast 

for the region is computed for a number of days, and also medium values are transmitted 

to the state meteorological database for long storage and retrospective analysis. 

Fog network can be designed as three-tier (mobile devices/aggregation nodes/Cloud core) 

as it is described above, or as n-tier [8] depending on demands of application domain. For 

example, a smart sensors layer can be implemented when monitoring of external 

conditions is needed. In such a case, FC borders with Internet of Things paradigm that 

assumes use of smart sensors to provide perception capability of smart devices (smart 

things). 

 

GEOSPATIAL STANDARDS 
Due to its novelty, the FC is not recognized currently as enabling technology in the 

geospatial domain. However, the situation is to be changed probably in close time, 

because of wide range of implementation of the geospatial functionality in many different 

types of devices and computer systems. 

The fundamental issue that prevents FC implementation in geospatial domain is the 

absence of standards and even best practices for geospatial FC. While the FC itself is an 

integrating approach that brings together heterogeneous computational resources, the 

issues of ensuring of the geospatial data and services interoperability in the Fog and 

between the Fog and traditional Clouds will be the first to be resolved. In this way, most 

effective approach is the open source standardization that proved its effectiveness already 

on the example of standards for geospatial Web services developed by Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC) [3], [6], [7], [8]. 

It is notable also, that OGC works on Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative [4], [5], 

which incorporates development of a couple of standards for design, implementation and 

management of the geospatial smart sensors. In fact, these standards are cover partially 

the needs of Fog architecture, despite the FC is not mentioned. SWE already covers 

significant number of problems associated with interaction between smart sensors layer 

and other layers of the Fog. 

On the other hand, great number of questions about geospatial Fog architecture are 

unanswered. While the networking and data exchange between geospatial Cloud core and 

other nodes of network (aggregation modes, other client nodes, smart sensors) are covered 

in OGC standards, how the horizontal networking can be organized? Will it be 

appropriate to extend current standards, or separate standardization will be needed? How 

to prevent collisions when network configuration appears floating, and almost all nodes 

appears pluggable? 

Similarly, the implementation of client-side (on-the-nodes) geospatial data storage and 

data processing produce the questions about data structuring and processing software 

architecture. How to structure and manage data on a number of nodes to ensure 

scalability? How to monitor and fix the lacks of availability of the data segments stored 

on unplugged nodes? How to ensure equivalent computations while processing data on 

different nodes in separate or parallel mode? 
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All these questions can be answered only in a result of complex research and development 

activities of geospatial community. Nevertheless, some case studies conducted with the 

participation of the author of this paper [2], [11], [12] make it possible to consider the 

way of extension of the current standards as effective and ensuring backward 

compatibility with traditional Cloud-based systems. For example, OGC Web Processing 

Service standard [8] can be extended with additional type of requests to support 

transmitting of the processing software components onto the client node by demand, and 

to provide consequent client-side processing of geospatial data. 

Design of the basic software (that implement functionality of Cloud services) in a portable 

manner can also be helpful when deploying Cloud-like services on Fog nodes where 

computational facilities are limited. In this way, implementation of prototypes of the 

portable software servers (developed with the participation of author [12]), which 

implemented OGC Web Coverage Service standard, showed the (limited) possibility of 

use currently presented Cloud-oriented standards for implementation on-the-nodes data 

storage and access. 

As the promising, the containerization technology can be mentioned also that enables 

distribution of software on the network in the form of containers (packages where all 

dependent software components are incorporated and configured). This technology 

allows to transmit ready-to-use software units through the network (particularly from 

distributing node onto the processing node on the Fog network). 

In addition, the well-known peer-to-peer networking model can be demanded in 

geospatial Fog. While the geospatial datasets are the big-size datasets in many cases, the 

storage and computational resources of Fog nodes are assumed to be modest and limited. 

On the other hand, the aggregation of Fog nodes into groups and building virtual resources 

on the top of these groups can enable building of highly scalable resources. In this way, 

peer-to-peer-based file sharing networks can be used potentially as a model approach 

when designing data structuring techniques for the geospatial Fog. 

The list of possible enabling technologies that can be involved when designing open 

geospatial Fog architecture can be added. Main contemporary issue and the starting point 

of the geospatial Fog technology development is the proposal of abstract interfaces 

(standardized and open source) for the communication of geospatial Fog nodes. This 

interfaces have to be supported by the development of data models, which will enable 

storage of the geospatial data in distributed and decentralized manner (in contrast to the 

centralized Cloud-based approach). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Fog Computing paradigm was proposed just only in 2012. Currently it appears fast 

growing and high-potential domain, due to its synergetic nature that consists in 

aggregation of vertical and horizontal networking in distributed computer systems. 

Geospatial Fog Computing remains unstudied currently. However, due to rich 

perspectives of smart sensors and automated monitoring systems implementation in 

geospatial missions, Fog Computing architecture tends to be demanded in geospatial 

domain. 

Starting points for research in the geospatial Fog domain are the design and development 

of open communication interfaces for Fog networks to ensure geospatial data interchange, 

and development of enhanced data models to ensure distributed and decentralized 

geospatial data storage. 
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ABSTRACT 

The right information and the use of advanced technologies are big lifesaving tool on the 

battlefield. If commanders and commandants have right information for their enemy 

(position, number, equipment etc) they can make better decisions respectively which 

weapon to use, how much soldiers to send to finished the task, which one position will be 

the most effective in executing the target, which soldier to select to finish the mission. 

In this paper we purpose an application and modules where with the knowledge of our 

position and enemy position and result that our soldiers had had in the past, the Tactical 

operational center will make the best decision of which soldier and weapon will be used 

on the battlefield in order to finish the mission with minimum direct shots. 

 

Keywords: GIS, army, decision, battlefield, data. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of security decisions connected with national involve geography – whether it’s 

strategic intelligence determination of terrorist intent, a war fighting command decision 

about how to strike the enemy, or a base management decision about how to site a new 

building with minimal impact. GIS technology plays a critical role in modern defense and 

intelligence systems as an increasingly omnipresent spatial information and application 

infrastructure.  

Operations have become more and more complex due to the use of  different platforms, 

sensors, and systems during the missions. Our forces and our allies need to tailor their 

battle management systems to integrate data from a variety of platforms and sensors, 

offering customers the tactical clarity and confidence essential to operational success. 

These systems also need to deal with command and control, communications and 

information management problems. A modular software approach needs to deliver 

secure, reliable communications for network-centric operations at every tier. For holistic 

battlefield management, our application need to provides all the tools needed to support 

planning and execution of operations, including terrain analysis, route management and 

global distribution of tactical and operational information.[1] Our tactical battle 

management software and systems integration capabilities help military forces digitize 

their operations, providing a continuous, real-time platform for situational awareness and 

staff functions, including hostile and blue force tracking, radio communications, 
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planning, personnel, intelligence, local weather and other data to provide an edge on the 

battlefield. 

One of the first tasks is gathering specific information about objects, buildings and 

devices on the battlefield through geo-location and plots field data. Buildings and streets 

are the new battlefields in which every corner hides different type of danger. Soldiers 

have a very difficult task, to observe and save themselves from the various attacks. With 

the geo-location data, we know the position of our and enemy forces. Having this 

information in real-time we can make better decision of which soldier and weapon we 

will use on the battlefield to finish the mission with minimum direct shots and minimum 

risk. 

We have created two possible modules that will send the gathered GIS battlefield data 

into the Tactical operational center (TOC). The created algorithms than will process the 

data and in accordance to the results the commanding officer will authorize execution of 

enemy targets based on soldiers and target position and results during the training 

missions. 

 

MODULE ARHITECTURE 

Position determination modules 

For the architecture of this model we have created two possible modules use to determine 

the coordinates of the soldiers and the target.  

The first model named UAV model is simple and it will be used as a primary module. It 

uses UAV to determine the location of the target and the position of the soldiers.[2] After 

the UAV gathers the coordinates they are send in 10 seconds interval  the TOC and the 

data is imputed to algorithm that we will describe in following chapter [3]. When the 

algorithm finish with the calculation the commanding officer gives an executive order to 

the soldier to destroy the target in line with the output of the algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 1: GIS Cloud mapping with UAV [6] 

 

The second model named distance model is more complex and its without UAV, the 

position of the soldier is send via the VHF military radio from the built-in GPS. The 

distance and the angle to the target is determinate by the two team members using Laser 

Rangefinder and send to the TOC using voice communication [4]. There will be addition 

to the algorithm that will calculate the coordinates of the target using the coordinated of 
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the soldiers, and the known distance to the target. This is done using simple geometry to 

determine third point when two points and all sides (distance) are known [5]. and is 

calculating the coordinated of the target and send them as an input to the algorithm with 

the received GPS data from the radios. The following steps are same as the UAV model. 

System architecture of this model is represented in the following figure. Two team 

members use standard radio and laser rangefinder, and then the data is send via land 

mobile radio, to the team leader, and forwarded via Harris RF7800M and VHF Radio 

network to the TOC where the algorithm calculates the coordinate of the target and makes 

the decision in accordance to the created algorithm. 
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Figure 2. System architecture for the distance model 

 

ALGORITHM  

Steps of the algorithm: 

First: for all our soldiers we are checking the visibility to the goal by our GIS connected 

by UAV orvoice communication. 

Second for soldiers that have visibility we measure the distance to the goal. 

Third we get the information for weather conditionsfrom nearby weather stations or our 

meteoritical data. 

Fourth from the appropriate tables we get the appropriate probabilities to hit the goal.  

Fifth (and finally) the soldier with the biggest probability to hit the goal gets an 

order to execute the target.  

 

EXPLAINING ONE REAL SITUATION ON THE GROUND 

We are giving real description of our algorithm. We have five soldiers and for them we 

know the number of hits to the goal from 1000 attempts. Also we have number of hits in 

different weather condition: sun weather, haze weather, poor rain, and straight rain. 

Another important characteristic that we must to now is distance from the soldier to the 

goal. 
Table 1. Sun weather 

SUN WEATHER 

Soldier 1 1000 hits 600 meters 0,93 goal 

Soldier 2 1000 hits 800 meters 0,749 goal 
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Soldier 3 1000 hits 800 meters 0,89 goal 

Soldier 4 1000 hits 800 meters 0,91 goal 

Soldier 5 1000 hits 500 meters 0,98 goal 

 
Table 2. Haze weather 

HAZE WEATHER 

Soldier 1 1000 hits 600 meters 0,793 goal 

Soldier 2 1000 hits 800 meters 0,65 goal 

Soldier 3 1000 hits 800 meters 0,79 goal 

Soldier 4 1000 hits 800 meters 0,79 goal 

Soldier 5 1000 hits 500 meters 0,86 goal 
 

Table 3. Poor rain weather 

POOR RAIN WEATHER 

Soldier 1 1000 hits 600 meters 0,80 goal 

Soldier 2 1000 hits 800 meters 0,82 goal 

Soldier 3 1000 hits 800 meters 0,89 goal 

Soldier 4 1000 hits 800 meters 0,85 goal 

Soldier 5 1000 hits 500 meters 0,73 goal 
 

Table 4. Straight rain weather 

STRAIGHT RAIN WEATHER 

Soldier 1 1000 hits 600 meters 0,39 goal 

Soldier 2 1000 hits 800 meters 0,41 goal 

Soldier 3 1000 hits 800 meters 0,31 goal 

Soldier 4 1000 hits 800 meters 0,55 goal 

Soldier 5 1000 hits 500 meters 0,54 goal 

 

On the this picture we have example of one possible situation on the field. Our three (blue 

circle) and one enemy (red circle) soldiers are at the positions. 

 
Figure 3. Real position on the field 

ALGORITHM WORKFLOW 

First: From the ground situation soldiers with number 1 and 3 have visibility to the goal. 

Second: The distance from soldier with number 1 to the goal is 600m and the distance 

from soldier 3 to the goal is 800m. 

Third: The soldiers from the field report us that the weather is sunny, and we are checking 

weather condition on android application. 
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Fourth: From the tables, we can see that probability for soldier with number 1 is 0,93 and 

0,89 for soldier with number 3. This calculating will be automatically done by the 

application in our TOC center. 

Fifth: Algorithm give us final result that soldier with number 1is most suited to finish the 

task. 

Six: The commanding officer gives the executive order. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Today we live in a time were the most important and power things are information. The 

Army is one of the affected areas where information is of critical importance. GIS has a 

fast growth in today world, but his capabilities are not explored completely. The 

possibilities that are offered from GIS have a wide range of use, and because of it, this 

information system nowadays is more and more used in various fields of study. Of course 

that military industry discovers different ways of composing this information system in 

manufacturing of new devices, vehicles and weapons and also in integrating of the GIS 

in the existing technologies.  

We are using every modern equipment for solving every mission on different types of 

terrain and climate conditions supported by GIS on the web or softer [7]. This gives a 

chance for adopting this application on every terrain and any climate conditions with 

which means that it will be effective at every point where we have updated maps in GIS. 
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ABSTRACT 

The article analyzes the place, the essence and the features of geography of the countries 

in school documentation in Macedonia and Bulgaria, in particular curriculums and 

determines similarities and differences. The applying of territorial, typological and 

problematic approach at the study of countries are traditionally approved in both 

educational systems. To establish the facts of comparative research are applied the 

following methods - content-analysis, situation analysis, comparative analysis, Venn-

analysis. 

 

Keywords: Regional geography, Geography of the countries, curriculum, the 

problematic approach, algorithm, school geographical education 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The study of regional geography based on interaction and interdependence, territories and 

common problems, distinguished by specific development and policy is a proof that 

school geography is one of the subjects with the world outlook for global issues and 

sustainable development, to the dynamics of economic development and contradictions. 

The study of Regional geography in high school Bulgaria and Macedonia and the 

comparative analysis lies not only in the framework of the curricula and syllabuses, and 

cover the geographical methodical and didactic teaching spaces and content. 

The study of geographic regions and disclosure of complex influence of natural, 

historical, economic, demographic and political factors in the formation regions in 

Europe, Asia, America, Africa, Australia and Oceania, as well as assessing the 

importance of Regional geography and studying in secondary school is one of the latest 

and modern aspects of school geographical education. 

The comparison is based on curriculums and syllabuses in compulsory training on the 

following criterions: year of introducing the curriculums, weekly and annual total number 

of classes, cultural-educational fields, structure and content of regional geography, site of 

the regional course in high education, name of the school subject and section, goals and 

correlations, didactic guidelines and more. 

From August 1, 2016 in Bulgaria is introduced a new law - Law on pre-school and school 

education, as well as established new syllabuses (in stages with effect from the school 

year 2016/2017, 2017/2018, 2018/2019) the school subjects, including Geography and 

economics. From November 30, 2015 are introduced new syllabuses, in which changed 

the site structure and content of school geographical education - Ordinance № 4 / 
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30.11.2015 on the curriculum. These new educational realities are reflected in the present 

study along with the now effective curriculum in Geography and economics for high 

education. 

In Macedonia and Bulgaria and currently continues education reform that inherently 

affects the school geographical education. The Geography curriculum in Macedonia for 

the first year of high school, in which studies the regional part of May 2001, entered into 

force on September 1, 2001, functioning in the moment [1]. In Bulgaria the curriculum 

of Geography and economy for IX class, in which studies the regional geography since 

2009 [2]. From the 2018/2019 school year will be introduced into force accepted a new 

curriculum for IX class, containing regional part [3]. 

Follow-up study of regional geography in high education of both countries put one an 

important educational accent that clearly stands out and has consequences for the overall 

study of the regional course of secondary and high education - compulsory school 

education. In Macedonia, secondary education is compulsory and from 2008 the high 

education is compulsory. In Bulgaria is compulsory only the secondary education (it 

graduated in VII grade under the new law), but the high is not mandatory. The study of 

the regional part of high education in Bulgaria can not be embraced by students who do 

not continue their education after graduation secondary school. 

In Macedonia, the study of the school subject is named Geography and the high education 

includes regional geography - I year of high school (X class) after graduating secondary 

education (from VI to IX class including is studied geography and the secondary 

education ends at the IX class). Geography belongs to all three subject areas – Nature-

Mathematics, Language-Arts and Social-Humanistic. The name of the school subject in 

Bulgaria is Geography and economics, but that is not explained in any regulatory 

document that name. The school subject Geography and economics in cultural and 

educational field belongs to the Social sciences and civic education, religion. In Bulgaria 

secondary education ends in VII grade, into force from school year 2016/2017, and the 

study of regional geography in high education in IX class or this is the second year of the 

first upper-high level. The discrepancy is with one year in the study of regional geography 

in high education on both countries, but in the next class of compulsory geographical 

education in both countries is completed by studying the native geography. 

In Macedonia, the section on curriculum, including regional part is named Politico-

geographical characteristics of the world, with a certain number of school classes 3+1, 

which is 5.6 % of the total annual number of school classes (first year high education - 

72 hours of total annual number) [1, 4]. A little time spent studying is explained by the 

fact that pupils in VIII and IX class study detailed regions and countries. In Bulgaria the 

core in curriculum of the educational content is № 4 - Geographical regions in the world 

and the countries in them (IX class is - 54 hours of total annual number) [2]. 

Both countries curricula includes five main themes to varying degrees encompass the 

study of geography of the countries. In Macedonia, the five topics listed only one is a 

direct reflection of teaching regional geography - Politico-territorial division of the world 

(Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Australia and Oceania). 

In Bulgaria, the five main topics are carriers of regional knowledge or 16.7 % of the total 

school content, but four of the topics are directly related to the essence and content of 

regional geography. In the curriculum of Geography and economics does not contain the 

number of school classes for the study of the regional part. 

Differences in the weekly and annual number of school classes in the class, in which 

studies the regional geography about the reflects over its structure and content. In 
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Macedonia the educational content in the first year of high school is studying 2 hours per 

week and 72 hours per year, and in Bulgaria is 1.5 hours per week and 54 hours per year 

[1, 2, 4]. 

 
Table 1. Section and main themes in the study of regional geography  

in high education in Macedonia and Bulgaria on curriculums 

COUNTRY 

MAIN 

THEMES 

/CORE/ 

TOPICS 

NUMBER 

OF 

SCHOOL 

CLASSES 

MACEDONIA Politico-

geographical 

characteristi

cs of the 

world 

1. National political systems (countries, nations 

and national systems) 

3 + 1 

2. Development of modern countries 

3. Geographical characteristics of the countries 

(size, shape, position, limits) 

4. Politico-territorial division of the world 

(Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South 

America, Australia and Oceania) 

5. International political systems and regional 

groupings (Organization of United Nations, 

regional economic groupings) 

BULGARIA Geographica

l regions in 

the world 

and the 

countries in 

them 

1. Regional geography - 
2. Geographic regions in Europe, Asia and 

America 

3. Economic development of regions and 

countries in them 

4. Countries – typical representatives of the 

region 

5. The global problems of modern times and their 

manifestation by regions. 

Geography 

of the 

continents 

and the 

countries 

(In force as 

from school 

year 

2018/2019) 

1. Regional geography. European region. - 
2. Regions – Asia, North and South America, 

Africa and Australia and Oceania 

 

On indicator of consistency of the studied regions and countries by continents has an 

identical structure as the place of Africa and America is exchanged (Figure 1.). In both 

countries observed the territorial principle of learning regions and countries. 
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Figure 1. Sequence of continents in the study of regions and countries (on curriculum)  

in Macedonia and Bulgaria 

In Bulgaria to theme 4. Countries - typical representatives of the certain region of the 

curriculum in Geography and economy IX class no example indicated of any country 

for study to a region and continent. In the new curriculum, which will be into force 

from 2018/2019 school year, there were certain expected results, which are pointing to 

characterize the selected countries on rule and concrete examples: Europe - Germany, 

France, Russia; Asia - Japan, China, India; North and South America: USA, Brazil; Africa 

– Republic of South Africa; Australia and Oceania - Australian Union [1, 3]. 

In Macedonia, the specific goals for pupils and didactic remarks to the teachers has 

certain countries - examples of such representatives - Figure 2. The specific goals for 

pupils are determined to make a characteristic of the country from each continent. To 

didactic remarks about teachers is determined for each continent to make a characteristic 

of the country, which are given specific examples. There is some discrepancy in these 

examples of countries that could be explained by the choice and the freedom of 

pedagogical specialists and interests of pupils. 

 

 
Figure 2. Venn-diagram for example countries - typical representative for study  

to a certain continent by curriculum on Geography in Macedonia 

 

In Figure 3 is evident eligibility for pupils and teachers to study country by continents. 

Both countries categorically is definitely the place to study the United States, Brazil and 

Russia, but not on a selective basis. In the new curriculum on geography in Bulgaria are 

features three countries identified for the study, which lack examples in the curriculum 

of Macedonia - Japan, Republic of South Africa and Australian Union. Their 

distinguishing and learning of Nigeria or Egypt indicated to the curriculum of Macedonia 

is explained by the varying speed of education reforms in both countries and the new 

realities in the update of geographical knowledge in the field of geographical science. 

EUROPE ASIA AFRICA AMERICA AUSTRALIA OCEANIA

MACEDONIA

Sequence of studying the regions and countries by continent

EUROPE ASIA AMERICA AFRICA AUSTRALIA OCEANIA

BULGARIA
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The curriculum in Macedonia and the new in Bulgaria are direct application of the 

typological principle at study regional geography. In both curriculums in geography are 

certain countries that are typical representatives for the region. 

The advantage of these new curriculum on Geography and economy in Bulgaria are 

examples of countries by continents, as well as the expected result for presentation of 

geographical characteristics of countries in the regions of choice, including using the ICT 

[2]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Examples of countries defined on curriculums for learning  

by continents in Macedonia and Bulgaria 

 

In the current curriculum in Geography and economics in Bulgaria has placed accent in 

addition to territorial and typological principle and the problem approach to the study of 

regional geography. 

In curriculums in the study of regional geography are included specific new concepts with 

different numbers and commitment with the topics section - Figure 4. Geography 

curriculum in Macedonia is not indicated to new concepts in the studying of regional 

geography. In the present state curriculum on Geography and economics in Bulgaria has 

indicated two concepts that are only 4% of the total number of basic concepts by cores: 

geographic regions and regional geography. In the new curriculum for IX class, which 

will be in force from 2018/2019 school year, were down a total of 3 concepts to topic 

Geography of continents and countries, or 7% of the total number of new concepts by 

topics. The three new concepts are fully committed to the study of regional organizations. 

In all three curriculums have not match with the new concepts in the study of regional 

geography [1, 2, 3]. 

The comparative analysis includes the algorithm / rule or guideline for using and applying 

the algorithm for characterize the region or country in the curriculums of both countries 

in the study of regional geography. 
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Figure 4. New concepts in the study of regional geography by curriculums in Macedonia and Bulgaria 

 

In the curriculum on Geography for first year of high school in Macedonia has not 

specified algorithm to characterize the country. The advantage is the availability of 

support knowledge, didactic notes to the teacher, educational resources and materials, 

standard geographical office and pedagogical cadre. 

In the present state curriculum on Geography and economics in Bulgaria for IX class has 

recorded expected result on topic № 4: Countries - typical representative of the region – 

„1. Knows the algorithm for characteristic of countries.” Partially specified sequence of 

studying the geographical region and in theme № 2: Geographical regions in Europe, 

Asia and America, as expected result is written „1. Еxpose knowledge for specific in 

nature, population and economy of each region.” [2]. 

In the curriculum on Geography and economics into force from 2018/2019 school year, 

is contained in the topic on Geography of continents and countries specific rule - 

competence as an expected result of the training for the European region: 

 characterized the European region as a rule: geography location, natural 

environment, population, economy, specific problems; 

 characterized selected countries (Germany, France, Russia) on rule: geographic 

location, natural environment, population, economy and cities. 

For regions - Asia, North and South America, Africa, Australia and Oceania is defined: 

 characterized regions on rule: geographic location, natural environment, 

population, economy, specific problems; 

 characterized selected countries in the regions: Asia (Japan, China, India), North 

and South America (USA, Brazil), Africa (Republic of South Africa), Australia and 

Oceania (Australian Union) on rule. 

In both countries is paid attention to supporting knowledge that lay the foundations of 

studying Regional geography in high education. On Figure 5 is a representative 

supporting knowledge on both countries by curriculums. The diversity of learning the 

continents in both countries from Africa to Europe and from Europe to Africa are identify 

the differences in scientific-methodological foundations of geographical science [1, 2, 5, 

6, 7, 8]. 
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Figure 5. Supporting knowledge for the study of regional geography 

in high education in Macedonia and Bulgaria on curriculums 

 

The implementation of inside-school subject and interdisciplinary relations and 

correlations are defined in Figure 6. With the new curriculum in Geography and economy 

in Bulgaria in the interdisciplinary relations by the key competences are in respective with 

European and in the present curriculum for IX class is only a correlation - history. Single 

parallel to both countries in the use of interdisciplinary relations has only for the school 

subject - history [1, 2, 3]. 

 

 
Figure 6. Vertical and horizontal links of regional geography  

in high education curriculums in Macedonia and Bulgaria 

 

In Macedonia has accepted Assessment standards that clearly define the level of 

knowledge and skills and for regional geography in the first year of high education (Table  

2) [9]. 
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Table 2. Assessment standards for „Politico-geographical characteristics of the world”  

for the first year of high education in Macedonia 

Level of knowledge 

and skills 
Standard 

knowledge - to register the geographical characteristics of the countries; 

- to memorize the politico-territorial division of the world; 

understanding - with own words to express politico-territorial division of the world; 

- to discuss the geographical characteristics of the countries; 

application - to register the geographical characteristics of the countries; 

- to memorize the politico-territorial division of the world; 

analysis, synthesis, 

assess 

- to combine the geographical characteristics of the countries; 

- to draw up a politico-territorial division of the world. 
 

In Appendix № 9 of Ordinance № 5 / 30.11.2015 on general educational preparation in 

Bulgaria are ranked for first high school stage in expected results of the training at the 

level of knowledge, skills and attitudes (the new curriculum „Geography of regions and 

countries”) - „describes the regional division of the world; characterized by an algorithm 

specific features of the regions in the world; comment the peculiarities of natural, 

demographic and economic outlook of the country, typical representatives of the regions 

in the world” [10]. 

The Geography curriculums in both countries have spiral-concentric and linear structure, 

which is ensuring successively and concentricity, orderliness and continuity, unfolded 

and complexity of the learning process in regional geography. 

Applying the problematic approach to studying the geography of countries and the 

algorithm as his reflection should be in accordance with educational standards. They must 

be directed towards revealing and discussing territorial manifestation of the problems of 

each region or country, outlining specific problems and explaining the reasons for their 

occurrence. Characterization of selected countries in the regions based on the problematic 

approach directed to detecting unique in its natural, demographic and economic outlook. 
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ABSTRACT 

Emerging of Google Earth in 2005 was perceived as significant achievements in 

geospatial sciences and bring into focus of mass attention the concept of Digital Earth, 

manifested seven years before by ex-vice-president of USA Al Gore. Nevertheless, 

scientific origins of Digital Earth and its relations with cartography still unclear. We 

investigate both problems and propose the vison of Digital Earth as a quantum leap in 

cartography method, or scientific revolution in the terms of Thomas Kuhn. Proposed 

vision of Digital Earth and extended classification of cartography methods, as well as its 

interdisciplinary impact, are explained and discussed.  
 

Keywords: Digital Earth, Google Earth, Google Maps, cartography, decision making, situation 

awareness, sustainable development, neogeography, virtual geographic environments, 

holography. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the beginning of XXI century new generation of geospatial services was emerged. Most 

remarkable milestone was the almost simultaneous start of new geoservices Google Maps 

and Google Earth (both started in 2005 and envisioned by Al Gore [1]). Google Maps 

became first so-called ‘geoportals’ - online cartographic services with rich representation 

of context by the means of satellite images instead of maps. On the contrary, Google Earth 

incorporates totally new approach. Google Earth is a virtual Earth represented by the 

remote sensing data in same manner as Google Maps, but without cartographic projection 

to the screen. Instead, virtual Earth hovered behind the screen, and user could 

interactively and seamlessly manipulate both scale and direction of sight. Google Earth 

allows generate even impossible, from cartographic point of view, directions of sight – 

for example, direction ‘down up’. Google Earth seems very like ordinary Globe, but it is 

not a Globe as a cartographic (i.e., scale-dependent) model of surface of Earth. Instead, it 

is a geocentric environment, that include surface of Earth, but goes far beyond and 

includes as well as geotagged images, panoramas, 3D-models of different objects and 

processes within geocentric environment regardless of scale, location and type of 

projection. These 3D-models are significant or even essential part of the Google Earth 

(Figure 1); the model of Earth itself is framework for aggregation of different user 

datasets (so-called mashups). 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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Figure 1. Dynamic spatial-temporal model of aviation catastrophe within Google Earth framework. 

Digital Earth makes possible scale-independent and projection-independent visualization even with 

impossible for classic cartography direction of sight, for example from nadir to zenith.  

Model: PMOlsen, 2010. From: Eremchenko, Tikunov, 2016 [5]. 

 

Google Earth has three significant features. 

First of all, Google Earth is a scale-independent and projection-independent model of 

Earth.  

Secondly, it is true geocentric environment for aggregating a 3D-models of objects 

without its projection to surface as cartography does. Unlike Globe, Google Earth 

includes model of Earth surface as single universal, scale-independent framework for 

integrating 3D-models of user data. This surface model composed from satellite images; 

however, it could include map data as option too. 

Thirdly, due to use of satellite images Google Earth allows asynchronous updating of 

information. Therefore, it opens breathtaking possibilities for creating true and rich 4D-

models of different scales and accumulate them within same universal scale-independent 

framework.  

Above mentioned properties show Google Earth as ‘impossible object’ from the point of 

view of classic cartography. For example, classic cartography divide all maps onto two 

different classes – geographical and topographical maps, and directly forbids creating of 

global and detailed, topographical map – as Google Earth and Google Maps do. 

Therefore, the new products at least greatly expand the possibilities of classic 

cartography. The reasons for such expansion should be investigated.  

 

DISCUSSION  

Solving of this problem requires clear understanding of nature of through a comparative 

analysis of the different approaches, the creation of their classification and typology. 

These problems are still being discussed.  

In the first analysis of Google Earth and Google Maps Andrew Turner defines 

Neogeography in 2006 as a new class, or realm, of geospatial products, completely 

separated from the realm of ordinary maps and GIS. Therefore, from this point of view 

geospatial domain should be divided into two big realms of products – maps and GIS, 
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from one side, and ‘neogeography’, from opposite side. Also, he made first attempt to 

define neogeography [2]: 

Neogeography means “new geography” and consists of a set of techniques and tools that 

fall outside the realm of traditional GIS, Geographic Information Systems. Where 

historically a professional cartographer might use ArcGIS, talk of Mercator versus 

Mollweide projections, and resolve land area disputes, a neogeographer uses a mapping 

API like Google Maps, talks about GPX versus KML, and geotags his photos to make a 

map of his summer vacation. Essentially, Neogeography is about people using and 

creating their own maps, on their own terms and by combining elements of an existing 

toolset. Neogeography is about sharing location information with friends and visitors, 

helping shape context, and conveying understanding through knowledge of place. 

Lastly, neogeography is fun. 

Unfortunately, this mind-provoking definition is extensional instead of intensional and 

could not be used to refer the product to a particular realm.  

First intensional definition of new products was proposed in 2008 [3]: 

Neogeography is a new generation of geospatial products which differs from the previous 

one (maps and GIS) by three features:  

 geocentric coordinates, not mapping projections; 

 using raster, not vector for representation of geospatial context; 

 using hypermedia as transport for semantics. 

Obviously, this definition identifies neogeography and Digital Earth, therefore services 

like Google Maps should be considered as third distinct group of geospatial products. 

This definition shed light on the evolution of geospatial products, i.e. provide typology 

of the geospatial approaches [4]. There are two fundamental factors of limitations of 

visual perception and errors in decision making for any kind of visualization: 1) scale 

dependency, or lack of ability to interactive and seamless changing of scale by user, and 

2) projection dependency, or lack of ability to interactive and seamless changing of 

direction of sight by user. In other words, there is strong demand for the providing of 

scale-independent and projection-independent approaches for the visualization and, in 

particular, for the geospatial visualization. Projection-independent visualization well-

known as ‘holography’. 

Classical geospatial products like maps and GIS are scale-dependent and projection-

dependent due to three fundamental limitations of the cartographic method: 1) 

generalization, 2) projection, and 3) object layered representation. On the opposite side, 

Digital Earth (or neogeography) is scale-independent and projection-independent 

approach. Third type of geospatial products like Google Maps (well-known as 

‘geoportals’) provides limited interactive scalability, but does not provides projection-

independency. Therefore, this class is intermediate, palliative approach. Another 

palliative is ordinary globes that provide projection-independent, but scale-dependent 

visualization (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Visual representation of evolution of cartography from  

classic paradigm to Digital Earth paradigm through palliatives. 

 

From the scope of proposed scheme Digital Earth is ultimate geospatial visualization that 

combines simultaneously holographic and scale-independency options for the user. 

Therefore, it is possible to consider it as ‘superholography’, or best possible approach for 

the visualization [5]. 

Significant differences between three types of geospatial approaches based on different 

ways of processing raw data. Maps and GIS are inevitably and intensionally reduced by 

the cartographer due to layering, projection and generalization. Instead, Digital Earth 

based on accessibility to unreduced (i.e., unprojected and ungeneralized data); user can 

process these raw data interactively and select the desired scale and direction of view [6]. 

Fundamental differences between the three approaches are collected in Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Differences between classic cartography paradigm and Digital Earth paradigm.  

Property Classic Cartography Paradigm Digital Earth Paradigm 

Mathematics  Projection Similarity 

Datasets  Reduced Unreduced 

Dimensions 2D 3D 

Measurability Limited Unlimited 

Situational Awareness Limited Full 

Source: Eremchenko, Tikunov et al, 2015 
 

Significant differences between two opposite types of approaches – maps and GIS, from 

one side, and Digital Earth, from another side, allow to consider Digital Earth as a new 

paradigm, or scientific revolution in terms of Thomas Kuhn [7]. Google Earth and other 

geospatial services based on Digital Earth paradigm became a result of an interruption of 

‘normal science’ in cartography, which lasted several millennia, through adopting of new 

geospatial paradigm in the beginning of XXI century.  
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INTERDISCIPLINARY IMPACTS  

As any scientific revolution, Digital Earth impacts different fields of knowledge, social 

and technological practices. Let’s take a closer look at impacts on semiotics and 

sustainable development.  

Scientific essence of classic cartography is representation of Earth by means of signs. In 

process of historical development of a cartography cartographic signs were becoming 

more and more elaborated; 50 years ago, in 1967, the comprehend theory of visual signs 

was proposed by Jacques Bertin [8]. Instead, Digital Earth and geoportals both based on 

images instead of cartographic signs, clearly retreat to basics. Images could be considered 

as very simple signs, so-called ‘iconic images’. Classic sample of iconic image is picture 

created by person. Nevertheless, modern remote sensing data like satellite images, 

spherical panoramas, etc., have minimum subjectivity and are much close to immediate 

perception than to perception mediated by signs. It is reasonable to consider photographic 

images, in particular, remote sensing data as a ‘signless’ media, or specific ‘zero-signs’, 

or direct analogue of zero in mathematics [9]. Therefore, zero-sign could be defined as 

media for meaning that is not a sign. Zero-sign concept should be fruitful, for example, 

for the understanding of nature of very effective decision-making in wild life.  

New paradigm impacts on sustainable development too. United Nations defines 

sustainable development as [10]: 

development that promotes prosperity and economic opportunity, greater social well-

being, and protection of the environment – offers the best path forward for improving the 

lives of people everywhere, 

and explains its goal: 

achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, 

social, cultural, or humanitarian character and in promoting and encouraging respect 

for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, 

language, or religion. 

Therefore, sustainable development addressed directly to harmonization of decision-

making processes throughout the World and throughout different hierarchical levels 

(personal, local, regional, global) [11]. Concept of effective decision-making support is 

situation awareness [12]. Harmonization of decision-making demands single, universal 

scale-dependent geospatial framework for different scales and different, interactively 

selected projections. Nevertheless, existing of single universal global-wide framework is 

directly prohibited by fundamental principles of classic cartography. Therefore, scale-

independent and projection-independent Digital Earth makes single universal worldwide 

framework possible. From this point of view, Digital Earth is ultimate environment for 

the situation awareness that provides way for the better decision-making and better 

quality of life. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

Digital Earth is a new scientific paradigm within cartography domain, that provides true 

scale-independency and projection-independency. This new paradigm impacts different 

fields of knowledge, especially semiotics and sustainable development. Interdisciplinary 

approach for studying Digital Earth should be recommended.  
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SECTION  

Socio-economic geography 
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ABSTRACT 

Shrinking cities are one of the most topical issues in urban studies nowadays. However, 

studies on the consequences of urban shrinkage on landscape are not numerous. In this 

paper, a methodology for identifying and analyzing the effects of urban shrinkage on 

urban morphology and urban landscape is presented. Its purpose consists of identifying 

ruins and vacant lands through remote sensing operating upon open-source data. An 

example of application to a Portuguese shrinking city is also presented. 

 

Keywords: Ruins, vacant lands, shrinking cities, remote sensing 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Wars and cataclysms typically have devastating effects in urban fabric. Yet, these sort of 

extraordinary and disrupting events are not the only motives of city ruin nowadays. Urban 

shrinkage is a major reason for that too: economic restructuring, social changes and 

political shifts have impact on land uses and may provoke abandonment, destruction and 

the replacement of buildings and infrastructures [1]. Dereliction and ruination have thus 

become fairly common realities in contemporary cities [2]. 

Although ruins and vacant lands are common occurences in the present-day cityscape, 

little attention has been devoted to their study in Human Geography and Urban Studies. 

Since there is no data on this topic in the census, urban planners normally do not know 

how many ruins and vacant lands there are, where they are, and how much area they 

occupy in cities [3]. The level of inacquaintance about them is noteworthy. 

This paper seeks to reverse that situation by presenting a methodology for identifying 

ruins and vacant lands in urban areas. This methodology is remote sensing & GIS based 

in operating upon open-source data and technology. It has been developed under the 

Project NoVOID (PTDC/ATP-EUR/1180/2014), sponsored by the FCT – Fundação para 

a Ciência e Tecnologia, the national funding agency for science and research in Portugal, 

and was successfully applied to a small number of Portuguese shrinking cities. 

The paper is organized as follows. The first section sets the conceptual framework and 

presents a brief review of related research in order to summarize the earlier conceptual 

and methodological approaches to derelict sites and vacant lands. It is followed by an 

explanation of our methodology. Special emphasis is placed on describing in detail the 

data collection methods. Finally, an example of its application on a Portuguese shrinking 

city – Barreiro – is presented and the findings are discussed. 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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RELATED RESEARCH AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
As pointed out in the literature, there is no universally accepted definition for urban 

derelict spaces and vacant lands [4]. Concepts fluctuate among the few studies that have 

been published on this issue during the years. Abandoned and dilapidated buildings and 

infrastructures, razed constructions, unconcluded estates and empty lots have been 

merged under broad and rather imprecise designations such as “vacant lands”, 

“abandoned lands”, “wastelands”, or “TOADS” – an acronym for Temporarily Obsolete 

Abandoned Derelict Sites [3][5]. 

Wasteland is a vague term often used in scientific literature, journalism, and fiction to 

describe abandoned and remnant land in urban areas. The concept usually embraces the 

old industrial areas with contaminated soil, i.e. brownfields, but no consensus exists on 

this. Some authors used brownfield as synonym to unused open space in built-up areas, 

reserving wasteland to designate huge land areas with no use located in the outskirts of 

the city [6]. 

Dissonances also exist regarding the other concepts. While abandoned land was defined 

by some authors as lots or buildings that have been vacant for two years or more, others 

accept a vacancy for just 60 days or longer [3], and others consider as abandoned land 

“any parcel that previously has had an agricultural use (either arable, pasture, orchards, 

etc.), and has been unutilized or underutilized for more than three years” [7], which means 

that only lots with no buildings were considered. TOADS concept, for its part, 

encompasses empty lots as well as parcels where abandoned and derelict constructions 

exist, but other authors have preferred separating vacant lands and abandoned structures 

in two different subcategories [3][8]. 

Although vacant land has been identified by remote sensing and through land use data in 

the majority of previous surveys, abandoned structures have been assessed mostly 

through indirect sources, such as postal service information on addresses not collecting 

mail [3]. This situation translates, as some authors pointed out, into “inconsistent 

definitions, with the same kinds of structures being considered abandoned in one city and 

not in another” [8]. Furthermore, there is a lack of comprehensive and uniform criteria to 

visually identify derelict sites in the landscape. 

Our proposal aims at overcoming those difficulties by defining four categories of 

abandoned sites in urban areas according to morphological criteria. Those four categories 

are: a) ruins; b) ruinyards; c) suspended/aborted projects; and d) vacant land. 

Since abandoned structures may not hold discernable signals nor are easily detected in 

the landscape, ruins were assumed as the chief expression of dereliction in our survey. 

For the sake of defining them, ruins may be described as structures produced by 

technology and intended for human use or for other purposes that have reached an 

advanced state of dilapidation, being therefore incapable of performing the function for 

which they were originally designed. They are characterized by being partially or fully 

destroyed (e.g. lack of windows, doors, or other physical components, damaged roofs, 

broken walls) and by being abandoned (i.e. not having regular conventional use). Included 

in this category are boarded up buildings, even though they strictly are not in a ruinous 

state. 

Ruinyards correspond to non-built lands surrounding dilapidated buildings that visually 

can be considered as integral parts of the same property. They are identified by having 

spontaneous dry vegetation and other signs of abandonment and disorder, such as the 

presence of debris and residues, junkyards, or tanks and pools with no water or with 

unduly treated water. Ruinyards only configure autonomous polygons when they have an 
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area bigger than the one of the dilapidated buildings to which they are associated; 

otherwise, they are considered part of the same ruin. 

Suspended/aborted projects are defined as buildings whose construction work have been 

interrupted and remain unfinished or half-finished, as well as lots where urbanization 

processes were suspended, i.e. which have not been fully developed, yet present evidence 

of infrastructures in the form of streets, lighting poles, lift stations or others; in other 

words, they correspond to “ruins in reverse” [2], i.e. constructions that do not fall into 

ruin after they are built but rather before they are finished. 

Finally, vacant land is defined in this study as unutilized, non-cultivated, non-landscaped, 

and non-built up land, with shrub and herbaceous covering showing signs of neglect and 

lack of maintenance, or presenting bare soil, rubble, and vestiges of razed buildings. Only 

the vacant land located inside official urban areas was contemplated in our approach. 

Land zoned for agricultural use and for green infrastructure was not considered vacant 

land. 

 

A METHODOLOGICAL PROPOSAL TO SCAN RUINS AND VACANT LANDS 

IN URBAN AREAS 
Due to the large data sets available and superpower technologies people nowadays are 

keen to use them, taking for granted that new technologies simply mean better 

technologies and therefore better results. Although, ground-based true soon or later drives 

researcher’s attention trough misleading results due to unsuitable methods. Different 

territory, different data, different subjects call for specific methods and technologies. In 

this article, instead of using high-resolution satellite images and supervised image 

classification or even object-oriented classification, to scan the four categories of 

abandoned sites in urban areas according to morphological criteria, we chose classic 

methods of photo-interpretation and photo-identification. Through a friendly graphic user 

interface GIS environment of a free software (Quatum GIS) and using cities’ orthophotos 

available on the Portuguese Directorate-General for Territory (DGT – Direcção Geral do 

Território) web server (fig. 1), that we have linked through url. We have come to what 

we consider to be very reliable results. 

Many authors in the past have compared the strengths and weakness of both methods: 

satellite image classifications versus photo-interpretation. Some of the biggest 

disadvantages of photo-interpretation are the costs (we need several aerial photos to cover 

the same amount of territory captured by only one satellite image) and time-consuming 

(an unsupervised image classification, depending on the image size and machine 

performance is a matter of minutes; photo-interpretation for the same piece of territory 

can take a week). Although, with the current Open data policy (http://www.igeo.pt/) 

carried out by most EU governments cost are no longer the main issue, however, its time 

consuming nature is still our Achilles heel. When it comes to scanning for just a few 

classes (four categories of abandoned sites in urban areas) the balance between the two 

methods can easily pend to photo-interpretation. When compared, photo-interpretation 

results are much more fitted to reality and at this urban scale (city of Barreiro have an 

area of 67km2) accuracy is precious. 

 

http://www.igeo.pt/
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Figure 1. Photo-interpretation and photo-identification process 

 

Another reason that made us decide to opt for photo-interpretation was the fact that some 

of the above mentioned four categories, cannot be determine by vertical observation 

(ruins and ruinyards). We also need horizontal observation or even 3D observation, to 

observe the buildings from several angles. Therefore, neither satellite classification nor 

classical vertical photo-interpretations suited our needs. But, by doing photo-

interpretation in a GIS environment, and due to interoperability, we were able to 

simultaneously use Census data and Street view to clarify most of our doubts. Finally, 

and whenever some tasks became impossible even by using Street view, we did some 

fieldwork. 

Thus, the methodology we have developed comprises two steps. Step 1 consists of 

identifying the quarters in city were empty homes and dilapidated residential buildings 

exist according to Census data. Census data informs on the quarters where these situations 

occur but do not detail which buildings are ruins. Besides, no information exists on vacant 

lands in Census. Step 2, finally, corresponds to the identification of derelict sites and to 

the polygon digitalization combining aerial and horizontal photo-interpretation. 

As previously said data is critical. Maybe that is why methods should also be carefully 

chosen and applied. Being that nowadays the quality of data is heavily determined by the 

available technology, for this article we have chosen photo-interpretation as the main 

method for capturing data and GIS for gathering and analyzing it. As it happens with most 

geographic data, it comes from different sources and at different scales and it refers to 

different time periods. Normally that poses some analysis and even modeling issues, no 

matter how much experience researcher have. There’s a hand-full of hocus-pocus we 

could use to obtain a proxy whenever it is impossible (or very difficult) to get the right 
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data, e.g. downscaling techniques, creative data, random data, etc., but to have real data 

there is no other way to do it than to do it yourself. 

Therefore, for our project we have data from different sources and we use it in different 

steps of the methodology roadmap guarantying a workflow throughout the project, and to 

be able to accomplish two main objectives: build a Geographic Data Base that could be 

continuously developed for the querying and analyzing of abandoned urban structures; 

and set the ground for some spatial and statistical analysis that allow us to get some 

answers about the causes of their existence and if there are some space-time reasons 

behind it. 

After having identified and mapped the ruins, suspended/aborted projects, and vacant 

land, our next concern will be the description and analysis of the different sort of polygons 

found in order to characterize the urban morphology of shrinking cities. Thus, next steps 

of research can be categorized into two levels of analysis. First level, group the area 

metrics which are basic area measures and statistics, such as average, median, standard 

deviation and counting the number of polygons for each one of the four categories of 

abandoned sites; second level of analysis will be about spatial distribution and 

neighborhood influence. That will require for spatial statistics such as mean center and 

standard deviation ellipse, and distance analysis; to measure neighborhood spatial 

influence, autocorrelation Getis-Ord cluster analysis will be the selected method. 

 

AN APPLICATION IN BARREIRO, PORTUGAL 
An application of the above-described methodology to the city of Barreiro, Portugal, will 

now be presented. 

Barreiro is an old industrial city located in the Lisbon metropolitan area, just in front of 

the Portuguese capital city, on the Tagus estuary’s south bank (Fig. 2). Barreiro is 9 km 

southeast from Lisbon by ferryboat and about 40 km driving. It is an old industrial city 

belonging to the Lisbon’s rustbelt that turned into a perfect example of a shrinking city 

in Portugal. 

Two decisions were crucial for the urban development of Barreiro, which was initially an 

insignificant seamen’s settlement along the smooth shores of the Tagus estuary. The first 

one was the choosing of Barreiro to railhead the Southern Portugal Railway in 1861. 

Because of that, Barreiro became an important interchange station between Northern and 

Southern Portugal and the main place for train repair shops in the country. The second 

one was the opening of CUF factories in Barreiro in 1908. CUF – Companhia União 

Fabril was the largest Portuguese industrial company, which had opened as an oil refining 

and agrochemical manufacturer and developed into a huge conglomerate operating in a 

large assortment of activities (textiles, beverages, mining, cement, petrochemicals, 

metallurgy, shipbuilding, insurance, banking, hospitals, etc.). At its apogee, in the 70s, 

CUF represented about 5% of the Portuguese GDP; its main industrial park alone, located 

in Barreiro, employed more than 8 thousand workers at the time. 
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Figure 2. The city of Barreiro, Portugal 

 

Since the 70s, Barreiro has deindustrialized brutally. While 60,7% of Barreiro 

municipality’s employment was concentrated in the manufacturing sector in 1960, it 

decreased to 47,8% in 1981, and to 19,1% in 2011. Simultaneously, population has shrunk 

dramatically: Barreiro municipality lost about 10 thousands inhabitants from 1981 to 

2011 (-10,5%). 

Using the methodology that we have developed, a total of 582 polygons were digitalized 

in the city of Barreiro, matching the four categories of abandoned spaces formerly defined 

(fig. 3). Ruins were the kind of abandoned space that we have most frequently found; 368 

structures in ruins were identified, occupying 13.7 ha. If ruinyards are added to ruins, the 

total surface of ruinous spaces rises to 17.3 ha, which corresponds to 2.6% of Barreiro’s 

urban area and to 2.7% of the built environment surface area. 
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Figure 3. Derelict sites in the city of Barreiro, 2014 

 

Vacant lots are quite less numerous than ruins, nevertheless they occupy a much bigger 

area. Indeed, a quite impressive portion of 29% of Barreiro’s urban area is vacant land. 

Huge spots of vacant land, sometimes with several hectares, subsist inside the borders of 

the city. Some only consist of dirt or bare soil, others are covered by wild vegetation, 

mostly meadow-grasses and herbs, and in more rare incidence bushes and trees. Although 

small spots of vacant land appear in residential areas, related to land with recently razed 

buildings and to parcels held for speculation or left over from earlier development, large 

lots of vacant land exist in old industrial areas and are associated to disused railways. Soil 

contamination is a major problem in a number of these urban vacancies, particularly in 

the former-industrial park of CUF. 

Finally, suspended/aborted projects represent a very residual part of derelict sites in 

Barreiro. However, they have an average size greater than ruins, what can be understood 

as a signal that large projects appear to be more fragile or vulnerable to turning into “ruins 

in reverse”. 

 

FINAL REMARKS 
There isn’t a method better than other. All methods are valid, although some methods fit 

better some realities than others. That said, it’s our empirical conviction that the adopted 

method for detecting abandoned urban sites in shrinking cities in Portugal is the method 

that best suits our reality. We are in train of do some calibration and verify how much our 

method fit reality. We have chosen randomly 20% of city territory and we are confronting 
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our method results with two other methods, fieldwork survey and high-resolution satellite 

image object-oriented classification. Although the work is still on going, namely the 

satellite image classification, just by compare our method results with fieldwork results, 

we get more than 90% accuracy, which scientific tell us that we have made the right 

option. Although photo-interpretation and photo-identification is high time-consuming, 

whenever data accuracy is critical to a project, there is no doubt that this is still the more 

reliable method; naturally, photo-interpreter experience (which means knowing the 

subject under analysis, knowing the territory, and knowing the photo-interpretation 

techniques) is a shortcut to finest results. 
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ABSTRACT 

Demographic image following the global, regional, national and local aspect is a very 

important element for the development of tourism, and consequently, the sport tourism. 

This paper will present and explore the impact on some demographic features that are 

most important for the development of sports tourism, as for example: sizable movement 

of population, age structure, educational structure, gender structure and others. In 

addition, some other factors will be emphasized, more specifically the ones concerning 

the connection between demographic elements and various factors regarding the 

development of sports tourism and how those objective and personal points of view will 

be compared to economic effects that may result from this type of tourism. Nevertheless, 

special attention will be paid to the level of the sports culture of the population as one of 

the most important segments that comprise this issue, their education and all other 

methodological, scientific and professional aspects that apply in the research that matters 

and which, unfortunately, are very rare. Therefore, we think that this paper will be able 

to follow the scientific and professional public, and all other interested readers. 

 

Keywords: Demographic, sport, tourism, development, population. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Contemporary tendencies in tourism development worldwide, point out to the fact that 

this is a phenomena that constantly gains new values. This can be seen in both the increase 

of number of tourists that are included in this branch and its realized revenues, and in the 

appearance of new service providers, as well as in development of economic and non-

economic active stakeholders for new touristic contents [9]. Sport tourism represents a 

tool for supply of such touristic content. [9] It foresees all forms of active and passive 

inclusion in sport activities with spontaneous or organized participation, commercial and 

non-commercial reasons for which temporary leave of the living place and the work 

environment is necessary. Or [8] Sports Tourism is defined as a specific travel outside of 

the usual environment for either passive or active involvement in competitive sport, where 

sport is the prime motivational reason for travel and the touristic or leisure element may 

act to reinforce the overall experience. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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Following the demographic picture from a global but also regional, national and local 

aspect, it presents a very important element for tourism development. In this paper the 

influence of some demographic characteristics that are most important and directly 

connected to tourism development will be reviewed and displayed, like Demographic 

development which is a complex process [1] which constitutes natural growth of 

population (birth rate, fertility, mortality and migration), and changes in demographic 

structures (biological, socio-economic and educational), the sizable movement of the 

population, the age structure, educational structure and gender structure, migrations, 

economic structure and some other demographic indicators.  

The analysis and connection of the mentioned demographic elements with some of the 

remaining factors for tourism, especially sports tourism will be provided within the paper. 

The research relates to the objective, but also the subjective factors which will be 

compared with the economic effects that can result from this type of tourism. However, 

the attention should be directed towards studying the sports tourism and the numerous 

benefits [9] because it is precisely the sports tourism as a selective developmental form 

that needs to represent one of the most meaningful factors in dismantling the seasonality 

of tourism. This comes from the fact that in it, the participants are either active athletes 

whose training activities lasts throughout the whole year, or represent event visitors that 

can be organized out of the season period. The analysis of population movement from the 

aspect of total number, its changes, territorial distribution and urbanization are very 

important and they show the basic for planning and leading the population politics on 

regions and countries, planning in agricultures, health, education, social security, special 

and urban planning and many other spheres of society, including tourism, respectively 

sport tourism. Demographic processes, such as depopulation has been present on the 

European continent for a long time [3] and are due to numerous challenges arising from 

current economic and social conditions, that have a direct impact on demographic trends 

[5]. These processes are part of a vicious circle of economic and social decline [4]. That 

is why, over the last several decades, researchers have explored various factors associated 

with demographic changes and the scope of scientific research around the topic in the 

world are numerous and wide, and it is exactly tourism that can represent a driving force 

and a revitalization factor for certain demographically desolated destinations. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

When talking about population and its activities, it is obvious that we deal with complex 

phenomena [2] which requires application of diverse methods that commonly necessitate 

a great deal of information, as statistical-demographic, geographical, method of 

comparative analysis etc. Sports tourism also it is require application of diverse methods 

that commonly necessitate a great deal of information. That is why the study is based on 

classical methodology, which is applied widely in tourism studies, such as research 

methods of analysis and synthesis which allow us a scientific approach in clarifying the 

role and place of tourism in national and local economy. 
 

REVIEW OF THE BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC INDICATORS 

The development of demography as a separate scientific discipline is directly connected 

with the other scientific disciplines, especially the ones that study the population as a 

subject of many complex spatial relations and features because of understanding and 

explaining the space and its transformation and valorization.  

In continuance, an analysis will be given, one that describes the basic demographic 
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indicators and their mutual connection with tourism. In this direction, to cause an increase 

in the number of tourists, it is necessary to study the listed demographic indicators and 

on the basis of the analysis from the gathered results, to establish a certain prognosis. 

These forecasts should be accompanied by specific draft proposal measures and activities. 

While the gathered results and knowledge should direct us towards potential touristic 

emissive regions, which should cause a growth of the number of tourists, especially 

foreign tourists. The method of execution of these studies is quite important because the 

inappropriate approach could mislead us to wrong steps towards tourism planning.  

 

THE MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION 

The fluctuation of the population numbers and its dispersal in the world, has constantly 

increased and changed throughout the centuries. In this time interval, the growth 

differentiated depending on the natural and social conditions. Today, the population of 

the Earth is such to have a great disproportion in the spatial distribution, but also in the 

level of natural population growth. If the average density of the population on this planet 

for 2016 is 43,4 people per 1km2, there are some areas with over 800 people per 1km2 

like Bangladesh, but there are also areas with only 2,6 people per 1km2 like Australia.  

These indicators, among the rest, are one of the important factors for development of not 

only tourism, but also of sports tourism, Here, it is surely referred to positive and negative 

or limiting components in given situations and areas. Certainly this demographic element 

is not always in correlation to the life standard of the population in specific areas and 

regions, but the number of residents of one country, region or a broader area, all condition 

the extent of development of the sport recreation, namely the sports tourism, in the 

function of tourism, respectively touristic economy, or as today many countries refer to 

it as touristic industry.  

The movement of population number can be observed from two aspects, from the aspect 

of competing sports tourism and recreational sport tourism. Here, with a goal to clarify 

this division, we have to provide a short definition of what competitive and what 

recreational tourism is. The first includes all types of travels for the purpose of 

participation in certain sport competitions, regardless of whether it is domestic or 

international, while the second includes the desire to be present at sport competitions 

which is almost always followed by recreation, in accordance to what kind of competition 

it is, or a travel because of desire for sport recreation.  

In relation to the afore mentioned, when it comes to the competitive character, it is 

logically to make a conclusion that the countries which have higher population have a 

higher possibility to classify athletes from almost all types of sports. For example, as a 

result of traditions for specific sports USA which according to data from 2017, has 325.8 

million residents, has a much bigger possibility to execute a selection for almost all kinds 

of sports. Such is the case with the Russian Federation with 143.5 million residents 

(according to data from 2013), China with 1.382 billion inhabitants (according to data 

from 2013) and others which, as a result of the abovementioned factors, when at big sports 

competitions, especially at the Olympic games, world and continental competitions, win 

medals in the biggest number of disciplines, or have competitors in almost all disciplines. 

Normally, as we mentioned earlier, this type of tourism is closely associated with the 

traditions for certain types of sports but also with natural-geographic and socio-economic 

specifics of the countries.  

Every touristic worker, when looking for a source or market for tourists, will usually look 

up the number condition of every population at a specific touristic market. This is the 
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basic logic of market economy, because wherever the offer is the largest, the choice is 

also the broadest. Also, the nations with higher population, according to the previous 

definition for competitive and recreational-observational sports tourism, outnumber the 

rest, and with that, the economic effect for the organizers, namely the hosts of the large 

sport competitions, is much higher. 

 

AGE STRUCTURE 

The age structure is a demographic indicator that is not directly connected to tourism and 

touristic development, but its analysis can provide a realistic basis for certain touristic 

development. The interest of certain specific attractions is different for the young, the 

mature and the old population. These categories are important because each one of the 

mentioned age groups has a different interests, desires and needs.  

Even though the age structure does not represent a crucial factor in relation to the potential 

possibilities for development of sports tourism, it does represent one of the components 

according to which we can make certain analysis. These analyses are regarding the 

development of sports tourism, regardless of whether its character is competitive, 

recreational or observational, the age structure shows the potential vitality and the 

biodynamic of the population in specific areas, states, regions, and even on continental 

level. To make it easier to follow this problematic, at this point we will highlight the fact 

that the young population is the one whose age limit is 19 years, the mature is ranging 

from 20-59 years and the old group starts from 60 years. One division is publicly 

accepted, according to which those countries that have over 30% of population up to 19 

years are considered young, while those that are considered old are the ones whose 

population percentage of 60 years and more is 12%. 

With the aforementioned in mind, it makes sense to conclude that nations, namely the 

states, where the young and mature population prevails, have larger possibilities to plan 

the type of sport tourism which has a competitive character. Still, in contemporary 

conditions, and looking from the aspect of the fact that the sport tourism is one of the 

most profitable tourism types at all, and all of this is a result of the living standard of the 

population in certain countries, here we must not be oblivious that, older population which 

maybe, as spectators and admirers of certain traditional sports but also as recreation 

seekers, most actively participates in the realization of the economic benefits of sport 

tourism. This is most noticeable in the winter-sport tourism at the Alps, whereby 

according to some unofficial data, the structure of the spectators of the competitions is in 

correlation with the abovementioned observations.  

As the young people that have more time for leisure, but low buying power, may stand 

out, the mature population has a larger buying power but less leisure time.  

The aforementioned observations in this part of the paper can bring us to the conclusion 

that age structure does not represent a limiting factor in the realization of the economic 

benefits coming from practicing the sport tourism. On the contrary, and considering that 

the representatives of all age groups in some way take part in the realization of the 

economic effects that are inducted by sports tourism, the age structure is actually a large 

convenience for this type of tourism. We can confirm this with the fact that the largest 

touristic operations or approximately about two thirds of the overall touristic profit in the 

world is realized in Europe and USA which are oldest continents in the world, of course 

in a demographic aspect.  
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However, still in relation to age, the category of sport tourists encompasses a diapason 

(7-77) starting from a participant in children sports camp, all the way to a participant in 

sport games of retired people or master tournaments.  

 

NATURAL GROWTH  

The analysis and knowledge of the basic values of natural growth through the levels of 

birth rate and mortality is important because of long-term observation and preparation of 

a plan or strategy for planned development of tourism. The data will enable an 

establishment of prognosis to observe the population and it will become possible to note 

the movement of the population in the emissive zones on one, and in receptive zones on 

the other hand.  

The goal is to establish the real picture and which content could be offered by the 

providers of touristic services, and what would be attractive for the receivers of touristic 

services. According to the United Nations projections, [7] until 2025 the contribution of 

the young population will decrease, compared to the old population which will increase. 

It is considered that until that year, participation of the young population (0-19 years) will 

be 24.5%, while the old population (over 65) will be represented with 9.7%, only to have 

this ratio changed in 2050 to detriment of the young population which will encompass 

20,1% of the overall population, while the old population will climb to 15.9% worldwide. 

When it comes to the developed countries this ratio will be even more discouraging and 

it is foreseen that in 2050 the percentage of old population will increase to 25%. 

 

GENDER STRUCTURE  

Gender structure, considering that because of different reasons too broad to be explicated 

in this paper, nowadays is not “discriminating” at all. Here we thing of the fact that, 

contrary to the situation from few decades ago when it could not be imagined for some 

sports to be practiced by women (soccer, wrestling sports etc.), today they actively take 

part in almost all sports. This of course relates to the competitive character of this type of 

tourism.  

The situation with the participation of women in sport-recreational activities but also the 

observing part, whereby almost every sport competition could be noted to have a large 

presence of the representatives of this gender, and most often in the highly developed 

countries in which the cultural level is also on a satisfactory level. Unfortunately, in 

touristic statistics the data of this character are not evidenced and systematized, therefore 

we are not able to provide some more specific data except the most general ones, which 

we mentioned earlier, namely, the visual ones. 

Still, from statistical data for gender structure, considering the global and local level, in 

some countries and even continents, especially the ones in the Middle East, and even 

some parts of the Balkan peninsula, in the middle parts of Africa and some other places, 

there is still one kind of gender discrimination present, regarding women. Therefore, for 

example, the tradition in these countries to nurture the male children more, which 

unfortunately are considered as more valuable, contributes for the harder life of the 

women population, which has a large influence over the larger degree of their mortality.  

The tradition that female individuals are not allowed to practice sport activities is still 

influential, and with that, they are not allowed to practice any type of such recreational 

activities. This type of condition in these countries directly mirrors over the development 

not of tourism only, but also over the development of sports tourism. Contrary to that, in 

more civilized countries, meaning in the countries where these traditions are completely 
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unimaginable, employment rate of women in tourism is much higher than men 

population, similar as in almost all other tertiary branches which directly derive as a result 

of sports tourism, namely of the economic effects realized by it.  

[6] Tourism often stands out as an activity that influences the emancipation of women 

and increases the activity of women work force. There is an assurance that the process of 

emancipation of women can be more or less dynamic, depending on the selection of basic 

directions of societal development, or of that which economic activity is given priority in 

development, and whether this activity engages women in work, which is interpreted as 

a foundational factor of emancipation.  

 

EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE  

Educational structure represents one of the quite important elements that influences the 

overall development of society, and with that the overall development of tourism, 

respectively sports tourism. In this direction, theoretical research for the beginnings of 

tourism development have a large influence, as well as its trends of movements during 

the research periods all the way to the contemporary scientifically research observations 

and projects that deal with this very important problematic. Accordingly, it is not an 

accident that we have a data that says that those countries in which the first scientists that 

deal with tourism appeared, namely the countries in which tourismology was established 

as a separate scientific branch, it is in these countries where tourism is most developed 

and in some states, it represents a main pillar in the realization of gross social product. 

With the aforementioned data, we would like to emphasize that in those countries which 

paid more attention to the educational structure in the tourism sphere compared to others, 

the effects of this economic branch, which some call a touristic industry are exceptionally 

large.  

In Republic of Macedonia, unfortunately the influence of the educational system and the 

education of the educational personnel which are or will be engaged in this economic 

branch, did not have much attention until ten years ago. In the last decade, there was a 

more serious approach towards creation of higher educational institutions which train 

cadres for work in the tourism sphere. This period coincides with the period when tourism 

in our country is expanding, and the number of visitors and overnight visits starts to grow 

with a large progression.  

Still, besides the above mentioned demographic components for the development of 

tourism and with that of sports tourism, there are many other remaining demographic 

factors out of which some have larger and some smaller significance. At this point we 

will enlist just a few of them, like for example the geographical population distribution, 

in which there is separation of areas and countries with a different population density, 

namely overpopulated areas which are a predisposition for higher development of 

tourism, then densely populated areas, areas with medium population, sparsely populated 

areas and non-populated areas.  

In this part, the meaning of the economic structure should also be pointed out, the 

structure of the active population according to the occupation, respectively the 

contribution in the main sectors, is an indicator for the social economic development of 

the world, of a country or a region in general.  

The analysis of the population in relation to the previously mentioned structure could be 

reviewed from two aspects in function of tourism.  

We know that the population is engaged in four sectors (primary, secondary, tertiary and 

quarterly), it is very important to know which of those employs the highest number of the 
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population. According to statistical data in the industrially most developed countries in 

the world, the biggest part of the active population is engaged in the tertiary and the 

quarterly sector, with an average of over 70%, while in developing and under developed 

countries the primary sector is dominant with approximately 50%, while in the tertiary 

and quarterly sector the participation of the active population is approximately 25%. All 

of this is closely connected with the educational structure of the population and with 

overall total revenues, which when combined, it gives us a complete picture of a certain 

area for the economic power of the population and its possibility to be a participant in the 

touristic movements.  

However, data shows up to the potential mass of tourists, thanks to their economic activity 

and of course the available income, depending on the activity they are engaged in. 

Therefore the scope of the work force in tourism and hospitality is not a sufficient 

indicator of the influence of tourism over the economic structures. The need for complex 

touristic services initiates the development of a chain of other economic activities, so we 

need to consider the indirect action of their participation in the shaping of the touristic 

offer. 

Many researchers are dealing with establishing indirect employment in tourism. Since 

there is no developed method for establishing the overall scope of employment in tourism, 

different authors suggest different coefficients of multiplication.  

As remaining population structures, the life standard, the problem with world hunger, the 

national income and the population and in this direction we would mention migrations. 

It is also very important to know the migration movements in the past, for the sake of 

tourism, how their dynamic was and the direction of the population migration, because 

all of this has a big influence in people’s travels. We may mention USA as an example, 

where the biggest part of the settlers is from Europe, where those with English ancestry 

are dominant and the life ideal of every American is to at least once in their lifetime visit 

the country of his/her ancestors. We can note the same with the example of Republic of 

Macedonia, where a large part of our emigration during the whole year comes to visit the 

country of their parents and grandparents. All of these belong in the group of foreign 

tourists because the biggest part of them possess a citizenship of the country where they 

come from, but the family, emotional and sentimental reasons are those that are 

predominant in the intention of spending their annual vacation in their ancestor’s country, 

instead of other destination in the world. Understandably, if the touristic offer includes a 

certain activity that involves sports tourism (like different competitions, where the tourists 

are active or passive participants etc.) the value of the touristic destination increases. 

Migrations, especially the temporary ones, are important for the destinations too, 

especially during the touristic season, where the number of migrants increases, which 

most often occurs thanks to the possibility for seasonal work.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The human is the basic driving force of the overall social economic and political life of 

the whole planet, and that is why its studying is quite important, including views from 

different aspects depending on the needs. In this direction, every successful touristic 

employee must have a knowledge of demography and the basic demographic indicators 

in order to successfully participate in the touristic stock exchanges. The link of the 

touristic and demographic development is an exceptionally complex one. The 

analytical instrument which would confirm the totality of the effect of the factors of 

touristic activity of the population does not exist. However, even the fragmented 
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establishment of global positive consequences has a value because of targeting tourism 

as a factor of revitalization and a stimulator of economic development. However, it is 

quite important to have a serious approach to the analysis, because even overly detailed 

elaboration of the mentioned problematic could not provide final answers, as because of 

the flotation of the factor itself and its numerous development forms, but also because of 

the autonomy of the system of the population. Still tourism is persistently apostrophized 

as a factor of revitalization of the space with unfavorable demographic trends.  

Up until now, the empirically confirmed and theoretically formulated effects of the 

tourism relate to the impact of the first massive forms of tourism, developed in time of 

exceptional investments of the overall community in a new and perspective economic 

area. It is also a time of different touristic organization, a different touristic market. 

Even in such constellation of potentials, stimulation measures, social climate and a 

period of “social enthusiasm” in the area of tourism, demographic effects are not 

uniformed.  

Only after a complex and interdisciplinary correlation research of the development of the 

population and tourism can we talk of what are the preconditions for tourism to truly 

become a catalyst of the population growth or recovery. The shortcomings may be 

excessive expectancies, inadequate investments, ambitious interventions in touristic 

construction and the emergence of monuments of touristic infrastructure, which witness 

the irrationality and failures.  
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ABSTRACT 

Against a new round of socio-economic change, (i.e. ‘Industry4.0’, ‘Knowledge 

Economy’) many small and medium-sized industrial towns outside agglomeration areas, 

have renewed problems in attracting economic development in the same way as larger 

cities. This article refers to the term Industrial Culture, as a tool to unlock previously un-

used potentials in such areas. It show along some examples to potential of Industrial 

Culture to mobilise new endogenous potentials in (old) industrialised regions, tackling 

place-bound problems or needs of the municipalities or sectors – thereby focussing 

directly on (perceived) needs of regional development in the regions. While aims and 

outcomes of the activities discussed in this article are rather long-term and thus difficult 

to assess, these approaches allow regions to tap in already existing resources, in 

addressing important part of the history and presence of (old) industrial places. Thereby 

it reaches a higher level of acceptance and regional stakeholders can be motivated to 

sustain this development, creating an interesting platform for regional dialogue and 

action. 

 

Keywords: Industrial Culture, Regional Development, EU policies, Territorial 

Potentials, Small- and medium-sized towns    

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the frame of major societal and economic changes, Europe’s industrial societies 

transformed over the last decades towards interlinked information societies which are 

increasingly based on knowledge-intensive services and creative industries. However, 

these developments are affecting territories in very different and uneven ways. Urban 

agglomerations are the major hubs in these developments, being the preferred location of 

innovation and the knowledge economy, often merging manufacturing and design sectors. 

By contrast, small and medium-sized towns in rural environments often continue to have 

a small industrial base. Moreover these regions do not succeed in attracting knowledge 

economy in the same way as large cities.  

At the same time, political attention to industrial production is increasing in the aftermath 

of the financial crisis. In a recent communication to the EU Parliament, the EU 

Commission ‘considers that a strong industrial base will be of key importance for 

Europe’s economic recovery and competitiveness’ [1]. In a similar vein, national and 

regional governments set up strategies for reindustrialisation through the development of 

‘Industry 4.0’ or smart specialisation strategies - both aiming at an increased valorisation 

of industrial labour. Additionally, one can notice a new interest in former industrial sites 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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and heritage locations by utilising them as sites for events or exhibition centres, often 

connected to events, such as the Cultural Capital of Europe award (e.g. Ruhr 2012), or 

World Heritage titles (e.g. Völklinger Hütte). To understand these trends and their 

possible impact on regional development in peripheral, old-industrialised areas in Central 

Europe, this article will refer to the term Industrial Culture, as a tool to unlock un-used 

potentials in such areas. 

This article will discuss the situation by referring to the recently started ‘InduCult2.0’ 

Central Europe INTERREG project (2016-2019) focussing on Industrial Culture in small- 

and medium-sized towns (www.inducult.eu). By drawing on the project aims, this article 

will briefly introduce framework conditions of Industrial Culture and the specific 

challenges in former industrialised towns outside agglomeration areas (section 2). To 

illustrate the use of Industrial Culture the paper will give three examples from across 

Central Europe (section 3) and finally discuss the main points in a conclusion (final 

section). 

 

INDUSTRIAL CULTURE – A THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Industrial Culture is a term that has no coherent definition, especially when taking into 

account different national contexts. It is often narrowed down to the physical remains of 

former industrial sites and their preservation or re-utilisation, often as sites for cultural 

events, education or other purposes. This understanding of Industrial Culture is captured 

best in the German expression ‘Industriekultur’, which focuses mostly on the tangible 

remains of industry, i.e. buildings, infrastructures and landscapes [2]. While this approach 

is indeed an important and the most wide-spread utilisation of the industrial past, previous 

research has highlighted already broader utilisations including also intangible aspects of 

the industrial past, focussing on skills, traditions and mind-sets [3], thereby addressing 

more the Anglo-American understanding of ‘Industrial Culture’, as a  comprehensive 

‘milieu’ of social and physical remains [4].    

Industrial Culture in its broader sense has gained an unprecedented popularity across 

various sectors in the recent decades. Not only several world heritage titles and initiatives 

address the industrial past (e.g. UNESCO heritage application ‘Ore mountains’, European 

Route for Industrial Heritage), but also spectacular events like Cultural Capital in the 

Ruhr 2012, have celebrated the (bygone) era of intensive, industrial mass production. In 

this context, cultural heritage has been identified in numerous EU strategies as an 

important driver of change [5], mainly in relation to the tourism sector, but also in context 

of creating a joint European identity [6]. Various scientific articles proof this relation, 

having led to a trend where towns and cities ‘rediscover’ their industrial heritage, despite 

the often subdued value of industrial heritage as a tourism product [7].  

Additionally, one can find initiatives that aim to strengthen industrial knowledge and 

production. As a reaction to the on-going financial crisis since 2008, policy makers are 

focusing more on a re-industrialisation of Europe fostering this development with strategy 

papers - such as the EU's policies for the industrial sector, laid out in the Competitiveness 

Report 2013 [1]. In connection to these aims the European Territorial Agenda 2020 

demands a more focused approach towards endogenous, place-based (territorial) 

potentials [8]. Here the second, knowledge-based aspect of Industrial Culture comes into 

use: intangible assets, i.e. the existing skills, traditions and knowledge of old-

industrialised regions and its people. In the past old-industrialised regions were drivers of 

change, being entrepreneurial and innovative by developing specific mind-sets and skills 

in their field of production [9]. These intangible remains of the industrial age form a 
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pivotal, but so far neglected resource in any re-industrialisation effort. A summary of the 

approach can be found in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Post-industrial resources (own design) 

 

Therefore, the main question in this context is how to utilise existing skills and knowledge 

of traditional industries with the demands of a globalised market economy, build on 

creativity and innovation – in other words how to activate the specific milieu of old-

industrialised regions and reactivate pioneer spirit to face nowadays challenges.  

For Europe’s old-industrialised regions that are situated outside agglomeration areas this 

question is especially difficult to answer. These regions often still possess highly-

competitive industrial units, albeit without the vast employment effect for the region, they 

once had [10]. Nevertheless, such places and industries face specific problems, which are 

often place-based. Being situated outside agglomeration areas results in a stronger 

reliance on local workforce and knowledge in order to remain competitive. This is a 

challenging task for regions with often high rates of outmigration, a lack of higher 

education facilities and the persistent negative image from the times of structural change 

[11].  

Within this context described above, the INTERREG project “InduCult2.0” links regions 

with a distinct industrial past and present, which are situated outside major agglomeration 

areas in Central Europe. In recent years, all of them have undergone deep transformation 

processes due to automation, adaptation to globalized production patterns and the opening 

of markets in the former state-led economies. The long economic predominance of 

industrial production has brought about a particular cultural setting in the project partners’ 

territories. It is made up of certain skills, attitudes, traditions as well as tangible 

monuments and artefacts. However, these regions are usually considered culturally less 

active and they are not utilizing the existing industrial culture to their full development 

potential [12].  
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EXAMPLES 

To valorise the existing potentials in such areas project partners will embark on a range 

of activities dedicated to use Industrial Culture as a lever for regional development. 

Thereby they follow a combination of different elements of regional knowledge and 

sectors of society interlinking the industrial past, presence and future (Fig. 2). To illustrate 

the possible ways of utilisations the text will highlight some European examples which 

are already dealing– in one way or the other - with aspects of Industrial Culture. 

 

 
Figure 2. InduCult2.0 – Central idea (own design) 

 

Example 1: 

Lange Nacht der Industrie – Long Night of Industry  

The long night of industry is an event format applied in various German towns and regions 

promoting industrial work places and companies. The concept follows similar formats 

(long night of science) by opening various companies for one night to visitors, providing 

guided tours and information on production techniques, work places and job 

opportunities. The concept is sometimes enlarged by cultural offers. More than 550 

companies and 64.000 visitors were participating in 2016. It was implemented due to a 

lack of understanding of industry labour by locals and the role of industrial production 

for our society. The format usually includes a big kick-off-meeting in the regions and 

continues with information stands, guided tours, events, presentations, flyers, discussions, 

workshops in companies and production sites. The event also receives a high-level of 

media attention in the regions. The long night of industry creates a range of positive 

effects:  By opening to the public the companies can change their often still negative 

image and promote the company to future employees. Visitors gain new awareness for 

regional industries and have a possibility to gain new knowledge about industrial 

production and its role for the regional development of these areas.   

www.langenachtderindustrie.de 

 

 

 

 

http://www.langenachtderindustrie.de/
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Example 2: 

Linz Tabakfabrik – Tobacco Factory Linz 

The Tabakfabrik (the Linz tobacco factory) is a 40.000 m², old industrial space in the city 

of Linz (Austria). The initial building complex is a heritage-listed industrial site erected 

in the 1930s. The site contains Austria’s very first steel frame building constructed in the 

New Objectivity style. The location witnessed industrial production in form of textile, 

and later tobacco processing for more than 300 years. The site is now being reconverted 

– in a step-by-step approach - into a major creative space. It is one of the many former 

industrial sites across Europe that has been re-modelled into a space for creative industries 

and consumerism. 

The last tobacco production on site has ceased in the year 2009, when the city of Linz 

bought the property and started to convert the place with the aim to create the ‘major 

creative hub in Upper Austria’. The case thereby represents –in contrast to other projects 

of such scale - a state-led revitalization initiative, securing long-term funding and political 

commitment. In this context the example is especially interesting, as it explicitly aims at 

the creation of value-chains between creative industries, research, arts and industries on 

the site. It represents a ‘steered’ approach towards the creation of innovation across 

various sectors. Next to the industrial innovation aspect, the site is currently also 

extensively used for art exhibitions and performances, following an artistic concept for 

the time of the refurbishment of the different buildings in the area.  

For the concept of Industrial Culture, as discussed in this article, not only the setting in 

form of an old production site, but especially the direct link to new ways of production 

and product design is interesting. Thereby it creates a material manifestation between old 

and new forms of production incorporated in one place.    

www.tabakfabrik-linz.at 

 

Example 3: 

Maker Faire 

Maker Faire is an event format first popularized in the United States, which received 

world-wide attention and follow-ups. It is in line with many other, also stationary 

innovation initiatives that circulate around the idea of ‘making’, i.e. FabLabs, 

Makerspaces, and Techshops etc.  The core idea of all these formats is sharing knowledge 

and skills, as well as collaborating on innovation and creativity in various sectors.  

The original Maker Faire format exists since 2006 and has gradually expanded to a world-

wide event. The single events aim at bringing creative and innovative people (‘maker’) 

together in order to show-case their works, exchange knowledge and collaborate on 

design and development ideas. The events are usually open to the public, not limited to a 

certain sector and contain a cultural side program. Initial fairs where strongly marked by 

the participation of enthusiasts. Nowadays also research institutions, schools and 

companies are part of this maker scene meetings. 

For the concept of Industrial Culture this approach is interesting, as also small and 

medium-sized towns with an industrial background started to adapt this format in order 

to foster innovation spirit. 

www.makerfaire.com      

 

CONCLUSION 

The examples selected show different approaches of utilising Industrial Culture. They 

address different target groups –namely inhabitants, start-up companies and creative 

http://www.tabakfabrik-linz.at/
http://www.makerfaire.com/
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people in the cases discussed above. The aims of the initiatives are different: They range 

from raising interest and securing labour force for existing industries, building creative 

hubs for future industries and fostering innovative spirit by valorising the past, present 

and future aspect of industrial spaces and traditions, such as existing companies, buildings 

and innovative spirit. Different as the here portrayed approaches might be, they all use 

specific, place-bound potentials of (old) industrialised spaces. Moreover, the examples 

clearly address specific endogenous place-bound problems or needs of the municipalities 

or sectors in which they take place – thereby focussing directly on (perceived) needs of 

regional development in the regions. 

This raises the question of how much potential such approaches have in terms of fostering 

regional development in old industrialised regions in Europe, especially when they are 

situated outside major agglomeration areas. Given the examples above, it is hard to assess 

the impact of these cases in connection to the postulated aims, especially as they often 

target soft factors. While financial viability or outreach of some of these approaches might 

be measureable, the real aims are long-term and difficult to assess by such formats, as 

other factors clearly play a role, when thinking of job choices, creativity and innovation. 

Nevertheless, these approaches allow regions to tap in already existing resources, because 

they address an important part of the history and presence of (old) industrial places. 

Thereby it reaches a higher level of acceptance and regional stakeholders can be 

motivated to sustain this development. It thereby creates an interesting platform for 

regional dialogue and action, which is otherwise often missing in such regions, where 

networks either are internally too strong (‘lock-in’) or externally too weak to generate 

new impulses for regional development. With the InduCult2.0 project the partner 

consortium hopes to create a deeper understanding on the possibilities and challenges 

when dealing with Industrial Culture in regional development.  
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ABSTRACT 

The culture tourism represents a touristic form that attracts growing number of visitors 

recurrently. Especially those categories of tourists that have touristic needs and motifs to 

learn and find out something more about the culture and the cultural heritage of the 

destination they visit. If there is a possibility of performing additional creative activities 

included in the visit, then the value of the touristic destination also increases.  

The active tourism implies a need of rich cultural heritage for creating an attractive 

touristic offer, like the one Macedonia has at its disposal. Therefore, in this direction it is 

very important to use the appropriate available potentials for development of creative 

tourism. 

The paper has a goal to present the basic principles, benefits and potentials which 

Republic of Macedonia has at its disposal for development of creative tourism. 

Additionally, this paper will provide a review of the results of a survey in direction of 

establishing the perspectives that the country features.  

 

Key words: Culture tourism, R. Macedonia, creative tourism, perspectives  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Tourism and tourist requirements in contemporary societal flows permanently note 

changes and imply a creation of new touristic attractions and activities that would satisfy 

the tourist desires and requirements. Classic, formal forms of tourism are more and more 

put on the margins, and the primate is taken by new and non-typical forms of tourism. 

The cultural tourism is such, as well as its forms that slowly but surely become touristic 

forms that have a high value at the world touristic trade centers and are attractive for 

tourists. However, the overall touristic development of destinations that is full of 

traditional cultural touristic attractions and events is not enough in the cultural touristic 

offer for the last few years. Tourists have started looking for new experiences in the 

cultural tourism domain. Such novelties are looked for in gastronomy, acquiring some 

new skills, getting familiar with the tradition and history of the area, learning foreign 

languages, religion and communication with the domestic citizens. “Tourism is a new 

form of tourism which has the potential change existing models of tourism development 

and to make a contribution to diversifying and innovating the tourist experience. By doing 

so, creative tourism can help to stimulate local economic, social and cultural 

development” [9]. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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In that direction this paper examines the background and development of the creative 

tourism concept, showing how the production and consumption of experiences has shifted 

from cultural tourism to creative tourism.  

 

METHODOLOGY  

When talking about cultural tourism and its activities, it is obvious that we deal with 

complex phenomena which require application of diverse methods that commonly 

necessitate a great deal of information. That is why the study is based on classical 

methodology, which is applied widely in tourism studies, such as research methods of 

analysis and synthesis which allow us a scientific approach in clarifying the role and place 

of tourism in national and local economy. That is partially why the survey method was 

employed in the analysis.  

The aim of this paper is, on secondary information, to provide theoretically based case 

studies analysis of the essential characteristics and key resources of creative tourism in 

Macedonia and the conditions and factors that determine its development and on the basis 

of primary information to develop a framework that can act as a policy and guide for 

further planning of this type of tourism in general. 

 

THEORETICAL ASPECTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE TOURISM 

Creative tourism was first defined by Richards and Raymond “as an extension or a 

reaction to cultural tourism. According to them creative tourism is tourism which offers 

visitors the opportunity to develop their creative potential through active participation in 

learning experiences which are characteristic of the holiday destination where they are 

undertaken” [5]. UNESCO then defines creative tourism as with participative learning in 

the arts, heritage, or special character of a place, and it provides a connection with those 

who reside in this place and create this living culture [11]. “Distinctions between tourism, 

recreation and leisure are slowly fading in the postmodern world. It is difficult to 

differentiate between tourists and participants in other forms of recreation. Tourism and 

recreation offerings take place in the same facilities and compete for customers’ use of 

money and time” [1]. “This need of learning can be focused on versatile local activities, 

enabling the use of local skills. This not only generates revenue in the host communities 

but also offers meaningful contact between hosts and guests” [6]. Smith discusses the 

increasing importance of creativity in the development of cities and destinations. 

According to her, traditional heritage sites as such will not be enough in today’s keen 

competition. Furthermore, the destination may not even have enough heritage attractions 

to promote but need to shift focus on developing contemporary tourism products based 

on the idea of creative tourism [10].   

Richards and Wilson highlight the role of lifestyle entrepreneurs, who tend to choose rural 

settings with established creative communities for their operations [9]. The creative and 

imaginative capital of the respective locations tends to pave the way for successful 

tourism businesses. Richards sees as the main drivers of creative tourism the standardized 

nature of products on the one hand and modern man’s need for self development on the 

other hand [6]. From a destination point of view the cons of creative tourism are obvious: 

the meaningful contact between hosts and guests can be transformed into economic gain 

as locals are needed to teach the tourists whatever local skills they are eager to pursue. 

This way the leakages of the local economy can be cut off. To do this successfully, 

Richards emphasizes that on the destination level it is of utmost importance to find the 

linkage between the resources of the destination and the needs of the tourists [6]. Only 
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this combination can successfully bridge the supply and the demand.  

Creativity and the outcome of creative processes, innovation, require the right envi-

ronment and sufficient time resources. Furthermore, ability to co-operate and commu-

nicate is a prerequisite for creativity. “Creative tourism should provide a valuable 

experience for tourists and transfer unique values promoting local identities. Moreover, 

creative tourism is a projection of a new tourism type in which natural, cultural and 

personal resources are not manipulated and exploited but valued and enriched” [2]. 

 

THE MEANING OF CREATIVE TOURISM AS A CONCEPT AND   

TRANSITION FROM CULTURAL TOWARDS CREATIVE TOURISM 

Creative tourism is generally perceived as a form of cultural tourism and it is essentially 

different from the mainstream cultural tourism as it will be elaborated further in the paper. 

While traditional cultural tourism is based on “viewing”, “seeing” and “contemplating” 

(e.g. visiting museums, art galleries, concerts, ballet performances and the like), creative 

tourism is based on “experiencing”, “participating” and “learning” [4]. This is how 

creative tourism is positioned as a part of the next generation of such tourism, which has 

a target of satisfying the self-actualization need, mostly concentrating on development of 

active skills. Moreover, creative tourism includes tourist resources that are actually 

essentially processes (ex. Crafts, festivals, singing, dances, painting etc.), and it is 

precisely this that makes it not so bound to locations compared to cultural tourism in 

general.  

“Creative tourism is, therefore, more sustainable in nature than traditional cultural 

tourism based on the consumption of built environments and contributes to the 

development of the destination” [9]. Therefore, the increased meaning and the more 

intensive development of this selective form of tourism is not only caused by the fullness 

of tourists from the forms of cultural tourism up until now, and as products that are only 

offered on the market, but also from the wish of tourists to be interacting with the 

destination and its cultural heritage. According to Richards, the creative tourism is driven 

by a few factors from the sphere of production and consumption: skilled nature of 

consumption, growing importance of experiences, and greater role for intangible and 

everyday culture in tourism [8]. The basic characteristics of these factors will be 

explained in continuance: 

The rise of skilled consumption - Society nowadays is largely moving towards something 

called ”skilled consumption”, in education inclusion, self-development and creative 

activities in general that depend on individual capability and creativity, whereby unskilled 

consumption has a tendency of being boring and repetitive. In this sense, skilled 

consumption is becoming more interesting in the process of practice itself. The increase 

of the challenge level, and consequently the excitement, is all coming from exercising the 

activity and skill development.  

The experience economy – “The Experience Economy means competition that has goods 

production or services as a foundation, and those are replaced by competition for 

experiences production. What they argue is that goods and services can be simply copied, 

which in turn decreases the prices resulting in profit reduction. Contrary, experiences are 

actually unique phenomena hard to be copied since they are produced for consumers, also 

directly involving them individually” [4].  

Shift from tangible to intangible tourism resources - The increasing deployment of 

intangible cultural resources in the tourism product increases the experiences’ 

importance. Tourism becomes more and more dependent on intangible elements like for 
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example the image and the area environment. The media is becoming growingly 

important for creation and distribution of such images. What is also significant are the 

narratives, which create ‘stories’ about people and locations which is what makes certain 

destinations attractive.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The shift from tangible to intangible resources in tourism [7] 

 

Shift from high culture to everyday culture - The increasing significance of intangible 

culture also means that the cultural content type is changing. Previously, cultural tourism 

was actually dominated by high culture, meaning the museums, art galleries, monuments 

and similar venues, which are what constitutes the ‘must-see’ sites for numerous 

destinations. These mass sites actually become increasingly avoided for the typical tourist 

nowadays, whose desire is to look for small-scale, non-typical touristic places which other 

tourists haven’t yet discovered. Local places like bars, cafes and restaurants that serve 

local food, which the locals also consume, the markets which sell fresh products from the 

region, all of these are types of places where tourists hope to find ‘authentic’ culture.  

Desire for active, engaging experiences - The tourist has a desire to have more direct 

contact with real people and engaging with local culture and creative practices. The 

postmodern identity search including the roots and the meaning inspires number of people 

to look for experiences that provide them the chance to have interaction with the local 

communities, finding out more about them and their relation to the world. 

The need for places to make themselves more distinctive - Simultaneously with tourist’ 

search for new experiences, the number of transforming places also increases. The issue 

becomes the question on how to make it stand out from the crowd. Of course, some cities 

have exercised the method of building new monuments, just to appear on global stage, 

like Guggenheim in Bilbao, Spain. However, the places that are able to afford this type 

of investments are not too many. Utilization of creative resources in development of 

intangible events and attractions may represent a good alternative for a number of 

communities. For example, the celebration of the Orthodox Christian holiday Vodici in 

Ohrid, where the visitors have a chance to be included in the celebration. 

The analyzed changes in producing and consuming of tourist experiences brings us to the 

conclusion that there is a double shift happening in the foundation of cultural tourism. 

Looking at the consumers, they are more actively included in the culture, and the 

producers are starting to use the whole potential of cultural and creative resources, that 

they have available and incorporate the lifestyle culture since this is what makes the 

destination distinguishable from others.  

When the creative tourism is analyzed, many essential characteristics stand out as a 

segment of cultural tourism, such as: 

- increased touristic value of the destination thanks to the creativity; 
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- includes utilization of non-material values that thanks to creative tourism can be used, 

differing from the material values that are prone to degradation and various physical 

damages; 

- Relatively easy promotion and decreased need for infrastructural elements when 

distributing the final touristic product; 

- Distinct economic development; 

- Preservation and protection of spiritual and sacral values, which are a form of cultural 

heritage. 

 

CREATIVE TOURISM AND TOURISTIC DESTINATION 

In the concept and development of creative touristic destinations, the management has a 

significant role, having a challenge to create an offer that will be unique and authentic for 

the tourists, at the same time not disturbing the destination’s identity and not disrupting 

the cultural resources and the life of the local community. 

 “Creative Tourism” involves more interaction, in which the visitor has an educational, 

emotional, social, and participative interaction with the place, its living culture, and the 

people who live there. They feel like a citizen. This third generation requires that 

managers also evolve, recognizing the creativity within their city as a resource, and 

providing new opportunities to meet the evolving interests of tourists. “Creative Tourism” 

is considered to be a new generation of tourism. “The development of creative touristic 

destination should be happening through a process of interaction among the visitors and 

the destination, at the same time living an experience that is enabled by the offered 

creative ‘treasure” [11]. In this direction, the development of touristic destination imposes 

the need of active participation of tourists in the role of co-creators of the cultural 

experience that they will gain from the destination. This simplifies the process of the 

destination’s sale as a ready touristic offer or a service. This way, the process of 

preservation of the destinations’ identity will become easier, as well as the stimulation of 

the consumption of the local culture and its creative output. 

On the world’s tourism market, famous cultural destinations increasingly develop 

different types of creative tourism like for example Barcelona, the program Creative 

Austria in Austria, Ontario in Canada etc. Less known cultural destinations also have their 

own offer directed towards creative tourists and offer different activities for development 

of creative tourism and use this to increase the destination’s competitiveness. Possibilities 

for development of creative tourism can be seen in the following facts: 

- Creative tourism is not the only possible development option of the cultural tourism of 

the destination, but a specific part of the offer; 

-In developing creative tourism, the creativity is quite important in creating the touristic 

supply of the destination; 

-It can be developed in destination that desires to strengthen its position among 

destinations that have cultural tourism as a development concept; 

-It can be developed into a destination that wants to strengthen its position among 

destinations that chose cultural tourism as a development concept; 

-Creative tourism must be developed in such a way to preserve the values of the cultural 

resources and the quality of life of the local community; 

-Creative tourism can be developed by a destination that does not possess sufficient 

cultural resources, but develops or wants to develop cultural tourism; 

-Creative tourism builds on the existing touristic products of the destination and builds a 

unique image of the creative destination; 
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It is possible to develop creative tourism inside of different social phenomena, creative 

activities and programs like for example organizing different culinary workshops, art 

colonies, studying traditional customs, dances, singing and playing instruments, writing 

abeceda, old fashioned fishing, etc. 

These different types of creative experiences are also linked to various forms of delivery 

and organization structure. Many new networks are springing up which link together 

creative producers in order to engage in collaborative marketing and to increase the 

visibility of creative activities. Destinations are also beginning to form partnerships of 

creative enterprises, as well as linking the creative and tourism sectors in order to develop 

new creative experiences.  

 

CREATIVE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES  

IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

Republic of Macedonia is known by the significant cultural heritage, connected with 

ethnographical and ethnological characteristics, and numerous events that are created on 

different basis. However, still Macedonia has huge cultural potential at its disposal, that 

can be a great pre-condition for development of cultural, and consequently, creative 

tourism, and for a long time is accounted for a destination directed towards the summer 

season. 

The creative tourism as one segment in the complexity of the cultural tourism can 

contribute in the creation of a special cultural touristic offer, but also in strengthening of 

the competitive position of the Macedonian destination in the development of cultural 

tourism. The claims in direction of the actual touristic trends listed in the national strategy 

for tourism, that foresee a change in the behavior of the tourists in searching new and 

authentic experiences also take part in the context of the development of cultural tourism. 

The demand of the so-called “sunny vacations” will stagnate, even decrease, and the 

travels based on activities will increase, and there will be a shortening of the long 

vacations in favor of more short ones, and the cities will have benefit.  

The prognosis point to alternative means to spend the resources, time and financial means 

and the more experienced tourist will more often show interest in larger environment 

authenticity, especially in the direction of emotional satisfaction and the need for 

personalization. 

The creative tourism and the necessity for its development as evolution in the offer of 

cultural tourism in the Republic of Macedonia are exceptionally important. However, still 

in this country there is no national strategy for development of cultural tourism, at all. 

This type of tourism development should be given a special importance in the appropriate 

documents, because of the content, the organizational and the social advantages it offers. 

Creative tourism can occur as an additional value in the destinations, or as a new initiative 

in those destinations that are only now shaping and breaching on the tourist market. In 

the touristic offer of Republic of Macedonia, creative tourism does not exist as an 

organized and independent offer, but a large number of workshops and events that are 

creative by their nature can be found, and these enrich the touristic package offered to the 

visitors. Such are a large number of art colonies, visits of sheepfolds where the visitors 

are included in the process of making the cheese, taking part in preparation of local food 

specialties, production of wine and rakija, taking part in different crafts etc. 

In addition, the results by survey done with tourists in one of the most meaningful 

cultural-historical monuments in Skopje but also in Macedonia are given. The survey was 

conducted in February, 2017 and was done over a representative group made by domestic 
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and foreign tourists. Concerning the condition with the creative tourism in Macedonia, 

the results are surprising, which say that high 60% of the tourists would actively take part 

in certain activities, out of which the biggest percentage belongs to gastronomic activities, 

then comes the archeological sites, craftsman workshops and manifestations. Out of 

which the highest percent belongs to the gastronomic activities with 21.6%, the 

participation in craftsman workshops follows with 18,3%, while in archeological cites 

16,6% of the examinees wanted to be included and in agricultural activities 15%. Of those 

which chose to participate in craftsman workshops 72% are women, while regarding the 

archeological sites 63% were male. The education degree suggests active participation in 

touristic movements connected to cultural tourism with examinees with university or 

higher degrees. Of the survey respondents 53% finished university education, 11% are 

Masters of Science, while 6% had PhD degrees. As a primary goal for visiting the Old 

bazaar in Skopje, 40% of the respondents list the religious buildings, represented with 

churches, monasteries and mosques, 20% listed the cultural manifestations, while the 

museums and the atmosphere had equal number of respondents, namely 13%. 

The data shown indicate the need of including the creative activities in the touristic tours 

and arrangements, intended for the domestic, but also the foreign tourists. These type of 

activities would cause numerous positive consequences: 

- Development of certain touristic destinations that are not sufficiently or not at all 

included in the touristic offer; 

- Strengthening the small and medium enterprises; 

- Negligible investments; 

- Creative programs that have influence over the competitiveness of the tourism  

product; 

- The spending in the destination increases; 

- Decrease of the seasonality (a problem that affects all touristic destinations in the 

country, including Skopje, although in the capital seasonality in tourism is the least 

expressed); 

- Preservation of the cultural heritage. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Undoubtedly, the creative tourism is one of the newer and current touristic forms that are 

especially attractive for a growing number of tourists, including those groups that chose 

Republic of Macedonia as a touristic destination. In this direction we need to use the 

numerous potentials that we as a country have at disposal and to transform them into 

creative activities, which will keep the attention of a large number of tourists. 

Creative tourism opens up a space for numerous benefits and as it can be noted by the 

conducted survey results, needs to be used in the right direction. Moreover, it is necessary 

to direct the tourism towards preparation of specific strategic programs and plans for 

development of cultural tourism in the country at national or regional level, and to then 

approach to a more serious and responsible plan in the development of creative tourism, 

which will of course lead to numerous positive results. 
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ABSTRACT 

The appearance of low-cost airline companies and with that the introduction of cheap 

flights caused an appearance of a new phase in the development of air traffic and the 

traffic in general. 

These airline companies are offering their services for lower prices than the other airline 

companies, but as a result they have their own principles and some segments of their work 

can be expressed in positive or negative sense for the passengers.  

The Republic of Macedonia is a country that is characterized by the slow tourism 

development with a lot of challenges and introduction of low cost airlines seems as a 

stepping stone in the tourism development and positioning on the tourism market, with 

an accent on European tourism market.  

The goal of the paper is to establish whether the introduction of the low cost airlines 

influences the increase of the number of travelers, through the analysis of the data 

regarding the number of transported passengers after the introduction of these low-cost 

flights on the two airports in the country, Alexander the Great – Skopje and St. Paul the 

Apostle – Ohrid. Moreover, to conclude whether this indirectly leads towards an increase 

of the number of tourists, above all foreign tourists in Macedonia.  

Keywords: low cost airlines, tourist’s number, R. Macedonia 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The growth of low cost carriers in the world is arguably the single most important factor 

currently shaping the airline industry. Low budget airway companies slowly but surely 

take the primate in the airway industry and increase their representation relating to the 

overall number of transported passenger on local, regional and world level. These airline 

companies are most represented in the developed countries, although in the last decade 

they also represent a trend for developing countries. The number of users of these servers 

continuously rises and analogically to that, so does the representation of low cost air 

carriers on the airway transportation market. With this, their profit notes permanent 

growth, which is especially relatable since 2007 onwards, with the appearance of the 

economic crises and the bankruptcy of a large number of regular airline companies. 

The entrance of these low cost air carriers in the region, including the Republic of 

Macedonia in 2011, brought one new wave in the development of the air transport, which 

inevitably contributed towards continuous growth of the number of travelers at the 

airports on one, and cost increase on the other hand.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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It is these companies performance in the region precisely what brought about the analysis 

of this paper, and the surrounding countries and the condition with the low cost carriers 

in the aforementioned are also analyzed and reviewed, in terms of the representation of 

the companies at the countries which have airports competitive to the Skopje airport, the 

price of the tickets of low cost carrier companies and regular companies, then the number 

of destinations of the airline, but also the number of transported passengers in timeframe 

depending on the availability of appropriate data.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY  

Low cost carrier airline companies are slowly but surely anchoring in the airway 

transportation. Despite their impact on the overall airline industry, low cost companies 

have received very little attention in the economics literature. A few studies [5] have 

attempted to estimate the overall fare savings attributable to low cost companies. Other 

studies [3] have studied the impact level of low cost companies’ entry on incumbent 

carriers. While low-cost carriers only carry 15% of the domestic traffic in the United 

States, their impact on prices is significant and broadly distributed over the marketplace. 

This paper defines the low-cost carrier to be an airline that operates a point-to-point 

network, pays employees below the industry average wage, and offers no frills service 

[7]. “Initially, low-cost carriers were successful because they were not about luring away 

customers, but instead they aimed for a new consumer group by offering cheaper tickets 

making those people able to travel by airplane that would otherwise not have flown 

because of financial reasons” [4].  

As it can be noted, the low cost airlines made certain revolution in the airway traffic, and 

with that also over the touristic development of specific destinations. Finally, Low cost 

companies are responsible for 70% of the 1995-2012 increase in the number of intra-

European flights or seats and 64% of the seat-km [2]. 

However, it would be wrong to claim that the low-cost airlines can replace the scheduled 

airlines since today safety plays an important factor in selecting the air carrier. “Besides, 

the appearance of low-cost airlines has positively influenced the pricing policy of regular 

carriers who, whether they like it or not, have to introduce new tariff systems with 

significantly lower fares” [8]. There are at least two reasons why the launch of low cost 

flights should affect tourism positively. First, by improving the affordability of 

international flights low cost airlines might generate additional tourism demand, second, 

by operating towards minor airports, they could also play a role in boosting niche tourism 

markets in smaller regions, such as Macedonia. 

New potential of the low cost airline companies were identified through extensive 

searches on the internet and in the literature. Then the list of potential newcomers was 

filtered by simulation booking and comparing prices with traditional airlines in the 

Republic Of Macedonia. Through this process, a list of all companies that are operating 

in the country was created. 

The present research study takes as its research methodology or research design the 

analysis and synthesis of secondary sources of data and information due to the nature of 

the present study as discussed above. There are quite a few ways through which both the 

quantitative and qualitative research can be conducted. As of today, there are a number 

of research methods and designs which are approved by a number of social scientists and 

business research scholars. The sources are acquired from a number of different sources 

such as journals, books, research websites, recent and very latest surveys, the analyses of 
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these surveys, official aviation websites, and websites of a number of airlines spreading 

over the entire globe and so on. 

To represent the networks of low-cost airline carriers in the Republic of Macedonia, we 

had to create our own database in which the previously low-cost airline carriers and their 

network and destination properties were listed. 

 

LOW COST AIRLINES – PRINCIPLES OF WORK 

On American and European soil the first tries for lowering the prices of airplane tickets 

appear after WWII. However, the real change appeared in the U.S. in 1978, when the role 

of government in the airway companies was slowly marginalized, while in Europe the 

changes followed only after 1994 when new era of cooperation began, among the 

continental airway carriers to specific destination in the country, and it is only later when 

these flights appear on the “old continent” when the European laws allow for low cost 

carriers to fly out of the countries in which they are registered, meaning outside of their 

national market. 

Today, these companies fly on all continents and in almost all world regions, and as an 

example we can take the data that says that in 2010, 94 low cost carrier companies were 

registered, carrying 650 million passengers, (23,5%), operating 5.8 million flights (19% 

of all regular flights) and serving 16,4 thousands routes (21,4%) [1]. 

Of the low 4 % in transported passengers in 1998, the number reached incredible 38% in 

2010. In the period of 2004-2009 these aircraft companies note a growth of 18%, 

compared to the regular aircraft companies that have growth less than 0%. Low-cost 

carriers carried more than 950 million passengers in 2015, approximately 28% of total 

scheduled passengers [9]. 

 

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW COST AIRLINES 

The scientific and the broader public are both familiar with the main characteristics of 

low cost airlines, specific for them as a special category of air transport.  

The basic characteristics are that these companies most frequently use the minor airports 

and much less the main ones (which is an exception in Macedonia) because they are much 

cheaper to serve the airlines themselves, the airport taxes are much lower too. They can 

be even 200-300 km away from the cities, but they have a positive influence of the work 

improvement of the secondary airports. 

As a next characteristic of these low cost carriers appears the absence of sale saloons, so 

it is necessary to look for all the services online, if not that service is additionally charged. 

If it comes to canceling or rescheduling the flight, the airline company is not obligated to 

reimburse the services to the passengers.  

Actually, what is sometimes thought of as the most meaningful characteristic of the low 

cost airline companies are the flexible terms for flying, that leave some space for delay 

of flights, but on the other hand the flights by these companies are usually at night and do 

not employ an easy connection to other flights. 

Moreover, the length of the flight falls in this category, the space of the seats, the option 

to reserve certain seats is charged, the services in the aircraft are expensive and very 

importantly there is no possibility to cancel the reservation by the passenger.  

The main advantage of these flights is of course their basic characteristic – the price of 

the ticket, but also the continuous growth of destinations from which these airplanes fly. 

In the public there is a belief that says that the prices of tickets will be even lower in 

future, but unfortunately this is not so, due to the fact that expenses of these companies 
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increase. So, price of kerosene, air control expenses, airport, amortization, insurance 

expenses, aircraft maintenance, salary expenses, catering etc. 

 

LOW COST AIRLINES IN REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA, ANALYSIS OF 

CONDITION, PERSPECTIVES AND TOURISM DEVELOPMENT  

Frequently, the tourism is represented as one of the instruments that initiate the local 

development of certain destinations, but as such he represents quite a specific category, 

conditioned by a number of factors, like the touristic values that the destination may offer, 

but also the remaining factors significant for the tourism, like the traffic connectivity. One 

of the ways to have easy accessibility is of course the high level of development of the 

airline traffic. If this is regarding a destination that is connected by operating low cost 

carrier airline companies, then the possibility of touristic development of the 

aforementioned destination increases.  

A higher number of experts claim that establishing the influence of the low cost carriers 

in specific touristic destination is an empirical question, still in this paper an effort has 

been made to represent the findings as realistically as possible, that are connected to low 

cost airline companies and their work start in the Republic of Macedonia, as well as the 

viability of the government subsidies to some of them. The accessible data relating these 

exact flights are utilized in the paper.  

At the beginning these companies operated only in the developed countries. Above all the 

western countries, and only afterwards with the acceptance of new members from Eastern 

Europe into the European Union and adopting of the legislation in the countries that have 

not yet joined, has led to the introduction of new routes of low cost airlines. The period 

from 2004 to 2006 saw the introduction of the routes towards Bulgaria, Slovenia, Poland, 

Hungary, The Czech Republic, Turkey, and only afterwards follows the Republic of 

Macedonia in 2011 and at the beginning the Skopje airport, Alexander The Great and 

only later in the Ohrid’s St. Paul the Apostle airport. When it comes to the Republic of 

Macedonia and the civil air traffic, the Law on Civil Aviation stands out, and the changes 

that influence the liberalization of air traffic in the country, adopted in 2006 when the 

abovementioned was set in accordance to the laws of the European Union regarding the 

civil aviation, which leave room for novelties in the air traffic.  

The official entrance of the low cost airline carriers in the country happened in September 

2011, when the first flight by the Hungarian Wizz Air was scheduled, relating from 

Skopje to Luton (London) airport, and the rest of the flights were to Milano, Malme, 

Munich, Dortmund and Basel. The aforementioned company has been chosen and the 

Macedonian government had set aside 306 million denars for two times, as subsidies for 

the low cost airline carriers for the periods of 2012-2015 and 2015-2018 which was 

foreseen to contribute to, and it also had an influence in attracting foreign tourists and 

foreign investments from one, but also increasing the number of travelers that visit 

European capitals from the other hand [9]. 

This period the Skopje airport is connected with 29 airlines, while in Ohrid, as a most 

meaningful touristic center in this country, 8 airline companies are operating, out of which 

one is low cost carrier (subsided) airline. The local self-government had set aside 

3.100.000 MKD from its budget, in the period 2015-2018 to subsidy the line Ohrid-

London. These flights are of exceptional importance for the tourism not only in Ohrid as 

a most important summer Macedonian touristic destination, including the Ohrid coastline, 

but also for the whole Southwestern region. The Hungarian Wizz Air is the one operating 

this line, and according to the contract, it has the obligation to promote Ohrid as a touristic 
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destination throughout the world, and to bring foreign tourists, the prognosis is that in the 

next three years Ohrid should be visited by 25.000 English people. 

Besides the popularity of the subsidies for the low cost airlines, the idea for introduction 

of a national airline is also famous, and there was a feasibility study prepared by Dutch 

experts, that gave a negative answer to the justification because of high expenses but also 

the non-existence of sustainable conditions for that process. However, it was pointed out 

that there are no interferences between the establishment of a national airline and the 

subsidies of the low cost carriers. The market in the republic of Macedonia in this sphere 

is liberal and the success of the work of every operator depends on the way of 

management of the needs of Macedonian travelers and the interest for different 

destinations.  

Republic of Macedonia as a touristic destination, keeping in mind the potentials it has at 

its disposal presents a competitive destination, although the region has also Greece, 

Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo but also Albania, which the last few years notes 

continued touristic development. Still, relating the competitiveness of the airports, 

probably the airport in Prishtina would be most appropriate to analyze. Kosovo which 

according to the scope and travelers dynamics, the number of destinations but also the 

number of operating airline companies, like regular so also low cost carriers is 

competitive to the Skopje airport. This period, the Prishtina airport has 25 airlines that are 

operating, out of which 8 are low cost carriers, while the overall number of destinations 

connected to Prishtina is 19. 

When analyzed, the data that relate the number of travelers at the Skopje airport in the 

period when it is consessioned by Turkish TAV airport, [9] it is noted that in 2010 the 

number of passengers at the Skopje airport increased by 76.7%, that is from 684.905 

passengers in 2010, to 1.210.509 in 2014. Together at the both airports, for the past five 

years, the total growth is 75%, or from 729.297 passengers in 2010, to 1.278.343 

passengers in 2014. Followed by years, in 2013 the same grew for 236%, and in 2014 

over 500.000 million of passengers were transported or 50% more compared to 2013. 

In 2015 growth of 22% was evidenced, regarding the overall number of travelers at the 

two Macedonian airports, reaching a number of 1.560.381 traveler. At the same time, the 

total number of air lines was 15.510, with an increase of 11% on yearly level. Total 

1.794.376 travelers travelled through the two Macedonian airports in 2016, which is an 

increase of 75% compared to 2015. In 2016, there is an appearance of increase of the 

capacity, which is 22% compared to 2015. The last year, 2016, was a very successful year 

for increase of the traffic of the airport in Ohrid, where the number of passengers grew 

for 39.2% at an annual level, which gave a reason to the Airport Council International – 

ACI, to proclaim the airport St. Paul the Apostle for an airport with quickest growth in its 

category, in the last few quarters. According to the data for travel traffic, Istanbul, (with 

the two airports Ataturk and Sabiha Gokcen) is the most frequent destination of the airport 

Alexander the Great – Skopje in 2016, with 12,6% of market contribution, then Zurich 

with 10,2%, Wien – 6,3%, Basel – 5%, Malme – 4,8% and London with 4,3% market 

contribution. Regarding the airline companies, Wizz Air has transferred the highest 

number from the travelers, with 54,8% market contribution, then comes Turkish Airlines, 

Austrian Airlines, Germania Flug, Pegasus Airlines, Edelweiss. The low cost carrier Wizz 

Air notes growth of 5,6%, in 2016 compared to 2015, when 49,2% of market contribution 

were noted at the two Macedonian airports. Wizz Air offers low cost routes to 24 

destinations from the Skopje and Ohrid airport, connecting the Macedonian citizens with 

11 countries.  
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Figure 1. Number of transferred travelers by airline companies for 2016,  

at the Alexander the Great airport 

 

The analysis of the number of travelers in 2016, points the overall number 1.649.374 

travelers, the biggest part, 54,8% traveled with Wizz Air, Turkish Airlines follows with 

8,70%, Austrian Airlines with 6,4%, Germania Flug with 5,9%, Pegasus with 4,5% and 

the remaining other airline companies which take part with 19,7%. 

When the situation with the Macedonian air traffic is analyzed, it poses the question 

whether the proportional growth of the number of travelers at the Macedonian airports 

and the growth the number of tourists are connected and whether the increased number 

of travelers implies growth of evidenced tourists in the Republic of Macedonia.  

It has been noted that a growth in the number of tourists appears within the analyzed 

period, so in 2012 there were 23,7% more tourists than 2007, or 99,1% more than 2001. 

According to statistical data, in 2012 Macedonia was visited by 351,359 foreign tourists, 

and in 2013 this number increased for over 15%.  

The number of overnight stays of foreign tourists also increased, and the positive trends 

in tourism continue. The number of guests was higher for 4.8% in 2014 compared to 

2013. There is 6.4% growth of foreign tourists, and 2.7% of domestic tourists. In 2015, 

the number of tourists increased for 10.9% compared to 2014: there is an increase in 

domestic tourists for 6.5%, and foreign tourists increase for 14.2%. In 2016, compared to 

the same period from the previous year, the number of tourists increased for 5.0% and 

there is an increase of 5.1% of foreign tourists.  

The given data point out to a certain connection of the introduction of low cost airlines 

and the growth of number of travelers with the growth of the number of foreign tourists 

in this country, but the fact that there is a global appearance of continued growth in 

tourism and touristic movements cannot be ignored, which analogically has influence 

over the increase of the number of tourists in Macedonia.  

In 2016, Wizz Air, the biggest airline company in Macedonia, transferred over 1 million 

travelers on the low-tariff Macedonian routes, which represents growth of 27% on an 

annual level and supports more than 750 local work positions in related industries, 

offering 29 lines to 13 countries from the both Macedonian airports: in Skopje and in 

Ohrid. 
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CONCLUSION 

The airline industry has seen a tremendous change in trend in the 1990s when the low-

cost carriers picked up pace in the market. This new type of air travel not only created a 

different passenger market across the U.S., Europe, and elsewhere, it also attracted the 

already in-line consumers like business travelers because of their attractive services and 

more importantly because of their much cheaper strategies to sell flight tickets. Continued 

growth is likely to be the primary driving force behind the future evolution of the airline 

industry in the coming years. 

Republic of Macedonia notes a trend of increase of the number of travelers at the civil 

airports for the past few years, which is a result primarily on the investments in the 

renovation of the airports, introduction of new lines, the connection to a larger number of 

destinations and of course the most important factor, the entrance of the low-cost airline 

companies and the introduction of the cheap flights that are 35-70% with lower prices of 

the airline tickets compared to the regular airline companies, and which connect 

Macedonia with a bigger number of destinations on a continental level. 

One of the reasons for these companies’ entrance in the region, and on Macedonian sky 

and their subsidies, is the need of cheap flights for the citizens of the Republic of 

Macedonia, but also the attraction of foreign tourists. Identifying the influence that these 

flights have over the increase of the number of tourists and with the development of 

tourism over certain destinations is a very complex process. In continuance, increase of 

the number of tourists in the country was noted, above all of the ones that are coming 

from abroad, which besides the trend of growth of the number of tourists globally, still 

points to the connection of the cheap flights to the increased number of tourists that visited 

this country and which shows to the data that there should be a strive towards attracting 

low-cost airline companies that would connect Skopje and Ohrid with those destinations 

that have initial potential compared to attracting tourists in the country which is especially 

important for the development of specific selective forms of tourism, like urban and 

cultural tourism in the capital. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study aims to achieve two goals: (i) To investigate the main prevailing factors for 

reanimating Ottoman heritage sites (OHS); and (ii) To assess possibilities for developing 

Ottoman heritage tourism product. This is done by elaborating the case of Štip 

(Macedonia), where five sites are identified as an Ottoman heritage. The analysis is based 

on a qualitative research method and incorporates: (a) Qualitative data analysis, by 

conducting interviews with stakeholders from local and central level who are directly or 

indirectly involved in issues related to the OHS; (b) Modified version of the model 

suggested by Krakover (2016) on heritage tourism formation; and (c) Secondary data 

sources analysis, by reviewing literature and historical data related to Ottoman history 

and OHS in Štip. Generally, it was concluded that currently, the investigated OHS are in 

an inadequate appearance, so only scarce tourism valorization can be done. On the other 

hand, they all possess uniqueness, esthetic, architectural, historic and educational value, 

and may be related to many legends, myths and stories, thus been completely suitable to 

be presented as tourism products and part of a tourist route. From four assessed motives, 

the deliberate decision for tourism development, along with the potential economic 

benefits were surfaced as the main factors for reanimating OHS, thus boosting cultural 

tourism development. Finally, the study recommends design and development of an 

Ottoman heritage tourism product, but not as a separate product of Štip, but rather as a 

regional, or even national product, which may be promoted in a tailor-made tourist route. 

 

Keywords: Ottoman heritage sites, Cultural tourism, Tourism product, Promotion. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Cultural tourism supported by heritage sites, is one of the leading motives in tourism 

industry resulting in development of specific tourism products [1], [4]. The heritage sites 

are often destined to be leading or supporting spots on the tourism course generally being 

designed for specific groups of tourists and visitors.  

While the prevailing motives may be led by supply [9] or demand side [10], this paper 

treats only the supply side being lead by the need to better clarify the supply side of the 

heritage tourism. Moreover, the study evaluates the possibility for reanimating the 

Ottoman heritage sites (OHS) by assessing the influence of several factors in the line of 

tourism valorization.  

There is no current work in Macedonia that pays attention to such comprehensive 

approach like this research explores. Besides its contribution to the literature as a pioneer 

study in Macedonia’s academic work, the study has practical significance since it 

recommends design of an Ottoman heritage tourism product and a specific thematic 
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tourist route. It praises that local and regional authorities should induce more proactive 

attitude among tourism policy makers, which is easily manageable if creating tourism 

products tailored for specific target groups.  

The paper is structured in several parts. After the introduction, Section two presents the 

research design which encompasses the methodology, target and sample locations. 

Section three poses the main findings and discussion, while the conclusion remarks and 

recommendations are noted in Section four. The research limitations and future work that 

may be addressed, are presented in the last part of the paper. 

 

RESEARCH DESIGN  

The study has two primary aims: (i) To identify the prevailing factors for reanimating 

OHS; and (ii) To assess possibilities for developing tailor-made tourist product based on 

valorization of OHS. To achieve these goals, the study is based on a qualitative research 

method and incorporates three sources of data: interviews; modeling; and secondary 

sources.  

The interviews were conducted in December, 2016. During the interviewing, full notes 

were taken, upon which a qualitative data analysis was conducted to the collected 

information. The analysis process contained two steps: summary and compilation. All 

collected information and literature material was summarized into items. Then the items 

with similar meaning were categorized together and conclusion was drawn. The 

interviews were undertaken by an open-ended questioning sessions which allowed 

collection of more subjective and qualitative data. Prior to entering the field survey, a 

seven-step interview protocol was designed.  

 

INITIAL FORMATION MATURE FORMATION 
 

Step 1: Existence of an Ottoman landmark 
 

Step 2: Identification of stakeholders 
 

Step 3: Mapped as a tourist attraction 
 

 

Step 1: Supply improvements 
 

Step 2: Specialized tour guides 
 

Step 3: Ottoman heritage tourist routes 
 

Figure 1. Initial phase  

(Modified and adjusted upon Krakover [6: 8]) 

Figure 2. Mature phase 

(Modified and adjusted upon Krakover [6: 13]) 
 

The interviews contained direct, clear and tailored questions that led us to initial 

conclusions. Yet, the evidence from the field was supplemented with the modified version 

of a model [6] which main intention is to assist in a heritage tourism formation. We have 

adjusted and altered the model to better fit the sampled sites. The model offers a logical 

order of steps summarized in two major phases: (i) Initial phase (Fig. 1); and (ii) Mature 

phase (Fig. 2). Both phases incorporate limited steps, so some modifications were made. 

The initial phase outlines several steps that are logical and were supported by the field 

evidence. In step 1, we have marked an existence of an Ottoman landmark, which can be 

a mosque, bezisten, bridge etc. Step 2 was identification of stakeholders who assessed the 

possibilities for reanimating these landmarks. In the final step 3, we investigated the 

potentials for mapping the landmarks as tourist attractions. The second phase of the model 

is the mature phase, which presents more advance steps in tourism product formation. In 

this manner, the first step consisted of the supply improvements represented as 

supplementary attractions related to the Ottoman culture. In step 2 we have investigated 
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the presence of specialized tour guides, while step 3 was examination of potentials for 

creating an Ottoman heritage tourist route and the possibilities for their local, regional or 

even national valorization.  

In addition to the research method and modeling, a consultation of secondary sources was 

conducted. It included review of literature, such as historical data as well as materials that 

directly or indirectly deal with Ottoman history and OHS, thus adopting a 

multidisciplinary approach. Furthermore, brochures, maps, and websites were analyzed 

to better understand the broad context. Information collected via these procedures enabled 

triangulation and validation of data.  

The target group for interviewing consisted of key stakeholders from local and central 

level who are directly or indirectly involved in issues related to the OHS. Total of nine 

interviews were held with an average conversation time of 22 minutes (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Summarized results on general interviewee data 

Item Description 

Position 
2 Historians of Art, 4 Councilors for conservation, a Historian, a Councilor at 

the Municipality’s cadastre, an Inspector at the Ministry of Culture  

Age between 35-87 (average: 61 years) 

Sex 1 female (11%); 8 male (89%) 

Time for interviewing 20-35 min (average: 22 min) 

 

The study investigated the presence of four factors (F) for enhancing cultural tourism by 

reanimating Ottoman landmarks in Štip, such as: F1: Deliberate decision; F2: Revival of 

a Past; F3: Economic benefit; and F4: Promotion. 

Based upon literature review [3], five sites were identified as Ottoman heritage (Fig. 3).  

Sultan’s bridge Emir Ќučuk (Fig. 3, No. 1) was built in 1672 when it played important 

communication role. During the First Balkan War the demarcation line passed through 

this bridge, which divided Štip to a Bulgarian and Serbian part. Being located at the 

entrance of the city, nowadays, the bridge has cultural and historical significance. 

Clock Tower (Bay’s Tower) (Fig. 3, No. 2) is dating from the 17 century. Two stories are 

narrated even nowadays. According to the first story, the tower was built by a Bay in 

order to protect himself and the family, while according to the second, a Bay was in love 

with a girl from Štip who asked for this landmark in return of her forced love. Today, it 

represents one of the symbols of Štip.  

Husamedin Paša Mosque (Fig. 3, No. 3) is located on a hill from the left side of the river 

Otinja. It was built in the 17 century and has specific architecture representing the early 

Ottoman and the late Byzantine style. The travel writer Evlija Celebi mentioned it in his 

reportage in 1662. Despite the restoration in 1950s, today the mosque is out of function.  

Kadin Aga Mosque (Fig. 3, No. 4) was built in the 19 century and it acts as an active 

religious facility for Muslims living in Štip.  

Bezisten (Fig. 3, No. 5) is located in the center and is assumed to be constructed in the 16 

or 17 century when it served as the main market street. Later on, it was used as a prison 

until was ruined in a fire. After the restoration in a full stone appearance, it has three inner 

rooms and a remarkable dome. Today is one of the most representative examples of the 

Ottoman architecture and serves as an exhibition area. 
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Figure 3. Map of Štip with sampled sites: 1 - Sultan’s bridge Emir Ќučuk,  

2 - Clock Tower, 3 - Husamedin Paša Mosque, 4 - Kadin Aga Mosque, 5 - Bezisten 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The degree to which the investigated landmarks are prepared to be offered as tourism 

heritage sites, differs greatly. They are not concentrated in one entity, but are rather 

dispersed in various locations. Despite their authenticity and historic value, they are not 

registered as belonging to a protected area. On a contrary, some of them are located in the 

city center in the administrative section of the city. Except for the Kadin Aga Mosque 

(Fig. 3, item No. 4) which is an active religious facility for the Muslims living in Štip, 

and the Bezisten (Fig. 3, item No. 5) which occasionally serves as an exhibition place, 

the rest of the OHS are passive. They are not marked on any city or regional tourist map, 

and there is no tourist signalization how to drive/walk to them. The local tourist guides 

do not include them in any of the tourist routes. Yet, there is a high awareness of the 

positive impacts that OHS may bring to tourism development of the city and the region. 

Beside the past efforts for revitalization of some of the landmarks, the limited funds from 

local and central level resulted in undertaking only partial activities (like: renovation of 

the floor and the roof of the Bezisten). There was a project from the Ministry of Culture 

for conservation of the Husamedin Paša Mosque (Fig. 3, item No. 3), but it was never 

implemented. Additional intervention is a must for all sampled sites since the current 

protection is not sufficient. 

After detailed observations during the field survey, it was concluded that Štip with its 

OHS is still in the initial phase, but it is rapidly going to the maturity phase. Yet, much 

design work of relief, restitution, restoration, drawing, mechanical, electrical and 

structural strengthening should be undertaken which is strongly depended on local, 

regional and national funding. 

After data sublimation, it was concluded that the key stakeholders who are directly or 

indirectly involved in issues related to the OHS, assessed two motives as leading for the 

reanimation: (i) Deliberate decision for tourism development; and (ii) Economic benefit. 

In the case of the deliberate decision, the intention was to investigate whether the OHS 

may contribute to tourism development by evoking the history. 89% agreed that investing 

in the Ottoman sites should be initiated only if perceiving them as a cultural heritage that 

face an important chapter in the national history. This supports the finding that the OHS 
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tend to preserve and animate diverse features such as structures, history, religion and 

folklore, as noted in [11]. The rest of the interviewees representing 11% partially agreed, 

thus putting an accent that there is a technical documentation of the Municipality of Štip 

for reconstructing the sites, but additional initiative needs to be undertaken. Maybe not 

all of the sites may be valorized in tourism manner, but all of them present facilities with 

historical background. So, regardless the economic benefit, the sites should be revitalized 

and protected. 

In the case of economic benefit, the intention was to investigate whether OHS are 

perceived to lead to economic benefits, so they may be developed as points of interest or 

tourist attractions. 78% stated that if the local government along with a support from the 

central government allocate investment funds, the sites may be renovated and reanimated. 

If the Municipality of Štip undertakes measures and activities for investing in 

conservation and protection of these sites, particularly if identifies them as strategic points 

of local or regional interest, they may be perceived as potential tourist attractions. By 

developing OHS it is expected to gain economic benefits that may enhance local and 

regional development, which supports the findings as in [7] and [5]. On the other hand, 

11% of the respondents stated that the current sites possess only historical values which 

may not lead to economic benefits. The rest of 11% partially agreed on this issue. Namely, 

the interviewees responded that only the Bezisten as a facility for cultural events 

(exhibitions, performances, art events, poetry readings, plays etc.) may bring some 

economic benefits, which may not be the case with the mosques. Maybe if the mosques 

are transformed into cultural and not religious facilities, then can be developed as points 

of interest to broader visitors. However, tourism is assessed as an industry that generates 

large negative impacts particularly to the cultural landmarks, so its development must be 

fully controlled. The economic benefits that result upon tourist flows are more than 

welcomed for the local and regional development, but only if being thoroughly 

supervised. 

Due to almost identical answers, no clear conclusion can be drawn when investigating the 

motif for the presence of the revival of a glorious Past when people of different affiliations 

were living in harmony. Namely, 44% replied affirmative stating that having sites dated 

from 16th and 17th century revives the past when the Ottoman empire was dispersed over 

the Macedonian territory. Particularly the Bezisten and the Clock Tower may be used as 

facilities to revitalize the ancient history when people of different affiliations were living 

together. On the other hand, 56% replied negatively about the presence of this motif. 

Except for the Kadin Aga Mosque, none of the sites is active as a religious facility, so 

they cannot revive the past. None is related to the municipal holidays, nor is associated to 

some important historical local or regional event. 

The final factor was related to the possibilities to promote the Ottoman heritage landmarks 

as tourist attractions and hence to reanimate them. Once again, we were unable to make 

clear conclusion due to divided opinions. To be exact, 44% agreed and 23% partially 

agreed that all landmarks may attract interest to be visited, but not all of them may be 

explored in cultural manner. Currently, only the Bezisten may be promoted as a facility 

that may be explored for the purposes of developing cultural tourism. The Husamedin 

Paša Mosque and the Kadin Aga Mosque, may have a double role i.e. to be promoted as 

active religious structures, but simultaneously as places for performing religious activities 

that may attract tourists and visitors. Opposite to this, 33% of the interviewees thought 

that the current landmarks should be promoted only as landmarks with historical values 

and archaic elements that make them authentic. Thus, there are no possibilities to perform 
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some cultural events that may attract visitors. According to these respondents, the 

municipality should invest in a brand new facility that would serve only and particularly 

for cultural purposes. In this line, the interviewees assessed a danger of devastation of the 

cultural-historical heritage due to negative impacts that tourism may bring. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The research intended to identify approaches to transform the OHS into tourism points of 

interest according to the perception of the stakeholders. From four investigated motives, 

the deliberate decision for tourism development based on history, along with the 

economic benefits are identified as the most prevalent factors that may support cultural 

tourism development in Štip, by designing Ottoman heritage tourism product. It was 

found that by reanimating the OHS, cultural tourism may be developed as a generator of 

an economic growth not only in Štip, but in the wider East region of Macedonia, thus 

acting as a factor for economic self-sustainability of certain locations, products or routes. 

So far, very modest funds are allocated for reconstruction of the OHS in Štip, dominantly 

by the Ministry of Culture implemented by the City Museum, and modestly by the 

Municipality of Štip. The Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA) has 

successfully implemented several projects for preserving historical heritage in 

Macedonia, being so far focused only on the restauration of three mosques in Skopje, but 

none in the Eastern part of Macedonia. Consequently, the Government should allocate 

funds for preserving ancestral legacy in order to pass to the future generations the 

common historical and cultural heritage. 

In the meantime, the number of tourists visiting the East region doubled from 12,021 in 

2006 to 25,907 in 2015. However, this positive trend could not last long if not introducing 

new tourism products that will promote the local area and the region from different 

perspective. On the other hand, according to the regional Strategy for tourism 

development [2: 36], four strategic areas are defined: (i) Development of human and 

institutional capacities; (ii) Tourist infrastructure; (iii) Tourist offer; and (iv) Marketing 

and branding. Within each strategic area, several strategic priority targets are defined. If 

having in mind the strategic target referring developing a specific tourism product, two 

measures are noted [2: 38]: 

(i) Development of a tourism product based upon cultural-historical heritage (measure 

No. 3); and  

(ii) Designing tourist packages (measure No.5). 

The field research fully conformed to these strategic measures since it revealed that Štip 

offers significant cultural and historical values dating from the Ottoman period that are 

insufficiently presented, utilized and valorized despite the opportunity for development 

of an attractive tourism product. Not all sampled OHS have attractive location, but they 

all possess uniqueness, esthetic, architectural, historic and educational value. They are all 

evocative sites related to many legends, myths and stories, thus been completely suitable 

to be presented as tourism products and part of a tourist route. This is also supported by 

the activity noted in the annual Program for Promotion and Support of Tourism for 2017 

prepared by the national Agency for Promotion and Support of Tourism of the Republic 

of Macedonia, where it is foreseen to prepare a “Guide through the Ottoman landmarks” 

as a promotional activity for a specific target group [8: 207]. 

The current tourism supply is uncoordinated and unorganized in terms of creating a 

specific tailor-made tourism product on local and regional level as well. The process of 

creating such product should take into consideration the needs of the traveler, visitor or 
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the tourist, along with the expectations and motivation, which must be included in a 

tourist route. Such thematic route that will offer exploration of the OHS may be a solid 

base and opportunity to expand tourism development, particularly in time of ever growing 

tourism demand for such a modern form of non-stationary type of visit. This kind of route 

requests mapping of the OHS on local, regional and national tourist maps as a 

precondition for developing and promoting tourist routes that will discover Ottoman 

history. By all means, the route may be expanded with other points of interest from Štip, 

like the Museum of the town Štip whereas the exhibition from the Ottoman period is 

presented, or a short walk to the Štip Fortress known as Isar dating from the early middle 

ages, and simultaneously to taste Turkish meals and desserts.  

Based on the field work findings, the paper recommends some future actions in the line 

of enhancing modest development of cultural tourism in Štip, which may allow the OHS 

to be accessible for locals and visitors: 

o To develop and conduct activities for visitors and tourists by observing the OHS as 

parts of a past local culture;  

o To create balance between the protection of the OHS and the tourism flows in the line 

of achieving sustainability;  

o To design and develop an Ottoman heritage tourism product, but not as a separate 

product of Štip, but rather as a regional, or even national product; and 

o To promote a tailor-made thematic tourist route that will contribute to creating 

autochthonous and competitive tourism supply for better positioning on tourism 

market. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The research was limited by several factors that can also serve as productive starting 

points for future work.  

o First, it employed a relatively small set of factors that acted as research hypotheses and 

could be enhanced by introducing other aspects of investigation to better identify how 

to reanimate the Ottoman heritage more efficiently from tourism perspective;  

o Secondly, the findings are drawn from a relatively small sample of interviewers, so the 

future work may focus on expending the list of respondents with tourist guides, experts 

from tourism business etc.; 

o Finally, the investigation may be spread to other locations in Macedonia in order to 

gain representation on this issue for the entire country, as well as to employ multiple 

models and theories relevant to the assessment of the investigated subject.  

Yet, this article may assist in better understanding the possibilities for tourism 

valorization of the OHS upon which specific development strategies may be set. Overall, 

the research generates useful findings and points to valuable directions for further work. 
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ABSTRACT 

Shar Mountain with a favorable geographical position, with a geological and tectonic 

composition, with relief forms, climatic characteristics, rich hydrography, flora and 

fauna, anthropological features, demographical quality of the population, makes it 

possible the development of the winter sports tourism.  

Researching subjects are the two winter sports centers, PopovaSapka, a well-known 

winter sports center in the Republic of Macedonia as well as Brezovica, also a well-known 

touristic center in Republic of Kosovo.  

From the results of the comparative analysis between the two touristic centres, I came to 

the conclusion that in Shar Mountain, until now as the sole winter touristic centers are 

Popova Sapka and Brezovica, the same are developed enough for the development of the 

winter tourism, they fulfill the primary criteria starting from the skiing terrains, ski lifts, 

telephers, up to the accommodation capacity, with which they fulfill the hitherto touristic 

requirements and give hope for the rise of the touristic offer in the existing localities, with 

the widening of the sports skiing terrains and the advancement of the touristic 

infrastructure.  

The methods with which the research has been elaborated are various, the use of the 

analysis method in the research of the natural and geographical characteristics indicates 

the recognition of the all geo-components in Shar Mountain.  

The method of valorisation shows the verification of certain features. The winter sports 

centre Popova Sapka with the small houses, skiing terrains, ski lifts, telphers and 

accommodation capacities. The winter touristic centre, Brezovica with its small houses, 

skiing terrains, ski lifts, telphers and accommodation capacities, the inclusion of the 

centre as part of the national park “Shari” in Kosovo.  

From the knowledge and the achieved results for the natural characteristics that have 

influence here, we can conclude that the Shar Mountain as the biggest mountain range in 

the Republic of Macedonia has convenient conditions for the development of the winter 

tourism in the both above mentioned localities.  

My suggestion is to improve the image of these centers in the foreign markets because 

they are not promoted enough, as it is the promotion in web pages.  

 The telephers that go to Popova Sapka should start functioning as soon as possible, to 

initiate and organize entertaining and sports activities with which the touristic offer will 

rise, the accommodation buildings need to be repaired and to start the building of new 

hotels with contemporary conditions, the use of European funds and above all to neglect 

the political influences in the development of touristic centres. 

 

Keywords: Shar Mountain, Popova Sapka, Brezovica, skiing infrastructure, 

accommodation capacities, the comparative analysis between both centres. 
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POPOVA SHAPKA, A WELL-KNOWN CENTER  

FOR WINTER SPORTS IN MACEDONIA 

Popova Shapka, as a tourist center for winter sports, has got a very suitable geographical  

and communicative position, it’s located  near Skopje, the capital of Republic Macedonia 

and near other two cities, Tetovo and Gostivar. 

The communicative connection of Popova Shapka with the nearest city, Tetova, mainly 

is done by a paved road which goes through some  mountain villages: Gajre, Shipkovica 

and Lisec.      

Another communicative connection does exist even by  cable car, which is 7 km long, but 

unfortunately the same has not been working for a decade now.  

Popova Shapka and it’s sorrounding area is abundant with an enormous number of natural 

resources, areas that are considered very appropriate for  sport fields, accommodation 

capacities and some other infrastructural facilities. There, though a very tiny area, we can 

find  lots of geomorphological, hydrologic and biogeograpic, and also some antropogenic 

motives.  The relief forms have some interesteing and attractive characteristics such as 

are of Popova Shapka, Jellaku, Mount Bakerdan ( 2704), Turçin (2702) and  the summit 

of Tito  (2748). [1] 

Waters, besides their vital role, have a very important role for development  of tourism. 

The Mount Shar dhe and tourist place Popova Shapka, are very abundant in springs and 

rivers. Springs in Jelak provide all  accomodation facilites and villas in Popova Shapka. 

This represents a factor very useful in this tourist location and beyond that.    

In tourist location Popova Shapka the first accommodation facility was builtin  1934, the 

hotel “Popova Sapka” totally with 26 rooms and 220 beds. [2]  

While, accommodation facilities that are active these days may be find in the following: 

The hotel “Popova Sapka” of  ***star category. It is 1 737 m above sea level, very close 

to skiing terrains. It is in possession of 58 rooms, 2 appratmants, food hall, TV saloon, 

disco, parking.  

The hotel “Sllavia” is a hotel of  ***star category. It is located 1 780 m above sea level. 

Is in possession of 52 rooms, 6 apartmants, food hall, cafeteria, closed swimming pool, 

fitness facility, pools, parking. 

The hotel “Arena” is of *** star category, located 1972 m above sea level. Is in possession 

of 25 rooms, 3 apratments, TV saloon, disco and parking. 

The hotel “Konaku i Nolit” is of  **** star category, possesses 11 rooms and 5 apratments 

with up-to-date conditions. 

The hotel “Snow Patrol Lodge” is of ****star category, possesses 15 rooms, restaurant, 

food hall, cafiteria, etc. 

The hotel “Bora” is of *** star category, posseses 10 rooms, food hall, etc. 

The hotel “Skardus” is of **** star category. Posseses 35 rooms, night bar, restaurant, 

room for skies, laundery, conference room, SPA center within which there are two saunas, 

Jacuzzi, dy swimming pools, turkish baths dhe fitness, parking. 

During winter season, even these hotels start working: “Baçilo”, “Casa Leone”, “Konak” 

etc. 

The winter sport center Popova Shapka, as we mentioned earlier, posseses suitable 

terrains for skiing, which are interlinked with cable cars, ski-lifts, a center which in 

Republic of Macedonia i considered as a popullar tourist center. 

A convincing indicator is the fact  that in  Popova Shapka since  1947 has been organized  

‘Kupa e Sharit’, a competition that welcomes not only domestic skiers, but also 
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competitiors from neighboring states and European states: Austria, Italy, Germany, etc.  

This ski center posseses totally 5 ski-lifts: Teteks 1, Teteks 2, Aerodrom, GE, Jellak. 

The general capacity of skiers amouts to 8000 skiers per hour. Terrains for skiing in 

Popova Shapka are in south position and south-east position, the paths are classified in 

three categories: easy paths for skiing, intermediate paths for skiing, and difficult paths 

for skiing. Almost all paths start on the sea level of 2400 meters and end somewhere in 

1400 meters, with a slope of 6.67 %  to 32,6%. [3]  

In this winter center it is planned to be built totally 13 ski-lifts dhe 3 cable cars  with 

length of 16 900 m,  which, according to the plan, should carry 13 770 skiers per hour, so 

attention should be paid to adventure sports like Snowboard. 

In Popova Shapka besides hotel facilities, of huge importance for accommodation of 

tourists are villas which are to be found near hotels in the east, scattered in cascade-like 

way on sea level from 1 750 to 1 900m. Because of the attractiveness of this location, the 

number of objects in this place has increased very fast, an increase that causes problems 

with municipality services. Municipality of Tetova is compiling an urban plan which 

predicts building of 600 new villa, some hotels, parkings and sport terrains. [4] 

 

Brezovica, well-know center for winter sports in Kosovo 

Bresovica, a winter tourist center, is 12 km far from the village of the same name in 

Municipality of Shtërpca. It has an area of 2500 hektar, on the sea level of  1718 to 2522 

m. [5] 

 Based on the features of geologic and geomorphologic composition, characteristics are 

similar  with those of Popova Shapka, only because of the fact that both centers are part 

of the  mountain massive, Shari. In the tourist locality, Brezovica, the first object facilities 

has been built since 1960 such as: “ Shtëpia e Gurit’, ‘ Baqilla ‘, ‘ Shtëpia e Stojkut’.  

Hotel faciliies that are in function lately in the tourist center are: 

The hotel “Breza”, is of ***star category . It posseses 30 rooms and 70 beds, food hall, 

parking. 

The hotel “Narciz”, is of **** star category, posseses 115 rooms and totally 320 beds, 

food hall, cafe bar, parking, etc. 

The hotel “ Molika” is of  ***star category, posseses 1320 rooms and 300 beds. 

The hotel “Pine” is of  **** star category, posseses 6 rooms, restaurant, cafe-bar, etc. 

The hotel “Centar” which posseses only 12 rooms and 30 beds. 

Besides above-mentioned facilities,  there are some hotel functioning these days like: the 

hotels “ Sport Tours” , “ Braca”, “Fox”, “Tina”, “Woodland” etc. 

Lately in the ski center Bresovica the number of tourist is descending and investments in 

this center are also in decline. Hotels, cable cars and other objects do not function on full 

scale.  In addition to hotel facilities,  tourists have got the opportunity to use villas that 

are  found in this tourist center, near the hotel Molika, whose number amounts to 270, but 

new objects are being built in continuity. 

But, the building of unplanned villas according to urban plan is taking off, a process that 

copes with troubles like lack of drinkable water, sewage system, garbage, etc.. 

The ski center Brezovica is in possession of terrains very appropriate for skiing.  There 

are 8 paths for skiing: Karaula, Piriberg Beravac, the Neck of Avalanche, Baçila, Munika, 

Greek Medow, the Red Karpa. The length of  paths for skiing is 40 km with 38 % avarage 

curve. Almost all paths start on the sea level of  2300 m and end at 1700 m. [6]  

Despite this solid number of paths and cable cars, there is a stagnation of tourist which 

consequently deteriorates their maintainance. The main purpose for better image of this 
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winter center is: to provide transportation of skiers to the point they descend from, 

activation of  cable cars which are out of order, building  of new ski-lifts and cable cars 

in the existing center  after Brezovica. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Mount Shar with very suitable geographical position, suitable climate for the 

development of winter-sport tourism, relief forms and  suitable terrains for skiing paths 

has contributed to the development of Popova Shapka and Bresovica as well-known 

centers for winter sports, the first one in Macedonia and the second one in the Republic 

of Kosovo. 

Both centers posseses the necessary infrastructure for the development  of winter-sport 

tourism, in fact skiing, although both of them face the same problems among which are 

non-investment in existing infrastructure, the lack of snowboard paths. 

Accommodation facility like hotels and villas so far has managed to accommodate all 

tourists who have aimd these to tourist centers. Here it is very important to say that in 

both of these centers the are no objects of  high category that would meet the needs of 

foreign tourists. 

The common objective of these two centers is extension and development of existing 

infrastructure not breaching the contemporary criteria of the cross-roading Dragash-

Tetovo. 

Both centers should apply for international funds with common projects of Kosovo and 

Macedonia about the interborder zone of Mount Shar, and also they should map a 

common project for creating better conditions for interborder circulation for better use of 

capacities of Brezovca and Popova Shapka at the same time. 
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ABSTRACT 

There were some big political, economic, demographic and administrative changes in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina primarily caused by the war in the period from 1992 to 1995 

Bosnia and Herzegovina is divided into two entities - the Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Republic of Srpska. The entity's boundary did not respect the boundaries 

of settlements system, and did not respect the boundaries of the settlements itself as the 

network of settlements, which led to the division of settlements between the two entities. 

It was perhaps one of the biggest problems when it comes to the data comparability of 

population census in 1991 and 2013. It can be said that it is almost impossible to 

determine which number of inhabitants of these divided settlements in 1991 lived on the 

territory of the Republic of Srpska and which lived in the Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. Major changes and disintegration settlements occurred in the area of the 

capital city of the Bosnia and Herzegovina- Sarajevo, where, in 1992, the city of East 

Sarajevo is founded. The work will present the kind of changes that occurred at the area 

of Sarajevo -  East Sarajevo, what happened to the settlement system and how it creates 

problems regarding the comparability of the census. The aim is to point out the level of 

disintegration of settlements in the researched area.  

 

Keywords: Sarajevo, East Sarajevo, disintegration settlements, census 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The formation of a settlement system in Bosnia and Herzegovina is a long historical 

process which took place under very specific political and social conditions. According 

the census from 1991 in Bosnia and Herzegovina were 5 825  settlements, of which 5 572 

were in the category of other settlements, and settlements or smaller settlements of the 

transition type which makes 95.7% of the total number of settlements, while 253 

settlements belonged into the category of urban settlements and it makes 4.3% of the total. 

At the end of the twentieth century the Balkan peninsula went through a difficult period 

of the war that was followed by the political, economic and demographic changes. After 

the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1992-1995) and the signing of the Dayton Peace 

Agreement in November in 1995, Bosnia and Herzegovina is divided into two entities: 

the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with 51% of pre-war territory and the 

Republic of Srpska, with 49% of pre-war territory [3]. 

The entity boundary  did not respect the boundaries of settlements system, and did not 

respect the boundaries of settlement itself and the network of settlements, which led to 

the division of settlements between the two entities. (Figure 1 [9]) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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Figure 1. Bosnia and Herzegovina divided in two entites -  

the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republic of Srpska 

 

The Paper, at first, through Chapter disintegration of settlements in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, will present this problem at the level of state and entities, by method of 

analysis and synthesis of the available literature, scientific papers dealing with the topic 

of a settlement system in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Srpska. Then, it 

will explain through the example of section Sarajevo - of East Sarajevo by method of 

classification and comparison of data on population and settlements according to census 

from 1991 and 2013 in detail the disintegration of the settlement in this area. For 

visualization of this studied problem it will be used graphic, tabular, cartographic method. 

 

DISINTEGRATION OF SETTLEMENTS IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

Bosnia and Herzegovina is based on a completely new constitutional-legal and state-legal 

system as a decentralized state with two entities and central institutions that are vital for 

the functioning of an internationally recognized state. Considering that Bosnia and 

Herzegovina is divided into two parts with respect to ethnic and military-political criteria, 

there was a disintegration of long-hierarchical functional, social, infrastructural and other 

ties between the large urban centers, the centers of the lower hierarchical rank and their 

hinterland [5]. 

In socio-geographical terms, the entity border of settlements has built a system that was 

created many years in the specific historical and socio-economic conditions. Urban 

Network of Bosnia and Herzegovina had almost no role in the demarcation of the entity. 

Considering the complexity of the political and administrative territorial division of of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina it is understandable that there has been a the split into network 

of settlements. Entity border has  divided 304 settlements [6].  

Spatial process of disintegration of settlement is the most pronounced in the northeastern 

parts of of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the metropolitan area of Sarajevo,  Gorazde  and 
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Jajce. Viewed the ratio of the total number of settlements in 1991 and the number of 

divided  settlements, the highest degree of disintegration occurs in the northern part of of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (Odžak, Gradačac). The disintegration processes of settlement 

system  the most affected the settlement in the category up to 2 000 inhabitants (93.4% 

divided settlements). Another factor of the transformation of a settlement system in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina is present on the administrative-functional plan, or in the case 

of newly established municipalities in the zone of entity borders of settlements which are 

classified as rural or the settlement  of transitional type growing into political center of 

the municipality by political decisions. As a conclusion it  has been  imposed that the 

political sphere is not planned and rational necessity had a decisive influence on these 

changes in the spatial-functional organization of the a settlement system in of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina [5]. 

The weakening of the demographic potential direct impacts on the established network 

and of settlements system which functionality weakens changing spatial relations. The 

changes made in the network of settlements point to a weakening of spatial-functional 

relationships and bond and the vulnerability of the overall sustainability of the geographic 

space. The settlement system in the Republic of Srpska and in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

has experienced great devastation and fundamentally changed the demographic, 

functional and infrastructural features, by which the spatial and functional connections 

and relations have been weakened and  broken which affects the future development of 

the space [4]. 

 

EXAMPLE OF THE CITY OF SARAJEVO – EAST SARAJEVO 

Sarajevo or East Sarajevo, is a very good example of disintegrative process, because in 

this area were divided as many as 43 settlements.  

In this area, the supremacy of political reasoning comes up to the maximum over rational 

and functional need for spatial and functional organization of an urban area. Modern 

political-territorial structure is radically decompose the space metropolitan area, 

destroying the system of settlements, infrastructure and economic-social elements 

established in its long-term development [5]. 

So they created two parallel uglinesses, unequal political, demographic, economic and 

cultural powers. When creating such a political solution, the International Community 

has not adhered to the principle of balance of power, one of the important principles in 

the demarcations sides in the conflict [7].  

From 10 parts of the former municipalities of the City of Sarajevo in the Federation of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina the Canton Sarajevo was formed from municipalities Stari Grad, 

Centar, Novo Sarajevo, Novi Grad, Ilijas, Hadzici, Ilidza, Trnovo and Vogosca, and from 

parts of the municipalities of Stari Grad, Novo Sarajevo, Ilidza, Trnovo and Pale was 

formed the City of East Sarajevo in the Republic of Srpska, where the municipality of 

Sokolac is connected too (Figure 2).  

On the investigated area  particularly specific is Dobrinja, a part of the municipality  of 

Sarajevo named Novi Grad, which was one of the the largest municipalities  of  Sarajevo 

before war and the third by population in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Because of the large 

number of inhabitants (1991 Census - 136 616 inhabitans) and  because of housing 

settlement it was divided into Dobrinja I, II, III, IV and V. Because of the specific 

situation within the war operations, Dobrinja represented a crucial and strategically 

important area, and after the signing of the Peace Agreement, there was a controversial 

and unclear situation regarding the demarcation of the eastern part of the settlements. 
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There were a series of weaknesses,and  inter area of Dobrinja I and IV  there was  peace 

line of demarcation  from 1995 year that divides buildings and residential buildings  

which is unacceptable from any reasonable point of view. It is stated that the problem is 

probably caused by the cartographic presentation of MLR in this area (scale 1: 600 000 

and 1: 500 000). In 2001, an arbitration decision was made on the inter-entity demarcation 

in the area of Dobrinja  on the detriment of East Sarajevo, after which the pre-war of 1 

150 houses and about 300 new buildings were given to Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (864 apartments and 84 commercial spaces) and to Republic of Srpska  

about 370 apartments and 26 commercial space.  

 

 
Figure 2. Area of city Sarajevo divided in to Kanton Sarajevo (FBH) and East Sarajevo (RS) 

 

In the area of today's city of East Sarajevo there are 43 settlements which are divided after 

1991 between the Republic of Srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 

the Table 1 [1] one can analyze number of divided settlements, the total number of 

settlements of pre-war municipalities and the degree of disintegration which represents 

the ratio of the total number of settlements and divided settlements.  
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Tabele 1. The number of divided settlements, number of settlements in 1991 Census and level of 

disintegration in the area of Sarajevo – East Sarajevo. 

Municipality 
No. of divided 

settlements 

No. of settlements 

in 1991 

Level of 

disintegration 

Ilidza - East Ilidza 2 14 14.3 

Novi Grad - East Ilidza 1 3 33.3 

Stari Grad – East Stari Grad 7 16 43.8 

Ilijaš - East Stari Grad 2 77 2.6 

Novo Sarajevo – East Novo Sarajevo 3 8 37.5 

Pale RS – Pale FBH 6 70 8.6 

Olovo - Sokolac 5 44 11.4 

Trnovo FBH– Trnovo RS 17 63 27.0 
 

The highest degree of disintegration in the investigated area is the municipality of Stari 

Grad, 43.8%, or from 16 pre-war settlements 7 were divided to the newly created 

municipality of  Istocni Stari Grad. This is followed by the municipality of Novo 

Sarajevo, which divides 3 of 8 settlements (37.5%) with the municipality of East New 

Sarajevo. The municipality of Novi Grad has a degree of disintegration of 33.3% and 

Trnovo 27%, while the lowest level has the municipality of Ilijaš, 2.6%.  

The disintegration processes of the settlement systems in the area of Sarajevo, and also in 

all Bosnia and Herzegovina, mostly influenced the settlements from the category of less 

than 2 000 inhabitants. In the investigated area, 38 settlements, which belonged to the 

category of up to 2 000 citizens, that is 88,4% of the settlements, while the remaining 

11,6% belonged to the category of more than 2 000 citizens, were divided between the 

two entities (Table 2 [1]). 

 
Table 2. Classification of divided settlements in the area of Sarajevo – East Sarajevo  

based on the number of inhabitants according to the 1991 Census 

Category of 

settlement 
0-49 50-99 

100-

199 

200-

499 

500-

999 

1000-

1999 

2000-

4999 

5000-

9999 

10000-

19999 
>20000 

No. of settl. 13 8 4 10 0 3 1 0 0 4 

Percent (%) 30.2 18.6 9.3 23.3 0.0 7.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 9.3 
 

But, if the number of citizens of the divided settlements is analyzed in more detail, it 

could be seen that the number of divided settlements from the category of less than 500 

citizens is 35, that is 81,4%, that is, the most of the divided settlements are from the 

category of less than 50 citizens, 30,2%, and from 200 to 500 citizens, 23,3%. It is noted 

that the entity border in this area divided mostly rural settlements. In the category of 

divided urban settlements there are 4 settlements, which are also highly urbanized, with 

over 40 000 citizens4. 

According to the census from 1991, 350 010 citizens, which was 66,4% of the population 

of the city of Sarajevo, lived in the mentioned settlements which were divided by the 

entity border. Only 8 185 inhabitants, that is 2,3%, lived in rural settlements-less than 2 

000 inhabitants, while 341 825 inhabitants, that is 97,7% lived in five divided urban 

settlements-more than 2 000 inhabitants. 

                                                           

4 Settlements Sarajevo a part of Ilidza 63 179 inhabitants, Sarajevo a part of Novi Grad  136 321 inhabitants, 

Sarajevo a part of Stari Grad 48 794 inhabitants and Sarajevo a part of Novo Sarajevo  90 892inhabitants . 
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The surface of the city of Sarajevo was 2 048 km2, it consisted of 10 boroughs and 340 

settlements. From the total surface of the city of Sarajevo, 757 km2, that is 36,9% of its 

former territory, was given to the city of East Sarajevo. 

According to the census from 2013, the city of East Sarajevo has a territory of 1 449,2 

km2, 216 settlements in 6 municipalities and 59 916 inhabitants [2]. Canton Sarajevo in 

the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina has a territory of 1 276,9 km2, 244 settlements 

in 9 municipalities.  

For the sake of the comparison of the settlements and the understanding of what happened 

with the settlement system in the investigated area, both territorial units, Sarajevo in 

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and East Sarajevo will be reduced to the pre-war 

administrative borders. This would mean that today, in the area of the pre-war city of 

Sarajevo, there are 3795 settlements, which is 39 more than in 1991. The average size of 

a settlement in 1991 was 6 km2, and today it is 5,4 km2.  

Thanks to the data mentioned above, we can easily see the extent of disintegration 

processes in the area of the city of Sarajevo and East Sarajevo, and that it represents a 

great issue in comparing the data of the census from 1991 and 2013, because it is almost 

impossible to determine how many inhabitants of the divided settlements lived in the 

territory of Republic of Srpska and how many in the Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. The problem could be solved by the inspection of the census circles of the 

settlements. After speaking to the official institutions, the Agency for Statistics and the 

Federal Institute for Statistics, the answer was that every evaluation of the population in 

the census circles would be inaccurate because of the division of the census circles with 

the inter-entity line of border. The inter-entity line of border is 1 146 km long and it was 

drawn in so called Dayton maps with the proportion 1:50 000, which means that its 

accuracy is 50 m. It actually means that the inter-entity line is a zone 100 m wide, and it 

would be difficult to determine to which entity the population from this zone belong. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The border which divided the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina into two entities, 

carries a number of negative consequences. The division, which was based primarily on 

political criteria, reflects negatively onto the possibility of normal functioning and 

development of a compact area. 

The negative implications are a fact, a reflection of non-observance of the geographical 

regionalization [8], which was shown through the analysis of this issue on the example of 

the city of Sarajevo. 

The lack of respect for the settlement systems and the administrative borders of the 

settlements led to the disintegration, the division between two entities, the creation of the 

"double" settlements, "unreasonable" divisions of the urban unity, where the border cuts 

the streets and a residential infrastructure (the settlement of Dobrinja). In the area of the 

former city of Sarajevo, 43 settlements were divided by the entity border. About 30% of 

the divided settlements are the settlements of less than 50 inhabitants, the rural settlements 

where depopulation and the disappearance of the settlements is expressed, and one of the 

reasons is the border line, for sure. 

                                                           

5 120 settlements of East Sarajevo (excluding the settlements of municipality Sokolac) plus 244 settlements 

of Canton Sarajevo and 15 settlements of Pale FBH.     
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Other than problems with the disintegration of landscape structure, functional connection 

of natural resources and manufacturing capacities, the center of economic development, 

there is also a problem of the comparison of the data about the population. There is a big 

problem with detail demographic analysis because it cannot be determined with precision 

how many inhabitants lived in the territory of RS and how may in FBH, according to the 

census from 1991.  
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ABSTRACT 

The necessity of cultural geography in the East-European geopolitical space as a studying 

object in Bucovina region is imposed by the present social and geographical evolution. 

The dynamism and the versatility of cultural geography implies the approach of studying 

the sacred cultural landscapes.These landscapes from Bucovina area are  marked  by 

cultural landmarks created by a large ethnic diversity formed by Romanians, Ukrainians, 

Jews, Hungarians, Polish, Ruthenians, Hutsuls and gypsies and by elements such as 

churches, monasteries, synagogues and other types of religious symbols -crosses, 

cemeteries, religious monuments, local religious events and festivals, pilgrimages etc.-

with  a rich  spiritual  value  which  reaches  the local  area too These landscapes extend 

their value in time beyond the spatial borders of Bucovina.The ethnic plurality of the  

Bucovina area has generated a major interest in stating the religious particularities which 

have materialized in the human creation of the sacred cultural landscapes.  

Nowadays the variety of  the cultural and ethnic entities from the Bucovina area includes 

some of  these  unique  landmarks, which are known all over the world for their authentic 

spiritual message driven  from the profound mysticism of local villagers and expressed 

through images, paintings, icons and frescos. 

The present paper intends to illustrate the variety of the visual means of communication 

by identifying and analyzing the spiritual and sacred symbols and the cultural diffusion 

of mental and religious concepts. 

 

Keywords: Bucovina, cultural landscape, sacred landmarks. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Profound changes in the European space are created amid the tumultuous nationalist 

storms imposed by wars and social movements from the middle of the 18th century, but 

especially because of the effervescence of the Enlightenment dogmas which sought to 

create a society based on the freedom of cultural masses by following the reports of the 

social space realities. Together with the creation of the official Bucovina province on May 

7, 1775, the cultural landscapes of the province suffer radical changes through the 

intrusion of important complex heterogeneous ethnic groups. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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The breaking away from the Moldovan State caused a series of changes and challenges 

not only sociopolitical for the population which was predominantly made up of young 

people from Romanian and Bucovina Province, but also a number of cultural and spiritual 

metamorphosis amid some beneficial or negative effects arising from the historical 

events. 

Bucovina represented a veritable and challenging province for the imperial 

administration, due to its 11 ethnic groups with 9 different religious confessions, but the 

fundamental landmark was the tolerant behaviour of all individuals, giving birth to the 

expression “Homo bucovinensis” [1]  

Thus Bucovina knows the much anticipated exposure to European economic progressive 

factors through the building of the first industrialized pillar (in the cosmopolitan 

Chernivtsi during the Austrian administration, a real boom was produced in the industrial 

developmental, thus over 50 factories appeared, placing the city among the most 

developed Romanian urban centers later)[6]. This boom has been the engine that triggered 

the dynamics of space and its transformation, so the cultural landscapes have suffered 

permanent and ongoing restructuring in an accelerated pace.  

Social progress as well as the increased quality of life generated the cultural emancipation 

of the masses, social-psychological and conceptual changes have led to the emergence of 

ethnic cultural individualities which now have the opportunity to express and state their 

spiritual identity. There were numerous cultural associations which appeared, students' 

ethnic and cultural societies, culminating with the establishment of the University Franz 

Josef on 4th October. [1] 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The present paper illustrates the changes in the Bucovina's sacral landscapes. It is apart 

of a complex research project which includes a process of exploratory investigation and 

informational quantification, produced and represented by Bucovina's cultural scene. 

It was necessary to use a coherent set of investigatory rules in order to set the main 

variables and to explain what caused the phenomenon that contributed to the alteration or 

evolution of these cultural landscapes. The approach was focused on historical, artistic, 

ethnic, and geographic specialty literature. The resources used for Bucovina’s 

demographic evolution are from the documents located at the State Archive of Suceava 

Region. 

  

CULTURAL PRODUCTIONS AND SACRED LANDSCAPES 

In the 17th century religion through its confessions remained a force in the plane of 

consciousness of social groups, the most direct tool in manipulating the dominated and 

less educated masses. The sacral landscapes are positioned at the pinnacle of the cultural–

social spiritual perspective. In Bucovina the diverse cultural and linguistic ethnic groups 

corresponded to an apparently divergent ideological and cultural norms which have 

permanently been reported to space. The subjectivity and identity consciousness, which 

emerged from the cosmopolitan character and the large number of heterogeneous ethnic 
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communities, have created spatial changes in an accelerated rhythm after 1775 with the 

installing of the Habsburg Austro-Hungarian Empire domination and the penetration of a 

large number of ethnic minorities. The area has always been the support of social 

transformations under the pressure of multicultural variation, underlying the cultural 

landscapes through visible elements generated by each ethnic group. This “storage “of 

cultural elements is the emblem for a specific religious diversity, in the Bucovina area,  

identifiable primarily through the religious symbols of the architectural styles, aroused 

from the need to respond to the spiritual needs of society. 

 Confession had the purpose to ensure that the individual belonged to a common 

conscience, recognizing ancestral roots, stability values, to offer security and protection 

through its affiliation to the ethnic and confessional group. Because of this reason every 

ethnic group aimed primarily at imposing specific -religious moral values in a creative 

way, with a high intensity and visibly, through an indirect ideological struggle, seeking 

to impose itself spatially, economically, politically and demographically.  

The administration had a dominant role in the dynamics and evolution of structure of 

specific sacral landscapes determining successive changes in the ethnic and confessional 

Bukovina.The demographic ethnic structure changed and this also led to changes in the 

religious structure. Bukovina knew a spectacular numerical growth due to immigration, 

from 146.542 inhabitants in 1789 to 571 671 inhabitants in 1880 according to the official 

data. [2]  

The number of the Romanian population declined gradually and the ethnic structure was 

made up of Romanians, Rutheniums, Germans, Jews and other ethnical heterogeneous 

and multicultural nationalities.[1] 

The ethnic heterogeneous and multicultural trait is supported by the fact that none of 

nationalities in Bukovina managed to become dominant. The ethnic diversity generated 

the present combination of mentalities, a mental transfiguration and conceptual and value 

influences across the entire province.  

The factors that helped shape the sacral landscape to achieve the diffusion of religious 

symbols and spiritual values are subordinated to the approach of space. The most 

prominent factor was the language, to which the economic factors and the political were 

added. Romanian was spoken by the majority of the population however the official 

language was German, spoken by the people coming from the Austrian Empire but also 

by the ethnic Jews who lived in urban areas, while the Romanian majority population was 

initially a dominant presence in rural areas all over Bukovina. Gradually with the entry 

from the east starting with the 15th century, there were rural settlements where the 

Ukrainians settled. Some of them were either refugees from territories located in northern 

Bukovina, in an attempt to escape from the Polish government. Others settled in Bucovina 

because of the Ukrainian colonization of northern Moldavia during the reign of Stephen 

the Great through the armed Pocutia conquest completed in 1490. Some settled for 

economic reasons by becoming craftsmen or farmers brought by the Moldavian boyars 

and the prelates from the monasteries. Another event is the time of the founding of the 

500 Moldovian villages in Galicia but were dissolved in mass slave population. At the 
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same time in the opposite direction the Moldovan dominant mass was assimilated by the 

native Ukrainians established in Moldova. In time there was a dual cultural assimilation 

resulting from the joint coexistence between the Romanians and the Ukrainians which led 

to a permanent restructuring of the cultural landscapes especially in the rural areas.  

The markers which highlight the proof and the presence of cultural associative landscapes 

are the name places with a Romanian and Slavic origin. Some villages with Slav features 

were partially subject to a natural assimilation and preserved their identity or only the 

Ukrainian name, the inhabitants losing the cultural Slavic roots. The link between the two 

communities has structured on a religious joint Orthodox background, especially when it 

comes to religious symbols, marks confirming the political and cultural power of the 

church in a certain historical moment. Such an example is the Moldavian Church 

(Voloşcaia) in Lvov founded by Alexandru Lapusneanu in 1534 and finished by prince 

Miron Radul Barnovschi in 1629[6] 

The evolving cultural landscapes are generated by the economic and political dynamics 

of Bucovina. The two communities have significantly contributed to the building of the 

viability of sacral landscapes by promoting Orthodox worship, with the use of tools such 

as the Slavic alphabet and Romanian as well. Orthodoxy was the first form of spiritual-

religious manifestations that crystallized in the area of Bucovina province becoming the 

most powerful way to legitimize the Moldovan cultural identity. 

The Orthodox Church in Bucovina was the image of the power in the spiritual and social 

life rooted in Byzantine Christianity. In Bucovina, orthodoxy showed its spiritual strength 

through the deepest forms of visual esthetics. Orthodox churches stated the idea of 

political and ethnic resistance manifestation through spiritual-artistic pictorial creations 

which have become emblems of the Romanian national identity.  

Perhaps the most successful expression of semiotics in Bucovina Orthodox church 

emerges from the presence of the icon as a spiritual fundamental element leading to 

perfection. Generally in Bucovina as well as in the Orthodox Church the visual elements, 

the frescoes and the icons are a sublime combination between art and faith, a unique 

phenomenon in the Christian space. To this, we also add the strong manifestation of the 

Byzantine branch of monasticism and which through its exemplary spiritual strengths 

proposed to the masses was the ultimate model towards the spiritual consciousness of the 

Orthodox believers.The worldwide famous churches for the breathtaking paintings 

Arbore, Humor, Moldovița, Pătrăuți, Probota, St George of St.John the New Monastery 

of Suceava, Sucevița, Voroneț, Dragomirna, Bălinești and Râșca were included in the 

World Heritage List. The monasteries of Bucovina had a privileged social position as they 

owned territories, forests, farmlands, villages, thesauri, books and valuable manuscripts, 

gathering impressive fortunes and an important political position. Monks had an 

important role, they supported the theological activities, ecclesiastical art, religious 

practice and cultural activities including cultural ones. The Rulers, the Moldavian boyars 

and the dignitaries were the direct promoters of Orthodox worship through the raising of 

the religious establishments. 
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The painted monasteries and churches are built in the characteristic style of the 15th 

century developed in Constantinople, which became again Christian and which 

highlighted its smaller sizing but also the impressive paintings which take the mosaics 

place. Mural painting is diversified and more profound in expressions as well as better 

organized. The iconographic programme of the paintings are presented in highly 

structured and long selected scenes from The Cycle of the Passion. The lives of saints, 

scenes of hymns and religious songs, eschatological themes, The Menology- full calendar 

of the days in Church year) etc.  

The strongest sacral elements of the Bucovina’s religious landscapes are the painted 

monasteries and churches. The most profound and valuable cultural landscapes were built 

on account of these churches. During the centuries the paintings were gradually attacked 

by harmful factors, whether natural or anthropogenic. This situation led to a rapid 

degradation of sacral landscape.At the Voronet Monastery was evident the transformation 

of blue azurite in the malachite green. 

There are many scratches or damage caused by overlap of names and dates. Paradoxically, 

in some cases this damage gets documentary value as in case of mentioning scrawled over 

the paintings, of the return date of the relics of St. John the New in Suceava. 

The dramatic and difficult destiny due to the succession of unfavorable historical 

circumstances of the Hebrew population in Northern had a complex oscillating social and 

political dynamic. One of the first factors that influenced this development was caused 

by the psychological marginalization and the anti-Semitism emerged amid a German 

background, either paradoxically nationalist developed inside the Bukovina area with the 

reputation of being ethnically tolerant, to which other factors can be added such as 

prosperity, commercialism and ethnic characteristics .  

In Bucovina the sacral landscapes developed by the Hebrew community have certain 

peculiarities of identity arising from the historical conditions. The mosaic common 

consciousness was manifested less towards the dependence on space, but especially on 

the attention given to the conservation and preaching of Jewish cultural and spiritual 

creations. The reinterpreted Jewish mysticism under the tragic pogroms and the social 

pressures started and developed a new dogmatic direction, a new unique concept of 

religious life, Hasidim. The Hasidic movement peaked in its forms of expression in 

Sadagura city in northern Bukovina, where the landscape is dominated by the sacral 

image of Hasidic Jews. The Hasidism supported concepts based on a permanent 

relationship with God, in goodness and piety, an open spiritual life, with no borders 

because of the theological customs.  

In Bucovina, the Jews joined the German community as they used German in official 

situations and education  was achieved in schools which taught in German, this created 

some difficulty in assessing clearly the numerical demographic of this ethnic group. 

The Jews in Bucovina came from Bohemia, Poland and Russia. However there were   

Jewish merchants and craftsmen in Moldavia according to some documents even from 

the 16th century. The Habsburg administration found a quite fast growth in the number of 

ethnic Hebrew, so in 1774 there were 526 people, and in 1782 there were 714 Jewish 
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families. In 1799 there were 3366 ethnic Hebrew and 1904 there were almost 100,000[5]. 

From a religious point of view the Jews in Bucovina formed two distinct groups: the 

Orthodox Jews or the traditionalists and the modernists Jews -the   reformed based on 

new ideologies open to progress.  

Throughout the time, the Jews have built an average class of the small bourgeoisie. They 

spoke both Hebrew and German. The Jews settled mainly in large cities, the first centers 

being Suceava, Siret, Radauti, Chernivtsi, Sadagura subsequently contributing to the 

development of the rural settlements and their transformation into semi-urban areas 

between 1780 and 1859, thus new 65 towns appeared. 

The changes in the urban landscapes caused by the presence of ethnic Hebrew were not 

only emphasized by the economic features, the appearance of factories, workshops, stores 

or banks.  At the same time the economic progress led to the social and the cultural 

Hebrew landscapes were marked primarily by the presence of typical elements of Jewish 

worship, places of worship called synagogues. 

The sacral landscapes were well defined for the Hebrew community that through its large 

number of churches reflected the interest for culture and education, but also for the high 

level of material wealth. Once the Jewish synagogues disappeared gradually, most of 

them have closed since 1960 and converted into warehouses or workshops. The last 

outpost of the Jewish spirituality is the Great Temple in Radauti. Synagogues were in the 

care of the rabbis who had an important social role in addition to the prelate and the 

counselor or judge.  Throughout the Romanian Jewish history In Moldova there were 

more than 85 synagogues and other houses of worship, of 11 which located in Bucovina 

cities and which played an important role in maintaining the Jewish rite.  

The first synagogue built in 1830 by Gewölbe-Schull appeared in Radauti, then  other 22 

more were  built, three being the most important ones. Initially there were also prayer 

houses set up in private homes. In 1880 the building of a temple similar to that of 

Chernivtsi was decided. The Great Temple of Radauti was true to the Moorish 

architectural style. Its construction started in 1879 and it represents a picture of Hebrew 

architectural mastery. The central positioned building dominates with its stature its 

neighborhoods represented by green spaces and houses. The front of the building is 

carried between the two large towers on a series of colonnades marking the eardrum floor.  

The diffusion of the architectural elements can be seen in the form of Orthodox domes of 

the twin towers that surround the Great Temple. The two towers illustrate the Orthodox-

Byzantine influence in the trefoil appearance of the superior window frames and in the 

Moldavian monastic style of the towers’ domes. The sober interior brings together the 

religious elements in an ensemble inspired by the Moorish, Baroque and Renaissance 

style.  

Together with the gradual extinction of the Hebrew community through emigration, the 

disappearance of most of these religious buildings took place, in time only a very small 

number of synagogues resisted the transformation of the sacral landscape (there are 11 

declared synagogues as functional). Among the most important ones, which were built in 

the early-19th century, the oldest ones maintain the Jewish symbolical sacred value 
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landscape, others have become simple buildings of secondary importance in the years 

following World War I. They fulfill various functions such as residential, administrative, 

industrial functions or have simply disappeared. 

A second value for the Hebrew community, a visible and well-defined space is the 

cemetery sacral landscape. The Jewish cemeteries were a clearly represented space, 

usually bounded by high walls. The Hebrew cemetery is important for its deeper 

connotations from the perspective of an exiled dispersed people without a country of its 

own, under the pressure of successive pogroms from other social forces and nations.  The 

cemetery represents the Bet olam or the house of eternity, where the oscillation ends for 

the one who passed away.  

The large number of Hebrew cemeteries and their surface represent indicators of the 

intensity of the Hebrew dwelling in Bukovina.  

We can identify a number of symbols in the sacral landscapes such as monasteries and 

churches, either Catholic or Orthodox old style. The first religious buildings were made 

of wood, just as the two churches in Chernivtsi that were destroyed by fire. In their place, 

the Armenian community raised an imposing Catholic Baroque building but with obvious 

local and Polish influences in red brick in the period between 1870-1875. You can see a 

number of similarities with other sacral buildings from Bukovina during the 19th century, 

the porch entrance being the one that stands out. The lack of parishioners and clergy led 

to a tainted significance and initial functionality, the original church transforming into a 

concert hall. Other Armenian settlements were the churches in Suceava, known as 

Hagigadar Church (or Hagiuigadar) built by Dragan Danovac and dedicated to St. Mary. 

Unfortunately the agitated historic events transformed the religious edifice with a 

succession of destructive incidents, the settlement being robbed by invaders or losing its 

sacral function, temporarily becoming a storage room. The appropriate reverse slope 

cuestiform space area, Zamca was the development area of the Armenian cultural 

landscape.  

The Armenian cemeteries are testimonies about their long temporal presence in 

Bukovina. In Suceava there are two small cemeteries.  The first one has stone crosses and 

is dominated by the chapel built in simple Baroque lines belonging to the Prunku family 

one of the richest families in Bukovina.The Red Tower downstream cemetery, named as 

the church, reveals a series of sumptuous and elegant stone crypts that are carefully 

crafted with ornamental stucco are an illustration of the material welfare of the Armenian 

bourgeoisie.  

The presence of the ethnic Ukrainians in Bukovina was reported starting with the Middle 

Ages, an eloquent example being the Ukrainian prisoners that Stefan the Great brought 

to the Moldovan lands. Numerous villages were previously inhabited by small 

communities of Ukrainians and Poles Tartars and Turks, before the annex of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire. The first contacts between the Romanians and the Ruthenians / 

Ukrainian were made in terms of neighborhood, but mostly because of the common 

Orthodox spiritual fund. 
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After 1775, together with the massive penetration of Ukrainians from Galicia, but also 

with the contribution of the imperial administration the population from the northern 

Bukovina gradually became dominantly Slav. At the foundation of a large Ukrainian 

community with a Greek Catholic confession along with the Orthodox confession, there 

was the interest of the imperial management to undermine the power of the Orthodox 

Church, a process which started with the massive migration of Catholics in Galicia after 

1770.[3] 

A testimony of the Ukrainian presence with a Greek Catholic confession are represented 

by the places of worship raised by them: The Church of the Assumption from Cacica built 

in 1865 or the Greek Catholic church in Radauti called “The Birth of Virgin Mary” in 

1935. In the villages from the north of Bucovina, the Ukrainian churches have  many 

similarities with the Orthodox Romanian churches.[3] 

Once the ethnic structure has been modified among the rural communities by the 

increased number of the Ukrainians in most of the Northern Bucovina changes appeared 

in terms of the holly landscapes. This way the wooden Orthodox churches built before 

1780 by the Romanians were taken by the Orthodox Ukrainian communities in some 

cases making room for new elements and adjustments specific to the old tradition 

Orthodox Church. Many churches were built with the help of the Religious Fund of 

Bucovina after 1780. This was the case with the churches in Coțmani, Mitcău, Ocna, 

Iucăuți, Verbăuți, Cuciurmic, Lașchiuca, Pohărlăuți, Șișcăuți villages which were first 

mentioned in documents in the XV-th century In the Southern part there add up Milișăuți, 

Bălcăuți, Frătăuți devenit Călinești Enache, Călinești Cuparenco, Serbăuți, Hatna became 

Dărmănești villages where can be found Ukrainian elements like Slavic style icons, the 

eight edges cross, the long octagonal spires and floral decorations. After 1940 the church 

from Southern Bucovina belonging to Romania are structured respecting the Romanian 

patterns. 

The Ruthenians living on the top of Obcina Low Mountains were named “Hutuls” 

existing in villages like: Răstoace, Câmpulung Ruse, Putila since Vasile Lupu’s reign 

being under the management of the powerful monastery of Putna. In time there can be 

noticed a contribution to holly landscapes of Ukrainian and Romanian elements related 

to the political situation, the movement of ethnic communities to the arrival of some 

communities either Slavic or Romanian. They left a trace by creating a complex cultural-

religious environment which embodies both Slavic and Latin elements.  

 Lipovan Russians got to Bucovina by the help of Habsburg administration in the Slavic 

region in the nearby neighbourhood. Being motivated by the facilities offered by  the 

authorities (practising old tradition orthodoxy, no military service, tax free) they built up 

small communities especially in rural areas: Climăuți, Lipoveni și Fântâna Albă dar și în 

unele orașe Cernăuți, Storojineț, Rădăuți, Siret, Suceava, Gura Humorului etc. In 

comparison with other ethnic groups strongly affected by the Catholic cultural-

confessional elements, kept alive by the pressure of the Hapsburg administration, Lipovan 

Russians remained faithful to old tradition Orthodoxy with no modifications or deviation 

from the rigours of the Orthodox rites obvious in the religious landscapes created. Thus 
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the Lipovan Russian community built in Bucovina a series of  typical holly landscapes a  

bit altered, fact proven by their resistance and function up to present day. 

This community was keen on preserving, respecting and passing on the traditional 

elements, the Orthodox calendar, the old icon painting style. The icon has a primary value 

in the culture of Lipovan Slavic.. The cultural landscapes made In Bucovina by the 

Lipovan called “Staroveri” (only in this area) respect an old pattern which was not 

interpreted by the descendants and to which the ethnic communities in the vicinity of 

Bucovina area did not make any transfer of concepts or influence. Conservatism in 

respecting rites was supported by the pontiffs of the Lipovan Russians from Fintina Alba. 

The specific elements belonging to old tradition Orthodox rite are obvious in the image 

of the Metropolitan Cathedral Uspenia from Fintina Alba and in the churches from 

Manolea. The Lipovan cross had 8 edges, the vertical side was cut in three horizontal 

sides, the middle one being bigger than the other two. 

The Polish were another community who brought a great contribution to the diversity of 

the multicultural aspect in Bucovina area. Historical evidence proves the presence of 

some ancient connections with the medieval Poland. The first Polish were spotted in Siret 

once there was built the first Franciscan-Catholic Bishopric which comprised a church 

and a monastery. The aim was expanding Catholicism in Northern Moldova. The process 

was difficult as the masses were mainly Orthodox. With the Catholic missionaries there 

came numerous stonemasons, miners, carpenters, etc. who contributed to the evolution of 

handicrafts and trades but they especially provoked landscape changes in the area where 

Moldavian communities were living. The Polish settlers came to Bucovina in different 

periods during The Middle Ages. After 1774 their migration benefits from the support of 

the imperial authorities. The first settled close to Suceava forming a community of miners. 

They created Cacica between 1790-1791.There were other groups of Polish who came in 

this area taking advantage of the support given by Viennese Imperial Court and who 

created important communities both in Northern and Southern Bucovina. The Polish were 

in majority in Bulai, Ruda, Solonețul Nou, Poiana Micului, Pleșa și Păltinoasa. They also 

formed a strong intellectual community in urban areas as Cernăuți, Suceava și Gura 

Humorului. They had a big contribution to the local landscape as they settled also in the 

mountainous areas of Dorna basin, Cazadca village. Another group settled down initially 

in Cernauti town. In short they migrated to the Southern part of the province and settled 

in less populated areas. This way, villages like Solonețul Nou, Poiana Micului și Pleșa 

were revitalised between 1832-1842.[3]. The Polish Catholic communities contributed to 

the evolution of the holly landscapes by building some churches which impress through 

their grandeur and add up spiritual value to the area. As a landmark there can be 

mentioned the Catholic church from Suceava. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The church from Bucovina became the unique force that was assuring national surviving 

for small communities caught in the circle of the geo-political fight. In Bucovina it was 

faith that led to identity. In difficult historical moments it was the church who offered the 
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individual the safety and the sense of belonging to community. The economical power of 

the Romanian Orthodox church was obvious after its involvement in the socio-geo-

political fight. The social and political power of Metropolitan Church of Radauti, the 

landmark of Romanian Orthodox Church in Bucovina which built up during more than 

three centuries  by collecting goods became an issue for the imperial interests as it was 

seen as the only impediment in the process of uprooting the Romanians. 

The diffusion of the holly Catholic elements was the tool which helped the imperial 

administration to alter in some areas the spiritual mentality provoking this way changes 

between the ethnic communities which manifested in bringing new elements to the holly 

landscapes previously created or by developing some new ones. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mortality is one of the key demographic processes of the natural population change that 

greatly affects the number, distribution and population structure as well as the future 

demographic development. Nowadays, the number and the leading causes of death of the 

population in the Republic of Macedonia come as a result of the long-term changes in the 

trend as in the connection, determination and influence of the overall socioeconomic 

development, the changed living conditions and lifestyle of the population. 

There are also regional variations and differences in the trend and leading causes of death 

of the population in the Republic of Macedonia, with a dominance of the Skopje region, 

primarily due to its pronounced demographic development. But, when it comes to the 

crude death rate and death rate by specific cause, dominates the Pelagonia Region.  

This paper analysis the trend of mortality in the Republic of Macedonia, in a long period 

of time, with a special focus on the period from the beginning of the 21st century. The 

aim of this research is to conduct analyses on the number of deaths, taking into 

consideration the most common causes of death and treatment received before death at a 

national level, but also at a regional level in order to separate regions with the highest 

mortality rate values.  

Data on the differences that are recorded in the country in terms of the number and leading 

causes of death would provide the basis at which can be planned the future operation of 

the public health system by taking preventative measures in order to reduce mortality. 

 

Keywords: mortality, leading causes of death, Republic of Macedonia, regions. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The mortality of the population is one of the main (negative) components of the natural 

population change. By definition, death is the permanent disappearance of all evidence 

of vital functions [9]. 

Mortality represents one of the key factors of the total demographic development [3], 

while the increased mortality rate presents a natural population growth determinant, 

especially in circumstances when the birth rate is quite low.  

By monitoring and studying population mortality, we can obtain the necessary parameters 

to assess the future trends of the population change.  

The Republic of Macedonia is affected by the process of demographic transition for 

decades and the increased mortality only shows that the society still faces negative health 

care, medical, social and economic conditions. However, much information can be 
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gleaned by observation of mortality by specific causes of death, or, more broadly, of entire 

categories of causes of death [1]. Cause mortality of a population is an important segment 

in the analysis of mortality, because it sums up all factors which influence death indicators 

on a certain territory in a direct way [5].  

 

DATA SOURCES AND METHODS OF WORK 

The available vital statistics data and census data allow monitoring and analysis of the 

mortality trends and rates, as well as the leading causes of death, its changes and 

differences. Mortality can be followed through the published statistical data from the 

official statistics, which is related to the natural population change in the country, where, 

among other vital events data and processes (number of births, number of infant deaths, 

marriages and divorces) it can be found data on the number of deaths, deaths by age and 

sex, by cause of death, by place of death and received treatment, deaths by ethnic 

affiliation, occupation and education.  

In all of the studies that elaborate this issue, a standard way to register the causes of death 

represents the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). Any medical condition 

belongs to a unique category and it is given a certain code, (up to six characters). The 

start of the medical classification system was established in 1900, and today in use is 

ICD-10 (tenth revision), which was published by the World Health Organization in 1992 

[4]. In the Republic of Macedonia, the ICD-10 is in use since 2006. Between 2005 and 

1979 in use was the ICD-9, and before 1979, in use was the ICD-8. Data on the causes of 

death are mostly used by the health services in order to monitor developments in 

pathology and lethal outcome in the treatment of diseases, but it is also used by 

geographers in order to present the spatial differences in the causes of death. In the 

Republic of Macedonia this issue has been elaborated in some modest geographical 

researches, which are mainly an integral part of complex geographical researches.  

More clearly, the mortality trends can be obtained through calculating the mortality rate. 

To calculate the mortality rate it is necessary to know the total number of the population, 

and therefore we used data from the regular annual publications by the Statistical Office 

of the Republic of Macedonia, Population estimates by sex and age by municipalities and 

statistical regions for the relevant years, taking in consideration the fact that the last 

census of the population, households and dwellings in the country was conducted in 2002. 

The crude mortality rate is commonly used in regions/countries where the necessary data 

to calculate the specific mortality rates is not available as is the case of our country. This 

research could have given even stronger results if we had available data to calculate the 

specific mortality rates, such as data on the number of persons who died of a specific 

disease by sex and age. 

The census and vital statistics data enable monitoring and comparison of the dynamics in 

the demographic processes at different territorial units and different time periods. The 

regional review, analysis refers to the eight statistical regions in the Republic of 

Macedonia, i.e. the NUTS level 3, according the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for 

Statistics in the Republic of Macedonia [2].  

For the purposes of this research are used the analytical-statistical, mathematical, statis-

tical and comparative method. During the analysis and data processing was made a com-

parative analysis of the results from the research to some previous researches that treat 

this issue i.e., relevant demographic studies done so far. Taking time as one dimension 

(because the analysis refers to a half-century time period), this method of analysis allows 

us to include the reasons that caused these differences over time. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this paper are analyzed the causes of death in the Republic of Macedonia for a longer 

period of time, so, as a result comes the use of different classification of diseases and thus 

less data reliability. But, since 1975, by converting the ninth and tenth Revision of the 

ICD, Injuries and Causes of Death, it has been achieved a satisfactory level of data 

comparability with the leading causes of death [4].  

 
Table 1. Leading causes of death in the Republic of Macedonia (1965-2015)6 

Cause of death 1965 1971 1976 1986 1991 1994 1998 2002 2006 2010 2015 

A00-B99 576 1182 605 508 267 256 187 137 91 62 36 

C00-D48 878 1182 1358 1915 2207 2510 2962 3129 3419 3705 3741 

E00-E88 34 106 166 238 319 376 455 557 744 741 878 

I00-I99 1850 3987 3719 6531 7330 8418 9296 10236 10932 11069 11939 

J00-J98 1343 1530 1493 1141 878 708 542 592 691 712 761 

K00-K92 503 251 258 391 319 313 369 379 334 370 378 

N00-N98 259 151 94 203 198 217 234 245 248 262 323 

P00-P96 3118 442 337 588 398 340 255 169 165 125 145 

R00-R99 1761 2296 2957 1858 1898 1753 1604 1508 1134 1245 1335 

Injury/Poisoning 468 607 654 746 695 648 708 750 653 588 513 

Other  1968 713 736 319 280 232 258 260 219 234 412 

TOTAL 12758 12447 12377 14438 14789 15771 16870 17962 18630 19113 20461 

Percentage share of the leading causes of death in the Republic of Macedonia 

A00-B99 4.5 9.5 4.9 3.5 1.8 1.6 1.1 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2 

C00-D48 6.9 9.5 10.9 13.3 14.9 15.9 17.6 17.4 18.4 19.4 18.3 

E00-E88 0.3 0.9 1.3 1.6 2.2 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.9 3.9 4.3 

I00-I99 14.5 32.0 30.1 45.2 49.6 53.4 55.1 56.9 58.7 57.9 58.3 

J00-J98 10.5 12.3 12.1 7.9 5.9 4.5 3.2 3.3 3.7 3.7 3.7 

K00-K92 3.9 2.0 2.1 2.7 2.2 1.9 2.2 2.1 1.8 1.9 1.9 

N00-N98 2.0 1.2 0.8 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6 

P00-P96 24.5 3.6 2.7 4.1 2.7 2.2 1.5 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7 

R00-R99 13.8 18.4 23.9 12.9 12.8 11.1 9.5 8.4 6.1 6.5 6.5 

Injury/Poisoning 3.7 4.9 5.3 5.2 4.7 4.1 4.2 4.2 3.5 3.1 2.5 

Other  15.4 5.7 5.9 2.2 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 2.0 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: [7] 

 

The leading causes of death in the observed period include: diseases of the circulatory 

system, of neoplasms, of symptoms and signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory 

findings, not elsewhere classified, followed by endocrine, nutritional and metabolic 

                                                           

6 Codes in bold are according to ICD-10 and codes in italic are according to ICD-9: 

Certain infectious and parasitic diseases: A00-B99 (001-033, 034.1-134, 136-139, 771.3) 

Neoplasms: C00-D48 (140-239) 

Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases: E00-E88 (240-278) 

Diseases of the circulatory system:  I00-I99 (390-434, 436-459) 

Diseases of the respiratory system:  J00-J98 (034.0, 460-519) 

Diseases of the digestive system:  K00-K92 (520-579) 

Diseases of the genitourinary system:  N00-N98 (580-629) 

Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period: P00-P96 (760-771.2, 771.4-779) 

Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified: R00-R99 (780-

799) 

Injuries: V01-X39, X50-X59 (800-849, 880-929)  

Poisoning, searing, complications of medical and surgical care, and certain other consequences of external 

causes: X00-X09, X40-X49, X40-X49, X60-X99, Y00-Y99 (850-879, 924.1, 930-999) 
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diseases, diseases of the respiratory system and injuries or poisoning. The other causes of 

death are much less present.  

The countries of eastern and central part of Europe and the Balkans, still have extremely 

high rates of mortality from diseases of the circulatory system [4]. This is also the case of 

the Republic of Macedonia. Namely, top 1 in the leading causes of death are diseases of 

the circulatory system. The trend in the number of deaths is constantly increasing and so 

is the percentage share in the total number of deaths. This share since 1994 is more than 

50%. The reasons should be sought primarily in the unsatisfactory economic situation, 

which is reflected in the poor quality of life and the awareness about the fact that the age 

structure of the population is very unfavourable [4], but also in the quality of the 

environment (ex. air pollution in the winter period) because, mortality caused by diseases 

of the circulatory system mostly affects an aging population. As a second in the row of 

the leading causes of death appears neoplasms. The number of deaths in the country is 

continuously increasing and so is the percentage share. This share increased from 6.9% 

in 1965, to 14.9% in 1991, 17.4% in 2002 and 18.3% in 2015. Third most common cause 

of death are Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not 

elsewhere classified that until 1994 participated with around 10% in the total number of 

deaths, but since then, this share is constantly below 10%. The endocrine, nutritional and 

metabolic diseases mark а slight increase in the analyzed period, while the diseases of the 

respiratory system mark a slight decrease, but they are still present with over 3% in the 

total number of deaths which places this causes of death in the top 5 leading causes of 

death in the country.  

 
Table 2. Deaths by sex, place of death and treatment received  

in the Republic of Macedonia (1965-2015), in % 

 1965 1971 1976 1986 1991 1994 1998 2002 2006 2010 2015 

Male  51.8 53.1 54.9 55.1 55.7 55.7 54.3 55.1 53.7 53.2 51.6 

Female  48.2 46.9 45.1 44.9 44.3 44.3 45.7 44.9 46.3 46.8 48.4 

Treatment 

received 
48.9 66.3 74.5 87.3 89.1 91.3 92.9 92.9 92.2 93.2 93.3 

Treatment 

not received 
51.1 33.7 25.5 12.7 10.9 8.7 7.1 7.1 7.8 6.8 6.7 

Medical facility 19.1 19.7 22.9 29.3 22.1 28.8 27.8 26.3 27.4 28.2 31.8 

Elsewhere  80.9 80.3 77.1 70.7 77.9 71.2 72.2 73.7 72.6 71.8 68.2 

Source: [7] 

 

During the observed period, the decades-long upward trend in the difference between the 

male and female population in the life expectancy at birth was terminated [6], especially 

in the last decade. The differences between the expectation of life for male and female 

dropped from 4.79 years in 2002 (the expectation of life for male was 70.77 and 75.56 

for female), to 3.95 years in 2015 (the expectation of life for male was 73.46 and for 

female was 77.41). The reduced differences can be also confirmed with the percentage 

share of the male and female population in the total number of deaths (see Table 2). This 

phenomenon is also due to the growing participation of women in jobs that are more 

demanding, stressful and responsible as well as the growing number of women who 

"break down" stereotypes by using cigarettes and alcohol, which also leads to reduced 

differences in the participation of women and men in the total number of deaths. In the 

future, it is expected that the life expectancy will increase, especially for men.  

The advantage of studies using mortality as an indicator of the health of the population 

lies in the fact that mortality is a clear indicator of the outcome, unlike data on the number 

of patients who are hospitalized or have received treatment which may be misinterpreted 
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or unregistered [6]. Namely, in Table 2 we can record that the percent of the persons who 

received treatment before death is high, and since 1994 is above 90%, while the 

percentage share of those who died in a medical facility is constantly increasing. 

 

  

  
Figures 1-4. Leading causes of death in the eight statistical regions (1986-2015), in % 

 

Like in the case of the annual number of deaths, the upward trend is also recorded in the 

crude death rate. This is the case in all eight statistical regions. 

Regional incidence is influenced mainly by differences in the demographic structure of 

the population and its living conditions in different regions [10]. 

 
Table 3. Number of population and deaths in % and crude death rate  

in the Republic of Macedonia (1965-2015), by regions 

 2002 2010 2015 

Region     

population 
deaths rate population deaths rate population deaths rate 

East   8.99   9.33  9.2  8.75   9.52  10.1  8.56   9.16  10.6 

Southeast  8.48   8.32  8.7  8.41   9.04  9.9  8.38   9.09  10.7 

Southwest  10.86   10.28  8.4  10.80   10.04  8.6  10.62   9.68  9.0 

Pelagonia   11.77   16.55  12.4  11.39   15.62  12.7  11.16   14.76  13.1 

Polog   15.13   12.96  7.6  15.32   11.78  7.1  15.45   11.50  7.3 

Northeast   8.54   8.62  8.9  8.52   8.65  9.4  8.51   8.48  9.8 

Skopje   28.58   26.04  8.1  29.33   26.96  8.5  29.91   28.49  9.4 

Vardar   7.64   7.91  9.2  7.49   8.39  10.4  7.40   8.83  11.8 

Total   100.00  100.00  8.9  100.00  100.00  9.3  100.00  100.00  9.8 

Source: [9], [8] 

 

In the total crude death rate, dominates the Pelagonia Region, while these values are 

lowest in the Polog Region. This condition can be explained by the fact that the leading 

causes of death present in the country, mostly affects older people, and the Pelagonia 

Region has the highest mean age of the population, (40 in 2002 and 40.7 in 2015), while 
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the Polog region has the lowest values of the mean age of the population (34 in 2002 and 

35.8 in 2015). 

 
Table 4. The specific death rate of the top 3 leading causes of death  

in the Republic of Macedonia (1986-2015), by regions, per 100.000 

E
as

t 
 

R
eg

io
n
  Cause of death 2002 2010 2015 

C00-D48  133.62   191.36   187.98  

I00-I99  534.48   628.58   627.17  

R00-R99  116.02   40.61   69.43  

Total  784.13   860.54   884.59  

S
o

u
th

ea
st

  

R
eg

io
n
 C00-D48  151.09   222.15   199.35  

I00-I99  550.71   605.12   672.39  

R00-R99 28.59  22.56  23.62  

Total 730.39  849.83  895.37  

S
o

u
th

w
es

t 

R
eg

io
n
 C00-D48  127.88  131.17  125.97  

I00-I99  506.05  557.12  584.38  

R00-R99 57.80  35.16  36.38  

Total 691.72   723.45  746.73  

P
el

ag
o

n
ia

 

R
eg

io
n
  C00-D48  204.09  235.76  230.60  

I00-I99 713.88  658.16  668.87  

R00-R99 187.29  210.56  236.22  

Total 1.105.25  1.104.48  1.135.69  

P
o

lo
g

 

R
eg

io
n
  C00-D48  112.12  108.96  114.41  

I00-I99 388.00  447.58  449.18  

R00-R99  101.66  43.20  42.20  

Total  601.77  599.74  605.78  

N
o

rt
h

ea
st

 

R
eg

io
n
 C00-D48  142.95  157.10  148.12  

I00-I99 534.18  612.99  624.84  

R00-R99  43.98  39.99  44.83  

Total 721.12  810.08  817.80  

S
k

o
p

je
 

R
eg

io
n
  
 

C00-D48  178.50  201.10  208.63  

I00-I99 436.22  444.02  513.02  

R00-R99 39.96  45.30  42.95  

Total 654.68   690.42  764.60  

V
ar

d
ar

 

R
eg

io
n
  
 

C00-D48  154.01  197.58  217.51  

I00-I99 566.86  622.65  728.31  

R00-R99 36.88  53.95  42.46  

Total 757.76  874.18  988.28  

R
ep

u
b

li
c o
f 

M
ac

ed
o

n
ia

 C00-D48  154.71  180.29  180.70  

I00-I99 506.09  538.64  576.70  

R00-R99 74.56  60.58  64.49  

Total 735.36  779.51  821.89  

              Source: [7] 

 

At a regional level, with the number of deaths caused by the diseases of the circulatory 

system dominates the Skopje Region that in 2015 participated with 26.6% in the total 

number of deaths from this cause in the country, and with 54.5% in the total number of 

deaths in this region. The Skopje Region is followed by Pelagonia Region, where in 2015, 

51.2% of the number of deaths were caused by diseases of the circulatory system and this 

region participated with 12.9% in the total number of deaths from this cause in the 

country. Then comes the Polog Region, with participation of 12% in the total number of 
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deaths from this cause in the country and even 61.1% of the total number of deaths in the 

region.   

Unlike the changes in the mortality trends in the most advanced European countries in 

which, during the past ten or so years has been noted a decrease in the share of deaths 

caused by diseases of the circulatory system, as contrasted to the share of neoplasms [10], 

in the Republic of Macedonia, the trend is increasing in both causes of death, diseases of 

the circulatory system and of neoplasms.  

We can agree with the opinion that the fight against neoplasms, in order to be 

comprehensive, must involve the spatial aspect which is best applied especially in the 

field of medical geography [10]. 

It should now be mentioned that these geographic differences are also, above all, the result 

of differences in the population age structure of each of the regions [6]. This way, the 

regions with the highest crude death rates are also the demographically oldest, and regions 

with the lowest crude death rate are also the demographically youngest. The dynamics, 

level and regional differences in the number of deaths and crude death rates are directly 

conditioned by the differences in the demographic structure of the population and the 

living conditions in different regions. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Changes in the structure of the leading causes of death of the population in the Republic 

of Macedonia in the period 1965-2015 are typical of the elderly population. The high 

mortality rate can be largely attributed to the unfavorable age structure. The increase in 

the birth rate and improving the age structure is difficult to influence, while improving 

the conditions of mortality, which is rarely the subject of interest, can achieve significant 

results [1]. Thus, measures of population policy should be focused on reducing the 

mortality rate in order to provide a safe and balanced demographic and economic 

prosperity [3]. Modelling population mortality based on causes of deaths data bears much 

information, primarily in which direction should the health policies of a country flow and 

what are the priorities for decreasing mortality and increasing life expectancy. If we want 

to extend the life and increase expected life duration, we should undertake preventive 

actions on the older population. 

The lifestyle and changed everyday habits greatly influenced the current trends in 

mortality. Stressful jobs, poor diet, physical inactivity and high blood pressure are 

characteristic of the XXI century [3]. This global trend has not passed by the Republic of 

Macedonia, which can be confirmed by the high percentage share of deaths caused by 

diseases of the circulatory system that is dominant since the seventy of the last century, 

which coincides with the beginning of the process of urbanization, migration from rural 

to urban, and therefore, more stressful jobs and changed lifestyle. Since 1994, diseases of 

the circulatory system, participate with more than 50% in the total number of deaths. 

Since the eighty years as a second reason for mortality instead diseases of the respiratory 

system, appears Neoplasms and since then, the percentage share continuously increases.     

The differences between the share of the male and female population in the total number 

of deaths are just like in the countries characterized by the modern mortality patterns [6], 

i.e., the percentage share of the male is higher than the share of female. 

There are also differences at a regional level. The Skopje region participates in the total 

number of deaths in the country the most, due to its population development and this 

percentage share continues to increase. An increase is recorded in the Vardar Region and 

Southeast Region. When it comes to the death rate, dominates the Pelagonia Region, but 
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the death rate increases in all regions with no exceptions. The leading causes of death are 

same in all regions. 

Programs of primary prevention and education of the population must necessarily lead to 

the optimization of lifestyle, especially, to activities supporting non-smoking, fight 

against alcoholism and obesity as well as an increase in physical activity, healthy eating, 

and protection against sun radiation [10].  

The health care system should take into consideration the demographic characteristics of 

the population, the level of the economic development and lifestyle while creating 

policies for prevention and health care of the population, reduction of mortality and 

increased life expectancy at birth. Hence, development of a Strategy for the Elderly will 

be an imperative. In the coming decades priorities should be focused on prevention, early 

detection, and suppression of negative risk factors [3]. 
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ABSTRACT 

As a phenomenon witnessed throughout history, migration can occur voluntarily due to 

economic and social reasons but it can also happen by necessity due to wars which are 

considered human disasters. As a result of civil wars, people are forced to leave the 

geography, land, neighborhood they live in, relatives and neighbors they have, and their 

pasts and experiences they have. Most of the people who migrate are women and children. 

Among them, children without parents constitute a large majority. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the urban spaces the Syrian children live in and 

their experiences in these spaces. In this study, Syrian children’s urban space perceptions 

and use, sense of belonging, life challenges, employment status, problems they face and 

future expectations were discussed. In-depth interviews were conducted and observation 

method was employed with the Syrian children who were selected using simple random 

sampling.  

Syrian civil war has turned millions of Syrians into refugees. 50% of the refugees are 

children. Holding on to life is very difficult for refugee children who witnessed the horrors 

of war. As a result of the study, it was found that majority of the refugee children living 

in the city of Kilis do not go to school, and these poor children have to work in the streets 

or in odd jobs to help their family economically.  

Having experienced the war and its suffering first hand, Syrian children face risks like 

psychological disorders, violence, child marriages, working under difficult conditions and 

being forced to be members of armed groups. These children who had to leave the 

geography they lived are trying to adopt and get used to the new geography they came. 

Trying to adopt to a new life in a new space, the fears and anxieties these children live 

are extremely deep. Preserving their identities in a different culture or creating new 

identities shape children’s cognitive worlds and their future expectations. 

 

Keywords: Syrian refugees, migration, child refugees, urban space, asylum seeker. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

From past to present, millions of people have migrated due to social and political reasons, 

security issues, natural disasters and to have better living conditions. Today, more than 

six million [1] Syrians had to leave their country. This number has surpassed the refugee 

numbers from the Rwandan genocide, the largest refugee crisis since World War II [2]. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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Guardian and protector of the oppressed nations throughout history, Turkey is a country 

embracing different identities and culture. For people running away from the totalitarian 

regimes of their country and the civil wars, Turkey is a safe haven for the citizens of 

neighboring countries.  

With the civil war in Syria, millions of Syrian refugees have come to our country since 

2011. As a result of the civil war that started in 2011, as of April 2016, while the Syrian 

refugee numbers in our country was 2.749.140, total number of Syrian children in our 

country was 1.490.033 (54% of the Syrian population that came to our country) [2]. 

Hosting nearly 3.6 million (3.551.078) refugees, Turkey today is the country with the 

world’s largest refugee population. Since the beginning of the Syrian crisis, Turkey has 

spent 25 million dollars on refugees [3]. Placing more than 250.000 refugees in 26 camps, 

Turkey has been meeting their health, educational, nutritional, social and other needs. 

90% of the Syrian refugees outside camps live in urban and rural areas under very difficult 

conditions with the help of the government, local administrations and host communities. 

By September 2016, the total humanitarian aid provided by the EU to Turkey was only 

538 million € [4]. This amount is tremendously low considering the number of Syrian 

refugees living in Turkey. One of the cities feeling the population pressure of Syrian 

refugees on social space the most is Kilis. While the urban population of the city of Kilis 

was 93.222 [5] in 2016, the number of Syrians living in the city in 2016 was 117.000 [6]. 

Children and adolescents constitute more than half of the Syrian population in the city. It 

is not expected from the people who migrate to safer countries as a result of drastic 

condition to easily adapt to the new geographical space. Facing many difficulties due to 

everyday life changes in their new society, refugee children are terribly struggling to 

adapt. Having to deal with many difficulties like trauma caused by war, dying family 

members due to air attacks, poverty, hunger and lack of shelter and nutrition, refugee 

children are developing methods to solve these problems themselves. The meanings 

refugee children attribute to geographical spaces are changing and transforming.  

Geographical spaces are important in rebuilding people’s identities. The cultural patterns 

of the geography they once live in are reshaped in the geography they come to. Syrian 

refugees have started a process of creating a new space in the city of Kilis. They started 

to live with their own people in the neighborhoods they moved into and built their own 

businesses. The space at first is their home but the space is also the street they live in, the 

neighborhood, the streets of the city, the bazaar, the school, the workplace or the other 

parts of the city. All these spaces create new schemata in children’s minds and prepare 

them for the future. Shelter is the most important problem arising for children in this new 

natural and social environment. Those whose economic situation is slightly better reside 

in appropriate houses whereas those whose economic situation is not good and those who 

do not have a job and need others’ help live in uninhabitable dwellings on the outskirts 

of the city. The houses refugee children live in have an important place in their cognitive, 

psychological and biological developments. Living unhealthy lives in uninhabitable 

houses, many of these refugee children are struggling against living conditions with their 

families or alone. 

Instead of going to school in the city they live in, children between the ages 6 and 18 are 

working in the city to contribute to the family economy. Children who feel safer in the 

neighborhoods they live in work in different jobs in the streets of the city to survive. 

Children who sell chocolate and wafer or children who collect garbage wander all the 

Kilis streets. Many of the working children have to work since their parents want them to 

work. Poor refugee children stay away from schooling and build their futures in the 
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streets. Adaptation to the new space and survival by learning the space is at stake for 

majority of the children working in the streets. Many of the run-down buildings they live 

in are unhealthy.  

 

RESERCH AREA 

During the ancient times, Kilis had been a strategically important settlement because of 

its location between Mesopotamia and Anatolia and because of being on the Silk Road 

route. The city is to the south of Turkey, on the Syrian border, and surrounded by 

Gaziantep from the north-northeast-east and west (Figure 1). With 680 meters above the 

sea level, the city was founded on a tectonic plain. From north to south, towards the Syrian 

border, the elevation decreases. The Mediterranean Climate is seen in the city, and raising 

pistachios and olives and viticulture are the main agricultural activities. Hosted many 

civilizations, Kilis has a rich historical texture belonging to different cultures.  

 

 
Figure 1. Location of Kilis City. 

 

PURPOSE AND METHOD 

Migration studies, one of the subjects of human geography, in recent years require the 

transnational spaces, transnational communities and displaced children be discussed 

under the migration phenomenon. In this context, the purpose of the study is to examine 

the urban spaces Syrian refugee children in Kilis live in and their experiences and 

perceptions about these spaces.  Syrian refugee children’s urban space perceptions, their 

use of these spaces, their sense of belonging, life problems, employment situations, 

problems they encounter and their expectations for future are discussed in the study.  

The study employed in-depth interviews and participant observations. In this context, in-

depth interviews were conducted with 28 Syrian children between the ages of six and 

fourteen who were randomly selected. The data was obtained through semi-structured 

interview. For the children to feel comfortable, the interviews were conducted in a 

conversation mode. Interview method is an effective method used to put forth people’s 

experiences. Furthermore, observations employed at different times in the city of Kilis in 

2016-2017 were added to the study. The study was conducted through children’s words. 

It is not easy to enter children’s worlds and to convey their feelings, experiences and 

aspirations. 

 

FINDINGS 

Spatial perception and belonging 

People are primarily temporal, and they find meaning in the temporal feature of their 

existence. People actually live time in spaces in terms of quality. The importance of 

spatial relation depends on the special feature of the particular objects [7]. The concept 
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of space has a psychological, social and cultural dimension comprised of meaning, 

symbol and feelings. Space expresses the interlock between the physical dimension, the 

personal dimension like meaning and feelings and social dimension made up of structural 

relations [8]. Space is the foundation of economic and social relations. It connects what 

is cognitive with cultural and what is social with historical. Geographic space comes to 

life with the movements and actions of its residents [9].  

Spatial/physical environment conditions the children live in affect their personalities, 

behaviors and perceptions. In addition, these conditions have an important place in 

children’s socialization and development as society’s members in social spaces. Areas 

like houses the children live in, neighborhoods, playgrounds and malls are the urban 

spaces that have an important place in children’s personality development and perspective 

on life. The spaces they live do not only have a great impact on children’s mental world 

but also on their biological development.  

Individuals feel the spaces they live in beyond a physical perception. They get attached 

to these spaces, and a sense of belonging develops in these spaces. Space and identity 

exist together [10]. There is trauma in the psyche of the children who were exposed to 

violence and lived the fear of death. Because of the traumas they had faced, the stress and 

anxiety levels of children increase, and they experience sleep disturbances.     

“When we were shopping during the war, bombs dropped from the planes. A lot of people 

died and got hurt. Houses were destroyed, our relatives and my friends died, I was very 

scared that I was going to die. I still see those moments in my dreams at night.” (Emeni, 

10 years old) 

Their experiences during and after the migration can be quite sad. The Syrian refugee 

children interviews stated that they had to be extremely cautious not to be seen by the 

regime soldiers and the terrorist groups in the region and that they made great efforts to 

avoid getting captured. The refugees who set off at night reached the Turkish border on 

foot or by car after sending a child ahead and after making sure the region was safe.   

 “I was very scared while coming to Kilis. While we were migrating, the Russian planes 

dropped bombs on us. The bombs fell very close to us. We barely escaped death. I was so 

scared the bombs would fall on top of us. ” (Ayşe, 7 years old) 

Syrian children who got separated from their parents constitute the most fragile and weak 

part of the migration process.  

 “My mom and dad stayed in Syria. Me and my brothers are living with my grandmother 

here. I collect plastic from the trash. Nobody is working in the family. My grandmother 

is very old. My biggest aspiration is to go to my mom in Syria.”  (Necla, 12 years old) 

Children living in the migrated country enter a process of identity development by getting 

affected rom the environmental conditions. Adjustment to the different culture they have 

entered is a long process and an important concern. Far away from their own country 

geographically, these refugee children maintain their lives with low income. The 

sociocultural adjustment process is gradual, and the host society and refugees integrate in 

different areas [11]. Looking to the space they live in from their own window, refugee 

children’s perceptions and feelings will differ from their parents’ perceptions and feelings 

because children’s thoughts they developed about the space in their own inner world are 

different than adults’ thoughts.  

“We can go out in the neighborhood comfortably. But the two children of our neighbor 

take me and my brother on. They bother us. I don’t like this neighborhood at all.” (Ali, 7 

years old) 
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Children socialize by interacting in the environment they live in. Children who are 

exposed to negative experiences in the spaces they live in may take dangerous and wrong 

roads. Leading the future of their society, children should be provided opportunities for 

them to complete their physical and mental development and to be an adult adjusted to 

the society [12]. 10 % of the interviews Syrian refugee children stated that they experience 

adjustment problems to the local population. The others stated that they get along with 

the locals and that they have no problems. Not knowing the language lies at the core of 

their adjustment problems. Children who can speak Turkish experience a healthier 

adjustment to the space. The positive or negative feelings about a space reveal where 

children position themselves. Children’s sense of belonging towards the space they live 

in is about feeling safe, peaceful and happy there. The friendships they create affect 

refugee children’s ties and feelings they have for Kilis. They expressed that they do not 

feel like the “other” if they feel happy and peaceful where they live in and that they feel 

alien and isolated if they are not happy and peaceful.     

“I have friends at school and in the neighborhood. I get happy when I go to school. I get 

along with my friends. I like Kilis when I get along with my friends. I want to return to 

Syria when I don’t get along with them.” (Mustafa 10 years old) 

The process of network-forming areas in the space being meaningful is possible when 

these areas intersect with the daily experiences of people in that space. The most 

meaningful of these intersection areas for the individual is home. Home is an important 

concept for existence, maintenance and for finding identity [13]. The spaces refugees 

settle often trigger social exclusion. Settling in spaces appropriate to their budget, Syrian 

refugees mostly found accommodation in poor neighborhoods. The ones who have low 

incomes and who live in economic hardship face spatial exclusion [14]. The results of a 

study done on the city revealed that most of the Syrian refugee children live in unhealthy, 

damp and run-down places with small window that were turned from a garage. Living in 

extremely unhealthy conditions, these children have biological and psychological 

problems due to inadequate nutrition and heating.  

The problems during the accommodation and employment process in the new country 

can lead to being excluded from cultural, economic and political processes [15]. The 

employment of children and the abuse of child labor are among the major social problems 

all around the world. Making up a different section of child labor, children working on 

the streets have to meet their families’ economic needs by working. During the day, these 

streets constitute the most important spaces where daily activities take place [16]. Their 

need to work because of economic hardships make Syrian refugee children vulnerable to 

exploitation. In terms of migration and problems brought about by migration, children are 

an invisible mass. Life is difficult for refugee children who are faced with low income, 

parent unemployment, working, unhealthy development, inadequate nutrition, health 

problems, social exclusion, being seen as the other and not continuing their education. 

Children who feel safer in the neighborhoods they live in work at different jobs on the 

streets to survive. Some children try to contribute to the family income by selling paper 

tissues, chocolate or crackers; some by collecting trash or plastic waste early in the 

mornings or late at nights; some beg. These children, both boys and girls, are between 

five and 14 years old, and continue to live their lives like this. Most of the Syrian refugee 

children who cannot have education learn informally on the streets. Some of the children 

learned Turkish on the streets where they collect trash or sell tissues or chocolate.   

As a result of the conflict in Syria, especially young girls have to cope with many 

problems like interruption in education, violence, early marriage and sexual abuse. While 
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more than 53% of the Syrians in Turkey are children and adolescents under the age of 18, 

more than 75% of them are children and women in need of special protection [17]. Tens 

of thousands of Syrian children not being able to continue their education due to war will 

have profound consequences for societies over the next decades. The skills Syrian refugee 

children need to secure their futures can be provided with education. Refugee children 

who are not given opportunities to continue their education will not only cause social 

instability in the future but also the future generations will lose hope, and their poverty 

levels will increase. Furthermore, their chance to improve their living conditions will be 

taken from their hands. The rate of child labor among Syrian children are quite high [18].             

 “I voluntarily support my family financially. I buy milk to my one-year old brother with 

the money I earn by selling crackers and chocolate on the street.” (Ahmet, 10 years old)  

 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

Syrian refugee children who cannot go to school have an informal education in the streets. 

Also, these refugee children are mistreated by their refugee peers who claim the space or 

older people. Protecting the refugee children is the responsibility of both governmental 

agencies and non-governmental organizations. Donations to the poor families, providing 

job opportunities to the parents and opening various vocational courses for women are 

among the steps that can be taken.  

Schooling and vocational courses should be provided for children without parents who 

need to work in order to guarantee their future. Some of the interviewed children stated 

that they do not want to continue their education. The most important factor behind this 

is that they are behind their peers age wise since they had to stop going to school for a 

long time. In addition to providing courses where they will learn a skill, an environment 

where they can continue their basic schooling should be provided.  

It was observed that many of the interviewed children live in unhealthy buildings, and 

their basic needs like food and heat are not met. Living in tremendously unhealthy spaces, 

these children are in biological and psychological distress since they do not have adequate 

food and a warm house. Necessary support should be given to Syrian refugees by local 

administrations after identifying the neighborhoods and places they live in. Shelter, food 

and heat assistance to refugees will reduce the number of refugee children working in the 

streets and will help them become biologically and psychologically healthier individuals. 

Syrian families should be persuaded for the continuation of their children’s education by 

contacting them. For people who want to help the refugees, aid centers should be set up 

to meet refugees’ needs.    
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ABSTRACT 

Statistical data consist of a temporal and spatial dimension. This means that they are valid 

for a certain point in time or period of time as well as for a certain location. Republic of 

Kosovo is characterized by a large number of Settlements. The structure of the system of 

settlements in Kosovo is presented through traditional approach of quantitative analysis 

of basic characteristics of the settlement network in Kosovo. The system of settlements 

in Kosovo is characterized by dispersion of its 1469 settlements and low level of 

urbanization. There are many rural settlements with emphasized dwelling function, small 

towns and only seven larger towns. Spatial development trends indicate that the 

dispersion will stay an important spatial element, but causing environmental pressures. 

The dispersion will have many positive effects on regional development in Kosovo. 

 

Keywords: Location, Settlements, regional planning, GIS data 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Republic of Kosovo is characterized by a large number of settlements. Although the 

national territory extends on the 10,908 km², there are 1469 settlements registered [1]. 

Settlements are important landscape element of Kosovo that needs to be taken into 

consideration in geographical analysis of Kosovo and in shaping its regional and spatial 

development strategies.  

Settlements in Kosovo were of particular interest to geographers and other social 

scientists from the beginning of the modern geographical science in Kosovo.  

To achieve the aim of the article different traditional approaches are used the settlement 

network analysis, urban settlements. 

Methods used in the survey are based on calculation of relative numbers and elaboration 

of the basic statistical analysis. The source of data is the database of the based census data 

from 2011, analysis of geographical literature.  

The first part of the article presents traditional approaches in analyzing the system of 

settlements: basic characteristics of the settlement network in Kosovo using the 

population statistics, and urban settlements. The second part of the article brings results 

of the categorization of settlements in Kosovo.  

The article concludes with a short summary of basic characteristics of the system of 

settlements in Kosovo, specific issues regarding the current and future development of 

the system of settlements in Kosovo and the possibilities for future research on the system 

of settlements in Kosovo. 
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DATA, MATERIALS, AND COVERAGE 
This study make use of aggregated census data disseminated by the Kosovo Agency of 

Statistics as a result of the 2011 population and housing censuses conducted in April 2011.  

 

ANALYSING THE SYSTEM OF SETTLEMENTS IN KOSOVO 

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SETTLEMENT NETWORK  
Statistical data for Settlements are of some considerable importance for the central 

government and for local authorities while planning and managing services for local 

communities. According to data from the Register of Settlements, which is kept by the 

Kosovo Agency of Statistics there were 1469 settlements in Kosovo. If there were 

1.771,604 inhabitants living in Kosovo at that time (31 December 2015) [2], then there 

were 1206 inhabitants living on average in each settlement. 

 
Table 1. Settlements with more than 10,000 inhabitants in Kosovo in 2011 [3] 

Settlements 
Number of 

inhabitants 

% of inhabitants 

in Kosovo 

Cumulative % of 

inhabitants in Kosovo 

Prishtinë 145,149 8.2 8.2 

Prizren 85,119 4.8 13.0 

Gjilan 54,239 3.0 16.0 

Pejë 48,962 2.8 18.8 

Mitrovicë 46,230 2.6 21.4 

Ferizaj 42,628 2.4 23.8 

Gjakovë 40,827 2.3 26.1 

Vushtrri 26,964 1.5 27.6 

Podujevë 23,453 1.3 28.9 

Rahovec 15,892 0.9 29.8 

Matiçan 13,876 0.8 30.6 

Fushë Kosovë 12,919 0.7 31.3 

Suharekë 10,422 0.6 31.9 

Kaçanik 10,393 0.6 32.5 

 
Table 2. Groups of settlements in Kosovo according to the number of population in 2011 

Group 

Number of 

settlements 

% of 

settlements 

% of 

inhabitants 

Nr of 

inhabitans 

> 50,000 3 0.2 15.9 284,507 

10,000 – 50,000 12 0.8 16.4 292,566 

5,000 – 10,000 19 1.3 6.8 120,783 

1,500 – 5,000 213 14.5 28.2 501,386 

500 – 1,500 496 33.8 25.1 446,458 

50 – 500 525 35.7 7.4 131,310 

< 50 201 13.7 0.2 3,011 

Total: 1469 100 100 1,780,021 

 

Pristina, the capital of Kosovo, had 145,149 inhabitants (8.2 % of population in Kosovo 

in 2011). Pristina is the only settlement in Kosovo with more than 100,000 inhabitants, 

while Prizren, the second largest town in Kosovo, had 85,119 inhabitants in 2011. Gjilan, 

the third largest settlement in Kosovo, had 54,239 inhabitants at the 2011 based census 

2011.  
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Only 14 settlements in Kosovo had more than 10,000 inhabitants in 2011 in which there 

lived almost one-third of the national population. One of the basic characteristics of the 

settlement network in Kosovo is therefore a small number of larger settlements.  

 
Map 1. Population distribution in Kosovo 

 
 

Namely, the majority of Kosovo settlements developed in the period when agriculture 

was the basic activity, which is also reflected in their location, density and size. Natural 

conditions were important for development of the network of settlements as well. Diverse 

relief of Kosovo was not suitable for centralization and growth of a single center.  

Processes of deagrarization, industrialization, centralization and polycentric development 

policies from the 1960s on influenced on the development of some settlements, while 

others stagnated. The result is uneven distribution of population in Kosovo. 

But even rural settlements are modernized. Polycentric development of Kosovo and 

improvement in the quality of the road network enabled people living in the countryside 

in (transformed) rural settlements and commuting daily on their place of work. Therefore, 

small settlements in Kosovo are usually not typical rural settlements with agriculture as 
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the most important economic activity of their residents: they have important dwelling 

functions, while rural centers also some services and manufacturing.  

 
Map 2. The network of settlements in the Republic of Kosovo 

 
 

The structure of settlements by size is expressed at the level of economic - social 

development. 

The settlements have been differentiated by demographic size for all censuses after the 

Second World War and the number of population to be calculated by modalities of 

demographic size for all settlements of the Republic of Kosovo. 

This is the way how had been found the structure of settlements by size and the share of 

population under this structure. 

In 2011, the structure of settlements by demographic size has been very unfavorable for 

half (½) of settlements. (49.4%) belonged to the category of small settlements (up to 500 

inhabitants), around 40.4% of the settlements were medium size (500-1999 inhabitants), 

and only 10.2% of settlements have been large (over 2000 inhabitants). 
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Table 3. The structure of settlements by size across the censuses 1948 – 2011 [4] 

 

Over the period of 63 years (1948-2011) the number of small settlements up to 500 

inhabitants was reduced to 25.5%. 

The number of medium-size settlements increased for 34.5%, the number of large 

settlements was eight times higher (from 19 to 150). The number of cities was three times 

higher (from 9 to 29). These values indicate a positive trend of changes of the structure 

of settlements by demographic size. 

 

URBAN SETTLEMENTS IN KOSOVO 
When discussing the role of urban settlement in Kosovo, it needs to be pointed out, that 

level of urbanization reaches only 38.3 %. The official level of urbanization was around 

38.3 % in 2011 [5].  

 
Map 3. Urban population: Ratio of persons in urban areas to the total population, in %. 

Urban areas are defined at settlement level by administrative decisions of municipalities. 

 

 Number of Settlements 

Size of Settlements 
Census 

1948 

Census 

1961 

Census 

1971 

Census 

1981 

Census 

2011 

Less than 199 Inhabitants 389 248 229 230 425 

200-499 Inhabitants 586 580 471 404 301 

500-999 367 430 469 421 312 

1000-1999 74 149 217 295 281 

2000-4999 10 19 47 79 116 

5000-9999 4 2 3 8 19 

10 000 - 19 999 4 2 2 3 6 

20 000 - 49 999 1 5 6 4 6 

50 000 - 99 999 0 0 1 3 2 

More than 100 000 Inhabitants 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of Settlements 1435 1435 1445 1448 1469 
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But a vast majority of them work in manufacturing and service sector, since agriculture 

employs only 4 % of active population in Kosovo. The countryside is urbanized, espe-

cially around larger settlements. Suburbanization and periurbanization are important 

geographical processes, because residents are leaving towns to live in the countryside 

with lower prices of dwellings and better quality of life. But this is possible only on areas 

with good infrastructure that links settlements with important economic centers.  

There are different concepts how to define urban settlements, namely, each social science 

(geography as well) uses its own criteria to define them [6]. In order to prepare the unified 

list of urban settlements experts from the national statistical office decided to use the 

method that is entirely based on statistical data. The most recent list of urban settlements 

and settlements in urban areas was prepared and is used exclusively for statistical surveys 

and analysis [7].  

According to all four above mentioned criteria the list of urban settlements and 

settlements in urban areas includes 36 settlements, which can each be represented by one 

urban settlement or an urban settlement with suburban settlements.  

Taking into account the 2011 based census data, when total population of Kosovo was 

counted to 1.780,021. That gives the urbanization rate of 38.3 %.  

 
Map 4. Macro regional centers and urban settlements in Kosovo 
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RESULTS  

Settlements used in the categorization were delineated on 7 regional centers, 21 local 

centers.  

Seven regional centers are the most important settlements, nodes of population and 

economic development which are relatively evenly distributed throughout the national 

territory. 

During the old municipal system they got many central functions (schools, health service, 

and administration) and economic activities from secondary and service sectors. 

Therefore, their role as inter-municipal centers is still evident in the system of settlements 

in Kosovo. Some of categorized settlements are spatially adjacent. They can be 

incorporated into agglomerations. Agglomeration is a group of neighboring categorized 

settlements that are spatially adjacent with possible functional connections.  

The importance of agglomeration is determined according to the highest-ranked 

settlement in the agglomeration. Pristina agglomeration of macro-regional importance is 

the largest agglomeration in Kosovo covering majority of the Pristina functional region 

and stretching along the highway corridors. On the other hand, categorization of 

settlements in Kosovo points out, that hierarchy between settlements still exists. But the 

hierarchy inside the system of settlements is changing, especially on lower levels.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The system of settlements in Kosovo is characterized by a large number of settlements, 

their dispersion and low level of urbanization. There are only two larger towns, of which 

Pristina is much larger than Prizren, and many small towns. Urban system of Kosovo is 

relatively weak from the European point of view.  

The system of settlements in Kosovo is, independently on the used categorization, 

governed by settlements in which main economic functions and majority of population 

are situated. They are either small rural villages or larger settlements located mostly in 

suburban areas with emphasized dwelling function.  

Rural settlements are of vital importance in Kosovo since their number and number of 

population settling in them remains high. As important part of rural population commutes 

daily in economic cementer’s work it is expected, that pressures on building new houses 

in rural areas will continue.  

Although this might cause additional environmental pressures due to pollution of air, 

consumption of non-renewable resources, building on agricultural land and further 

dispersion of settling the process will be important from the point of the national regional 

policy goals that emphasize polycentric development and prevention from depopulation.  

However, rural settlements around important economic nodes are in a better position, but 

on the other hand it is expected that the most peripheral settlements will be confronted 

with further depopulation.  

Therefore, future research on the system of settlements in Kosovo should be directed 

toward integrating traditional indicators and indicators presenting development dynamics 

together with European dimension of individual settlements. 
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ABSTRACT 

Macedonia, as a mountain country, has extraordinary natural preconditions and 

possibilities for developing mountain tourism. Although it possesses different types of 

accommodation facilities (mountain lodges and houses; children and youth vocation 

facilities; boarding houses; etc.), Macedonia is facing many challenges. The article 

investigates the current level of mountain tourism development by elaborating the case 

of the National Park “Pelister” – Bitola (Macedonia). The analysis is based on qualitative 

research method and incorporates: a) Survey and interviews with mountaineers and 

responsible persons for mountain tourism development; and b) Secondary data analysis, 

by reviewing literature. Generally, it was concluded that the evaluated national park has 

numerous weaknesses that need to be addressed and various profound limiting factors 

that prevent its tourism development. Yet, by segmented and a tailor-made promotion, 

the National Park “Pelister” may gain many economic benefits thus overcoming the 

current scarce tourism valorization and at the same time, may boost mountain tourism 

development in Macedonia. 

 

Keywords: Mountain tourism, Tourism development, Tourist product, Promotion.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Many countries have realized the benefits for mountain tourism development. Yet, 

possessing mountains does not automatically mean gaining economic benefits. What is 

required for a  successful mountain tourism development is actually a significant 

investment of time, money and efforts. 

Mountains are often used as resources for developing tourism, in the first line by offering 

pleasure, relaxation, sport activities or even enjoying spiritual and psychological needs 

[2]. Many valuable information and experience on mountain tourism development may 

be gained from countries that implement mountain tourism, such as Austria, Switzerland, 

Germany, France, Italy, Slovenia, Serbia and others [2] and [3]. On the other side, very 

limited knowledge can be found in domestic literature related to the National Park 

“Pelister” [4] and [5]. 

The objective of this paper is to present some stylized facts on the current status of 

mountain tourism development in Macedonia, thus making an effort to explore and 

identify the major problems and weaknesses that need to be addressed. The focus is put 
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on elaborating the case of the first national park in Macedonia - the National Park 

“Pelister” in Bitola, Macedonia. The Park is rich in many natural attractions favorable for 

developing various types of tourism activities, like hiking, mountaineering, skiing, 

biking, alpinism, etc. 

The paper is structured in several parts. After the introductory part, Section 2 provides 

some stylized facts for the development of mountain tourism in Macedonia. Section 3 

presents the background material on the elaborated case study, while Section 4 

encompasses the research methodology. The analysis, results and discussion are noted in 

Section 5, while some future challenges and recommendations are presented in the final 

section.  

This paper contributes to the limited academician work on development of mountain 

tourism in Macedonia. At the same time, the study provides recommendations to the key 

tourism players to introduce a new strategy and a vision of change for the National Park 

“Pelister”. Its aim is also to encourage tourists to visit the investigated case study and to 

experience all it has to offer. 

 

MOUNTAIN TOURISM IN MACEDONIA 

Macedonia is a country rich on mountains that encompass 20,813 km2 or 81% from the 

entire territory, with an average high of 829 m [6]. The largest portion of the territory is 

covered by mountains with 11,044 km2 (43%), the hills cover 9,769 km2 (38%), and the 

valleys have 4,900 km2 (19%). Macedonia has 26 mountain ranges with 40 mountains, 

out of which 13 are higher than 2,000 m. 

The beginnings of mountain tourism are noted in the end of the 1960s when the first ski 

centers are build (first “Popova Šapka” and “Mavrovo”, and than “Pelister” and 

“Kruševo”). However, due to the collapse of former Yugoslavia and the war conflicts in 

1990s, the mountain tourism losses its importance. Particularly due to the war conflict in 

2001, Macedonia was faced with serious problems in terms of building and maintaining 

the winter infrastructure (the ski-elevators, funiculars etc.). Just recently, tourists mainly 

from the neighboring countries (Albania, Greece, Kosovo, Serbia and Bulgaria) have 

started to visit the winter ski centers in Macedonia.    

It is estimated that around 30 winter sport centers may be formed in the high mountains 

in Macedonia, with a total denivelation of the ski tracks of 115 km. The maximal capacity 

of all ski centers is around 115,000 skiers. If we add the number of non-skiers but just 

visitors to the ski centers, than the number increases to 230,000 total visitors.  

Today, based upon the official statistical data, seven ski centers are active: on mountain 

Šar Planina (ski center “Popova Šapka”), on mountain Bistra (ski center “Zare 

Lazarevski” – Mavrovo), Baba mountain with Pelister (ski center “Kopanki” and 

“Streževo - Nižepole”), mountain Kožuv (ski center “Kožuv”), Buševa mountain (ski 

center “Stanič”) and Osogovo mountain (ski center “Ponikva”). Besides skiing, these 

mountains offer possibilities for active mountaineering due to dormitories, tracks for 

mount-biking, paragliding, etc. According to the official data, the seven ski centers poses 

42 ski-elevators and funiculars, 4 dormitories, over 20 hotels and guest houses, large 

number of hotels etc.  

However, based on the objective screening on the field, the current conditions for 

developing mountain tourism in Macedonia, are completely different. Due to lack of 

finance, many of the above mentioned ski centers are in poor condition with large 

infrastructural problems. Consequently, four out of seven ski centers are closed 

(“Kopanki”, “Streževo - Nižepole”, “Kožuv” and “Ponikva”). At the same time, large 
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number of mount houses are not in function. One may conclude that the mountain tourism 

in Macedonia is facing serious problems. Many of detected weaknesses and problems are 

going to be elaborated through the case of the National Park “Pelister” - Bitola.      

 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL ON THE NATIONAL PARK “PELISTER”       

The National Park “Pelister” is located in the Southwest part of Macedonia as a part of 

the Baba mountain. The park encompasses 171.5 km2 thus representing 43% of the 

mountain. The longitude is 22 km, and the amplitude is 14 km. The park starts from 891 

m above the sea level, and spreads to 2,601 m. The average high is 1,746 m. Based on 

that, the park belongs to the group of highly mountaineered national parks with around 

50 picks over 2,000 m. being simultaneously the most south mountain from an Alpine 

kind [8].  

Pelister is a national park since 1948, due to the presence of the endemic Pinus peuce, the 

variety of the geology, specific climatic and hydrographic conditions, as well as the 

endemic flora and fauna. The Baba mountain along with the pick of Pelister has many 

anthropogenic values in terms of archeological sites, midlevel churches and monasteries, 

memorial sites and so forth.  

Tourism infrastructure in the National Park “Pelister” consists of three main roads, 

funicular, three ski elevators, several hiking trails, two dormitories (“Kopanki” and 

“Dimitar Ilievski” at the Golemo Ezero), one rest house (“Pelister”), one hotel 

(“Molika”), several villas, a mountain house, an information center, several excursion 

places, two monasteries, six churches, many biking trails etc. During through the year, 

many events are taking place (“Pelister’s skiing”, “Recreational biking race”) and 

mountain marches (in the honor of “Dimitar Ilievski - Murat”, and other). 

When speaking in national frames, the National Park “Pelister” primarily is known as 

mountain tourist destination with unique natural characteristics favorable for 

mountaineering, sport and education, thus offering active holiday and stay. Consequently, 

the National Park “Pelister” offers great potentials for developing mountain, sport, 

educational and recreational tourism [11]. However, since few years ago, “Pelister” is 

facing serious problems. Namely, in 2013, the oldest mountain dormitory “Kopanki” was 

ruined in fire, and since 2016 the dormitory “Pelister” is closed. Furthermore, several 

attractive locations have been ruined and the hiking signs are old and damaged. All this 

resulted in decrease in number of mountaineers and hikers in the Park. 

 

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH FRAME 

The main aim of the research is to present the potential and current condition of the 

National park “Pelister” in the line of developing mountain tourism. The research is based 

on applying quantitative and qualitative methods for determining the value and tourism 

attractiveness for mountain tourism, particularly for mountaineering and skiing [7] and 

[9].  

In order to pose answers to the research question: What is the future of the mountain 

tourism in the National Park “Pelister”, the study presents the findings from the interview 

with responsible officials from the Park, managers of the mountain clubs from Bitola, 

current and former keepers of mountain dormitories, mountaineers, hikers and skiers. 

 

ANALYSIS, FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The main variable applied in the analysis is the number of beds, for the period 1926-2015. 

Due to the lack of official data on the number of guests, visitors or tourists in the Park, 
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the authors apply partial data obtained from other studies on the National Park “Pelister”, 

as well as from the survey among local officials.  

During 1960s, the number of visitors ranged between 2,040 in 1962, to 6,033 in 1969. In 

1970s, some slight oscillation is noted starting from 2,713 visitors in 1971, to 4,141 in 

1975, ending with 5,982 visitors in 1979 [10]. The maximal number of visit is noted in 

1985 with around 10,000 tourists representing one-third from the total number of tourists 

that visited Bitola. In the early 1990s, this number is significantly reduced to around 5,000 

tourists. Yet, as result to the extension of the accommodation capacity with the new hotel 

“Molika” in 1995, the number of tourists increased and reached nearly 7,500. This data 

is confirmed by the officials from the Park during the interview process (Table 1).   

 
Table 1. Maximal number of tourists and overnights  

in accommodation facilities located in the National Park “Pelister”* 

Accommodation 

facility 

Maximum per year* 
Note 

Tourists Overnights 

“Molika” 7,800 15,000 4* hotel. Capacity of 136 beds 

Dormitory “Pelister” 2,500 17,500 

Capacity of cca. 300 beds. Works 

only during seasons. As of 2016, 

closed 

Dormitory “Kopanki” 750 1,200 
Capacity of 110 beds. As of 2013, 

closed 

Domritory “Dimitar 

Ilievski” at the Great 

Lake 

400 600 

Capacity of 45 beds. Works during 

seasons. Infrastructural problems 

(water, electricity, toilets etc.). 

Camp houses and 

villas “Begova Češma” 
n/a n/a Capacity cca. 120 beds. Out of work. 

Total: 11,600 34,600 In 2015, 7,500 tourists 
Note: *Maximal number of tourists and overnights refers to the middle of 1980s, with an exception of hotel 

“Molika” (being built in 1995). 

 

Out of the borders of the park, there a dozen of other accommodation and tourist facilities 

located in the wider vicinity. Among them, for the interest of developing mountain 

tourism is the center “Streževo-Pelister” located near the village of Nižepole. This center 

dates from 1984 and is mainly used for accommodating mountaineers and skiers. In the 

1980s and 1990s, between 2,000 and 5,000 guests visited the center on yearly basis.  

 
Figure 1. TALC model of the National Park “Pelister”, 1926-2015 
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Figure 1 presents the number of beds in the National Park “Pelister” for the period 1926-

2015 according to the TALC model [1], thus representing the life cycle of the Park [12]. 

Based on that, six phases of the life cycle are identified: exploration, involvement, 

development, consolidation, stagnation and decline.  

The phase of exploration spreads over the period 1926-1938. It starts with the opening of 

the dormitory “Štamparevac” at that time having 200 beds, and later on (in 1930s) is 

expanded with fourth smaller cabin. At this phase, the capacity of the Park counts 220 

beds. 

The phase of involvements starts with the Second World War and lasts until 1958. During 

this period, “Begova Češma” and “Kopanki” are renovated after their total demolition in 

the war. In 1954, a new dormitory named “Golemo Ezero” is build. At this phase, the 

capacity of the Park has enlarged for 86%, or additional new 190 beds, thus counting a 

total of 410 beds. 

The phase of development is the longest, starting from 1959-1995, encompassing a period 

of 35 years. “Kopanki” and “Golemo Ezero” are renovated and several new facilities are 

build. The number of camp houses increases to five, so the capacity is 40 beds. During 

this phase, the new hotel “Molika” is built (136 beds), thus contributing to 735 beds in 

total, representing an increase of 79%. At this phase, the Park reaches its peak point in 

terms of visitors from Macedonia, as well as from the neighboring countries. The ski 

centers “Kopanki” and “Streževo - Nižepole” are built and many sport events and 

competitions are organized. 

The phase of consolidation lasts from 1996 until 2005 when a slight decrease in the 

number of beds is registered i.e. 3% decrease or 24 beds. However, the accommodation 

capacity in the Park is still maintained despite the certain oscillations in visits. 

The phase of stagnation starts in 2006 and ends in 2010. The main characteristic is the 

decrease for 120 beds, from 711 to 591. All camp houses are closed, along with some 

parts of the “Streževo” pension. 

During the last phase of the life cycle of the Park, a decline is noted erupting with the 

catastrophic fire in 2013 when the dormitory “Kopanki” was ruined. The decline 

continued in the next years resulting in closing of dormitory “Pelister”. Consequently, the 

number of beds in the Park drastically reduced for 69.4% i.e. from 591 to 181 beds. 

Today, the only available accommodation facilities within the Park are “Molika” and 

“Dimitar Ilievski” at the Great Lake. 

Due to the lack of sufficient accommodation capacity, the number of visitors to the Park 

dramatically dropped. One may conclude that after the six phases (Figure 1) in the period 

1926-2015, now obviously the Park is at the starting point facing the exploration phase. 

Based on the field research and the objective screen, the authors created Table 2 and Table 

3, which pose summarized results from valorization of the accommodation facilities 

located in the Park by following adjusted methodology [3].  
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Table 2. Valorization of accommodation facilities located in the National Park “Pelister” 

Accommodation facility 

Technical infrastructure 

Period Score* 
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“Kopanki” 

Before the fire (until 

28.01.2013) 

+
 

+
 

+
 - - All year 2 

After the fire (2016)  - - - - - Out of work 0 

“Golemo Ezero” 
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- - season 1 

“Pelister” Until 2015 + + + + + season 2 

As of 2016 + + + - + Out of work 0 

“Begova Češma” (until 2005) + + + - - season 2 

“Begova Češma” (as of 2006) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Out of work 0 

“Molika”  + + + + + All year 3 

Note: Based upon survey and interviews on visitors. The ecological criteria are not covered. 

* Score = tourism valorization 0-3, whereas: 0=undefined tourism value; 1=low tourism value; 2=middle 

tourism value; and 3=high tourism value 

 
Table 3. Valorization of the environment of accommodation facilities  

located in the National Park “Pelister” 

Accommodation facility 

Technical infrastructure 

Score* 
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“Kopanki” 

Before the fire (until 28.01.2013) +
 

+
 

+
 - + + + 2 

After the fire (2016)  - - + - + + + 0 

“Golemo Ezero” +
 

+
 

+
 

+ - - - 1 

“Pelister” 

Until 2015 
+ + + + + + - 2 

As of 2016 + + + - - - - 0 

“Begova Češma” (until 2005) + + + - + - + 2 

“Begova Češma” (as of 2006) - - + - + - + 0 

“Molika”  + + + + + + + 3 

Note: Based upon survey and interviews on visitors. The ecological criteria are not covered. 

* Score = tourism valorization 0-3, whereas: 0=undefined tourism value; 1=low tourism value; 2=middle 

tourism value; and 3=high tourism value 

Based on Table 2 and Table 3, it can be concluded that currently, only hotel “Molika” and its environment 

have notable scoring. Namely, the score 3 refers to high tourism value, which does not mean that the 

potentials for developing mountain tourism are completely utilized. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

After the fire of dormitory “Kopanki” in 2013, along with the bad conditions of the 

dormitory “Dimitar Ilievski” at the Great Lake location, the number of mountaineers who 

traditionally were visiting the Park, rapidly declined. As of 2016, the dormitory “Pelister” 

is also out of work, while the ski club “Pelister” is closed for the past decade. 

Consequently, the mountaineering and the ski sport in Pelister are facing serious crisis. 

The only way out is detected in the hotel “Molika”, while all other accommodation 

facilities either are closed, or are facing to be closed. 

Based on the field research, the study recommends undertaking immediate actions for 

renovation of the old dormitories, as well as building new facilities. There is also an 

urgent need to enlarge and renew the “Streževo” pension, as well as to build several new 

funiculars and ski elevators.  

Further on, the study recommends introduction of tourism statistics in order to promptly 

register the visitors of the National Park “Pelister”. By this, the national parks may be 

added as special places of interest or tourist attractions within a certain tourist area. 

Hence, significant indicators for planning development of mountain tourism may be 

available, thus contributing to the process of initiating sustainability of the parks.  

The public enterprise “Pelister” should pay special attention to the development of 

mountain tourism, which up-to-date was not the case. Just as a reminder, it should be 

pointed out that mountaineering in Palister had a tradition for almost a century, so the 

National Park “Pelister” should work on continuation of this tradition, generally by 

maintaining the current accommodation facilities, as well as by initiating construction of 

new ones.    
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ABSTRACT 

The main subject of this paper is tourist valorization of urban tourism. Urban tourism is 

one of the biggest promoters of cities, and very important link of local economy 

connecting various sectors in tourist destinations. Tourists use many urban facilities and 

services and cities are preparing in advance and plan their tourism policies to meet the 

tourist’s expectations. In this paper, we define urban tourism and tourist valorization. 

With specifically chosen criteria, a methodology for valorization of the eighth regional 

city centres in Republic of Macedonia was created. Recommendations for selected cities 

in the Republic of Macedonia are given based on results from the research and how should 

the cities and the tourism industry improve development of urban tourism.  

 

Keywords: urban tourism, valorization, regions, Macedonia 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Urban tourism comprises tourism activities which take place in the cities, including an 

interaction between the visitors and the urban environment, which is highly populated 

[1]. Urban environments offer a geographic concentration of buildings and attractions 

which are conventionally located and prepared so as to respond to the needs both of the 

visitors and the resident population. The visitors of urban environments are motivated by 

various reasons, including culture, business, conferences, events, sports, education, etc. 

Most often, tourists in cities visit specific zones and not the entire city. Usually, these are 

the central city areas where most of the tourist resources can be found. A typical feature 

of this type of tourism is an even seasonality, a high consumption and a relatively short 

stay period.  

We can relate the beginnings of urban tourism to the appearance of the first cities 

established due to commercial, trade, religious and political factors. Ever since ancient 

times until the Middle Ages, the number of cities was continuously on the rise, wherein 

the main factor for the creation of the cities as we know them today was the industrial 

revolution. Cities today, as a consequence of their economic power, have numerous and 

versatile hospitality facilities, as well as additional activities used by the tourists [2]. Their 

connected transport infrastructure, such as airports and railroads, make them accessible 

as a tourist destination. In terms of the tourists and their experience, the diversity of cities 

constitutes an opportunity for enjoying versatile activities: older tourists are more drawn 

to cultural heritage, whereas younger ones are more intrigued by night life and 

entertainment possibilities. Urban tourism contributes also for changing the international 

image of certain cities, wherein some cities previously considered as industrial ones have 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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recognized tourism as a tool for revitalization and a way to survive in an ever changing 

world [3]. In urban tourism, knowledge and creativity are more and more accepted as a 

factor in the definition of the local identity of the site being visited, while their identity is 

actually what makes them different from other destinations and what the tourists will hold 

on to as a memory [4]. Big cities have always attracted visitors, but over the recent years 

city tourism has become increasingly extensive and the economic benefits from the 

visitors have gained a higher importance. Cities in which the number of visitors is lower 

also consider tourism as an activity that should be developed and supported [5]. The local 

authorities, in their efforts to attract a higher number of tourists, in addition to the 

maintenance of the existing sites, have also developed new attractions [6]. Situations with 

this type of development may often have an unpredictable outcome. On the one hand, the 

economic development could be boosted, while on the other hand, the social outlook of 

the local community could be changed. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The main purpose of this paper is to make a tourist valorization of the urban tourism in 

the Republic of Macedonia. There are 35 cities in the country, while eight of them have 

been elaborated in the text, which constitute regional centres, i.e. focal points of the 

statistical planning regions. In the existing literature pertaining to tourist valorization, 

there are many authors who make the valorization on the basis of predefined criteria [7, 

8, 9, 10, 11]. A valorization may be made according to a qualitative or quantitative 

methodology, such as valorization based upon survey questionnaires for tourists, 

interviews with tourism workers, supervision methods, descriptive methods referring to 

the destination itself or other research methods. The majority of the literature related to 

valorization uses descriptive methods, by means of emphasizing the advantage of certain 

destinations and an assessment through predefined indicators. The tourist valorization of 

urban tourism via considering the regional centres for the needs of this paper has been 

conducted on the basis of a qualitative methodology adjusted to prior researches [12], as 

well as on the basis of the objective condition of the potentials in the eight selected cities. 

   

 
Figure 1. Tourist valorization model (adjusted from Boengiu) 

 

As demonstrated by the model itself, the essence of tourist valorization is the potential 

(natural and anthropogenic) and the infrastructure (tourist and technical) of the 

destinations that are subject to the research. The assessment indicators of the regional 

centres that we deem to be most important at the moment are as follows:  
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- the natural potential: mountains, rivers, lakes, mineral springs, weather conditions and 

parks; 

- anthropogenic potential: museums, cinemas, theatres, events, archaeological sites and 

monuments;  

- tourist infrastructure: accommodation facilities, hospitality facilities, travel agencies, 

accommodation offered on the information system booking.com, a tourism 

development strategy and a tourism department within the municipality; and 

- technical infrastructure: local transport, traffic connections, shopping malls, tourist 

info centres, published travel guides and sports capacities. 

All indicators can be given a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 3 points (depending of 

their local, regional or national significance), i.e. regarding the natural and anthropogenic 

potential, as well as the tourist and technical infrastructure, a maximum of 18 points each 

or a total maximum cumulative result of 72 points. The results obtained from the tourist 

valorization contribute for the measuring of the tourist potential of the regional centres, 

which may be classified in a group of the following three types of destinations: a low 

potential destination with up to 40 points, a medium potential destination with 40 to 50 

points and a high tourist potential destination with 50 to 72 points. 

 

REGIONAL CENTRES IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

The Republic of Macedonia is divided in eight planning regions which serve for 

statistical, economic and administrative purposes. In addition to the regions, the 

municipalities constitute the first-instance administrative division in the country. The 

regional centres are actually eponymous municipalities with the exception of the City of 

Skopje, which consists of 10 municipalities. 

 
Table 1. Basic data on the regional centres 

 Region  Website  Business 

entities*  

Population**  Altitude (m) Annual average 

temperature (°C) 

Skopje Skopje skopje.gov.mk 24.877 506.926 245 13,5 

Stip East stip.gov.mk 1787 47.796 300 12,9 

Kumanovo Northeast  kumanovo.gov.mk 3050 105.484 340 11,8 

Bitola Pelagonija  bitola.gov.mk 3897 95.385 650 11,1 

Tetovo Polog tetova.gov.mk 3234 86.580 486 11,6 

Strumica Southeast  strumica.gov.mk 2378 54.676 256 13,1 

Veles Vardar veles.gov.mk 1793 55.108 206 13,3 

Ohrid Southwest  ohrid.gov.mk 2663 55.749 695 11 

Source: The official websites of the cities. *The data is taken from the Statistical Yearbook of the Republic 

of Macedonia, 2016. ** The data is taken from the 2002 Census of Population, State Statistical Office of 

the Republic of Macedonia.  

 

Table 1 comprises the basic data on the regional centres, to which region they belong, the 

official websites, the number of business entities, the population, their altitude and the 

annual average temperature. The business entities are given as a parameter that informs 

us on the business activity in the considered centres. The data shows that in the Republic 

of Macedonia there are a total of 70,139 business entities, and in the considered urban 

centres there are 43,679 business entities (with a share of 62,3% in the total). The position 

of the population is similar. The population in the Republic of Macedonia comprises 

2,022,547 inhabitants, while in the considered cities the population comprises 1.007.704 
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inhabitants, which means that (49.8%) almost half of the population of the country lives 

in these eight cities.  

 
Table 2. Tourist indicators for the regional centres 

 Number of 

tourists  

2015 

Realized 

overnight 

stays 2015 

Hospitality 

facilities** 

Number of 

seats 

** 

Accommodation 

facilities  

** 

Rooms** Beds** 

Skopje 192.201* 313.360* 927 34.104 69 2240 5591 

Stip 6997 16.472 106 4369 5 99 181 

Kumanovo 5101 10.528 206 8015 10 158 382 

Bitola 25.512 51.374 256 10.153 16 481 1296 

Tetovo 8666 18.964 412 12.379 19 394 989 

Strumica 24.606 54.050 161 8095 9 354 702 

Veles 8377 13.928 100 4367 6 227 551 

Ohrid 219.926 818.175 188 7592 72 4538 12.422 

Source: MAKStat database, State Statistical Office of the Republic of Macedonia. * Data is missing on the 

municipalities of Shuto Orizari, Gazi Baba, Saraj, Butel, Aerodrom, Gjorce Petrov. *The data is taken from 

the Census of Catering Trade Capacities, 2008, State Statistical Office of the Republic of Macedonia.  

 

Table 2 provides information on the tourist indicators of the regional centres. In 

Macedonia, there is a total of 4740 hospitality facilities, with 192,461 seats. In the 

reviewed regional centres, there are 2356 hospitality facilities with 89,074 seats. Out of 

the total 486 accommodation facilities that operate in the country, with 16,306 rooms and 

45,139 beds, 206 accommodation facilities (with a share of 42.4% in the total), with 8491 

rooms (52.1%) and 22,114 beds (or 49%) are located in the regional centres.  

In 2015, 816,067 tourists visited the Republic of Macedonia and realized 2,394,205 

overnight stays, while the selected cities were visited by 491,386 tourists (60.2%) who 

realized 1,296,851 overnight stays (54.1%). More than half of the tourism turnover which 

is generated in the regional centres comes primarily from the cities of Ohrid and Skopje 

that are interesting for the majority of the tourists, both domestic and foreign.  

 

TOURIST VALORIZATION OF REGIONAL CENTRES   

IN REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

Tourist valorization of regional centres in the Republic of Macedonia was conducted in 

the following eight cities: Skopje, Stip, Kumanovo, Bitola, Tetovo, Strumica, Veles and 

Ohrid. The selection of the cities for the preparation of the tourist valorization is not 

random; the fact that they are the centres of the regions in which they belong is a valid 

assumption that they are leaders in these regions from a cultural, economic and tourist 

aspect. The tourist valorization was conducted on two bases (potential and infrastructure) 

and four parameters (natural and anthropogenic potential, technical and tourism 

infrastructure).  

 
Table 3. Valorization of the natural potential of the regional centres 

Regional 

center  
Mountains Rivers  Lakes  

Mineral 

springs  
Climate  Parks  Total  

Skopje 2 3 1 1 3 3 13 

Stip 2 2 0 3 3 1 11 

Kumanovo 2 1 0 3 3 1 10 

Bitola 3 1 2 0 3 3 12 
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Tetovo 3 3 0 0 3 3 12 

Strumica 3 2 1 1 3 1 11 

Veles 2 3 2 0 3 1 11 

Ohrid 3 1 3 0 3 3 13 

 

The natural potential of the regional centres is presented via the indicators: mountains, 

rivers, lakes, mineral springs in the vicinity of the destinations, climate and parks. As we 

can see in Table 3, the cities have a favourable natural potential for the development of 

urban tourism. Out of maximum 18 points, Ohrid and Skopje have 13 points each, and 

the remaining cities have 12, 11 and 10 points respectively.  

 
Table 4. Valorization of the anthropogenic potential of the regional centres 

Regional 

center  
Museums Cinemas  Theatres Events Archaeological sites   Monuments  Total  

Skopje 3 2 3 3 3 3 17 

Stip 2 1 1 3 3 2 12 

Kumanovo 2 1 1 2 3 2 11 

Bitola 3 1 1 3 3 2 13 

Tetovo 1 1 1 2 3 2 10 

Strumica 1 1 1 3 3 2 11 

Veles 1 1 1 2 3 2 8 

Ohrid 3 1 1 3 3 3 14 

 

The information on the anthropogenic potential of the regional centres is presented via 

the indicators: museums, cinemas, theatres, events, archaeological sites and monuments. 

We can conclude from Table 4 that the cities do not have an equally distributed 

anthropogenic potential. Out of maximum 18 points, Skopje has 17, Ohrid 14, Bitola 13 

points and Veles has the lowest number of points – 8.  

 
Table 5. Valorization of the tourism infrastructure of the regional centres 

Regional 

center  Accommodation  Food  
Travel 

agencies 

Accommodation 

on booking.com 

Strategy for 

tourism 

development  

Tourism unit in 

the 

municipality 

Total  

Skopje 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 

Stip 1 1 1 1 0 0 4 

Kumanovo 2 2 2 1 0 0 7 

Bitola 2 2 1 2 3 0 10 

Tetovo 2 2 2 1 0 3 7 

Strumica 2 1 1 1 0 0 5 

Veles 1 1 1 1 0 0 4 

Ohrid 3 3 2 3 0 3 14 

 

The tourism infrastructure of the regional centers is presented via the indicators: 

accommodation facilities, hospitality facilities (food), travel agencies, accommodation 

facilities included in the information system - booking.com, a prepared strategy for 

tourism development and a tourism unit in the local self-government. We can conclude 

from Table 5 that the cities are not in the same phase of tourism infrastructure 

development. The small representation of the accommodation facilities registered on 

booking.com, as well as the tourism development policy, are not very impressive. Only 

two cities, Skopje and Bitola, have tourism development strategies, and only three cities 
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have a tourism unit or department in the local self-government, although all cities have 

put an accent on tourism in the strategies for local economic development. In this ranking, 

the City of Skopje has the maximum of 18 points, Ohrid-14, Bitola-10, and Veles and 

Stip have the lowest number of points - 4.  

 
Table 6. Valorization of the technical infrastructure of the regional centres 

Regional 

Center  

Local 

transport 
Traffic 

Shopping 

malls  
Info center 

Travel guide  

books 
Sports facilities Total 

Skopje 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 

Shtip 1 2 3 0 1 2 9 

Kumanovo 1 3 1 0 0 2 7 

Bitola 1 2 1 3 1 2 10 

Tetovo 1 2 2 0 0 2 7 

Strumica 1 2 2 0 1 2 8 

Veles 1 3 1 0 3 2 10 

Ohrid 1 3 1 3 3 3 14 

 

The technical infrastructure of the regional centres is presented through the following 

indicators: local transportation, traffic connections, shopping malls, tourist info centres, 

published travel guides and sports facilities. As it can be observed from table 6, the cities 

are not in the same development phase regarding the technical infrastructure. The low 

points on the local transportation, as well as the tourist info centres and the published 

maps, immediately come to attention. In this ranking, Skopje has the maximum, 18 points, 

Ohrid has 14, Bitola has 10, and Kumanovo and Tetovo have the lowest number of points, 

7. 
Table 7. Tourist valorization of the regional centres 

Regional 

center 

Natural 

potential  

Anthropogenic 

potential 

Tourist 

infrastructure  

Technical 

infrastructure  
Total 

Tourist 

potential  

Skopje 13 17 18 18 66 High 

Shtip 11 12 4 9 36 Low 

Kumanovo 10 11 7 7 35 Low 

Bitola 12 13 10 10 45 Medium 

Tetovo 12 10 7 7 36 Low 

Strumica 11 11 5 8 35 Low 

Veles 11 8 4 10 33 Low 

Ohrid 13 14 14 14 55 High 

 

The tourist valorization of the regional centres is presented through the natural and 

anthropogenic potential, as well as through the tourist and technical infrastructure. The 

collected data from the touristic valorization give us the opportunity to measure the tourist 

potential of the regional centres, which can be divided into the following three types of 

destinations: destination with a low potential, up to 40 points, destination with a medium 

potential, from 40 to 50 points and destination with a high tourism potential, from 50 to 

72 points. As it can be observed from table 7, the cities are not in the same development 

phase regarding the tourism development. Skopje with 66 and Ohrid with 55 points stand 

out as destinations with the highest scores and these two cities are the destinations with a 

high tourism potential. It is expected that these destinations will hold their primacy in the 
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near future and continue their tourism development. Bitola, with 45 points, is the only 

destination with a medium tourist potential and in the future it is expected to aspire 

towards entering the group of destinations with a high potential.  The remaining five 

cities, Shtip (36), Kumanovo (35), Strumica (35), Tetovo (36) and Veles (33 points), are 

in the group of destinations with a low tourism potential and they need to focus their 

energy in bettering the conditions for urban tourism, especially in the areas of tourism 

and technical infrastructure where they have the lowest number of points.  

 

 
Figure 2. Tourist valorization of the regional centres 

 

CONCLUSION 

Urban tourism is an activity that is being increasingly developed globally. The regional 

centres in the Republic of Macedonia are destinations which aspire to reach a larger 

tourism development and benefits for the local communities. The tourist valorization is a 

method used by the authors in order to evaluate a given tourist destination. In this paper, 

a qualitative tourist valorization of the regional centres is made, according to indicators 

which we consider to be the most important for tourism in this moment.  A more 

comprehensive valorization should be made in the future, where more cities and more 

indicators would be incorporated in order to get a realistic image about the conditions and 

potentials of the urban tourism in the country.   The survey in the paper shows that the 

majority of the regional centres should invest more energy for a better performance in the 

sphere of tourism, because only two of the eight analysed cities belong in the category of 

destinations with a high tourism potential, one city has a medium potential, and five cities 

have a low tourism potential. The improvement of the tourist and technical infrastructure 

should be a top priority. The local authorities and the tourism economy should jointly find 

a way to accomplish this goal through cooperation with all stakeholders for tourism 

development and through integration and observance of the world trends in tourism.   
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APSTRACT 

The author investigate the general pattern of childlessness by woman's educational level, 

with the addition of regional analysis of educational pattern of childlessness at the level 

of NUTS 3 areas. Analysis which is based on data from the Census of Population and 

Households (2011) includes women who are above or at the end of reproductive age (45-

49, 50-54, 55-59). According to International Standard Classification of Education 

ISCED-97, cohorts of women born between 1952 and 1966 are classified into five 

modalities of the educational structure: without education, primary-educated, secondary-

educated, low-tertiary educated and high-tertiary educated. The main conclusions of an 

analysis are following: first, voluntary childlessness is typical for tertiary-educated 

women which indicates a dominant negative effect of opportunity costs; second, pattern 

of childlessness by woman's educational level spatial differentiate.  

 

Keywords: childlessness, women's educational level, regional analysis, Serbia, Census 

2011. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Like most European countries, Serbia has faced with the problem of low fertility. 

According to the latest data, the total fertility rate (TFR) is 30% below replacement level. 

Although, Serbia as a whole has been characterized by insufficient reproduction, studies 

have shown the regional differences of quantum of fertility in term of lower fertility in 

the region of capital city than other regions [7] [8] [9]. Direct cause of regional differences 

of completed fertility is precisely spatial unequal level of childlessness. Accorinding to 

tha last Census (2011), the share of childless women above reproductive age is about 30% 

higher in the Region of Belgrade in compared to in other regions in Serbia. 

Parallel to this, Serbia has witnessed a transformation of the women's educational 

structure in term of expansive growth of the share of high-educated women. According 

to the Census 1981, 5.5% of women in  reproductive age were highly educated, while the 

lastest Census 2011 has shown that ⅕ of women in reproductive age were highly 

educated.  

Also, regional unequal educational structure of women in Serbia is largely opted authors 

for an analyse of this topic. It is evident that the region of capital city is characterized by 

twice higher share of high-educated women in the total female population in relation to 

the other regions of Serbia. Almost ⅓ of total female population (15 and more years)  in 

the Belgrade region is highly educated. This fact should not be surprising given that the 

Belgrade is the largest university center in the country. This share is below average in the 

rest part of Serbia, even in some areas of the Region of Eastern and Southern Serbia and 

below 10%. It can be assumed that the above-mentioned unequal spatial model of 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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childlessness has been determined by the regional unequal educational structure of 

women. 

I accordance with the presented facts, the objestion of this paper implies a responses to 

the following questions: Whether female education can be considered an important factor 

of frequency of childlessness in Serbia? Whether female education can be considered as 

an important factor of spatial differentiation of childlessness?  

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The link between education and fertility has occupied a very important place in the 

scientific literature. Kravdala & Rindfussa (2008) have stated that education and fertility 

have been two fundamental processes in the social metabolism [4]. In the literature, the 

increasing of education has been associated with the expansion of post-materialist values 

and norms that shape the low fertility preferences [5], as well as an increasing of an 

opportunity costs of childbearnig [1],[2]. Thus, both theoretical approaches, culturally 

and economically, suggest that women's educational level and frequency of childlessness 

have positive correlated.  

In the context of the Second Demographic Transition Theory, high-educated women have 

left traditional norms and they are "less prone" to family life which result in fewer 

children or childlessness. Van de Kaa (2001) has indicated that the „higher-order needs“ 

have been appeared by the expansion of post-materialist values which has reflected in the 

postponement of parenthood which can resulting in childlessness [10]. 

In the contex of Economic Theory of Fertility, positive correlation between female 

education and childlessness is explaned by "price effect" which implies higher 

opportunity costs of childbearing among high-educated women. On the one hand, the 

increasing of women's education affects to their activation on the labor market and higher 

income, but on the other hand it causes the increasing of costs of time which woman 

spends on "non-market" activities and costs of children. Thus, the "price effect" implies 

that the need for children is reduced by increasing of opportunity costs among high-

educated women which can resulting in childlessness.  

 

METHODOLOGY AND SOURCE OF DATE 

Cohort method of demographic analysis based on the data of the Census of Population 

and Households 2011, was used in this research. In order to analysis of permanent 

childlessness, this analyse included women who aged between 45 and 59 years at the 

moment of conducting the Census (2011) or birth cohorts of women  between 1952-1956, 

1957-1961 and 1962-1966 (total 808 033). 

Measure of education is based on highest educational qualification at the time of the 

Census 2011, and author uses five categories of education in this analysis: women without 

education, primary-educated women, secondary-educated women, low-tertiary educated 

women, high-tertiary educated women, in addition to women with academic title (MA 

and PhD).  

As shown in Figure 1, the percentage of high-educated women in total female population  

ranges from 15% in the oldest cohort (55-59) to almost 20% in the youngest cohort (45-

49). On the other hand, the proportion of low-educated women  is the lowest among the 

youngest women (about 20%), while among the oldest cohort exceeds 40%. The 

proportion of secondary-educated women is the most represented category in all three age 

cohorts, namely more than half of women aged 45-49 and 50-54 and about 43% of women 
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aged 55-59 had completed secondary school at the moment of conducting the Census 

2011. 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of educational attainment among women aged 45–59 years by cohort (2011) 

 
Source: Census of Population and Households (2011) 

 

The rate of childlessness (percenatage of women without children in total women) which 

is calculated on the basis the census's question about Number of live born children, is the 

main indicator in this analysis. 

Applied method in this research involves two phases.The first phase indicates a general 

educational pattern of childlessness in Serbia by calculating the rate of childlessness  by 

their education. The second phase indicates the spatial pattern of childlessness by 

women's educational level, at the level of NUTS 3 areas. 

 

RESULTS 

EDUCATIONAL PATTERN OF CHILDLESSNESS 

The results have shown a clear educational pattern of childlessness which implies its the 

largest share among tertiary-educated women especially women with academic title, 

which is consistent with the studies in other countries [3] [6] [11]. The highest rate of 

childlessness is recorded among women with academic title, while women without 

education and primary-educated women are characterized by the lowest rate of 

childlessness. Precisely, almost 30% of women with academic title are childlessness in 

compared to 6% of primary-educated women.The portion of childless women is twice 

higher among tertiarty-educated women in compared to less educated women. In other 

words, every seventh tertiary-educated woman (15.6%) has been childless (23.1%), in 

compared to 6.1% and 7.3% of primary-educated and secondary-educated women (Figure 

2).   

Comparison of age cohorts indicates a growing trend of childlessness in Serbia. The 

intensity of increase of childlessness is different with regard to the woman's educational 

level. On the one hand, a slight increase among primary-educated and secondary-educated 

women, and on the other hand, an intense increase among tertiary-educated women. So, 

comparison of the youngest and the oldest cohorts indicates that the proportion of 

childless tertiary-educated women has increased by almost 30%, without significant 

differences between low-tertiary educated, high-tertiry educated and women with 

academic title. Surprisingly, women without education are also characterized by a 

intensive growing trend of childlessness, therefore about 15% of the youngest cohort does 
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not have children. This finding suggests that the gap in the frequency of childlessness 

between the tertiary-educated and the other women has increased in Serbia (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 2. Rate of childlessness by women's educational level and age in Serbia (2011) (%) 

 
Source: Census of Population and Households (2011) 

 

REGIONAL ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONA PATTERN OF CHILDLESSNESS 

Spatial analyse has indicated that the model of childlessness by women's educational level 

varies between the areas of Serbia. First difference in the model is related to the level (per 

cent) of childlessness, and the second difference is related to an intensity of increase of 

childlessness among some educational categories of women. Overall, analyse has showed 

that  the region of capital city is an area of the most frequent childlessness which can be 

the basis of lower quantum of fertility in compared to the other regions. In contrast, some 

areas within the Region of Southern and Eastern Serbia is distinguished by the smallest 

share of women without children. However, the difference in the rate of childlessness 

between NUTS 3 areas intensifies with an increase of the women's educational level. On 

the one hand, the rate of childlessness among primary-educated women is almost same in 

all areas. On the other hand, area of Belgrade is distinguished by more frequent 

childlessness among secondary-educated especially among tertiary-educated women in 

compared to the other areas. Regarding to the second "spatial" difference, area of capital 

city is distinguished as an area of the most intensive growth of childlessness among all 

educational categories of women. Besides Belgrade, in South Bačka and Nišava areas 

whose centers are large regional centers (Novi Sad and Niš) also exists growing trend of 

childlessness among women regardless of their education. An exception in this regard are 

only primary-educated women who are characterized by stagnation or a slight change in 

all areas.Unlike to the Belgrade, the growing trend of childlessness is typical only for 

tertiary-educated women in all other areas, while women without tertiary education are 

characterized by stagnation in the rest part of the Serbia, particularly in the areas within 

the Region of Southern and Eastern Serbia (Map 1; Map 2; Map 3; Map 4; Map 5 – Per 

cent of childless women by educational level). 
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                               Map 1.                                                                             Map 2. 

 
 

                                 Map 3.                                                                           Map 4.              
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                                    Map 5. 

   
Source: Census of Population and Households (2011) 

 

CONCLUSION 

In accordance with research aims, the main conclusions of analysis are follows.  

First, the findings of analyse suggest that women's education can be considered as very 

important factor in the deterministic basis of childlessness in Serbia. Bearing in mind that 

physiological sterility is between 7% and 9% in each population [7], it can be argued that 

the voluntary childlessness is typical only for tertiary-educated women.  

Secondly, the results have shown that female education can be considered as an important 

factor of spatial differentiation of reproductive behavior (in this case childlessness). 

Therefore, unequal-educational model of childlessness can be considered as a direct cause 

of regional differentiation of the completed fertility in Serbia.  

This findings suggest that the impact of unequal socio-economic development on the 

reproductive behavior intensifies with an increase of women’s educational level. The 

general conclusion is that significant regional disproportions in development as a feature 

of transitional Serbia, has the greatest impact on the reproductive behavior of tertiary-

educated women. The phrase "Belgrade and other regions" which otherwise can be 

expressed as "developed and underdeveloped or modern and traditional areas" has the 

most impact on the reproductive behavior of tertiary-educated women in Serbia. It has 

been shown that the Belgrade region can be considered as "leader of modernistic views" 

that largely determine the regional differences in the rate of childlessness, especially 

among tertiary-educated women. This confirm their the highest propensity to the modern 

lifestyles in which different needs and interests are high-valued, in addition to 

motherhood. 
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ABSTRACT 

The commercial roads, which have linked Northern Moldavia to the other regions of the 

country ever since the Middle Ages, have remained, up until now, intensely distributed 

and at the base of the economic development of the localities which they throughout. 

With the exchange of goods which are to be carried out in trade fairs located at the 

intersection of these roads, traders also transport the Roma ethnic slaves which, after the 

liberation of the year 1844, have settled in these areas. 

The region of study is within the region of the north-east of Romania and includes the 

counties of Iasi, Botosani, Suceava and Neamt. The research was focused on the analysis 

of statistical data obtained from the National Institute of Statistics, local councils, county 

centers for the Roma, the National Company of Highways and National Roads from 

Romania and the Romanian railway and the collection of information on the ground by 

questioning Roma people from the pilot localities Pascani, Dolhasca, Dorohoi and Veresti 

The research has revealed a large concentration of the number of Roma settlements at the 

intersection with the main road railways. Compared with Roma in other localities in the 

study area who do not have these transport facilities, the proportions of Roma 

communities from Paşcani, Dolhasca, Vereşti, Dorohoi, Iasi, Suceava and Roman 

represent over 10% of the population stable. Opportunities due to development of 

transport networks in northern Moldavia does not only reflect on the growth of the Roma 

population density but also on the economic development of the area. 

 

Keywords: Roma communities, transport facilities, transport networks 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The period of the Middle Ages was one favorable to the economic development of the 

Moldova Region, thanks to a large extent, evolving network of roads to trade and of cities 

fairs. The most important commercial corridor of the Moldova Region was represented 

by the way that link the Kiev city to the Black Sea and to the Romanian States.  

All this period of the Middle Ages, meant for the Roma the page of their history because 

of the bondage to which they have been subjected. Trade fairs in Northern Moldavia (Iasi, 

Pascani, Suceava, Roman) were real markets that made the trade with the Roma 

menservants and the animals or money [3]. The first documentary attestation with regard 

to the Roma people from the north of Moldavia dates from 8 July 1428, when 31 of 

dwellings Roma were donated by the ruler Alexandru cel Bun to the Bistrita Monastery 

[4]. Therefore, the Roma were considered slaves, either of the ruler or to the nobles. The 

fact that they were imprisoned in the stables of animals and fed in line with those, 
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determined  the Roma people to accept slavery in order to receive the dwellings and to be 

raise in line with people. 

On 14 February 1844, is voted the law under which sedentary and nomads slaves became 

free, with the same rights as other inhabitants of the country. Releasing of Roma people 

from bondage in this year, was a first social reform in relation to the situation of the Roma, 

that period which lasted approximately 20 years [1] and in which they were laid the 

foundations of the railway transport. 

The evolution of the railways and the development of the road, throughout history, have 

been the most powerful elements of the initiators of economic development [7] both by 

reducing the cost of transport, but especially in the development of new areas of 

production and sales outlet. In respect to the influence of transport networks to the 

geographical distribution of the population, recent studies emphasize the connection 

between the demographic evolution and the evolution of the transport roads [6]. The 

relationship between the network of railways and road, on the one hand, and demographic 

trends or ethnic origin of a localities, is extremely dynamic and has evolved along decades 

[2]. 

One of the objectives of this work is to reveal the relationship between the transport 

networks (road and rail) and geodemographical evolution of the localities transited for 

them in the region of the North-East of Romania. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The present research is part of a larger study on the issues of historical and geographical 

Roma in northern Moldova will be dealt with issues related to migration, the first historic 

record, exile, deportation, settlement and establishment in the present localities as such 

and some demographics. 

The region of study is located in the North-East of Romania and includes the counties of 

Botosani, Iasi, Suceava and Neamt. 

The pilot localities identified for research constitute the human settlements crossed by the 

most important nodes road and railway in the region, while being at the same time, 

populated by some of the most numerous Roma communities in Northern Moldavia 

(Roman-1549 Roma people, Iasi-1376 Roma people, Dolhasca -1258 Roma people). 

The localities in question are both in the category of the rural areas (Veresti) as well as 

the urban areas (Pascani, Roman, Dorohoi, Iasi, Suceava, Dolhasca). They are included 

in the target group due to the fact that are crossed in both the road of European 

significance (E 58 and E 85) or national (15D, DN17, DN2, DN 22A, DN 22B DN 22D) 

and two of the largest railway lines in Romania (CFR 500 and CFR 600). 

The statistical data used have been obtained from the National Institute of Statistics of 

Romania and of the work of land, introduced into the statistical program and analyzed 

using Microsoft Office/Excell. Maps have been obtained using GIS (Geographical 

Informational Sistem) using information from Domestic Transport by Rail Company 

(Compania Nationala de Transport Ferovia-CFR), the National Company for the 

Management of Road Infrastructure (Compania Nationala de Administrare a 

Infrastructurii Rutiere-CNADR) and the data in the field. 

 

MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the last 50 years the number of Roma people from the localities to analysis has 

increased substantially, touching the proportions of up to 10% of the total stable 

population. 
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Table 1. The evolution of the Roma population percentage 

in the localities analyzed during the period 1966-2014 

1966 2002 2014 

Locality 
Total 

number of 

population 

The 

number 
of 

Roma 

people 

Percent Locality 
Total 

number of 

population 

The 

number 
of 

Roma 

people 

Percent Locality 
Total 

number of 

population 

The 

number 
of 

Roma 

people 

Percent 

Veresti 6289 659 10.48% Veresti 7109 491 6.91% Veresti 3850 198 5.14% 

Dolhasca 10298 1258 12.22% Dolhasca 11009 1104 10.03% Dolhasca 6250 325 5.20% 

Dorohoi 24309 375 1.54% Dorohoi 30949 451 1.04% Dorohoi 16699 173 1.04% 

Pascani 33745 500 1.48% Pascani 42057 439 1.04% Pascani 18689 194 1.04% 

Roman 50713 1549 3.05% Roman 69268 1594 2.90% Roman 39012 1131 2.90% 

Suceava 92121 585 0.64% Suceava 105865 509 0.48% Suceava 37697 509 1.35% 

Iasi 290422 1376 0.47% Iasi 320888 1898 0.59% Iasi 161023 950 0.59% 

 

You can see a significant increase in the total number of inhabitants in the case of each 

localities from 1966 until the year 2012. This numerical evolution shall be identified and 

in the case of the Roma minority. Starting this year by the year 2014, the total number of 

people is declining. 

Equally decreases and the number of inhabitants of Roma from Dorohoi, Roman and Iasi 

but part of the minorities in the total population from Veresti, Dolhasca, Dorohoi, Roman 

and Suceava is on the rise by the weights between 0,15 % (Roman) up to 3.57% (Veresti). 

By analysing the case of each localities in the counties of Botosani, Iasi, Suceava and 

Neamt, we noticed higher cores f Roma communities in areas close to main rail lines 

(CFR 500: Bucharest (North) - Ploiesti (South) - Roman - Pascani - Suceava - Vicsani, 

CFR 600: Bucuresti-Faurei-Tecuci - Barlad - Crasna Vaslui - Iasi - Ungheni). 

Thus, in the analyzed area, can be identified 22 localities with more then 100 in the area 

of Line 500 and its ramifications (main railways) and 8 localities in the area of Line 600 

and ramifications. 

The same situation can be observed in the case of the Romani communities near the roads 

of national importance (15D, DN17, DN2, DN 22A, DN 22B DN 22D) and European 

highways (E58, E85).  

Thus, from the total of the 66 localities in the north of Moldavia, in which the number of 

Roma people is over 100 persons, 19 are crossed by the European highways E85 and E58 

and 20 localities crossed by the national roads. 

To determine the influence of road and railway infrastructure on the development of 

Roma communities, I superimposed the two maps thus obtaining a map of the road 

network and railway crossing places with very large number of Roma population (over 

300 people). 

We see a greater concentration of the Roma population in localities which are crossed by 

important communication means in terms of nationally and internationally. In some of 

those towns the Roma number exceeds 1200 (Dolhasca - 1258 - 12.22%, Iasi - 1376 - 

0.47%, Roman - 1549 - 3.05%). 

We consider that the transport infrastructure has been edifying element which has been 

the basis for sedentarisation of Roma in these localities. Known as members of a nomadic 

populations, themselves nomads, the Roma people have settled in the areas which they 

have offered the best means of survival. 
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Figure 2. Concentration of roma population in the north of Moldavia and the network of railways 

 

 

 

  
Figure 3. Concentration of roma population and the road 
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Figure 4. Road and railway infrastructure superimposed on the distribution of Roma in the territory 

 

Due to the trade clandestinely practiced by them in recent decades, the ability to access 

more easily a means of transport to the large fairs, determined to give up the old traditions 

and habits (internal migration over short distances, housing in makeshift tents) and align 

among locals majority. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  
For the majority society, history will always represent a starting point for analyzing the 

newly established ethnic communities in some areas. Although history was not gentle 

with them, the Roma are still trying to remove the black mark placed on their social 

environment and  the way in which the social environment concerns.. 

The members of the Roma ethnic minority in the region of the North-East Romania 

constitutes a large ethnic community who are trying to integrate into society, both by 

sedentarizare and by the activities they are involved in. The most important factor which 

has been the basis for this phenomenon has been the degree of economic development of 

the localities and the main factor that influenced this degree of development was the 

railway and road infrastructure. 

However this type of infrastructure is not developed at the maximum capacities in the 

north of Moldavia and any extension of the rail and road networks would be likely to lead 

to an increase in the number of Roma people and in other areas than the ones mentioned 

above. 

The fact that they chose to settle in a very large number in the localities crossed by the 

great railway lines or the European roads, proves that the Roma people still kept in the 

character of the nomad device of their ancestors. The Roma migrants, in the present 

period, choose however the countries of the Western Europe [5] fact by which we can say 

that this contributes to economic development of the localities. 
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ABSTRACT 

As a developing country poverty rates have fallen statistically in all provinces of Turkey. 

Nevertheless poverty is still one of the most important socio-economic problems. Even if 

the proportion of people living under hunger limit decreases, the proportion of 

“population with risk of poverty” is still high that is a negative table. When the low per 

capita income combined with unequal spatial distribution, there is a distinct spatial 

segregation in the country. 

In this context the purpose of the study is to explain the distribution of income poverty in 

Turkey and determine geographical factors that are effective in this distribution. Poverty 

and inequality statistics were used in this study according to the NUTS2 regions prepared 

by Turkish Statistical Institute (TURKSTAT) for 2015. Considering the geographical 

characteristics of the regions, poverty inferences were made and related maps were 

developed. 

TR61 and TRA2 regions are the areas where poverty is mostly experienced. The area with 

the lowest rate of poverty is seen as TRB2. According to the results, it is seen that high 

inequality rates, physical capital, terrorism and migration are the most important factors 

affecting the distribution of poverty rates. As a result the reason of spatial distribution of 

poverty can be differentiated in different regions even in a single country. Turkey is the 

best model of this thesis. 

 

Keywords: Economic Geography, Poverty, Income, Inequality, Turkey 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
In many countries there are apparent regional differences in living standards. These 

inequalities cause the formation of "poverty pockets" in both poor and rich countries [6]. 

Spatial disparities in the distribution of poverty lead to the question of why poor areas have 

emerged and at what stage geography is decisive in this distribution [9]. 
Studies about poverty always focus on demographical variables of the issue and spatial 

characteristics are not taken into account sufficiently. However economic and social 

status of individuals shape by advantages and disadvantages of space. According to this 

it is possible to say that poverty is directly associated with geography [2]. Therefore 

identifiying spatial patterns of poverty help describing problem and provide new insights 

into the causes of it [8]. In addition according to Ravallion and Huppi [10] comparisions 

of the magnitude and severity of poverty can provide direct evidence of an economy’s 

progress and living standard of citizens. Baker and Grosh [4] entitled this as 

“geographical targeting” and they argue that geographical targeting is a relevant tool to 

maximizing the coverage of poor while minimizing leakage to the non-poor. 
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Bazin and De Tapia [5] state that nowadays Turkey is accepted as a political precept and 

the country has a place in globally rising forces with its demographic and economic 

characteristics. Although the poverty rates of Turkey after modernization and 

industrialization are decreasing, poverty has always been a problem Due to the economic 

conjuncture, the fight against poverty, which became more severe in times of crisis, is on 

the agenda of the Turkish economy with increasing importance. As a result, there has 

been an increasing in poverty-related work in recent years [7]. 

As a developing country poverty rates have fallen statistically in all provinces in Turkey. 

Nevertheless poverty is still one of the most important problems. Even if the proportion 

of people living under hunger limit in the country decreases, the proportion of “population 

with risk of poverty” (Household net income equal to the equivalence scale is below 60% 

of the median) is still high, which is a negative table. When the low per capita income 

combined with the spatially unequal distribution, there is a distinct spatial segregation in 

the country. 

The aims of this study are to explain the current situation of income poverty in Turkey, 

to express the distribution of income poverty according to NUTS2 regions and to 

determine the geographical determinants that are effective in this distribution. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

This is a descriptive study in which quantitative research methods are used. First, poverty 

rates calculated according to equivalent household income between 2006 and 2015 have 

been evaluated to express the general situation of poverty and recent changes in Turkey. 

In addition, the poverty rates calculated by taking into account the education level and 

the household income are briefly stated. 

Poverty and inequality statistics were used in the study according to the NUTS 2 regions 

prepared by the Turkish Statistical Institute (TURKSTAT) for 2015 to able to interpret 

the spatial characteristics of income poverty. Considering the geographical characteristics 

of the regions, poverty inferences were made and related maps were developed. 

 

RESULTS 

When the poverty rates between 2006 and 2014 are examined, it is seen that there is a 

decrease of approximately 3%. Likewise, the population living below 60% of the median 

income, which represents the population with the risk of poverty, has also declined. 

Concordantly, the poverty gap tends to fall between the mentioned years (Figure 1) It is 

noteworthy that the 2008 economic crisis did not cause a significant change in the 

country's poverty rates. 
 

 
Figure 1. Poverty rate and poverty gap by equivalised household disposable income, 2006-2015 
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Figure 2 was prepared in order to determine how the poverty differs according to 

household type in Turkey. Single-person households have the lowest poverty rate. Parents 

who have children have the highest rate of poverty. Accordingly, if the total number of 

children in household increase then poverty rates increase. For this reason it is seen that 

there is a positive correlation between poverty and household size. 

 

 
Figure 2. Poverty rate and household type by equivalised household disposable income, 2006-2015 

 

Figure 3 shows the poverty rates of the population by educational status. When the 

relationship between educational status and poverty rates is examined, it is noteworthy 

that they differ according to education level and years. By 2015, the illiterate population 

has the highest poverty rates. When Figure 3 is examined, it is seen that poverty rate 

decreases due to the increase of education level. 
 

 
Figure 3. Poverty rate by education level and equivalised household disposable income, 2006-2015 

 

According to the findings, TR61 and TRA2 regions are the areas where poverty rates are 

the highest. The average altitude of the TRA2 region is quite high and climate 

characteristics of the region is quite difficult compared to other regions (Figure 4) The 

pitch in the field is excessively high because of this land use capability is very low. At 

the same time this region has one of the highest rural population and lowest 

industrialization ratios of the country. Accordingly, the basic economic activities of 

people are livestock and agriculture. In livestock sector cattle-raising is in the front plan 

and in agriculture they produce grain for use as an animal feed. Since the modern 

production methods both agriculture and animal husbandry have not become widespread. 

Therefore acquired income from these activities is quite low. The disadvantages of both 
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physical and social environment have led the region to become the poorest area in the 

country. 

 

 
Figure 4. Elevation map of Turkey 

 

The second region with the highest poverty rate is TR62 region. The region is one of the 

most important area in the country in terms of agriculture and tourism. Especially Antalya 

province in this region is one of the most important tourism destination of Turkey. In 

agricultural activities citrus cultivation is also highly developed and this area meets a 

large part of the country’s exports alone. However, it is striking that poverty rates in the 

region are so high. The study conducted by Akgiş and Karakaş [3] determined that 

immigrant that migrating from Southern Anatolia to the region aggregately and residence 

of hundreds of Syrian refugees are the most important reasons of high poverty rates. The 

number of Syrian refugees living in Turkey in 2016 is 2 million 750 thousand. Only 

300.000 of them live in 26 camps in the country. Most of them live in urban areas. The 

places where they live intensely are the southern provinces and big cities of the country. 

Even the population of refugees has exceeded the local population in some places. For 

example, in the province of Kilis, (it is located within the TRC1). The proportion of the 

local population is over 90,000 and the number of refugees is over 130,000 [1]. 

Until the year 2010, the region that has the highest poverty rates was Southeastern 

Anatolia after TRA2 region. However, with the increasing of terrorist incidents in the 

region, in the following years most of the population has migrated to TR62 region, 

especially Antalya that has significant economic potential. Because, there are too many 

seasonal employment opportunities in both tourism and agriculture. This is an important 

attracting force for migration. Both internal and external migration, and the low profile 

of the migrant is the main cause of the poverty in the region. 
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Figure 5. Spatial Distribution of a) population living under poverty rate,  

b) population with poverty risk, c) Gini coefficient according to NUTS2 

 

The area with the lowest rate of poverty is seen as TRB2. However this data may not 

reflect reality. When the data of few years ago is examined, it is seen that the area is the 

most disadvantaged area in poverty researches based on both gender and social indicators.  

The region has been the most disadvantaged area of the country for many years escepially 

due to terrorist incidents. Event for this reason, it is hosting the Southeastern Anatolia 

Development Project which is one of the biggest regional development projects of 
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Republic of Turkey. The project is a gigantic investment totaling $ 32 billion. Main 

objectives of the project are creation of new farming areas, the development of 

hydropower energy that allows industrial activities to expand east and southeast, and the 

development of the region in terms of transportation [5]. With this project, the region has 

progressed considerably in terms of agricultural production and energy production. 

This region is where the terrorist operations concentrated in the last few years. The 

conflicts in the region has already caused massive displacement and the population living 

in the area has decreased significantly. The rapid increase of security forces and public 

personnel in the region in a short time may have caused the poverty rate to seem low. 

Another area with the lowest poverty rates following this area is the TR33 region. The 

provinces in the region are mainly specialized in textile and mining, especially in stone-

based industries. The region is also close to important market areas, primarily Ankara and 

Izmir. However, this is the region where the rates of inequality are high. For this reason, 

the inequality is high even in the areas where poverty is the lowest in Turkey, indicating 

that the poverty problem is still an unsolved socio-economic problem. 

 

DISCUSSION 

When the theories on the causes of poverty are examined, structural economic changes, 

especially neo-liberal policies, human and physical capital, culture, social exclusion and 

public policies are the most striking determinants. Apart from these indicators, one of the 

decisive and influential factors in poverty is the migration. Because nowadays the 

phenomenon of migration is an integral part of the global economy. Both internal and 

external migration can be a significant development and poverty inducement for 

individuals and households living at the source and destination points in a regional sense 

as well as for the national economy at large.  

This study examines the spatial distribution and regional characteristics of poverty in 

Turkey. According to this, when the causes of the distribution of poverty in the country 

are examined, it is possible to say that most of the reasons mentioned above are effective 

ones. When the situation of poverty in Turkey is examined, it is seen that the high 

inequality rates, physical capital, terrorism and migration are the most important factors 

affecting the distribution of poverty. As a result, the reason of poverty can be 

differentiated in different regions even in a single country, as initially stated, and Turkey 

is the best model of this statement. 

Although the poverty rates tend to decrease in Turkey in recent years, it is not possible to 

mention a total improvement in the distribution of poverty. Both the ratio of the 

population with the risk of poverty and income inequality are high. Tekeli [11] states that 

the current dynamics of development of the country consistently produce this unequal 

table. For this reason, it is possible to say that one of the most important problems that 

Turkey will face in combating poverty in the near future is spatial inequality in poverty 

and inequality rates. 
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ABSTRACT 

Economic activities generates a certain dynamic in the components of a territorial system, 

therefore in the relations of the rural settlements. An important economic sector in the 

analyzed area is mining, industry that began after mid eighteenth  century. The mentioned 

century has a special importance, the year 1775 being the one when the north-east of 

Romania, currently the Suceava county, became an austro-hungarian territory, being 

named Bucovina. The rich underground resources such as manganese, copper, uranium 

or salt, generated a larger industrial development after the First World War, continuing 

and during the communist period, because after 1989, with the change of the type of 

economy, to achieve a restriction of mining activities. In a territorial system, especially 

in a rural one, where there is not such a broad economy, the main sector of activity  

influenced other elements that gives him functionality. Mining specific to some rural 

settlements from Bucovina primarely prompted some demographic characteristics over 

time, based on the number and ethnic composition of the population to natural dynamics 

evolution and migration, as well as on the occupational structure or by age subsequent. 

The present qualitative and quantitative features are mostly effects of reducing mining 

development before 1990s, that is the subject of this study. 

 

Keywords: territorial system, rural mining settlements, population, demographic 

structures, dynamic 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Territorial support of this study is the rural settlements of Cacica, Cârlibaba, Fundu 

Moldovei, Iacobeni and Ostra, located in Suceava County, in the mountainous region of 

Bucovina, where the mining industry was constituted as one of the main economic 

activities (fig.1). The mining activity in northern Carpathians has been practiced since the 

eighteenth century, since the time when that territory was under the sovereignty of the 

Austro-Hungarian (the occupied space was later called Bucovina) more precisely in 1784 

when they started mining iron from Iacobeni and Vama by the Manz company [3]. 

"Exploitation of iron, bronze and silver tried in the years 1784-1797 turned out to be not 

cost effective. Instead, there was a good development of  manganese mines from Iacobeni 

started in 1873 with miners brought from the county of Zips from Northern Hungary and 

settled there. In Cacica there started exploiting the salt deposits, with facilities for boiling 

salt for use by the population "[2]. The only salt deposit in north eastern Romania, situated 

in Cacica, has been exploited since 1791, in 1936 there was built the first factory that 

deals with extracting extra fine salt. At first, they used the method of obtaining salt by 

evaporation of salty natural springs, and later, it was produced from artificial brine. 
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Iacobeni is one of mining settlements with reference for Bucovina, whose industry is 

exploiting the manganese, a specific activity dating back to the eighteenth century. This 

sector has seen a major progress after 1960s,  in the context of overall development of the 

industry nationwide. Ores obtained here were either exported or used in renowned steel 

centers of Romania, Galati and Hunedoara. In 1923 there were extracted 4589 tons of 

salt, production doubled in 1965 and in 1971 saline exceeded 34,000 tons of salt by 

evaporation, the products were sent throughout the country for consumption at canneries 

(Tecuci, Tg. Mures, Bucharest) and export on three continents. Although currently there 

still is salt exploitation in this village, the scale of activity is reduced [4]. 

In Cârlibaba as well as in Iacobeni, they were  mining manganese, which was the base of 

developing a real industry even since the Austro – Hungarian occupation, as mentioned 

before. Iacobeni was the most important center of mining and processing of manganese 

ores, here being sorted all of this kind in the area. 2007 was the year of cessation the 

mining activity in the area. 

Mining of copper in Bucovina also dates back to the eighteenth century, in Fundu 

Moldovei area. The industrial activities developed begining with 1968, but in 2002 there 

was stopped the activity of copper processing plant.  

Osra is the village in Bucovina where the sulphide extraction was the main mining 

activity, barite reserves being the most important in the country. The mining activities 

were stopped in 2003. The connections between the elements of a territorial system, 

especially rural sectors where demand is not so generous, are emphasized. So, from 

changes that occurred over time in the mining industry we can highlight existing 

demographic consequences. In this study we look at the effects on the progress or regress 

that industrial mining has had on the demographic component of the settlements. 

Therefore, we will highlight the characteristics of the population, the natural dynamics, 

the rate of emigration, population structure by sector, by age or ethnicity.  

 

 
Figure 1. Study area 
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DATA AND METHODS 
Balancing the quantitative characteristics of the population engaged in mining activities 

on the one hand, and attributes both quantitative and qualitative component of action from 

rural settlements is based on statistical analysis on demographic indicators of the censuses 

of 1977, 1992 2002 and 2011 obtained from the Statistical Yearbook of Suceava county 

[5]. 

The number of people employed in the industry is a relevant indicator in highlighting 

aspects of the level and direction of settlements development.. Based on this report one 

can analyze and compare the relationships that exist between the number of persons 

employed in the mining industry and changes in the population number and settlements 

evolution, natural growth, migration rate, population structure by age, ethnic or 

occupational structure of  the population. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Analyzing the image data realised based on the statistical data (fig.2), the situation of the 

number of inhabitants in communes Cacica, Cârlibaba, Fundu Moldova, Iacobeni, Ostra, 

has a downward trend. In Cacica number of residents decreased from 4.610 inhabitants 

as it was in 1977 to 3.712 in 2011, the number of people falling by a percentage of 23.8%. 

Between 1992 and 2002 census there was a slight population increase by 8.4%. Cârlibaba 

village registered in censuses  years a steady decrease in the number of inhabitants (2.314 

inhabitants in 1977/1.717 inhabitants in 2011). Therefore in 2011 the population had a  

25.7% lower than in 1977. In Fundu Moldovei village population decrease was from 

4.691  1977 to 3.594 in 2011, so that in 35 years the population of this territorial unit fell 

by about 23.3%. The most dramatic situation is that of Iacobeni village, where the rate of 

decrease in the number of inhabitants was in 2011  by 65% compared to 1977. If the 

village population was 5.309 inhabitants in 1977, it dropped to 1.842 in 2012. In 35 years, 

period which saw the largest decline was between 1992 and 2002, when along the a 10  

years period  the population declined by 45.3%. In the village of Ostra, the decline in 

population   in 2011 was 40%  compared to 1977.  

 

 
Figure 2. The evolution of inhabitants number 
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Figure 3. The natural increase of population 

 

Regarding to natural population dynamics (fig.3), analyzed available data reveals that the 

natural population growth was positive for all three moments analyzed only for one 

village, the Ostra village. Although notice a decrease in the difference between births and 

deaths, falling from 7.9 ‰ in 1992, 7.4 ‰ in 2002 to 4 ‰ in 2011. It also notes that 

excepting the specific of Ostra village, natural population growth of the other territorial 

units experienced a negative trajectory, falling below the threshold values of 0 ‰. Even 

if  1992 keeps positive values of natural birth rate, being over 12 ‰ (Cacica - 15.9 ‰; 

Cârlibaba - 15.9 ‰; Iacobeni - 15.4 ‰, Fundu Moldovei - 12.9 ‰. ), over the next 10 

years, the rate registered a negative increase, reaching even to -6 ‰ (Iacobeni, 2011), or 

-4.7 ‰ (Fundu Moldovei). A different situation presents Cacica village, which in 2002 

had a natural birth value of -1.6 ‰, later increasing to a value of 0.3 ‰, due to the decrease 

in mortality rate from 13.3 ‰ in 2002 to 11.3 ‰ in 2011, the birth rate being maintained 

around 11.7 ‰.  

 

 

Figure 4. The emigration rate of population 

 

Regarding the emigration rate in  analyzed villages and based on given data (fig. 4),  

extremely high values are observed in the Cârlibaba village (33.7 ‰), when besides the 

political regime change that favored emigration, extractive industrial activities decreased, 

compared to the much higher percentage of the population employed in industry to the 

previous census, the difference being of 15 percent. 
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An obvious case is the emigration rate of Iacobeni village, in 2011 recording the value of 

about 30 ‰, in 2002 the value being 16.6 ‰. The causes of this extremely large 

differences can also be put on the regressive nature of the industry when the population 

employed in this sector was reduced by about 20% in 2011 compared to 2002. An increase 

in the rate of emigration is recorded at Cacica village also, where it suffered a decline 

from 1992 levels in 2002, from 12 ‰ to 8.8 ‰, and later, in 2011, it would see a increase 

to 13.5 ‰. Different circumstances shows Ostra and Fundu Moldovei villages, where the 

emigration rate has experienced negative trend. Thus, in Fundu Moldovei village the 

values decreased from about 14.5 ‰ (in 1992, 2002) to 9.2 ‰ and in the village of Ostra 

reduction was achieved by about 10 percent from 24.6 ‰ (1992 ) to 14.3 ‰ (2011).  

The direct effect of existing mining industry on analyzed commune level of Bukovina 

space is manifesting on the structure of population on three sectors of activity. As you 

can see in the attached table (table 1), population from main sector has known in 35 years 

periods where its share evolved both positively and negatively. The highest value, 

specified in the reviewed moment, 2002, is 71,4%, being registered in Cârlibaba 

commune. This increase was based on the decrease of the number of people which 

activated in secondary sector in the previous years, after the depletion of extractive 

activities and manganese ore processing.  

 
Table 1. The share of employed population 

  Economic sectors 

  Primary 

(%) 

Secondary 

(%) 

Tertiary 

(%) 

1
9

7
7
 

Cacica 57,58 32,34 10,07 

Carlibaba 33,68 45,41 20,91 

Iacobeni 52,57 36,90 10,54 

Fundu Moldovei 22,97 60,46 16,58 

Ostra 4,04 77,47 18,49 

1
9

9
2
 

Cacica 51,4 38,1 10,5 

Carlibaba 40,2 29,1 30,7 

Iacobeni 16,1 56,9 27,0 

Fundu Moldovei 40,6 35,9 23,4 

Ostra 28,6 56,7 14,7 

2
0

0
2
 

Cacica 48,8 24,7 26,5 

Carlibaba 71,4 10,8 17,9 

Iacobeni 17,0 44,1 38,9 

Fundu Moldovei 46,6 28,8 24,7 

Ostra 30,3 45,4 24,3 

2
0

1
1
 

Cacica 63,5 13,3 23,3 

Carlibaba 68,8 8,8 22,4 

Iacobeni 36,1 21,5 42,4 

Fundu Moldovei 64,1 16,2 19,7 

Ostra 48,3 22,6 29,0 

 

The lowest value of population in agricultural sector is registered in Ostra commune, in 

1977, when only 4,04% of population was working actively in this sector. This is the year 
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when the secondary sectors is at his peak, 77% of residents of the commune were actively 

workers, being the highest value of registered in the secondary sector from the analyzed 

area. Due to the reduce of industrial activity, the share of population working in 

agriculture will be of 48,3% in 2011. High values of population working in industrial 

activities are specific for year 1977, in Cârlibaba commune (45,4%) and Fundu Moldovei 

commune (60,7%) or in the year of 1992, in Iacobeni commune (56,9%).  

The third branch of economy has known a higher development after 2000, when 

population started to work in activities like trade, transportation or tourism. The highest 

value from the sphere of economic spectrum belongs to Iacobeni commune, when little 

under half of population (42,4%) deals with tertiary activities. 

 

  

  

 

Figure 5. The age structure of population 

 

Following the situation from the level of communes regarding the trichotomic 

classification of ages (fig. 5) it can be created a general rule of unidirectional evolution 

of the three groups of age. Referring to the youngest population (0-19 year) it can be 

observed the fact that the highest values are recorded in 1977, when besides the high level 

of industrial development specific to communist period, the situation was also favored by 

the pronatalist decree given in 1966. Thus, the young population of year 1977 is found in 

all mining rural areas from analyzed area above the value of 34%, the highest value being 

recorded in Cârlibaba commune, where population with age under 20 is about 43,3%. An 

aspect that stands out is de difference of about 18% between the youngest population of 

1977 up to the lates census from 2012, the youngest population being represented by 25% 

of total population. The situation from the other communes is similar, although the 
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differences are smaller, in Cacica commune the youngest population has decreased with 

8,5%, in Fundu Moldovei with 13,4%, in Iacobeni with 14,7% and in Ostra with 13,4%. 

Regarding the population with age between 20 and 64, it can be observed that is followed 

the same trend of increasing for all major administrative territorial units. If in 1977 the 

values of adult population were varying between 50,6% (Cârlibaba) and 58,2% 

(Iacobeni), at the census from 2011 the values are between 54,9% (Cacica) and 63,5% 

(Cârlibaba). Therefore, the adult population has known increases of values in 2012 

comparative to 1977 as follows: 1,7% Cacica, 12,9 Cârlibaba, 5,3% Fundu Moldovei, 

4,3% Iacobeni and 7% Ostra. 

Following the evolution of the elderly, it can be noticed the significant growth of 

percentages at all territorial units level. Among the analyzed settlements, Ostra commune 

has the lowest percent of population with age of 65 or over, precisely 9,6%, the difference 

from year 1977 being for 6,4%. In Cârlibaba commune, the share of elderly population 

has increased with 5,2%, reaching 11,3% in 2012, in Caica commune the value is 19%, 

increasing in year 2012 from 1977 by 6,8%, in Fundu Moldovei was registered an 

increasing of elderly population with 8%, from 11,3% in 1977 to 19,4% in 2012. A 

notable observation is the fact that in 2012 the number of elderly population is extremely 

closed to the number of youngest population. The most dramatic situation is recorded in 

Iacobeni commune, where population with age over 65 has increased in 35 years with a 

percentage of 10,4%, from 6,4% to 16,8%. 

 
Table 2. The ethnic structure share of population 

C
a

ci
ca

 

 Romanians 

(%)  

Germans 

(%) 

Ukrainians 

(%) 

Polish (%) Other 

(% 

1977 66,6 0,4 3,5 22,7 6,8 

1992 67,9 0,7 6,7 23,5 1,2 

2002 70,6 1,3 6,4 21,7 0,1 

2011 73,8 0,5 4,4 20,0 1,3 

Ia
co

b
en

i 

 Romanians 

(%) 

Germans 

(%) 

Ukrainians 

(%) 

Hungarians 

(%) 

Other 

(%) 

1977 97,7 1,7 0,0 0,4 0,1 

1992 98,6 1,0 0,2 0,2 0,0 

2002 99,5 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,2 

2011 97,0 0,3 0,0 0,0 2,7 

F
u

n
d

u
 

M
o

ld
o

v
ei

 

 Romanians 

(%) 

Germans 

(%) 

Ukrainians 

(%) 

 Other 

(%) 

1977 99,4 0,4 0,1  0,1 

1992 99,9 0,1 0,0  0,0 

2002 99,9 0,0 0,1  0,0 

2011 98,4 0,1 0,0  1,5 

O
st

ra
 

 Romanians 

(%) 

Germans 

(%) 

Ukrainians 

(%) 

Hungarians 

(%) 

Other 

(%) 

1977 99,4 0,0 0,1 0,3 0,2 

1992 99,1 0,3 0,1 0,2 0,3 

2002 99,6 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,1 

2011 98,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,0 

C
â

rl
ib

a
b

a
 

 Romanians 

(%) 

Germans 

(%) 

Ukrainians 

(%) 

Hungarians 

(%) 

Other 

(%) 

1977 78,0 16,9 4,1 0,7 0,3 

1992 81,2 12,9 5,6 0,1 0,1 

2002 85,3 9,0 5,4 0,3 0,1 

2011 89,1 5,1 4,1 0,0 1,8 

The diversity of ethnic structure in Bukovina is the consequence of the ethno-

demographic policy that took over in the autro-hungarian domination from the occupied 

Romanian territory, M. Iacobescu claiming that they wanted to create a "conglomerate 
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people which represents the structure of the empire in miniature”[1]. I. Nistor mentions 

in his paper „From the history of Bukovina” the fact that the first inhabitants of German 

ethnicity were the miners set in Iacobeni and Cârlibaba, Fundu Moldovei, Vama, with the 

purpose of infiltrating in political, socio-economic and spiritual areas [2]. 

As you can see in table 2, the commune with the highest ethnical diversity are Cârlibaba 

and Cacica. In Cârlibaba commune, in year 1977, German population was represented by 

17% of the total number of inhabitants. In the following years, a decrease was registered, 

reaching in 2011 a percentage of 5,1%. A significant percentage is occupied by the 

Ukrainian population, which has known in their 35 year increases and decreases of the 

number of inhabitants. If in 1977, the share of Ukrainian population was 4,1%, at the 

following two census its value has grown, reaching 5,6%, respectively 5,4%, and at the 

next census the population registered was about 4%. Even though it does not pass 1%, 

the Hungarian population is one of the minorities that co-existed in the territory of 

Cârlibaba commune.  

It is also noticed a high percentage of Polish population in Cacica commune, population 

that nowadays, as well as in the previous census, registered over 20% of the total number 

of inhabitants. Polish population was brought here because of their skills and experience 

in salt mining. Among these, Ukrainian inhabitants live, but in lower percentages. In 

1977, they were about 3,5%. By the year 1992, their number almost doubled, in year 2002 

were 6,4% registered and in 2011, they were 4,4% of the total number of inhabitants. 

Decreased number are registered by German population. 

In Iacobeni commune, as it was mentioned earlier, the major ethnical minority is 

represented by Germans, who arrived in this territory in XVIII century. In 35 years, the 

percentage has decreased from 1,7% to 0,3%. 

In Ostra and Fundu Moldovei commune, even though it does not represent a great 

percentage from the total number of inhabitants, are registered populations of German 

and Ukrainian ethnicity and also Hungarian, in Ostra commune.  

 

CONCLUSION 

After the analysis achieved it was highlighted the evolution of demographic component 

of mining settlements due to an involution of extractive industry from Cacica, Cârlibaba, 

Iacobeni, Fundu Moldovei and Ostra commune. The effects which the secondary 

activities like extractive industry and ore processing had on the demographic element of 

the administrative territorial units are extremely visible.  

One first effect of mining industry was the populating of settlements with German or 

Polish population with experience in mining activities, influences felt today, at lower 

intensity, the share of analyzed commune decreasing over time. 

The number of population had a negative way, manifestation that characterizes in general 

the rural settlements from mountain areas, but the industrial regress has accelerated the 

increase of population number, the most visible example being the Iacobeni commune, 

which suffered, from our point of view, the major demographic imbalance caused by 

stopping the main economic activities after the 1990s. 

Demographic aging is one of the effect of increased number of people aged over 65 in all 

municipalities, so that by reducing the two elements of the natural dynamics, the elderly 

population has experienced rapid growth in Fundu Moldova, Iacobeni and Cârlibaba. 

Related to the occupational structure of the population in communes analyzed is an 

increase in the share of population employed in services, which caused the closure of 
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mines and ore processing activities cease, the only town that still works this industry is 

Cacica. 

Therefore, the domino type of relationship between mining and demography is real, the 

economical characteristics of settlements changing both quantitative and qualitative 

demographic attributes.  
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ABSTRACT 

The structural and spatial directions of the industrial development in the country took a 

different dimension in the 21 st century. The entrance of foreign investments created 

conditions for the activation of certain industrial sectors. While starting from the concept 

of balanced economic development, economic, social and demographic sustainability of 

the territory of the Republic of Macedonia, а greater number of industrial zones were built 

as defined spatial forms for the development of the industry. Specifically, in addition to 

the existing industrial cores, were built about 15 industrial, technological development 

zones in which investors have shown or may show interest to invest mainly due to the 

conditions and incentives offered to invest. 

This paper aims to stress out such changes forming economic and geographical picture of 

the current structural and spatial characteristics of the industry that would be the basis for 

monitoring the economic, demographic and social dimension of the industry and its 

importance to sustainable development of the area in which it acts.  

Keywords: Macedonia, industry, investments, sustainable development.  

 

INTRODUCTION 
The beginnings of the industrial production in Macedonia were recorded in the second 

half of the 19 th century, a hundred years later than the beginning of the process of 

industrialization in the world. The factors that enabled start of the industrial production 

were the product of the existing socio-economic conditions. More precisely, in addition 

was the transition from sipahi into a chiflik system, the increased agricultural production 

and the export of surpluses to the market and the acceptance of industrial crops. This way, 

they have created the basis of raw materials for the development of the first forms of 

industry [10]. 

More significant growth and development of the industry was experienced after the 

Second World War. Firstly, from 1945 to 1951 starting with the renewal of the existing 

facilities and the establishment of smaller industrial enterprises [11], then from 1957 to 

1967 was recorded some intensive industrial facilities building, mainly from among the 

textile, food processing, metal processing industry, non-metal industry and metallurgy. 

This is the period when was implemented the greatest industrialization in the country. 

From 1968 to 1980 started the process of modernization of industrial facilities [12]. The 

growth of the industry was also recorded in the next ten years. The number of employees 

from 1945-50 to 1985-89 was increased by 13 times, and only in the period from 1951-

55 to 1961-65, the number of employees in the industry increased by 170% [1]. Until 

1990 it was made an increased effort for achieving more intensive industrialization of the 

country, but however, indicators suggest that the desired results were not achieved, 

http://dx.doi.org/10.18509/GBP.2017.03
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mainly because of intensifying of the basic and raw orientated industries instead of the 

necessary investments in the labor-intensive and modern industries [12]. 

The dynamics of the industry in Macedonia after 1990 were directly affected by the 

current socio-economic and political events in this period. When the Republic of 

Macedonia become independent, the redefinition of the production capacity of the 

industrial enterprises, the redefinition of the size and type of the market, the 

implementation of the privatization, the bankruptcy processes of several industrial 

enterprises, hindered the supply of raw materials, the embargo by Greece (in 1994), were 

the creators of the industrial production in this period. The industrial production index 

after 1990, compared to the previous period, drastically decreased. From 1990-1994 to 

1995-1999, the number of employees in the industry decreased by 31.4%. After 1991, the 

industry was followed by the process of stagnation and decline. It is the period of 

transition when a number of factories stopped working, while mines such as "Zletovo", 

"Sasa", "Toranica", "Buchim" and others were closed by the end of 2004. Due to the 

evident difficulties and experiencing the industry as the most important economic branch 

in the country, the direction of the further development of the industry was focused 

towards the efforts for attracting foreign capital that would enable the revitalization of the 

industrial production. 

 

STRUCTURAL AND SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF THE INDUSTRY IN 

THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA IN THE 21st CENTURY  

When Macedonia become an independent country, the process of transformation from 

one system to another was the reason for the intensive changes from economic, social, 

political, institutional, environmental and spatial aspect. The multidimensionality of the 

transition, is mostly expressed in the economy, especially in the industrial production as 

dominant in the economic structure of the country. The industrial enterprises were 

transformed in size and ownership, they experienced certain changes in the internal 

organization, they were the subject of market, production and technological 

transformation and sector transformation. It also indicated changes in the structure and 

the production model of the industrial development at national, regional and local level. 

Under the influence of the effects caused by the transition, the importance and quality of 

the location changed, reducing or limiting the pace of development of one and 

accelerating the development of other fields, guided by the intention to reduce regional 

disparities [3]. 

Given that in the structure of the industry for decades were prevailed some of the initial 

forms of industry, with the plans for structural organization and reorganization, the 

intentions were focused towards encouraging industries in which will be produced export 

products with higher added value. Such commitments were expected to be realized with 

foreign capital, which can be seen as an imperative in the restructuring of the economic 

entities. Such investments would enable the revitalization of production process and its 

restructuring, raising in the technological level of the production process, increased 

efficiency of the economy, in the function of export restructuring of the production and 

dimensioning of GDP [2]. At the same time, investments were expected to activate the 

workforce and the usage of natural resources and to enable transfer of technology and 

knowledge. The efforts were focused to attract investors to propulsive industrial branches, 

which will have a positive benefit on the operations of small enterprises in different 

regions at the same time. Their connection with investors in a horizontal and vertical 

sense is a priority in the further efforts to attract new FDI. 
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The attempts to realize such an idea began with the promotion of the Republic of 

Macedonia through business forums (marketing campaigns - Invest in Macedonia and 

Macedonia Timeless) as a favourable business destination for foreign investors. With tax 

and customs benefits and purpose-built infrastructurally prepared locations, certain 

Greenfield investments were attracted (Investing in new facilities in an area where they 

did not exist until then). At the same time, certain so-called "Industrial fallow land", i.e. 

abandoned enterprises that were the victims of poor transformation and inadequate 

operation were put into operation for the realization of Brownfield investments (investing 

with the purchase of an existing facility in order to activate a new production activity). 

Some of the investments were in the form of acquisitions and mercenaries (transfer of the 

existing capital from the local domestic company to or from a foreign company [7]).  

The penetration of foreign capital, which at the same time meant the possibility for a 

certain structural change within the industry, took place in several phases. Until 1998, 

enterprises were bought by employees or managers, so that from 1998 to 2003 a number 

of companies in the country were taken over by investors. In the coming years of the 21st 

century, intensive investments started, mainly from abroad targeted at certain sectors of 

the industry. In the period from 2003 to 2007, even 60% of the total investments were in 

the industry (6% in the extractive industry, 25% in the processing and 29% in the supply 

of electricity, gas and water [4]). 2006 is considered as the year when a more intense wave 

of FDI started, that reflected the diversification of the industry in the country. The first 

major Greenfield investment was by Johnson Control in 2006, followed by more of the 

realized investments of foreign investors in the processing industry. In the period from 

2003 to 2015, almost 40% of the total investments in the country are in the industry, of 

which, 79.8% were in the processing industry, close to 2% in the extractive and 18.2% in 

the energy economy.  

The foreign direct investments were more noticeable in some industries, among which 

the automotive industry is the most emphasized. The flow of FDI in the automotive 

industry till the end of 2014 was 449.9 million euros or 11% of the total FDI and nearly 

a third of the industry's investments. 

 

 
Figure 1: The total FDI inflows and FDI in the automotive industry. Source: [4] 

 

FDI in this industrial sector dominated after 2007 and especially after 2009. So far, the 

investments are from the major multinational companies (Johnson Control, Johnson 
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Matthey, TeknoHose, Kemet Electronics, Van Hool, ODV Electric, Markart, 

Draexlmaier, Kromberg & Schubert). With the exception of Van Hool, which produces 

buses as a final product, all of the other investments belong to the first and second levels 

in the chain of creation of the final product in the automotive industry [6]. The higher 

level of finalization and complexity of FDI products is proportional to the increase in 

investments by local suppliers. An example is the Macedonian company Aktiva, whose 

production is connected to the Van Hool [6]. 

Most of the industrial workers are employed in the automotive industry. According the 

records, in 2014 of the total number of 10,890 persons employed in the newly-invested 

enterprises, аlmost 74% are employed in three factories from the automotive industry: 

Johnson Control - TIDZ Skopje, Kromberg & Schubert and Draexlmaier - Kavadarci. 

 

 
Figure 2: Employees in major newly-invested enterprises through FDI, 2014. Source: [7] 

 

Although from the main industrial branches, the largest share in the total industrial 

production index has the non-performing products with 38.7%, while the smallest share 

of the durable consumer goods group has accounted for 2.7%, the share of capital goods 

in 2015 compared to 2010 increased by 10.8%. The increase is mostly related to the start-

up of business entities in TIDZ. 

In contrast to the previous period, especially until 2009, when the production indexes 

showed a sharp increase in the traditional industrial branches, and for which was 

emphasized that they are the carriers of the development [5], the index for the production 

of vehicles increased in the following years and in 2015 the production increased by more 

than 5 times compared to 2010 (index 561), followed by the production of machines and 

devices (index 439.4) and production of other equipment and transport (index 228.5). 

Thus, the influence of FDI implies a possible change in the future structure of the industry. 

At the same time, the structure of the industry in the Republic of Macedonia is still 

dominated by the traditional industries such as food industry, beverage industry, tobacco, 

textiles, basic metals and metal processing industry and non-metal minerals. In the period 

from 2000 to 2014, all of these industries together made an average of 66.6% of the Gross 

value added in the manufacturing industry. However, it is indispensable to note that some 

specific industrial sectors also show an increase in the total participation, such as 
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pharmaceutical industry (especially after 2002), the electrical industry, the automotive 

industry and so on. 

In the structure of industrial production, the increased participation of industrial branches 

in the order of production of motor vehicles, machines and devices, the production of 

electrical equipment, which have a significant share in the total export, is evident. In the 

period from 2010 to 2015, the export of goods registered an average annual increase of 

nearly 14%. The participation in the export of goods with higher technological value was 

significantly increased due to the reduced share of exports of goods with lower levels of 

processing. In comparison, from 2005 to 2015, exports of machinery and transport 

equipment and chemical products registered a significant increase.  

The industry is not just a physical object, but also has a strong economic and social 

dimension, with the possibility of urban, economic, demographic, social and sustainable 

development of the space at micro and macro level. With the proper location of the 

industry it can be provided a more appropriate use of the resources and potentials that 

exist or can be created, the forms of population and economic polarization and social 

tensions can be reduced. At the same time, it can be initiated the development of other 

activities in transport, trade and tertiary activities. According to the Law on twice the 

value of the workplace in the industry, the industry can overtake the role of spatial 

development coordinator. This is a sufficient reason for the industry to be placed in the 

role of an activity that will contribute to more balanced economic development. It is 

known that there is economic polarization on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia, 

which on the other hand entails demographic polarization and affects the overall socio-

economic development of the area. The main goal is to overcome the stereotype in the 

location of the industrial capacities in the Skopje region. This has brought many problems, 

especially regarding intense settlement in this region and its pollution. That is why during 

the organization of the industrial zones were made attempts for proper regional 

disposition, location and appropriate types of propulsive industrial branches. The 15 

TIDZs (Skopje 1, Skopje 2, Skopje 3, Shtip, Tetovo, Prilep, Struga, Strumica, Kishevo, 

Gevgelija, Berovo, Delchevo, Radovish, Rankovce and Vinica), that were established, 

represent customs and tax-free zones with an appropriate infrastructure equipment. 

Among them, TIDZ Skopje 1, Skopje 2 and Shtip are fully operational, while for TIDZ 

Tetovo, a Public Private Partnership Agreement with an international company has been 

signed. Investments are also expected in the areas that are not fully functioning, so that 

the initial idea of reducing the developmental disparities at the territory of the Republic 

of Macedonia and ensuring the overall sustainability of the area can be achieved. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The structure of the industry in the Republic of Macedonia is mainly based on traditional 

industrial branches that have the largest share in the gross added value of the processing 

industry. FDI that entered into the Macedonian industry at the end of the last century and 

the beginning of the 21 st century contributed to some industrial branches to emphasize 

their place in the structure of industrial production. 
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In fact, the FDI is the product of a package of stimulative and subsidized measures and 

policies for foreign investors, located mainly in the TIDZ. Among them, more 

pronounced are the investments in the automotive industry. Specifically, in this industry 

were invested 11% of the total FDI and a third of the investments in the industry. We are 

talking about 9 major automotive companies. Only in Johnson Control - TIDZ Skopje, 

Kromberg & Schubert and Draexlmaier - Kavadarci were employed about 74% of the 

total number of persons employed in the newly-invested enterprises. 
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Their spatial distribution was focused on achieving more balanced economic 

development in the country. FDI as an attempt for structural and spatial reorganization of 

the industry in the Republic of Macedonia is an expensive project by the Government. 

Therefore, the long-term viability of the project is expected. 

So far, over 500 Macedonian companies benefit from the incomparable cooperation, and 

there is a turnover of about 50 million euros for the companies that cooperate with foreign 

investors [7]. At the same time, it meant an opportunity for starting companies that 

provide certain services to the new formed companies. In fact, all enterprises that are the 

result of FDI in the Republic of Macedonia should establish strong horizontal and vertical 

ties with domestic companies, that depends on the technological level of the domestic 

companies, their orientation towards innovation and the availability of a quality 

workforce. At the same time, it is more than necessary to consider FDI as a way of 

changing the structure of the industry by producing products with higher value added.  

At the same time, parallel to the foreign investments, it is necessary to create favorable 

conditions and equal opportunities for investments by the domestic investors. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study investigates the main motives for preservation of sites of Jewish heritage 

tourism (JHT) by studying three locations in Macedonia: Skopje (the capital), Štip (the 

largest city in the east part of Macedonia) and Bitola (the largest city in the southwest part 

of Macedonia). The article assesses the presence of several motivations, like: (i) Guilt; 

(ii) Interest in national history; (iii) Revival of a glorious Past; (iv) Economic benefits; 

(v) Display of sympathy; and (vi) Dark tourism development. The analysis is based on a 

qualitative research method and incorporates: (a) Qualitative data analysis, by conducting 

interviews in June 2016 with key stakeholders from central and local governments as the 

main policy makers; and (b) Analysis of secondary data sources, achieved by reviewing 

literature, historical, and statistical data related to Jewish history in Macedonia. 

Generally, the results point to the presence of strong iconic connection among 

Macedonians and the Jews that lived in Macedonia. The general findings indicate that by 

establishing and maintaining JH sites, stakeholders reflect sentiments of sympathy and 

even admiration to the perished Jewish community and a strong desire to revive a glorious 

past. Only in the case of Bitola, the potential economic benefits were surfaced as the main 

motive for initiating activities and investments in JH sites. Finally, the study recommends 

design and development of JHT product and tailor-made tourist packages as key elements 

that may boost tourism development in Macedonia alongside with commemoration of the 

Jews and their ties with the Macedonian people.  

Keywords: JHT, Tourism development, Stakeholders, Macedonia.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
It is now for several decades that more and more places, especially in Europe, are engaged 

in developing their Jewish heritage (JH) resources [9]. This trend raises questions with 

respect to the decision makers and steakholders motivations. While visitors’ motivation 

is a widely explored topic [12], motivations of local societies to preserve heritage sites 

related to others' culture has been barely treated [5]. In the case when central and/or local 

government politicians are involved in such preservation efforts it signifies that they are 

not afraid of allegations of being responsible for making investments evoking feelings of 

dissonance among the local population. Just the opposite, this signifies that according to 

their discretion such investments will yield positive rewards, not penalties, in terms of 

public support.  
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The primary objective of the study is to provide evidence on prevailing motivations to 

preserve others' cultural relics though, passingly, light will is shed on the dark tourism 

perceptions as well. These issues are to be studied in three locations in Macedonia: 

Skopje, Štip and Bitola. Macedonia represents a suitable test ground for investigating 

motivations for Jewish heritage tourism (JHT) preservation. On the one hand, it allows 

generalisation since it resembles other places in Europe were Jewish physical remnents 

are renovated or rebuilt in the absence of Jews, except for dwindled decendents of 

Holocaust survivers. On the other hand, it represents a society with charateristics having 

a potential effect on a study related to motives for preservetion of JH sites.  

Additionally, no academic studies have thus far been carried out on this topic. This is the 

first attemt to identify the main factors for investing in JH sites in Macedonia. The 

practical contribution of the paper lies in the recommendations for designing and 

developing JHT products that may boost tourism development alongside with 

commemoration of the Jews and their ties with the Macedonian people.  

After the introduction, section two provides a snapshot on the JH in Macedonia, as a 

background material. The applied methodology is presented in section three, while the 

findings and discussion are noted in section four. The last section elaborates the 

conclusions and recommendations for JHT development in Macedonia.  

 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

The Jewish presence in Macedonia dates from the Roman city of Stobi with archeological 

evidence of a synagogue dating from 2nd to 3rd century AD [10]. The Jewish community 

remained throughout the Slavic and Byzantine control. Expulsion decrees issued by the 

Monarchs of Spain in 1492 and Portugal in 1497 combined with the fear of the Inquisition 

resulted in about 90,000 migrant Jews settling in the Balkans alongside the westward 

expansion of the Ottoman Empire [7]. These were Ladino-speaking Sephardim Jews who 

flourished economically and socially in Macedonia, Greece, Serbia, and Bulgaria. By 

1910, on the eve of the Balkan wars, some 10,000 Sephardi Jews lived in Macedonia and 

formed their main communities in the big cities of Skopje [4], Štip and Bitola (known as 

Monastir). 

Jews and gentiles in Macedonia lived peacefully with mutual respect until March 11, 1943 

when after 450 years of coexistence they became victims of the Holocaust. At that time, 

3,242 Jews from Skopje, 551 from Štip and 3,351 from Bitola, or total of 7,144 Jews 

(98% of the total Jewish population living in Macedonia at that time) were deported to 

their execution in the concentration camp of Treblinka, Poland. At the end of WWII only 

140 Jews, mostly Partisans, survived, most of them immigrated to Israel. Today, the 

Jewish community of Macedonia numbers 250, out of which about two thirds belong to 

assimilated families. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The selected research area is composed of three cities richly endowed with JH: Skopje, 

Štip and Bitola (Fig. 1), each with its own story and specific JH resources.  

Skopje (Fig. 1, No 1), the capital of Macedonia, is the economic and administrative center 

with a large ethnic diversity. The current Macedonian Jewish community is located here 

with around 200 Jews. There are two main JH sites associated with developing JHT: (1) 

The Holocaust Memorial Centre of the Jews from Macedonia; and (2) The Beit Yaakov 

Synagogue.     
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Štip (Fig 1, No 2) is the largest city in the east part of Macedonia serving as a cultural and 

economic center of the eastern region. After the deportation in 1943, out of 131 families, 

only one family was registered in the city up to 2009, while today no Jews actively live 

in this city. There are two JH sites associated with developing JHT: (1) The Monument 

of Deported Jews (“Line of Life”); and (2) The Jewish cemetery. 

Bitola (Fig 1, No 3) is a city in the southwestern part and one of the oldest in Macedonia.  

It was a lively center with a long history of the Jews living in the city. There are several 

JH sites: a commemorative plaque that was unveiled on columns that remained from the 

“Kahal Kadosh Aragon” synagogue, situated in the city park known as The Columns; the 

Monument of Deported Jews; the Old Jewish Houses in Sirok Sokak (Wide Alley); and 

the Jewish cemetery with a small museum named Memorial Park of the Jews from Bitola. 

In 1997, an initiative was raised to restore the cemetery and to create a memorial park - 

“Park of the living memories”. 

 

 
Figure 1. Research locations: 1- Skopje, 2-Štip, 3-Bitola 

 

In order to identify the prevailing motives for preserving JH sites, the study is based on a 

qualitative research method incorporating two sources of data: interviews and secondary 

sources. Total of 18 interviews were conducted in June 2016, with a conversation time 

ranging from 20-120 minutes. The target group consisted of key stakeholders from the 

central and local government levels who were identified as the main policy makers for 

investing in the development and preservation of JH sites. Specifically, they are: 

presidents and members of city council, a Mayor, municipal heads for tourism 

development offices, municipal councilor for culture, state advisor for tourism, 

representative from the National agency for tourism, executive director of the chamber of 

tourism, and the director of the Commission for relationship with religious groups and 

communities. In the case of Skopje, the interviewees at the local level were members of 

the city council of Skopje and they gave responses just for Skopje as one of the sampled 

locations. The interviewees at the central government level - holding positions in central 

institutions in Skopje - were simultaneously able to provide responses for Macedonia in 

general, and for Skopje in particular. In the case of Štip and Bitola, all respondents belong 

to the local government administration. In addition to the target group, five interviews 

were undertaken with persons holding different positions referred to as sources of 

information.  

1 

2 

3 
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During the interviews, full notes were taken, upon which a qualitative data analysis was 

conducted encompassing two steps: summarization and compilation. Information 

obtained through the interviews and secondhand material drawn from publications, was 

summarized into items. Then the items having closely similar themes were categorized 

together in order to draw conclusion. The interviews were undertaken during open-ended 

questioning sessions, which allowed collection of more subjective and qualitative data. 

Prior to entering the field survey, an interview protocol was prepared. The interviews 

contained clear and direct questions, tailored to draw conclusions regarding the following 

hypotheses concerning motives for preservation of JH sites: 

H1: Motivation driven by guilt suggested by [1] as "atonement for active or passive 

collaboration in genocide";   

H2: Interest in national history [8]; 

H3: Revival of a harmonious Past when people of different affiliations were living in 

harmony [8]; 

H4: Economic motivation to have one more point of interest or attraction for tourists 

visiting the city and especially for Jewish visitors as a special interest group [3]; 

H5: Display of respect towards Jews as a tool in the struggle on hegemony and power 

among the larger religious segments living in the city or country [11]; and, 

H6: A part of the growing interest in Dark tourism of visiting sites that are connected to a 

Jewish Holocaust [2], [6]. 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The findings were analyzed in two stages. In the first, the interview material was searched 

for the detection of any one of the six motives outlined earlier. In the second stage, a 

comparison analysis of the results was made leading to general conclusion with respect 

to the prevailing motives for JH preservation in Macedonia. 

Stage 1: Following a process of data filtering, it was found that two hypotheses (H3 and 

H5) were the main ones for all three case studies. Decision-makers in Macedonia chose 

to emphasize that they are supporting initiatives for investing in JH sites mainly due to 

the motives of ‘respect’ and ‘revival of harmonious past’. Below the motives are listed 

from the most common to the least ones: 

 H5: Displaying respect towards the Jews from the local community.  

o This motive appears to be the main one in Skopje. The following sentences 

represent support of this motive: “The story [of the local Jews] must be told”; “The 

Memorial Center in Skopje serves to honor and commemorate the Macedonian Jews”; “A 

personalization of the Jewish tragedy is what gives the power to the story” and 

“Macedonia honors the dead Jews by setting an example to which other nations could and 

should aspire”.  

o This motive is also the main motive in Štip. When mentioning the Jews’ tragic 

history, it was met with lots of sympathy and reverence regarding these former highly 

respected citizens. All interviewees left the impression that they still cherish the good 

memories Jews left behind. For example: We want to pay respect to those citizens who 

acted as a role model and left footprints on Štip’s cultural and economic development”; 

and “It shouldn’t be forgotten since it shouldn’t be repeated!”  

o This motive is strongly supported by 80% of the respondents in Bitola. Their 

respect can be supported with the following sayings: “To keep and remember”; “Never 

to forget the memories”; “To pay respect”. In short a repeated theme reflecting respect is 

expressed by the sentence: "The [local] Jewish story must be told and remembered".  
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 H3: The revival of the harmonious Past when different affiliations were living 

along in harmony. 

o This was found as an additional leading motive in all three case studies. In Skopje, 

this motive was chosen by all respondents both on local and national levels. Jews lived in 

Skopje for centuries mostly concentrated in a well-established neighborhood and became 

a vital part of the local community. This was expressed as follows: “To preserve the 

memory of the Jews of Macedonia, not only commemorate their death, but also their lives 

and the civilization that perished with them”; “To keep the memory of the Jews, their 

traditions, and their two-millennium long contribution to the co-existence all segments of 

society”; “Despite the modest and limited investments in JH sites, this is a payback to 

Jews loyalty as citizens”.  

o In Štip, this is the second most important motive selected by 67% of respondents. 

Here, investing in JH may be justified with the presumption to keep the good memory of 

a community that lived along with the locals in the past. This can be supported with the 

following sentences: “We want to preserve the memories for the next generations about 

a noble, honest and friendly community”; and “The Monument of Deported Jews testifies 

for a harmonious time when Jews left cultural footprints in the municipality”. 

o In Bitola, this is a strong motive pointed out by 80% of the interviewees, which 

was expressed in the following examples: “The Jews were very important in the life and 

culture of Bitola”; and “The Jews played important role in the historic past of Bitola". 

 H4: Economic benefits 

o No return of investments is expected with respect to the JH sites in Skopje.  

Education, and not tourist valorization, is the lead objective stated in the working program 

of the main JH site in Skopje/Macedonia - the Memorial center. Having in mind that this 

is the most remarkable JH site in Skopje/Macedonia and can be visited free of charge, it 

accentuates the finding that no financial benefits were expected.  

o In Štip, half of the respondents partially considered the economic return to 

investments. Namely, they partially agree that JH sites may be developed as points of 

interest or tourist attractions, but only if being a part of a much larger context such as 

cultural tourism.  

o In Bitola all respondents pointed out economic benefits as the main reason for 

making investments in sites related to JHT. This can be supported with the following 

sentences: “The local self-government unit (LSGU) will support every activity related to 

the Jewish heritage that brings positive benefits to the citizens, in line with their economic 

well-being”; “To create a complex that will remind of the past that evokes pleasant 

memories, and at the same time to develop the place into a tourist attraction out of which 

local people will benefit”; “To build a home of living memories that will be self-

sustainable leading to local economic development”; and “By making Bitola recognizable 

with the JH tourist sites, the municipality will economically grow”. 

 H6: Dark tourism (the intention was to investigate to what extend JH sites are 

associated to this concept). 

o Only 14-20% of the respondents from Skopje associated the JHT with dark 

tourism. The main reason for objecting this notion is related to the lack of a significant 

horror story that may serve as a base for developing dark tourism. Namely, the Memorial 

center is generally used for educational purposes in line of everyday life of Jews in 

Macedonia and less about the Holocaust.  

o Similarly, in Štip, the general attitude was that there are only memorial landmarks 

which present a memory of a tragic event, while nothing directly, explicitly happened in 
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the city. Half of the respondents partially agree that dark tourism may be initiated in Štip 

but only if many preconditions are fulfilled, like: raising awareness about the concept of 

dark tourism, and establishing closer cooperation with relevant institutions at regional 

and national level for identifying a ‘complex’ dark tourism product.  

o Just one respondent argued that Bitola has potentials for developing dark tourism, 

but a development strategy is missing. Despite having darkness in the Jews’ story, some 

interviewees were explicit that it cannot be used as a starting point to develop dark 

tourism. Accordingly, some think that the Jewish cemetery cannot stand as a solo site for 

developing dark tourism, but only if there is a story with much broader context. However, 

none was sure about the way the story can be interpreted. 

 H1: Guilt / H2: Facing national history 

o No presence was found of motives driven by guilt pointing to have no motivation 

such as “atonement for active or passive collaboration in genocide”. The respondents felt 

no guilt for the Holocaust since at the time of deportations, Macedonia was under 

Bulgarian occupation.  

o A slight presence was found to the motive of "facing national history"(H2). Only 

one person in Štip admitted that preserving Jewish sites was a partially deliberate decision 

to face chapters in national history harsh as they may be.  

Stage 2 comprised of a comparative analysis as reflected in Table 1. The findings revealed 

that the same two hypotheses (H3 and H5) are confirmed for all three case studies, leading 

us to a general conclusion that counts for Macedonia as a country. Namely, there were 

strong relations between the citizens of Macedonia as a whole and the perished Jewish 

community, based upon declared memories of harmonious relationships. The respondents 

from all sampled locations expressed respect for the spiritual, cultural and intellectual 

contribution of the Jews by making statements of admiration and readiness to invest for 

commemorating of a respectful coexistence in the past. Keeping the memory of the Jews 

along with displaying respect, are the main motives for preserving the cultural assets of a 

minority that almost disappeared.  

Hence, it appears that Macedonians substituted the atrocious, tragic and dark past of the 

Jewish community and transform it into memories of human heroism, dignity and respect. 

The overall findings point to the fact that there is no future without memories. One must 

not stop remembering, it is a warning for future generations, to know how to express 

regret for the suffering and loss and at the same time to commit to remembering the 

victims. 

 
Table 1. Comparative analysis of the results 

Hypothesis Skopje* (n=7) Štip (n=6) Bitola (n=5) Ʃn=18** 

H
1
: 

G
u
il

t 

Qn 

Local: 

No = 43% 

No response = 57% 

Central: 

No = 40% 

No response = 60% 

Yes = 17% 

No = 50% 

No response = 33% 

No = 40% 

No response = 60% No = 43% 

Ql No presence No presence No presence NO PRESENCE 

H
2
: 

F
ac

in
g
 h

ar
sh

 

h
is

to
ry

 Qn 

Local: 
Yes = 14% 

No response = 86% 

Central: 
Yes = 20% 

No response = 80% 

No = 17% 
***Partially = 34% 

No response = 49% 
No response = 100% 

Yes = 17% 

Partially taken as 

half yes, half no 

No response ignored 

Ql 
Only 1 respondent gave an open discussion 

that it was a deliberate decision to face harsh 

history for Skopje and Macedonia 

Partially No clear statement Slightly present 

H
3
: 

R
ev

i

v
al

 

o
f 

H
ar

m

o
n
io

u

s 

P
as

t 

Qn 
Local: 

Yes = 100% 

Central: 

Yes = 100% 

Yes = 67% 

No response = 37% 

Yes = 80% 

No response = 20% 
Yes = 87% 
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Ql Main motive Main motive Main motive MAIN MOTIVE 2 

H
4
: 

E
co

n
o
m

ic
 B

en
ef

it
s 

Qn 

Local: 

No = 71% 

No response = 29% 

Central: 

No = 60% 

No response = 40% 

No = 17% 

Partially = 50% 

No response = 33% 

 

Yes = 100% No = 43% 

Ql 
Investment in JH is not lead by economic 

motive 

Partially agree that JH sites 

may be developed as points 

of interest or tourist 
attractions, but only if being 

a part of a much larger 

context (ex: cultural tourism) 

Main motive 

Only in small cities 

(as Štip and Bitola), 

economic benefit may 

be a kind of a leading 

motive for 

investment in JH 

H
5
: 

R
es

p
ec

t 

Qn 
Local: 

Yes = 100% 

Central: 

Yes = 100% 
Yes = 100% 

Yes = 80% 

No response = 20% 
Yes = 95% 

Ql Main motive Main motive Main motive MAIN MOTIVE 1 

H
6
: 

D
ar

k
 t

o
u

ri
sm

 

Qn 

Local: 
Yes = 14% 

No = 43% 

Don’t know = 14% 
No response = 29% 

Central: 
Yes = 20% 

No = 40% 

Don’t know = 20% 
No response = 20% 

Yes = 17% 
No = 17% 

Partially = 50% 

Don’t know = 16% 

Yes = 20% 
No = 40% 

Partially = 20% 

Don’t know = 20% 
No = 35% 

Ql 
No dark tourism may be developed in the 

case of Skopje, nor in Macedonia in general 

Partially, if numerous 

preconditions are previously 

fulfilled 

No possibilities for 

dark tourism 

development 

NO DARK 

TOURISM 

Note: Qn – Quantitative findings; Ql – qualitative assessment 

* Out of total 7 respondents, 2 were at local level, and 5 at central level. However, the respondents at 

central level simultaneously gave opinion for Skopje as a sample location, and for Macedonia in general. 

That is the main and only reason for mismatching the number of responses on each hypothesis. 

**Given the similar number of respondents, the average response rate has been calculated as a simple 

average of the three/four case studies. 

*** For the sake of quantitative comparisons, the percentage partially agreeing with a motivation was 

divided equally between Yes and No. No response was ignored. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon the research findings, the following conclusions are reached: 

o Decision-makers in Macedonia chose to emphasize that they are supporting 

initiatives for investing in JH sites due to two motives: expression of Respect towards 

Jews, and Revival of a Harmonious Past when people of different affiliations were living 

in harmony. 

o The economic motivation was found to be present only in the smaller cities (as in 

Štip – partially, and in Bitola – as the main motive), which is not the case of Skopje. The 

smaller cities representatives seems to believe that JH sites may be developed as points 

of interest for tourist attractions, thus attracting visitors and especially Jewish tourists as 

a special interest group that may assist in alleviating their standard of living. 

o No other motives were found for developing JHT in Macedonia though the 

authors hypothesized that guilt and facing harsh national history may also prevail as 

motives found in other countries.  

o The studied JH sites are not perceived to be associated with dark tourism, nor 

possibilities for its development are noted due to the lack of a significant dark history that 

may serve as a base for developing dark tourism.  

Furthermore, based on objective screening, it was concluded that all sampled locations 

do not offer autochthonous and competitive tourist offer, so initiating JH tourist product 

may be thought of as a key element that will support and enhance tourism development. 

The present practice may be defined as uncoordinated and unorganized, whereas the 

regional/national aspect is missing. Long-term planning imposes the need of creating 
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clearly defined and recognizable supply by designing tailor-made tourist packages as JH 

tourism route. Preparation of adequate promotional material which will provide more 

information about the life of the Jews may generate a possibility to attract tourists. 

Macedonia may promote and offer its well-kept Jewish story as a spiritual heritage. In 

addition, the study recommends to urge initiatives to include Macedonia in the regional 

tours which usually encompass Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece. Namely, Macedonia is a 

small country with still limited JH potentials that may be insufficient for creating a self-

standing JHT offer. The solution may be seen in the broader regional context. Hence, 

developing JHT may be beneficial as it can strengthen local and national economy, 

increase visitors’ consumption, and generate employment.  This will surely help increase 

awareness of residents for the JH which they possess. 
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